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Executive Summary

Purpose Two decades ago, almost 24,000 credit unions were operating in the
United States. These credit unions had $18 billion in total assets, 23 mil-
lion members, no federal share (deposit) insurance, asset powers limited
to short-term small consumer loans, and restricted membership require-
ments. Today, 13,100 credit unions have federal share insurance, total
assets of almost $200 billion, about 55 million members, the authority to
offer a wide range of consumer credit and depository services, and
relaxed membership requirements.

The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of
1989 (FIRREA) required GAO to make a comprehensive study of the credit
union system. Accordingly, this report discusses the financial condition
of both credit unions and their federal share insurance fund, regulation
and supervision of credit unions, the structure of the credit union
industry, and the evolving role of credit unions in the financial
marketplace.

Background A credit union is a not-for-profit cooperative association that offers a
variety of financial services. Its member/owners have a "common
bond," such as working for the same employer, which is specifically
defined in the credit union's charter.

Credit unions are chartered by both the federal and state governments.
As of June 30,1990, 8,659 credit unions were federally chartered and
federally insured; 4,443 credit unions were state chartered and federally
insured. There were also 1,462 state-chartered credit unions insured by
private, cooperative entities.

In addition, there are special credit unions whose members are credit
unions, not individuals. These institutions—referred to as corporate
credit unions—developed in the 1970s and now play a key role in the
industry. They provide credit unions with short-term investment oppor-
tunities; payment system and other services; and, should liquidity
problems develop, loans and other forms of credit. As of June 30,1990,
corporate credit unions had $20.4 billion—over 10 percent of industry
assets—in investments from credit unions.

Corporate credit unions are members of a single, large credit union—
U.S. Central Credit Union; most corporate credit union funds are
invested in this entity. U.S. Central, in turn, invests these funds prima-
rily in uncollateralized, uninsured loans to major banks (federal funds)
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Executive Summary

and marketable securities purchased from dealers under agreements
that the dealers will repurchase them (reverse repurchase agreements).

The Federal Credit Union Act of 1934 first authorized federal charters
as well as federal regulation and supervision of these credit unions. The
present federal oversight agency is the National Credit Union Adminis-
tration (NCUA), which was established in 1970, when Congress author-
ized federal share insurance. NCUA administers the National Credit
Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF).

T?PS1 llt^ in Rriff r^ie condition of today's federally insured credit unions is better than
that of banks and thrifts. Credit union capital averaged 7.3 percent of
assets as of mid-1990; the annualized net return on assets for the first
half of the year was 0.90 percent. (For the same period, bank capital
averaged 6.4 percent of assets, and the annualized net return was 0.69
percent.) NCUSIF reported equity of $1.25 for every $100 in insured
accounts, as of December 31, 1990. GAO'S preliminary estimate is that
the Bank Insurance Fund's equity was no higher than $.26 per $100 in
insured deposits as of that date.

Contributing to the industry's present condition are expansions in the
type and length of loans and in the types of accounts credit unions may
offer, as well as relaxed membership (common bond) restrictions. The
credit union industry has grown and remained profitable as bank and
thrift industries have slowed in growth and declined in profitability. As
the credit union industry has grown, however, it has been exposed to
increased risk. The recent sharp decline in the condition of banks and
their insurance fund shows how quickly problems can appear.

Difficulties could develop if credit unions are not operated safely and
soundly in their new environment, if regulation is not modernized, if
supervision and failure resolution are not timely and effective, and if
NCUSIF is not adequately overseen and financed. NCUA made some
changes in response to the expanded powers. It has, for example, tight-
ened regulation of commercial lending and developed a new examination
format and rating system. However, GAO has identified numerous
changes related to organization, regulation, supervision, and insurance
that would help assure continued safe and sound operations and also
protect NCUSIF.
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GAO's Analysis

GAO also believes that Congress may wish to provide guidance on what
constitutes a common bond for membership. Such action would help
define the future role of credit unions in the financial marketplace.

Present Industry and
Insurance Fund Condition
Is Relatively Good

The assets of federally insured credit unions have grown dramatically,
from $12.5 billion in 1971 to $195 billion in mid-1990. In June 1990,
there were about 13,100 credit unions. Most of these were small; about
half had assets of less than $2 million. However, 375 had assets of at
least $100 million, and together they held almost half of the industry's
assets.

The greatest recent change in credit unions' asset portfolios, and the one
with the greatest risk, has been increased real estate lending, including
first mortgages and home equity loans. Such lending rose from 5 percent
of assets in December 1985 to 21 percent in June 1990. First mortgages
alone rose from 5 to 12 percent of assets during the same period. Real
estate loans, which have been increasing in all but the very smallest
credit unions, have been riskier than the short-term installment loans
traditionally made.

Credit unions may also make "member business" (commercial) loans.
Commercial loans totalled $1.4 billion (0.7 percent of assets) in mid-
1990. This total excludes those commercial loans that were under
$25,000, secured by a primary residence, or that met other criteria; it
includes commercial real estate loans, which are not separately
reported.

GAO reviewed the recent financial audits of NCUSIF, the Central Liquidity
Facility operated by NCUA, and the NCUA Operating Fund that were done
by Price Waterhouse, a public accounting firm. The firm reported that
the NCUSIF and other financial statements for the years ending Sep-
tember 30,1988, 1989, and 1990 were fairly presented and in con-
formity with generally accepted accounting principles.

As of September 30, 1990, NCUA reported that the ratio of NCUSIF'S
reserve balance as a percent of insured shares was 1.25. The operating
range for the fund, set by NCUA, is now 1.25 to 1.3 percent. Since the
1985 recapitalization of NCUSIF by the industry, NCUA has not assessed
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the annual insurance premiums, also provided for in the act, because
earnings on fund assets have been sufficient to maintain the fund
balance.

Because of the new and more risky environment in which credit unions
are operating, it would be appropriate for Congress to hold annual over-
sight hearings on the condition of the industry and NCUSIF at which the
NCUA Board would testify.

Changes Needed to
Maintain Safe and Sound
Insurance Fund Operations

The continued health of NCUSIF can best be assured by a sound organiza-
tional structure, straightforward accounting, effective use of enforce-
ment powers, and an adequately capitalized fund. Improvements are
needed in each of these elements.

Organizational Structure: NCUA is responsible for credit union char-
tering, supervision, and insurance. FIRREA asked GAO to study whether
the insurance functions should be separated from the other functions of
NCUA. The closest parallel to NCUA is the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration (FDIC), which is responsible for supervision and insurance func-
tions for state-chartered banks that are not Federal Reserve members.

The collapse of the thrift industry's insurance fund is attributed to a
number of factors, including certain actions of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board (FHLBB), which had responsibility for that fund. FHLBB did
not give sufficient priority to maintaining the fund's soundness; instead,
it chose to forbear on weakly capitalized or insolvent institutions in the
hope that their condition would improve, thus risking huge insurance
fund losses.

GAO did not find at NCUA the built-in conflicts of interest and weak orga-
nizational support for supervisory and insurance functions that it found
in FHLBB. Nor did GAO find evidence that NCUA was inappropriately
delaying the resolution of failing credit unions or taking any other
actions that put NCUSIF at risk. GAO notes, however, that neither the
industry nor the fund has been under pressure in recent years.

To help assure that the insurance function would be given priority if
conditions should deteriorate, GAO believes a number of changes are
essential.

First, because the supervisory and insurance responsibility currently
rests in one staff position at NCUA, it is possible that the staff would not
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bring to the Board's attention for explicit discussion issues with the
potential for increased risk to NCUSIF. This could be corrected by placing
staff responsibility for the insurance and regulatory functions in two,
co-equal line organizations. The directors of both entities should report
individually to the Board.
Second, NCUA is isolated organizationally from the other federal banking
agencies at the Board level and is not directly linked to the administra-
tion's views on depository institution regulatory and insurance issues.
Expanding NCUA Board membership to include the Chairman of the Fed-
eral Reserve Board and the Secretary of the Treasury would provide
NCUA with a broader perspective on the role and oversight of financial
institutions as well as the administration's thinking on public policy
issues affecting insured depository institutions.

If legislation is passed to authorize a single federal regulator to admin-
ister all examination and supervision functions, Congress may want to
consider including credit unions among the institutions regulated by that
entity, once it is operating effectively. The responsibility for the insur-
ance function could then be placed under FDIC or another separate
entity.

Third, in reviewing some credit unions, GAO found that NCUA has some-
times elected to use informal approaches in dealing with troubled insti-
tutions, approaches that do not always result in correction of the
problems. GAO notes that such informal approaches by bank and thrift
regulators have resulted in greater insurance losses than would have
occurred following stronger corrective actions. GAO has already recom-
mended that Congress require bank regulators to take specific and more
forceful supervisory enforcement actions when they find certain unsafe
and unsound conditions or practices ("tripwires").1 A similar interven-
tion system would strengthen NCUA'S regulation of credit unions.

NCUSIF 1-Percent Deposit: Credit unions recapitalized NCUSIF in 1985.
Each credit union deposited and subsequently must maintain an amount
equal to 1 percent of its insured shares. NCUSIF counts the deposit as
capital. Credit unions, however, treat the deposit as an asset rather than
an expense, thereby avoiding a reduction in capital. This double-
counting produces a misleading picture of the combined strength of
NCUSIF and the credit unions. Expensing the deposits over a period of
time, which is consistent with conservative accounting, would result in a

'Deposit Insurance: A Strategy for Reform (GAO/GGD-91-26, March 4,1991).
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truer picture of the overall health of the industry and NCUSIF and pro-
vide NCUA with greater control over NCUSIF resources.

Capitalization: NCUA now measures the financial strength of NCUSIF by
using a ratio of fund capital to insured shares. As of September 30,
1990, the ratio was at the low end of the range set by NCUA, 1.25 to 1.3
percent. The Federal Credit Union Act requires a minimum capitaliza-
tion ratio of 1 percent. If the ratio exceeds 1.3 percent, the surplus must
be distributed to the credit unions. The act also provides for an insur-
ance premium of one-twelfth of 1 percent of insured shares if needed.

NCUA should be authorized to raise NCUSIF'S current equity-to-insured-
shares ratio and the insurance premium. This would help NCUA provide
for anticipated NCUSIF funding needs, and it would help prevent inappro-
priate supervisory and resolution decisions based on inadequate
funding.

Fund assets are liquid now. However, if NCUA were to acquire consider-
able illiquid assets from troubled and failed credit unions, it may not
have ready assets sufficient for prompt resolution of failing credit
unions. A two-tier ratio—with one minimum level based on liquid fund
assets that are available to meet future needs and the other based on
total capital—would help assure that NCUSIF could continue to promptly
resolve failing institutions.

Improvements in Law,
Regulation, and
Supervision Are Needed

NCUA has made considerable progress coping with the growth and
changing operations of the credit union industry. However, a number of
weaknesses relating to the regulation, supervision, and oversight of the
industry need to be addressed to assure continued safety and soundness.

Regulation and Supervision of State-Chartered Institutions: Federally
chartered credit unions operate within the bounds specified by the Fed-
eral Credit Union Act and NCUA regulations. State chartered credit
unions are subject to some federal regulations, but they operate prima-
rily under state laws and regulations that are sometimes less restrictive
than federal law.

Following a 1982 GAO report that cited problems, NCUA improved its rela-
tionship with state supervisors and also helped improve the scope and
content of state examinations. However, NCUA should set forth explicit
policies stating the circumstances under which NCUA will examine state-
chartered credit unions and the frequency of such examinations.
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Regulatory Improvements: Federal regulation needs to be improved and
applied to all insured credit unions. Regulations should specify under-
writing standards for real estate loans and maximize conformity with
secondary market criteria. Regulations should also set a cap on commer-
cial lending; prohibit credit unions from borrowing funds to grow
without regulatory approval; reduce the present limits on loans to or
investments in one person or entity to not more than 1 percent of the
credit union's total assets, with appropriate exceptions for small credit
unions; require credit unions to disclose that dividends cannot be guar-
anteed in advance; and require credit unions to maintain minimal capital
levels. In addition, regulators should require credit unions larger than a
minimum size to have annual independent audits and make annual man-
agement reports on internal controls.

Off-site Monitoring: In recent years, NCUA significantly improved its off-
site monitoring systems, but such oversight should be strengthened fur-
ther. First, NCUA should specify how federal and state examiners should
use some of the off-site monitoring reports. Also, because the annual
audit reports that supervisory committees prepare for their credit
unions could be valuable off-site monitoring tools, NCUA should require
credit unions to promptly provide NCUA with a copy of those reports.

The financial reports credit unions submit must be sufficiently detailed
and submitted frequently enough for NCUA to evaluate condition and
risk between examinations. This is particularly important in the case of
large credit unions, whose operations can be quite complex and whose
problems, if not identified early, could pose major risks to the insurance
fund. Quarterly filings and more detailed reporting should be required
first for credit unions with assets of $50 million or more.

Regulation of Corporate Credit Unions: As of mid-1990, federally
insured credit unions had $20.4 billion, or about 10 percent of their
assets, invested in corporate credit unions. However, U.S. Central and 13
of the 44 corporate credit unions are outside the full supervisory control
of NCUA because they are not federally chartered or insured. As of mid-
1990, corporate credit unions generally had capital levels averaging 1.4
percent of assets, net of certain items—a low average that has not
improved despite NCUA efforts.

Changes are needed to bring about needed federal regulatory and super-
visory authority and to temper the perception that NCUA would not
permit any corporate credit union to fail. First, NCUA should allow credit
unions it insures to invest only in other credit unions and corporate
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credit unions that are federally insured. Second, in the event of a credit
union or corporate credit union failure, NCUSIF should be given priority
over uninsured shareholders when the failed entity's assets are
distributed.

Failure Resolutions: GAO is concerned about NCUA'S practices in resolving
failing credit unions. NCUA has generally resolved failing credit unions in
an appropriate time. However, GAO is troubled by the upward trend in
NCUA'S use of assistance. Outstanding assistance as of September 30,
1987, was $49 million and had risen to $191 million by June 30,1990.
GAO reviewed NCUA'S assistance to credit unions. In four of the five sam-
pled cases, the credit unions did not meet NCUA'S preconditions for assis-
tance, such as the presence of good management.

The Federal Credit Union Act does not provide written criteria for NCUA
to use in resolving failing credit unions, although NCUA officials say that
their policy is to use the least costly method. Legislative guidance on
resolution considerations and documentation requirements are needed to
strengthen NCUA operations in this area.

Action Regarding Common
Bond Is Needed

As providers of personal savings and credit services, credit unions are
competing successfully with other depository institutions. Relaxed mem-
bership restrictions have helped many credit unions compete, and some
survive. Since its enactment in 1934, the Federal Credit Union Act has
limited membership in federal credit unions to those with "a common
bond of occupation or association, or to groups within a well-defined
neighborhood, community, or rural district."

In the past decade, NCUA has significantly loosened the definition of the
"common bond." In 1982, NCUA allowed groups of members with dif-
ferent common bonds to join in a single credit union, which has helped
increase the number of members, including those who do not share a
common bond, in single credit unions.

Congress should consider establishing related guidelines to specify the
outer limits of an occupational, associational, or community common
bond.
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Recommendations2

To Congress GAO recommends that Congress amend the Federal Credit Union Act as
follows:

To Maintain Safe and
Sound Insurance Fund
Operations

Expand the NCUA Board to five members and provide that the Chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary of the Treasury, ex
officio, be members. Authorize the two ex officio members to delegate
their authority to another person from their agency who is appointed by
the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Require NCUA to identify unsafe and unsound conditions or practices and
the specific enforcement actions that will be used when such conditions
or practices are identified; also, provide in legislation that Congress
expects NCUA to take the designated actions.
Require natural person and corporate credit unions to expense their 1-
percent deposit in NCUSIF over a reasonable period of time.
Establish a two-tier capitalization ratio for NCUSIF, with one ratio based
on fund equity and the other on liquid assets available for future
resolutions.
Give NCUA the authority to raise the NCUSIF capitalization level and the
premium percentage above the current limits and to borrow additional
funds from Treasury on behalf of NCUSIF.

To Improve Regulation
and Supervision

Authorize NCUA to require any state natural person or corporate credit
union with unsafe or unsound practices or conditions to follow appli-
cable federal law or regulation.
Require NCUA to establish minimum, risk-based, capital standards for
natural person and corporate credit unions, providing for a phase-in
period.
Revise the natural person and corporate credit union limits on loans to a
single borrower or investments in a single obligor to not more than 1
percent of the lender's total assets, with larger limits as appropriate for
small credit unions.
Allow natural person credit unions to borrow only to meet liquidity
needs, unless prior regulatory approval has been obtained.

2This list of recommendations is not all inclusive. A complete listing of recommendations is provided
in appendix XI.
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Require natural person credit unions above a specified minimum size
and all federally insured corporate credit unions to obtain an annual
audit by an independent public accountant and to make annual manage-
ment reports on internal controls and compliance with laws and
regulations.
Specify that natural person credit unions may invest only in those credit
unions and corporate credit unions that are insured by NCUSIF.

GAO also recommends that Congress hold annual oversight hearings at
which the NCUA Board reports on the condition of credit unions and
NCUSIF, assesses risk areas, and reports on NCUA'S responses to them.

In addition, although GAO is not making specific recommendations, GAO
believes Congress should, at a minimum, consider providing guidance on
the purpose and limits of the common bond requirement, making it
applicable to all federally insured credit unions.

Recommendations to the
Chairman, NCUA Board

GAO recommends that NCUA take the following actions:

Separate responsibility for supervision and insurance into separate line
organizations, with each reporting to the Board.
Identify, in consultation with Congress and the credit union industry,
unsafe and unsound conditions or practices with the potential of dam-
aging NCUSIF and set out the appropriate supervisory responses.
Strengthen regulation of credit unions. Areas to focus on include real
estate and commercial lending and disclosure of the fact that dividends
cannot be guaranteed in advance.
Improve aspects of off-site monitoring of credit union condition by
issuing guidance on the use of monitoring reports and requiring more
frequent and detailed credit union reporting.
Develop policy goals for examining state-chartered credit unions and
invoke its statutory authority to refuse to accept state examinations
under certain conditions.

PommPntS and
r* A r\ "DLrAU Kesponse

GAO maae aDOUt 50 recommendations. NCUA agreed with most of them,
saying that they will strengthen the credit union system and enhance
NCUA'S effectiveness as a federal financial regulator. GAO'S response to
NCUA'S comments is discussed at the close of each chapter. These com-
ments and GAO'S detailed response are in appendix XII.
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NCUA objected to several recommendations. It indicated that the separa-
tion of insurance and supervision functions within NCUA is neither neces-
sary nor desirable and that placing the supervision functions of NCUA in
a new consolidated federal supervisor would not serve the public. GAO
believes that internal separation is essential and clearly states that
incorporation of NCUA'S supervision functions in a consolidated super-
visor should be considered only if such an entity is established and then
after it is operating effectively. (See p. 196.) NCUA also said that GAO'S
recommendation to expand the NCUA Board and place on it, as ex officio
members, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman of the Fed-
eral Reserve Board is unworkable, given the frequency of Board meet-
ings. GAO has modified its recommendation to allow these ex officio
members to delegate the authority to another Presidential appointee in
their agencies. Finally, NCUA argued that the investment and loan limits
recommended, 1 percent of assets, are too low for corporate credit
unions. GAO disagrees, given the risk to the credit union system from any
higher level of concentration.

The Department of the Treasury commented on two recommendations.
It agreed that the credit unions' 1-percent deposit in NCUSIF should be
expensed. It also said that the administration's current legislative pro-
posal would make the director of the proposed Office of Depository
Institutions Supervision an ex officio member of the 3-member NCUA
Board. (See app. XIII.) The Federal Reserve Board in its comments said
that the Chairman's membership on the NCUA Board could distract the
Federal Reserve from its principal responsibilities. (See app. XIV.) As
noted above, GAO has modified its recommendation to provide for dele-
gation of the authority.
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Highlights

History 1909: First American credit union is incorporated.
1934: Federal Credit Union Act provides federal chartering and supervi-
sion of credit unions and establishes the predecessor federal organiza-
tion to the National Credit Union Administration.
1970: National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund is created.
1977: Federal credit unions can make 30-year mortgage loans.
1980: Federal credit unions are permitted to offer transaction (checking)
accounts.

Industry Structure Credit unions are cooperative depository institutions in which members
must share a common bond or one of a group of common bonds. They
are overseen by member boards of directors.
As of mid-1990,13,102 credit unions serving 55 million members were
federally insured. Two-thirds of all credit unions were federally
chartered. Another 1,452 state-chartered credit unions were coopera-
tively insured.
The 13,102 federally insured credit unions had $195 billion in assets,
mostly in installment and residential loans and in investments.
Forty-four corporate credit unions, owned by their member credit
unions, and U.S. Central Credit Union, owned by the corporates, accept
for investment a significant portion of the unloaned assets of their mem-
bers. Corporates and U.S. Central also exist to provide liquidity to their
member credit unions.
The trade associations include: the Credit Union National Association
(CUNA), which, with its affiliates, provides a variety of financial services
to the industry; 52 state credit union leagues; the National Association
of Federal Credit Unions (NAFCU); and the National Federation of Com-
munity Development Credit Unions.

Basis for Report This comprehensive report was mandated by the Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989.
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Credit unions are cooperative not-for-profit associations in which mem-
bers, who are the owners, share a common bond, deposit funds, and
obtain credit. Federally insured credit unions, which numbered 13,102
as of June 30,1990, had assets of about $195 billion, more than triple
their 1980 year-end total of almost $60 billion.

In the past two decades, there have been major changes in the industry.
Federal share (deposit) insurance was provided for the first time; limits
on loan types, amounts, interest rates, and maturities were raised; and a
range of transaction and other accounts was permitted. Further, the
membership common bond requirements, such as restricting member-
ship to individuals employed by a specific entity, were relaxed. Insured
credit unions reported members of 55 million in mid-1990. Credit unions
now offer a wide range of services to members, including residential real
estate loans, small business loans, credit cards, transaction accounts,
and retirement accounts.

A majority of the credit unions are relatively small and many are man-
aged primarily by volunteers. As of mid 1990, 9,928 had assets of less
than $10 million, and 2,375 had assets of less than $500,000. Neverthe-
less, the majority of the industry's assets are in larger credit unions. The
780 with assets over $50 million held about 60 percent of the industry's
assets.

In Section 1201 of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act of 1989, Congress asked us to make a comprehensive
study of the credit union industry. Topics listed for inclusion in the
study fell into three general areas:

the condition of the credit union industry and its insurance fund,
the supervision and insurance of credit unions, and
the present and future role of credit unions.

This report responds to that requirement. Background information on
the industry and its regulation and supervision as well as a discussion of
the objectives, scope, and methodology of our study are provided in this
chapter. Chapter 2 discusses the condition of the industry, the condition
of its insurance fund—the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund
(NCUSIF)—and the risks facing the industry. Chapter 3 discusses credit
union law and regulation. Chapter 4 discusses supervision by the
responsible federal entity—the National Credit Union Administration
(NCUA)—and state authorities. Chapter 5 discusses NCUA'S resolution of
failed credit unions. Chapter 6 discusses corporate credit unions—their
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role, regulation, supervision, and insurance status. Chapter 7 discusses
issues related to share insurance, including accounting treatment of
credit unions' 1-percent deposit in the insurance fund, financing NCUSIF,
and the liquidation payout priorities. Chapter 8 discusses issues related
to the structure of NCUA, including the organizational placement of
NCUSIF within NCUA and the need for the Central Liquidity Facility.
Finally, chapter 9 discusses issues associated with the evolution of
credit unions' role in the financial marketplace, including expansion of
the field of membership criteria, federal share insurance, and tax treat-
ment. Supplementary discussions are provided in the appendixes.

History Cooperative credit associations had their origins in mid-19th century
Europe. An early promoter and organizer of these associations estab-
lished requirements that members pay entrance fees, purchase shares,
and deposit their savings. The members could obtain short-term loans on
the basis of their character. At first, all members signed the passbooks
and promissory notes.1 Early cooperatives were focused on urban
craftsmen, proprietors, and fanners. The early credit union philosophy
was closely connected with moral and humanitarian goals.2 In the late
1800s, interest in cooperative credit associations began to grow in
Canada. The first cooperative there—called a caisse populaire, or credit
society—was organized in 1901.

The first credit union in the United States—known as St. Mary's Coop-
erative Credit Association—was incorporated in 1909 in New Hamp-
shire. A few weeks later Massachusetts became the first state to pass a
law providing for credit union charters. It defined credit unions as coop-
erative associations "formed for the purpose of promoting thrift among
its members." By 1934, there were approximately 2,500 credit unions in
38 states and the District of Columbia. Credit unions were not chartered,
supervised, or insured at the federal level during these early years.

'A detailed history of credit unions is provided in a volume entitled The Credit Union Movement:
Origins and Development, 1850 to 1980, supported and copyrighted by the Credit Union National
Association. The volume is authored by J. Carroll Moody and Gilbert C. Fite, (2nd Edition, Iowa:
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1984).

2NCUA, 1980 Annual Report, Preface.
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Interest in providing federal charters to expand the opportunities to
establish credit unions grew in the 1930s. In 1934, the Federal Credit
Union Act was passed. Its title described its purpose:

"An Act to establish a Federal Credit Union System, to establish a further market
for securities of the United States and to make more available to people of small
means credit for provident purposes through a national system of cooperative
credit, thereby helping to stabilize the credit structure of the United States." (The
Federal Credit Union Act of 1934, Pub.L. 73-467, 48 Stat. 1216.)

This act provided for federal charters and set out the powers of these
federally chartered credit unions. It also stated that membership in a
federal credit union was limited to groups sharing "a common bond of
occupation, association, or geographical location in a well-defined neigh-
borhood, community, or rural district." (12 U.S.C. 1759) Congress
amended the Federal Credit Union Act in 1937 to exempt federal credit
unions from federal and state income taxation. State credit unions had
been exempt from federal taxation in accordance with an Attorney Gen-
eral ruling in 1917. (See ch. 9 and app. X for background information on
credit unions' tax status.)

Credit unions grew steadily in number, rising from 5,241 at year-end
1936 to 9,891 at year-end 1941. By 1956, there were 17,256; by 1969 the
total was 23,761. Further growth in the industry occurred in the next
two decades, although the total number of credit unions declined as indi-
vidual credit unions became larger through mergers or expansion, facili-
tated by broadened common bond membership requirements. At year-
end 1980, for example, some 187 federally insured credit unions
(slightly more than 1 percent of the total number) had assets of over
$50 million; in June 1990, 780 (6 percent) did. The following table,
which includes credit unions that do not have federal insurance, shows
the trends in both growth and consolidation.

Table 1.1: Growth and Consolidation of Credit Unions (Insured and Uninsured) (December 31)

Credit unions

Members

Assets

1960
20,456

12 million

$5.65 billion

1970
23,688

23 million

$17.95 billion

1980
21,467

44 million

$69 billion

(June 30) 1990

14,564

554- million3

$21 6 billion

Excludes members of privately insured credit unions.
Source: CUNA, The Credit Union Report, 1989.
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Significant expansions in the types of accounts, asset powers, and mem-
bership requirements have taken place in the past two decades. These
changes are discussed throughout this report. (See especially ch. 9.)
Appendix I provides a chronology of the major events in credit union
history.

Structure Of the Industry The credit union industry can best be visualized as a triangle: about
14,500 natural person credit unions3 form the base of the industry struc-
ture. These credit unions are in turn the cooperative member-owners of
44 corporate credit unions,4 into which they invest a portion of their
assets and from which they can borrow to meet liquidity needs. The cor-
porate credit unions, in turn, are members of a single very large corpo-
rate credit union—U.S. Central Credit Union—into which they
currently invest almost all their assets. (See fig. 1.1.)

The term "credit union" as used in this report refers only to federally
insured natural person credit unions and excludes corporate credit
unions. Federally insured credit unions are referred to in this report as
federal credit unions if they have federal charters and state credit
unions if they have state charters. State credit unions that are not feder-
ally insured are specifically identified as such whenever they are
included in the discussion. The terms "thrift" and "savings association"
refer to entities insured by the federal Savings Association Insurance
Fund. Corporate credit unions are always referred to as such and
exclude U.S. Central Credit Union, unless explicitly included.

3Natural person credit unions primarily serve individuals, who are their member-owners.

4Corporate credit unions are those credit unions operated primarily for the purpose of serving other
credit unions and whose total dollar amount of outstanding loans to member credit unions plus shares
issued to member credit unions equals or exceeds 75 percent of their total outstanding loans plus
shares. (12 C.F.R. 704.2) While this definition applies to federally chartered corporates, state laws—
where they provide a definition of a corporate credit union—have similar definitions.
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Figure 1.1: Credit Union System Structure (June 30,1990)

State Chartered,
Uninsured

Corporate Credit Unions3

17 Federally Chartered, Federally Insured
14 State Chartered, Federally Insured
5 State Chartered, Privately Insured

8 State Chartered, Uninsured

Natural Person Credit Unions

8,659 Federally Chartered, Federally Insured
4,443 State Chartered, Federally Insured
1,462 State Chartered, Privately Insured

Natural Person Credit Unions

aU.S. Central and the Corporate Credit Unions comprise the Corporate Credit Union System, which
includes a total of 45 institutions.
Source: Information obtained from NCUA reports and officials.

As is the case with banks and savings associations, credit unions have a
dual chartering, regulation, and supervision system in the United States.
As of June 30, 1990, about two-thirds (8,659) of the 13,102 federally
insured credit unions, with total assets of about $128 billion, had federal
charters. One-third (4,443), with $67 billion in assets, were state
chartered. While there is a large number of federally insured credit
unions, most are quite small, as shown in table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Distribution of Credit Unions
by Asset Size, June 30,1990

Corporate Credit Unions

Limited-Income Credit Unions

Dollars in millions

Asset size

Number of
credit

unions
Percent of

total3 Total assets
Percent of

total8

Less than $.5 2,375 18.1% $583 0.3%
$.5 to $1.99 3,326 25.4 3,733 1.9
$2 to $9.99 4,227 32.3 20,178 10.3
$10 to $49.99 2,394 18.3 53,456 27.4

$50 to $99.99 405 3.1 28,392 14.5
$100 and over 375 2.9 88,921 45.5
aTotals do not add due to rounding.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

The January 1991 collapse of the private insurer in Rhode Island
focused attention on the privately insured institutions. NCUA subse-
quently provided insurance to some of these credit unions. As of June
30, 1990, there were 1,462 state-chartered credit unions, with savings of
$18.6 billion, insured by private, cooperative entities.

Natural person credit unions invest unloaned funds in credit unions that
they themselves are members of—corporate credit unions—and they
can borrow funds from them. As of June 30,1990, federally insured
credit unions had invested $20.4 billion, about 10 percent of their total
assets, in shares of their corporates, up from $15.8 billion as of
December 31,1989. Twenty-seven corporates are state-chartered and 17
have federal charters. Of the 44, 31 are federally insured, 8 are not
insured, and 5 are privately insured. As of June 30,1990, corporate
credit unions had 77 percent of their assets invested in shares and
accounts with U.S. Central Credit Union. U.S. Central Credit Union,
formed in 1974 to provide financial and payment services for the corpo-
rate credit unions, is an uninsured state-chartered entity associated with
the credit union industry's principal trade association, the Credit Union
National Association (CUNA). As of June 30,1990, it held about $20.3
billion in credit union shares.6

Within the industry is a subset of institutions designated by NCUA under
the Federal Credit Union Act as serving "predominantly low-income
members." As of June 30,1990, according to NCUA, there were 181 of
these institutions; all but 11 had federal charters. Most are small; 161

5Data from U.S. Central Credit Union's unaudited balance sheet as of June 30,1990.
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had assets of under $2 million and only 4 had assets exceeding $10 mil-
lion. Unlike other federal credit unions, they may accept deposits from
nonmembers. Limited-income credit unions may also receive NCUA desig-
nation as credit unions involved in stimulation of economic development
activities or community revitalization efforts. These credit unions are
commonly referred to as community development credit unions, and
they may obtain loans from a special fund administered by NCUA. (See
ch. 8.)

Credit Union Related Entities Several entities are closely associated with credit unions and are an inte-
gral part of the industry's overall structure. CUNA, which had its origins
in the 1930s, is described by its independent certified public accountant
as a tax-exempt organization that serves as a trade association for credit
unions. It provides legislative, research, and public relations services/
advice as well as educational and service development for the national
credit union movement. Its membership comprises 52 credit union
leagues. In its 1989 annual report, CUNA described its affiliated entities
as follows: CUNA Service Group, which provides a range of financial ser-
vices for credit unions and their members; U.S. Central Credit Union, the
movement's central liquidity and investment facility, serving credit
unions through the Corporate Credit Union Network; and CUNA Mort-
gage Corporation, which is the credit union movement's link to the sec-
ondary mortgage market and is owned by CUNA Service Group and CUNA
Mutual Insurance Group. The CUNA Mutual Insurance Group provides a
variety of services, including benefit plans and fidelity bonds for credit
union employees.

Credit union leagues, which are members of CUNA, are active nationwide
and provide trade association services at the state level. Most credit
unions in a state typically belong to that state's league. The leagues have
close relationships with their respective corporate credit unions. The
state leagues themselves are members of their corporates, and many
have interlocking boards of directors. Included among the corporates'
boards of directors are individual officials from their member credit
unions.

Other entities associated with credit unions include NAFCU, in which 758
federal credit unions, including the largest federally chartered ones, are
members. The National Federation of Community Development Credit
Unions represents the community development credit unions. The
National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors represents the
government regulators of state credit unions.
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'1 J?hf and Federal Credit unions, like banks and thrifts, are chartered by both the federal
' ° government and by state governments. Federally chartered credit

oftare insurance unions are required to be federally insured. These institutions—8,659 as
of June 30,1990—are regulated and supervised by NCUA. Another 4,443
federally insured state chartered credit unions, referred to as state
credit unions in this report, are regulated and supervised by both NCUA
and a state authority. (See app. II for data on credit unions by state and
charter.) As of mid-1990, there were 15 states and the District of
Columbia that required state-chartered credit unions to have federal
insurance, 33 states and Puerto Rico that required state-chartered credit
unions to have either federal or some other officially approved insur-
ance program, and 2 states that did not have a requirement in law on
share insurance.

Since 1934, when Congress passed the Federal Credit Union Act, the
organization with responsibility for federal oversight has been changed
a number of times.6 In 1970, it was finally established as an independent
government agency—the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)
with a single administrator. In 1978, Congress replaced the single
administrator at NCUA with a three-member board. Board members are
appointed to 6-year terms with the advice and consent of the Senate.
NCUA is now a highly decentralized organization, with over 80 percent of
its 900 staff members assigned to 6 regional offices. Appendix III pro-
vides an organization chart.

In the preface to its 1989 annual report, NCUA stated that its mission "is
to ensure the safety and soundness of credit unions and to provide a
flexible regulatory environment that will facilitate sound credit union
development, while efficiently and effectively managing the Agency's
resources and the Share Insurance Fund." The National Credit Union
Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF), which was established in 1970 to pro-
vide federal share insurance for credit unions for the first time, is
administered by NCUA. In 1970, NCUA was also given certain regulatory
and supervisory power over those state credit unions insured by NCUSIF.
It was authorized to examine them and to accept examinations made by
state regulatory authorities. In recent years, NCUA has examined federal
credit unions annually and a percentage of state credit unions.

6In 1934 supervisory responsibility was placed in a new credit union section within the Farm Credit
Administration, then an independent agency. The Farm Credit Administration was subsequently
moved to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In 1942, credit union supervision was moved to the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. In 1948, it was moved to the Federal Security Administration.
In 1953, the Federal Security Administration became part of the Department of Health, Fxlucation,
and Welfare (predecessor to the Department of Health and Human Services).
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The 1970 legislation also authorized NCUA to establish reserve (capital)
requirements for all state chartered credit unions that are not less than
reserve requirements imposed by statute on federal credit unions. NCUA
has exercised this authority by regulation (12 C.F.R. 741.7(a)). In many
other instances, however, state laws and regulations govern state credit
union activities and in certain instances provide greater powers than
those available to federal credit unions. (See ch. 3.) Nevertheless, to pro-
tect the insurance fund, NCUA has legal responsibility and authority to
require any insured credit union engaging in unsafe and unsound prac-
tices, or any such credit union that is in unsafe or unsound condition, or
is violating laws or regulations, to make the requested corrections or ter-
minate its insurance. (12 U.S.C. 1786)

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

The objectives of this review were specified in Section 1201 of the
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989.
This act required us to examine:

"(l)credit unions' present and future role in the financial marketplace;

(2)the financial condition of credit unions;

(3)credit union capital;

(4)credit union regulation and supervision on both the Federal and State levels;

(5)whether the National Credit Union Administration examinations of credit unions
are comparable in frequency and quality to supervisory examinations of insured
banks and savings associations;

(6)the structure and financial condition of the National Credit Union Share Insur-
ance Fund, including whether supervision of that Fund should be separated from
the other functions of the National Credit Union Administration Board; and

(7)whether the common bond rules regarding credit union membership continue to
serve their original purpose."

It also required comparative information on other types of depository
institutions.

In addition, the Chair of the Veterans Administration, Housing and
Urban Development and Independent Agencies Appropriations Subcom-
mittee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations requested a study of
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NCUA'S oversight of credit unions. This request, as agreed, was incorpo-
rated into the legislatively mandated study.

Our work was done at NCUA headquarters in Washington, D.C.; NCUA
regional offices, in Austin, Texas; Itasca, Illinois; and Concord, Cali-
fornia. As part of our financial audit responsibilities, we reviewed the
independent certified public accountant's audits of NCUSIF, NCUA'S Cen-
tral Liquidity Facility, and the NCUA Operating Fund for fiscal years
1989 and 1990.

To assess NCUA regulation, supervision, and failure resolution, we
reviewed the legislation and NCUA regulations, policies, procedures, and
techniques and considered potential risks. In analyzing the supervision
of problem credit unions, we selected a judgmental sample of 39 problem
credit unions. We also made judgmental samples of 10 corporate credit
unions and 16 failed credit unions and reviewed them using similar tech-
niques to assess the overall quality of supervision and, where appro-
priate, the reasons for failure. (See app. VI for a detailed discussion of
the sample selections.)

To assess the condition of credit unions, we obtained from NCUA the sem-
iannual Financial and Statistical Reports (call reports) submitted by
insured credit unions and analyzed them for the period 1985 through
mid-1990. We analyzed the balance sheet and income statement data
using a wide range of financial ratios. While NCUA examiners are asked
to review the raw numbers submitted by credit unions and NCUA data
processing staff also make certain checks to help assure their accuracy,
we did not independently verify the accuracy of the data. To assess
issues related to common bond, we researched the legislative history of
the original Federal Credit Union Act, chartering manuals, and relevant
policy statements issued by NCUA from 1972 to 1990.

In addition to interviewing NCUA officials at all levels, we talked with
officials of industry-affiliated groups, such as CUNA, NAFCU, the National
Association of State Credit Union Supervisors, and others. We also met
with state regulatory officials. We sought the views of the bank industry
groups, such as the American Bankers Association and the Independent
Bankers Association of America. Officials at the Department of the
Treasury, Federal Reserve, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal National Mortgage Asso-
ciation, and others were consulted on specific matters.
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Our work was done during the period April 1989 through December
1990 and in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards.
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Highlights

Background The 13,102 federally insured credit unions, as of mid-1990, had about
$195.3 billion in assets, $180.7 billion in liabilities, and capital measured
according to generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) of $14.3
billion.
Most credit unions are small; about half had assets of less than $2 mil-
lion. But the 375 with assets of $100 million or more held about 46 per-
cent of the industry's assets.
NCUA reported that, as of September 30,1990, National Credit Union
Share Insurance Fund's (NCUSIF) reserve balance as a percentage of
insured shares was 1.25. Fund capitalization totaled $2.05 billion.

Key Findings The industry's average capital was 7.3 percent of assets. It earned an
annualized net return on assets for the first half of 1990 of 0.90 percent.
In comparison, bank capital averaged 6.43 percent of assets, and net
return on assets was 0.69 percent. About 1.0 percent of credit union
assets were delinquent loans; about 2.46 percent of bank assets were
nonperforming.
Real estate lending has increased significantly, rising from 5 percent of
assets in December 1985 to 21 percent in June 1990.
NCUA contracts with a private accounting firm to audit its financial
statements. Price Waterhouse has reported that the NCUSIF, CLF, and the
NCUA Operating Fund statements for the years ending September 30,
1989, and September 30,1990 are fairly presented and conform with
GAAP. We found nothing to indicate that the auditor's opinions or reports
could not be relied on.
NCUA relies on the financial and statistical reports submitted by credit
unions to monitor conditions between examinations. These reports are
submitted only semiannually, which is not frequent enough, and do not
contain sufficient data to adequately assess risk.

Key
Recommendations

NCUA should require that credit unions, those with assets of $50 million
or more, (1) file financial and statistical reports quarterly and (2)
expand the report format for such credit unions to obtain more data.
Congress should have annual oversight hearings on credit union and
NCUSIF condition at which the NCUA Board testifies.
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Condition of Credit Unions and NCUSIF

The financial problems facing depository institutions today are well doc-
umented. The collapse of the thrift industry and cost to the taxpayers of
meeting commitments to insured depositors continue to be of wide-
spread concern. Reports about the financial distress of commercial
banks and pressure on its insurance fund are an almost daily occur-
rence, as are reports of continuing problems in the thrift industry. In
contrast, few concerns have been raised about the overall health of the
credit union industry. This chapter discusses its condition, that of its
insurance fund—NCUSIF—and the risks facing the industry and the
Fund.

Credit unions are in a relatively favorable financial position. On
average, they are relatively well capitalized, profitable, and liquid.
NCUSIF—the fund that guarantees credit union shares—is also healthier
than its banking counterpart. As of December 31, 1990, NCUA reported
that NCUSIF equity was $1.25 for each $100 in insured accounts. This
compares favorably with the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF). GAO'S prelimi-
nary estimate was that BIF reserves totaled no more than $.26 for $100
in insured deposits. The Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion (FSLIC) became insolvent and was replaced with a new fund (the
Savings Association Insurance Fund).1

While credit unions are healthier than banks and thrifts, they still face
risks common to all depository institutions. And, the recent sharp
decline in the condition of banks and their insurance fund highlights
how quickly serious problems can appear in depository institutions and,
consequently, their insurer. The business of lending and investing mem-
bers' money is, by its nature, risky, and losses may leave institutions
with assets that are insufficient to cover deposits.

Large increases in real estate holdings in recent years leave credit
unions more exposed than they had been to interest rate and credit risk,
and the more general risk of entering into new product lines. Other risks,
common to all depository institutions and their insurance funds, are that
regulation will be inadequate, supervision will be lax, failing institutions
will not be promptly closed, insurance fund capitalization will be over-
stated because reserving for anticipated losses is too low, the capitaliza-
tion of the insurance fund will not be adequate, serious economic
problems will have a significant impact on debtors' ability to repay

'Savings associations that are placed in receivership or conservatorship between January 1,1989,
and August 9,1992, are to be resolved by the Resolution Trust Corporation, primarily at taxpayer
expense.
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loans on schedule, and management will engage in fraud or not be suffi-
ciently competent. Finally, unlike other depository institutions, credit
unions have membership requirements. To the extent that a credit
union's membership comes from one plant or company or localized mem-
bers of an occupation, this lack of diversification also increases its vul-
nerability to economic problems.

After discussing the condition of the industry and its insurance fund,
this chapter provides comments on the types of risks facing credit
unions. These are discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters.
Because NCUA'S ability to assess and anticipate the extent of risk in
credit union operations is greatly dependent upon credit unions' finan-
cial reports, this chapter also recommends annual oversight hearings
and more frequent and detailed reporting.

Condition of the
Credit Union Industry

Primarily through consolidation within the industry, the number of
credit unions in the United States has fallen rather dramatically over
the past 20 years, from a peak of 23,688 in 1970, the year federal share
insurance was authorized, to 13,102 federally insured and about 1,450
privately insured credit unions in June 1990. Total savings as of June
30,1990, were $178 billion in federally insured associations and about
$19 billion in privately insured credit unions.

The consolidation in the industry has been accompanied by growth in
both total industry deposits and changes in types of lending. While
credit unions are still, on average, much smaller than commercial banks
or thrifts, the average federally insured credit union had grown from
$1.8 million in assets as of December 31,1975, to $14.9 million in assets
as of June 1990. The industry is highly concentrated. The 780 credit
unions with assets of $50 million or more held, as of mid-1990, about 60
percent of the industry's assets.

In the rest of this chapter, as elsewhere in the report, the term credit
union refers only to federally insured credit unions.

Growth of Credit Unions The credit union industry has grown dramatically in recent years.
Assets, which totaled $12.5 billion in 1971, had risen to $61 billion in
17,712 credit unions by the end of 1980. Between December 1985 and
June 1990, assets of credit unions increased by 63 percent, from $119.7
billion to $195.3 billion. In 1986, assets and shares grew by 23.4 and
24.1 percent, respectively. Since then growth has continued, but at a
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slower rate. In 1989, assets and shares grew by only 4.8 and 4.7 percent,
respectively. In the first half of 1990, however, growth rebounded to 6.3
percent for assets and 6.5 percent for shares.

1990) Dollars in billions

Assets

Year

Dec. 1985
Dec. 1986
Dec. 1987

Dec. 1988
Dec. 1989

June 1990

Dollar value

$119.7

147.7

162.2

175.3

183.7

195.3

Percentage
growth3

23.4

9.8
8.1

4.8
6.3

Shares

Dollar value

$108.2

134.3
148.4

159.6
167.1

178.0

Percentage
growth9

24.1

10.5

7.5
4.7

6.5
aChanges from end of preceding period.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

In contrast, during the December 1985 to June 1990 period, assets in
commercial banks grew by 24 percent and assets at thrifts, which
peaked in 1988, grew by 9.4 percent. Total insured deposits in the
United States grew by 25.9 percent. Credit unions' share of total
deposits in credit unions, banks, and thrifts has increased somewhat
from 4.7 percent in 1985 to 6 percent in June 1990.

There were 13,102 credit unions in June 1990, with average assets of
$14.9 million. However, as shown in table 2.2, assets in the industry
were quite concentrated. The 780 large institutions, those with assets of
$50 million or more, held 60 percent of the industry's total assets. The
375 institutions with assets of $100 million or more held 46 percent of
industry assets.
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by Asset Sire, June 30, 1990 Dollars in millions

Asset size

Less than $.5

$.5 to $1.99
$2 to $9.99

$10 to $49.99

$50 to $99.99

$100 and over

Number of
credit

unions

2,375

3,326

4,227

2,394

405
375

Percentage of
total8

18.1
25.4

32.3
18.3
3.1
2.9

Total assets

$583

3,733

20,178

53,456

28,392

88,921

Percentage of
total3

0.3
1.9

10.3

27.4

14.5

45.5

aTotals do not add due to rounding.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Capital Capital provides a cushion against losses. The amount of capital a credit
union has is a measure of its capacity to withstand economic adversity
and to avoid recourse to NCUSIF. As of June 30,1990, total capital in
federally insured credit unions equalled $14.3 billion, which was 7.3
percent of their $195.3 billion in total assets.2 Table 2.3 shows that
credit union capital ratios have improved in recent years and that
smaller credit unions consistently have somewhat higher capital ratios
than larger credit unions. Contributing to this difference are the current
reserving requirements. A credit union with assets of less than $500,000
(of which there were 2,375) has to reserve until regular reserves equal
10 percent of outstanding loans and risk assets.3 One with $500,000 or
more in assets has to reserve until a 6-percent level is reached. (Years in
operation also affects reserving requirements. Ch. 3 discusses the
reserving requirement.)

Credit union capitalization of 7.3 percent compares with capital of 6.43
percent of assets for commercial banks. Average thrift capital fell
during the 1980s. It was 5.5 percent of assets in 1980,3.4 percent in
1985, and 2.5 percent on June 30,1990.

2"Capital" is defined in this report as GAAP capital; that is, capital according to generally accepted
accounting principles. In the credit union context, it is the sum of regular, investment valuation, and
other reserves and undivided earnings. It excludes the allowance for loan and investment losses and
also shares. Because credit unions are cooperatives, capital is at times defined by NCUA and the
industry as shares plus GAAP capital.

3NCUA defines in regulation how regular reserves, outstanding loans, and risk assets are to be calcu-
lated. For example, certain investments with maturities of less than 3 years are excluded. (See ch. 3.)
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Table 2.3: Capital in Credit Unions as a
Percentage of Assets (1985 1990)

Year

Dec. 1985
Dec. 1986
Dec. 1987
Dec. 1988
Dec. 1989
June 1990

Total
industry

6.5%

6.2

6.6

6.9

7.3

7.3

Large credit
unions3

5.7%

5.7

6.2

6.4

6.8

6.8

Medium
credit

unions6

6.6%
6.3
6.6
7.0
7.5
7.6

Small credit
unions0

8.3%
7.8
7.9
8.4
9.2
9.1

al_arge credit unions are defined as those with assets of $50 million or more.

bMedium sized credit unions are defined as those with assets between $10 million and $50 million.

cSmall credit unions are defined as those with assets of less than $10 million.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Banks, particularly larger banks, have different asset portfolios—and
thus face additional risks. We therefore compared credit unions and
banks of similar size. At the same time, it must be recognized that signif-
icant differences can exist in asset portfolios between credit unions and
these banks because of lending constraints on credit unions. Credit
unions with assets equal to or less than $100 million (12,727) had
capital-to-asset ratios averaging 7.7 percent; banks in this size category
(9,500) had ratios averaging 9.09 percent as of June 30,1990.

Although 78 percent of credit unions had capital in excess of 6 percent
of assets in June 1990, there were 87 institutions that were insolvent;
that is, their capital, calculated on the basis of GAAP, was zero or less.
These insolvent institutions held $1.8 billion in assets, or 0.9 percent of
industry assets. As shown in table 2.4, the number of insolvents and the
share of industry assets they held has been stable in recent years. In
comparison, in June 1990, there were 35 insolvent commercial banks,
which held 0.04 percent of bank assets.

The warehousing of insolvent institutions in the thrift industry,
allowing insolvent thrifts to continue operating, increased costs signifi-
cantly when they ultimately failed. We were therefore concerned about
the 87 insolvent credit unions as of mid-1990. We found that 43 of the
87 had reported insolvency for only one prior period and that 30 had
reported insolvency for three or more prior reporting periods. Further
analysis of the 30 revealed that 18 were small but that 12 had assets of
$10 million or more. Twenty-four of the 30, however, and 11 of the 12
with assets of $ 10 million or more were receiving NCUSIF assistance.
Credit unions receiving assistance are reserved for in NCUSIF financial
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statements to the extent that any losses are anticipated; such reserving
is not counted as part of NCUSIF'S capital. (A detailed analysis of NCUA'S
handling of insolvent credit unions, and also those considered to be in
"weak" or "unsatisfactory" condition, is contained in ch. 5.)

Credit Unions (1985-1 990)

Year

Dec. 1985
Dec. 1986
Dec. 1987

Dec. 1988
Dec. 1989
June 1990

Insolvent

Number
83
64

73
90
99
87

Percentage of
total assets

1.0
1.0
0.7
0.7

0.8
0.9

Low net worth8

Number

731
748
714
547

406
415

Percentage of
total assets

6.4

6.4

6.3

4.5

3.6

3.9

al_ow net worth credit unions are those with GAAP capital greater than 0 and less than 3 percent of
assets.

Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

1

There has been a significant decline in recent years in the number of low
net worth credit unions and in their market share. As of June 30,1990,
415 institutions were in this category compared with 731 at the end of
1985. These 415 low net worth institutions, with capital greater than 0
but less than 3 percent of assets, held $7.6 billion (3.9 percent) of total
credit union assets. The decline in the number and assets of low net
worth credit unions probably reflects to a considerable extent the signif-
icant consolidation within the industry. Mergers have been high in the
past decade, and low net worth credit unions are those most likely to
seek or require merger partners. There were 467 mergers in fiscal year
1990, 386 of which were done without NCUSIF assistance. In 1988 and
1989, mergers totaled 514 and 455. Particularly because industry capi-
talization as a whole has improved (see table 2.3), this percentage
decline in the assets held by weakly capitalized credit unions should
result in a considerable reduction in aggregate risks to NCUSIF.

Nevertheless, the percentage of industry assets in these institutions
remains noteworthy. Accordingly, we analyzed the data to determine
how long the December 1989 low net worth credit unions had been in
that category. Of the 406, 202 had reported low or no net worth as of
both December 1987 and December 1988. It should be noted in this con-
text that credit unions are chartered without capital. They are not
required to maintain a specified level of capital but rather to reserve a
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percentage of gross income until certain capital levels are met. (This sit-
uation, and our recommendations, are discussed in ch. 3.) Newly
chartered credit unions thus first appear in the low net worth category
and may stay there for several years or more. In 1985, 1986, and 1987,
there were 78, 59, and 46 credit unions chartered, respectively.

Analysis of data on commercial banks, which are subject to minimum
capital requirements, shows that as of June 1990, 148 low net worth
banks held 0.85 percent of the industry's assets.

Profits Profits are an important source of capital for financial institutions, and
thus the profitability of an institution is a key indicator of its financial
viability. Profits are an especially important source of capital for mutu-
ally owned institutions, such as credit unions, since these institutions
cannot raise capital by selling equity.

To survive, credit unions must earn some minimum level of profits. Intu-
itively, however, one might expect credit unions not to be as profitable
as commercial banks or other "for profit" financial institutions that are
not member owned. As mutual associations, credit unions are not by
reputation profit-maximizers. They are expected to maximize benefits to
their members through higher yields on savings and lower rates on
loans.

In general, the credit union industry is profitable. On average, credit
unions earned a net return on assets of 0.92 percent during 1989 and an
annualized rate of 0.90 percent in the first half of 1990. This was down
from the 1.2 percent earned in 1985, but nevertheless compares favor-
ably with the net return on assets of commercial banks — 0.52 percent in
1989 and the negative return (-1.34 percent) for thrifts in the same year.
Bank net return on assets, annualized, was 0.69 percent during the first
half of 1990.

Table 2.5 shows that the credit unions with capital of 6 percent or more
consistently earned the highest return, and that those with low net
worth have trended toward unprofitability as a group. As noted earlier,
credit unions' only source of capital — outside of an unassisted merger or
NCUSIF assistance — is retained earnings; they are thus more constrained
in obtaining capital than nonmutual banks and thrifts. (NCUA'S use of
assistance, including forbearances from certain reserving and other
requirements, is discussed in ch. 5.) Newly chartered credit unions,
which must build capital internally, are generally in the low net worth
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group. However, on average, only about 40 new charters were issued
annually in fiscal years 1985 through 1990; because they are generally
small in their early years, they should not have a major effect on aggre-
gate performance of the group.

Table 2.5: Profitability of Credit Unions by Level of Capitalization (Net Income/ Average Assets) (1985-1989)

Year

Dec. 1985
Dec. 1986
Dec. 1987
Dec. 1988
Dec. 1989

Industry
average

1.2
1.0
0.9
1.0
0.9

Better capitalized
(net worth of 6% and

over)

1.5

1.4

1.2

1.2

1.2

Moderately
capitalized (net

worth of 3 to 6%)
1.1
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.7

Low net worth (net
worth more than 0

but under 3%)

0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1

-0.5

Insolvent (net
worth of 0% or

less)
1.1

-1.9
-1.3
-1.6
-4.1

Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Liquidity Credit union liquidity has been relatively high throughout the past
decade. Loans as a percentage of shares were over 90 percent in the late
1970s, dropped to under 80 percent in the early 1980s, and continued to
decline, reaching about 69 percent of assets in mid-1990. Unloaned
funds are generally invested in assets maturing in less than 1 year. In
June 1990, for example, $47 billion of the $62 billion of credit union
investments—75 percent—would mature in less than 1 year. Commer-
cial banks at that time held $486 billion, 14 percent of their assets, in
investments with remaining maturities of 1 year or less and $434 billion
in securities maturing in over a year.

Liabilities As with other types of depository institutions, the major liabilities are
deposits, referred to by credit unions as shares.4 In June 1990, credit
union liabilities totalled $180.7 billion. Deposits of various types
accounted for $178.2 billion. These accounts include regular share (sav-
ings) accounts, share draft (checking) accounts, certificates of deposit,
and individual retirement accounts (IRA), as shown in table 2.6.

4For consistency of presentation with other depository institutions, liabilities are defined here on the
basis of GAAP. Credit unions do not define shares as liabilities.
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Table 2.6: Credit Union Shares and Other Liabilities as a Percentage of Total Liabilities (1985-1990)

Figures in percent

Year

Dec. 1985
Dec. 1986
Dec. 1987

Dec. 1988
Dec. 1989

June 1990

Regular and
other shares

59.7

61.7

61.1
58.3
45.7

45.5

Share drafts

8.9
9.1
9.4

9.2

9.5
9.6

Money
market
shares

b

b

b

b

8.0
8.2

Share certificates
17.1
13.7

14.1

17.0
21.2

20.8

IRAs

10.9

12.5
13.3

f3.3
13.8

13.8

All other
liabilities8

2.2

1.8
2.1
2.2

1.8
1.9

a"AII other liabilities" includes promissory notes, reverse repurchase agreements, other notes and
interest payable, accrued dividends (declared but not yet posted to accounts), and accounts payable.

bNot applicable.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

A ccAtc The majority of credit union assets are loans. In June 1990, credit
unions held 63.4 percent of their assets in loans, compared with 61.9
percent at commercial banks. However, law and regulation tend to
restrict credit union loans to consumer loans and investments in higher
quality issuers. (See ch. 3.) In addition, common bond membership
restrictions limit those to whom credit unions can lend and from whom
they can accept deposits. (See ch. 9.) These differences, compared to the
lending and investing activities of banks and thrifts, have contributed to
less risky, and in recent years more profitable, operations for credit
unions. Asset losses have been lower and credit unions have avoided the
liquidity problems often associated with unduly rapid and expensive
growth funded by "hot money," such as brokered deposits. Table 2.7
compares the asset mix in credit unions, commercial banks, and savings
associations. Table 2.8 shows the types of credit union investments.
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Table 2.7: Comparison of the Loan
Portfolios of Credit Unions, Commercial
Banks, and Savings Associations as a
Percentage of Total Assets (June 1990)

Credit Commercial Savings
unions banks associations

Total loans

Personal loans3

Real estate loans

Other loans"

Agriculture and commercial loans

Other assetsd

Total

63.4%

41.1

21.3

0.2
c

36.6

100.0

61 .9%

11.7

22.7

7.5
20.0

38.1

100.0

77.8%

4.6
70.9

(0.2)

2.5C

22.2

100.0

a"Personal loans" for credit unions include unsecured loans, car loans, and certain other loans to mem-
bers. It excludes $530 million in loans to nonmembers, which may include personal loans. For commer-
cial banks, personal loans are defined as loans to individuals. For savings associations, personal loans
include loans for home improvement, education, and autos.

b"Other loans" for credit unions is computed by subtracting real estate and personal loans from total
loans. For banks, "other loans" is computed by subtracting personal, agricultural, real estate, and com-
mercial loans from total loans. For thrifts, other loans are "contra" loans.

cFor credit unions, personal loans, real estate, and other loans may include loans for agricultural and
commercial purposes. About 0.7 percent of assets were categorized as commercial loans in reports to
NCUA. For savings associations, only commercial loans are included in the 2.5 percent figure.

d"Other assets" is computed by subtracting loans from total assets. Thus, for credit unions and banks,
other assets includes all investments and assets other than loans.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA and from
bank reports provided by the Federal Reserve. The Office of Thrift Supervision provided the savings
association numbers.

Clearly, credit unions are much more heavily concentrated in personal
loans than are other depository institutions. At the same time, commer-
cial lending appears to be, overall, relatively insignificant. Some loans
made by credit unions for commercial purposes are not reflected in
these statistics, however. NCUA rules do not require any commercial
(referred to as business) loans smaller than $25,000 or those loans
secured, for example, by first or second homes to be reported as com-
mercial or agricultural even though that may be their purpose. We rec-
ommend in chapter 3 that these exclusions be limited. We also
recommend that, because of the risks of commercial lending, there
should be a limit on the amount of such loans a credit union may hold.

Change in Loan Mix
Toward Real Estate Loans

Table 2.8 shows the composition of credit union assets over the past
several years. Personal loans made up 42 percent of total credit union
assets in June 1990. This is still the largest single category of assets and
is the type of loan traditionally made by credit unions. However, in
recent years the proportion of personal loans has fallen significantly,
from 57 percent of assets in December 1985 to 42 percent in June of
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1990, while real-estate-based loans increased from 5 percent to 21
percent.

Unions as a Percentage of Total Assets Figures in percent
( 1 985- 1 990)

Total loans

Personal
Real estate
Other loans3

Cash
Total investments

U.S. government and agencies
Corporate credit unions
Bank & thrift deposits
NCUA insurance deposit
Other investments11

Fixed and other assets0

Total assets (billions)

Dec
1985
62.2

56.9
4.8
0.5
2.4

33.0

8.8
7.7

13.9

0.8

1.8

2.9

$119.7

Dec.
1986
58.3

44.8

12.4

1.1

2.4

36.9

9.3

8.5

15.4

0.7

3.0

2.8

$147.7

Dec.
1987

61.4

43.6

16.5

1.3

2.2

33.9

9.8

7.1

12.5

0.8

3.7

2.9

$162.2

Dec.
1988
64.9

44.1

19.6

1.2

2.2

30.5

9.4

6.8

10.2

0.8

3.3

3.0

$175.3

Dec.
1989

66.8

44.0

21.7

1.1

2.3

28.4

7.9

8.6

9.5

0.8

3.9

3.1

$183.7

June
1990
63.4

41.9

21.3

0.2

2.3

31.8

8.9

10.4

9.9

0.8

1.8

3.0

$195.3

a"Other loans" includes loans involving repossession of collateral, any note or contract receivable
resulting from the sale of assets acquired in liquidation of loans, etc., and loans to nonmembers.

b"0ther investments" includes credit union service organizations, state and federal funds, local govern-
ment obligations, shares in NCUA's CLF and privately issued mortgage-backed securities.

c"Fixed assets" includes land and buildings and other real estate owned; "other assets" includes lease-
hold improvements, prepaid expenses, and accrued income.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Real estate lending consists primarily of first mortgage, home equity,
and second mortgage loans. Credit unions have moved into real estate
lending, as authorized by changed regulations (see ch. 3), for several
reasons. First, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 phased out the deductibility
of interest payments for consumer loans but not mortgages, making
home equity loans and second mortgages more attractive to credit union
members who could use the deductions. Second, credit unions have been
forced into new markets as membership and share deposits have grown
at the same time banks and auto financing companies have increased
their consumer lending activities. Third, mortgage lending has been per-
ceived by some to be a relatively safe and lucrative business. Currently,
real estate loans comprise nearly one-third of loans outstanding and
about one-fifth of credit union assets. Commercial real estate lending is
not separately reported.
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As shown in table 2.9, real estate first mortgages as a percentage of
total loans have risen from 7.S percent of loans in December 1985 to
19.3 percent in June 1990. Of first mortgages, 43 percent were
adjustable-rate loans.

The "other real estate" lending, comprising primarily second mortgages
and home equity loans, has also increased dramatically over the last 5
years. Since December 1986, when "other real estate" lending was first
reported separately, such lending has increased from 8.6 percent of total
loans to 14.3 percent in June 1990. About half of all funds in real estate
loans as of June 30,1990, were in fixed-rate loans.

The increasing reliance on variable—rather than fixed-rate—loans
shifts some of the risk of rising interest rates from credit unions to their
borrowers. The extent to which risk can be transferred is limited by
interest rate caps and the ability of borrowers to make larger payments.

by Credit Unions as a Percentage of
Total Loans (1985-1990)

Year
Dec. 1985a

Dec. 1986

Dec. 1987

Dec. 1988

Dec. 1989

June 1990

Percent Total real estate lending
First

mortgages
7.8

12.7

16.5

18.4

18.9

19.3

Other real
estate

a

8.6

10.4

11.8

13.5

14.3

Percent
7.8

21.3

26.9

30.2

32.5.

33.6

Dollars in
billions

$5.8

18.3

26.7

34.3

39.8

41.6

aNot applicable.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

As shown in table 2.10, credit union investment in real estate varies
regionally. Credit unions in the northeast (Albany) region hold, on
average, 45 percent of their loan portfolios in real estate loans. Forty
percent of the loans held by west coast (Pacific) region credit unions are
real estate loans. In contrast, 24 percent of the southwest (Austin)
region and 25 percent of the midwest (Chicago) region loans are real
estate based. These differences relate in large part to the powers
granted to state-chartered credit unions.
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Table 2.10: Real Estate Lending by Region and Type as of June 1990

NCUA region3

All credit unionsb

Albany

Capital

Atlanta

Chicago

Austin

Pacific

Total real estate
Dollar in Pe
billions

$41.6

8.5
5.3

6.3

5.1
4.8

11.5

lending
>rcentage of

Percent
First mortgages Other real estate lending

total loans Fixed rate Variable rate Fixed rate Variable rate

33.5

44.6

32.0

33.6

24.8

23.6

40.4

11.0

15.4

11.7

10.0

8.7

9.3
11.4

8.2

11.6
5.3

10.2

6.9
5.0

9.5

5.6
6.2
7.2

3.4

3.0
4.7

8.2

8.7

11.4

7.7

10.0

6.3

4.6

11.4

aA map showing the states in each region is in app. IV.

bTotals may not add due to rounding.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

While larger credit unions have higher amounts of real estate lending,
such loans are held by credit unions of all sizes. Insolvent or poorly capi-
talized associations also had significantly higher percentages of real
estate loans than those with capital exceeding 6 percent of assets.

In addition to making real estate loans, some credit unions have
acquired mortgage-backed securities. These securities do not incur all
the risks associated with making and holding real estate loans, but they
still depend on the value and repayment of the underlying mortgages for
repayment. Credit union holdings of mortgage-backed securities cannot,
however, be determined from the semiannual financial and statistical
reports credit unions submit to NCUA.

Many credit unions use mortgage banking services provided by others.
These services help credit unions to offer mortgage loans to members
and provide a continuing source of new funds by the sale of such loans
to private investors through the mortgage banker. Providers of these
services include CUNA Mortgage Corporation (an affiliate of Credit Union
National Association, a trade organization), about 25 credit union ser-
vice organizations (CUSO), and such government-sponsored enterprises
as the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Gov-
ernment National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae). We believe credit
unions should benefit from the expertise and the liquidity provided by
these arrangements. However, as has been noted by NCUA, most credit
unions have been making loans that are permanently held in their own
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portfolios; in many or most cases, the loans have terms or documenta-
tion that limit their salability in the secondary market. This is a matter
of concern because it creates liquidity risks (long-term loan assets that
are largely funded by short-term deposits). In our opinion, the rapid
growth of real-estate-based lending by credit unions merits continuing
and increased attention by NCUA. (In ch. 3, we recommend certain
improvements related to real estate lending.)

Credit Quality Credit unions do not report on the credit quality of real estate loans.
However, some information is available on the delinquency status of
total loans. Credit unions are only required to report delinquencies that
are 2 months or more in arrears. Table 2.11 shows the pattern of delin-
quent loans for credit unions since 1985. In every category, the delin-
quency rate for loans has declined. Total delinquent loans fell from 2.1
percent of total loans in December 1985 to 1.6 percent in June 1990. By
this measure, the credit problems facing other depository institutions
have not—to date—emerged as a factor for credit unions. Credit union
real estate lending as a significant percentage of industry assets is rela-
tively new, however, and has not been through a full economic cycle.

Table 2.11: Delinquent Loans (1985 1990)
Dollars in billions

Percentage of total loans

Year
Dec. 1985
Dec. 1986
Dec. 1987

Dec. 1988

Dec. 1989
June 1990

2-6 months
delinquent

1.2

1.3
1.1

1.0
1.1

0.9

6-12 months
delinquent

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.4

0.4
0.4

12 months or
more

0.4
0.4
0.4

0.3

0.3
0.3

Total delinquent3

2.1

2.2

1.9

1.8

1.8
1.6

Dollar amount
delinquent

$1.6
1.9

1.9
2.1

2.2

2.0
aTotals may not add because of rounding.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Credit quality is captured differently in bank reports to regulators. They
report on assets that are nonperforming.6 Delinquent loans were about 1
percent of credit union assets; nonperforming loans for all commercial

BNonperforming loans is defined as noncurrent loans and leases (90 days or more past due) and
owned real estate.
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Condition of the
Largest Credit Unions

Table 2.12: Selected Credit Union
Statistics by Size of Credit Union, as of
June 30,1990: Over and Under $100
Million in Assets

banks totaled 2.46 percent of assets as of June 1990. For banks with
assets of $100 million or less, the total was 1.73 percent.

Because large credit unions represent the greatest risk to NCUSIF, we
made a special analysis of their condition. First, we assessed the 375
with assets of $100 million or more. They hold a significant per-
centage—46 percent—of the industry's assets. Table 2.12 shows that
these credit unions, when compared to those with less than $100 million,
had somewhat less capital and a higher percentage of assets in both first
mortgages and all real estate lending. In the other areas we analyzed,
they are roughly comparable.

Credit unions with Credit unions with
All credit $100 million or less than $100

unions more in assets million in assets
Number

Capital-to-asset ratio

Net income as a percentage of
assets3

Real-estate-based assets as a
percentage of assets

First mortgages as a percentage
of assets

Commercial loans as a
percentage of assets

Loans as a percentage of assets

Investments as a percentage of
assets

13,102

7.3%

0.4

21.3

12.2

0.7

63.5

31.8

375
6.9%

0.5

25.7

15.3

0.9
62.7

32.4

12,727

7.7%

0.4

17.6

9.7

0.6
64.1

31.3
aData are for the first half of 1990 and are not annualized.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Data on even larger credit unions—those with assets of $500 million or
more and $250 million or more—are shown in table 2.13.
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Table 2.13: Selected Credit Union
Statistics by Size of Credit Union, as of
June 30,1990: Over $250 Million and
Over $500 Million in Assets

Credit unions with Credit unions with
All credit $500 million or $250 million or

unions more in assets more in assets
Number
Capital-to-asset ratio
Net income as a percentage of

assets3

Real-estate-based assets as a
percentage of assets

First mortgages as a percentage
of assets

Commercial loans as a
percentage of assets

Loans as a percentage of assets
Investments as a percentage of

assets
Delinquent loans as a percentage

of assets

13,102
7.3%

0.4

21.3

12.2

0.7

63.5

31.8

1.0

28
6.7%

0.5

25.8

15.1

1.1
62.5

32.6

0.7

100
6.4%

0.5

25.9

15.1

0.8
62.2

32.8

0.6
3Data are for the first six months of 1990 and are not annualized.
Source: Data calculated from credit union financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

We determined that, of the 28 largest credit unions, 3 had capital of less
than 3 percent; NCUA had established reserves for 1 of the 3. Another
nine had capital between 4.3 and 5.6 percent of assets. Of those 100
with assets of $250 million or more, 6 had capital-to-asset ratios of less
than 3 percent. Another 27 had ratios between 3.6 percent and 5.7 per-
cent of assets. Because NCUSIF sets aside reserves for losses anticipated
over the upcoming 2 years, any risks posed by these institutions should
be accounted for. (See reserving discussion later in this chapter.)

Regulatory Ratings
Remain Constant

Another way to assess the condition of the industry is by looking at
trends in regulatory ratings. Credit unions are rated on their condition
by NCUA and state regulators using a "CAMEL" system that evaluates
their capital adequacy (C), asset quality (A), management (M), earnings
(E), liquidity (L), and their overall condition. The ratings are 1-excellent,
2-good, 3-fair, 4-weak, and 5-unsatisfactory. Credit unions with an
overall rating of 4 or 5 are considered problem credit unions. (Ch. 4 dis-
cusses the CAMEL system in detail.) Table 2.14 shows that there has been
a downward trend in the number of problem credit unions over the
decade. Problem credit unions totaled over 7 percent of the industry in
1983 and again in 1988. In 1990, they totalled 5.2 percent of the
industry.
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Table 2.1 4: Distribution of Credit Unions by CAMEL Rating

Date
(as of 9/30)
1983
1984

1985
1986
1987

1988
1989

1990

1 -excellent and
2-good

11,030

10,718
10,736
10,010

9,133
8,341

8,310
8,055

3- fair

3,909
3,772

3,553

3,985
4,458
4,644
4,444
4,279

4- weak

995
782

681

716
838
926

723
625

5- unsatisfactory

129

90
61

78
91
96
71

53

Total

16,063
15,362

15,031

14,789
14,520
14,007

13,548
13,018

Note: The Early Warning System was used through September 30,1987. The ratings mean virtually the
same thing, according to NCUA officials.

Source: NCUSIF annual reports for 1983,1987, and 1990.

The percentage of industry shares in problem credit unions declined ear-
lier in the decade but since 1985 has remained relatively steady, as
shown in table 2.15. (Ch. 5 discusses the characteristics of the 4 and 5
rated credit unions, NCUA'S policies and practices with respect to them,
and the number that are now receiving NCUSIF assistance.)

Table 2.15: Percentage of Shares by CAMEL Rating
Date
(as of 9/30)
1983
1984

1985
1986
1987

1988

1989
1990

1 -excellent and
2-good

81.1

81.9
82.9
79.0

76.5
73.8
75.4

73.0

3- fair
13.0
13.4
13.2

16.1
18.6

19.9
19.8
22.1

4- weak
5.4

4.2

3.6
4.7
4.7

6.0
4.6
4.7

5- unsatisfactory

.5

.5

.3
- • : . . .2

' .2

.3

.2

.2

Note: The Early Warning System was used through September 30,1987. The ratings mean virtually the
same thing, according to NCUA officials.

Source. NCUSIF annual reports fov 1983,1987, and 1990.

Financial Audits The Federal Credit Union Act provides that the financial transactions of
NCUA and the two funds it manages shall be subject to audit by GAO
under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by GAO (12 U.S.C.
1752a(f), 1789(b), and 1795(h)). NCUA contracts with independent public
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accountants to do the audits of NCUSIF, CLF, and the NCUA Operating
Fund. To fulfill our audit responsibilities, avoid duplication, and make
the most efficient use of our resources, we review the auditor's work
and reports.

NCUA has contracted with the public accounting firm Price Waterhouse
for these financial audits in recent years. In the opinion of Price
Waterhouse, the financial statements have presented fairly the financial
positions of these funds as of September 30,1989 and 1990, and the
results of their operations and cash flows for the years then ended, in
conformity with GAAP. The audits, which are performed under generally
accepted government auditing standards, also include reports to the
NCUA Board on internal accounting controls and on compliance with laws
and regulations. The reports have not disclosed any material internal
control weaknesses or noncompliance with laws and regulations.6

We made a review of the auditor's work in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. To determine the reasonable-
ness of the auditor's work and the extent to which we could rely on it,
we

reviewed the auditor's approach and planning of the audit;
evaluated the qualifications and independence of the audit staff;
reviewed the financial statements and auditor's reports to evaluate com-
pliance with generally accepted accounting principles and generally
accepted government auditing standards; and
reviewed the auditor's working papers to determine (1) the nature,
timing, and extent of audit work performed, (2) the extent of the audit
quality control methods the auditor used, (3) whether a study and eval-
uation was conducted of the entity's internal accounting controls, (4)
whether the auditor tested transactions for compliance with applicable
laws and regulations, and (5) whether the evidence in the working
papers supported the auditor's opinion on the financial statements and
internal accounting controls and compliance reports.

In addition, in light of deteriorating conditions in other federal deposit
insurance funds, we placed additional emphasis on (1) gaining an under-
standing of NCUA'S methodology for establishing a reserve for insurance
losses based on information gathered through its regulatory process and
(2) reviewing the auditor's testing of the reserve for insurance losses.

6Appendix V contains NCUA's financial statements, its auditor's opinions and related reports, and
our opinion letter.
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However, we did not independently verify all regulatory information
provided to us.

We found nothing to indicate that Price Waterhouse's opinions on the
fiscal years 1989 and 1990 financial statements are inappropriate or
cannot be relied on, nor did we find anything to indicate that the
auditor's reports on internal accounting controls and on compliance with
laws and regulations are inappropriate or cannot be relied on.

NCUA's Methodology for
Determining NCUSIF
Reserves

An important aspect of our work in reviewing the NCUSIF financial audit
is to ensure that appropriate reserves have been established for antici-
pated losses. These amounts are thus not counted as part of NCUSIF'S
capitalization.

NCUSIF establishes reserves for anticipated credit union losses in accor-
dance with GAAP. The cost incurred when establishing reserves is
reflected in the Fund's income statement as a loss provision expense for
the period when the anticipated loss is recognized, not when funds are
actually disbursed. NCUA officials believe that credit unions with com-
posite CAMEL ratings of 4 or 5 pose the greatest risk to the Fund. These
credit unions are thus the basis from which the reserve valuation is
determined.7

NCUA makes reserving projections for a 2-year period. NCUA'S Director of
Examination and Insurance has told us that he does not think it is fea-
sible to make projections about a credit union's performance further into
the future. He also noted that NCUA'S policy goal, established in June
1989, is to allow no more than 2 years for a troubled credit union to
return to solvency before closing it. In chapter 5 we assess NCUA'S pro-
gress in reaching its goal.

NCUA uses two methods in calculating its reserve needs. The first method
involves all CAMEL-rated 4 and 5 credit unions with insured shares of $20
million or more. Loss estimates for these credit unions are determined
and adjusted monthly by the applicable NCUA regional manager and
reviewed and adjusted, if necessary, by officials in NCUA headquarters
on a case-by-case basis. The financial condition of the credit union and

7According to NCUA's Examiner's Guide, the potential for failure is present but not pronounced in
credit unions with a composite 4 CAMEL rating, while the probability of failure is high in credit
unions with a composite 5 CAMEL rating. See chapter 3 for a discussion of the rating system.
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various external factors, such as geographic location, occupational affil-
iation, and field of membership, are taken into consideration in esti-
mating the loss.

Another method is used for CAMEL-rated 4 and 5 credit unions with
insured shares of less than $20 million. The shares of these credit unions
are pooled by region, and a percentage of loss is determined on the basis
of the historical loss factor of NCUSIF. The loss factor is the ratio of
NCUSIF losses to the deposits of all composite CAMEL 4 and 5 credit unions
under $20 million. The loss factor, which is recalculated yearly,
according to NCUSIF officials, was .64 percent for fiscal year 1989. In
June 1989, NCUSIF modified this reserving method, on the basis of a rec-
ommendation from its independent auditors, to establish a specific
reserve (as is done in the first method, described earlier) when an identi-
fiable loss of greater than $1 million is projected for a credit union with
less than $20 million in insured shares.

In both cases, the reserve levels established and the methods used to
determine reserve needs are reviewed at fiscal year end by NCUA'S inde-
pendent auditors during the annual audit of NCUSIF.

We have reviewed this work and determined that NCUA'S reserving
methods appear to be reasonable. The discussions in chapter 4 on the
frequency with which CAMEL 4 and 5 ratings preceded failure and in
chapter 5 on persistent insolvencies and NCUA'S progress in meeting its
policy goals with respect to 4- and 5-rated credit unions also indicate
that NCUA is not improperly warehousing failing institutions.

Condition and
Performance of
NCUSIF Has Been
Satisfactory Since
1985

As of December 31,1990, the fund level for NCUSIF was reported by NCUA
at $1.25 of reserves for every $100 of insured shares.8 This fund balance
compares very favorably with those of other federal deposit insurance
funds, such as the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF), which had $.26 per $100
of insured deposits as of December 31,1990. Since NCUSIF was recapital-
ized in 1984, this fund has appeared adequate to meet the insurance
needs of the credit union industry.

NCUSIF'S capital consists of its retained earnings and a 1-percent deposit,
which credit unions are required to maintain with NCUSIF. Operations are

8According to NCUA practices, this percentage, as included in the NCUSIF annual reports, is based on
insured shares as of the prior June 30. The reserves total included $152 million payable to the fund in
January 1991.
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financed by annual insurance premiums and by earnings on NCUSIF'S
investments. The Federal Credit Union Act does not give NCUA the
authority to waive the 1-percent deposit—the most essential component
of NCUSIF'S capital structure—as it does for annual premium payments.
If necessary, NGUSIF may use the deposit funds to meet its deposit insur-
ance expenses, in which case the amount used must be replenished by
the credit unions.

The Federal Credit Union Act defines the "normal operating level" of
the NCUSIF fund balance to be 1.30 percent of insured shares or such
lower level as the NCUA Board determines.9 The act also provides that in
any year in which NCUSIF'S equity exceeds its normal operating level,
NCUA must make distributions to contributing credit unions sufficient to
reduce the equity to the normal operating level. (We discuss the
financing arrangements for NCUSIF and recommend improvements in ch.
7.)

Since 1985, NCUSIF'S earnings on its investments have been sufficient to

cover operating and loss expenses;
make additions to its retained earnings;
maintain its equity in accordance with statutory provisions;
waive annual premiums; and
make, in some years, distributions to insured credit unions.

The major expense incurred by NCUSIF is insurance losses. Insurance
losses result from the process of resolving failing credit unions. Insur-
ance losses for fiscal year 1989 increased by 56 percent to $93.6 mil-
lion10 but declined slightly to $90 million in fiscal year 1990. Losses pert,
every $1,000 of insured shares increased sharply from $.38 in fiscal
year 1988 to $.58 in 1989 and declined to $.51 in 1990. NCUSIF losses are
recognized when reserves are established for anticipated future losses
from specific credit unions that pose the greatest risk to the Fund.

In fiscal year 1989, 65 federally insured credit unions were liquidated,
54 of these involuntarily, resulting in a loss to NCUSIF of $51.4 million. In
fiscal year 1990, there were 91 liquidations, 83 of which were involun-
tary, resulting in a loss to NCUSIF of $24 million. In fiscal year 1989, 455
credit unions were merged; of these, 60 were NCUA-assisted mergers,

9NCUA currently defines the normal operating level as a range of 1.25 to 1.30 percent.

100f this amount, $39.2 million was attributed to the failure of Franklin Community Federal Credit
Union in Lincoln, Nebraska. This was the single most costly failure in NCUSIF'S history.
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which cost NCUSIF $7 million. In 1990, there were 467 mergers, 81 of
which were assisted at a cost to NCUSIF of $5.8 million. In addition, there
were 22 and 25 credit unions in 1989 and 1990, respectively, that failed
and were resolved through purchase and assumption transactions at a
cost to NCUSIF of $15.7 million and $18.9 million. (In such transactions,
some of the assets and, in most cases, all of the shares of an "assumed"
credit union are transferred to a "purchasing" credit union.)

Assistance is also provided to open credit unions in the form of cash
(loans and cash advances secured by capital notes) and noncash assis-
tance (capital guaranty accounts, which replace a credit union's deficit
in undivided earnings.) Outstanding assistance totaled $166 million as of
September 30,1990. In addition, NCUSIF purchased 41 assets from
troubled credit unions for $9.6 million. Finally, as of September 30,
1990, NCUSIF was guaranteeing $35.9 million of CLF loans to credit
unions, on which there had been no provision for loss. This is down from
$61 million in 1989. (An assessment of NCUA'S resolution of failing credit
unions is contained in ch. 5.)

Risks Facing the
Industry and NCUSIF

While the condition of credit unions and their insurance fund is reason-
ably good, there are nonetheless risks. Most of these risks are common
to all depository institutions, but some are unique.

Situation in the Early
1980s

Before discussing the risks, it is useful to recall the condition of credit
unions in the early 1980s. NCUA, in its 1981 NCUSIF annual report, said
that the industry was "well positioned for the current economic environ-
ment." This proved optimistic, because difficulties soon developed. NCUA
has attributed the difficulties primarily to the "tremendous upheaval
cutting across the U.S. industrial scene." In its 1983 annual report, NCUA
reported that 82 percent of credit unions were occupationally based.
Noting that many of these were tied to sagging industries, such as steel,
lumber, and heavy equipment, NCUA said "The credit union movement
was severely impacted as the recession took its toll on one corporation
after another and the credit unions they sponsored."

The rapidity of the decline in NCUSIF in this period serves as a reminder
that credit unions are not exempt from risk. In its 1985 NCUSIF annual
report, NCUA attributed the difficulties to sudden plant closings, a series
of poor investment decisions by credit unions, the narrowing of credit
unions' interest rate advantage over banks and savings associations, and
inflation and recession. Credit union liquidations ranged between 128
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and 169 annually in the 1976-1979 period, then rose to 239 in 1980 and
a peak of 251 in 1981.

NCUA'S response was twofold. It increased its use of cash assistance and
guarantees to open credit unions in part to facilitate mergers and, in
April 1982, approved a significant broadening of the membership
requirement. Rather than restricting membership to people with a single
common bond, it authorized multiple common bonds in a single credit
union. NCUA'S then-chairman called the multiple group policy "the most
significant deregulation that has occurred," saying that it enabled
"credit unions to take their eggs out of one basket so the credit union
won't rise or fall with its sponsoring organization." (Ch. 9 discusses the
common bond requirements in detail.)

The costs of these liquidations and mergers in the early 1980s caused
capitalization of NCUSIF, which was established with no capital but had
grown through premiums and investments to a peak of $.32 per $100 of
insured shares, to decline to a low of $.26 in 1982. The industry, how-
ever, was able to recapitalize NCUSIF without any taxpayer money. (See
ch. 7.)

Present Risks

Intermediation Risks

Credit and Investment Risk

Most credit unions are profitable and reasonably well capitalized. These
desirable attributes reduce but do not eliminate risks generic to financial
intermediation, that is, the function of linking savers and borrowers by
accepting deposits and making loans and other investments. Lending
and investing member funds expose credit unions to asset quality (credit
and investment), interest rate, and management risk. Even well capital-
ized and profitable credit unions can expect to face increased risks in
coming years stemming from the increasing volatility in financial mar-
kets and growing competition within the financial services industry.

There is always, of course, the general risk that economic conditions will
adversely affect the ability of a large number of debtors to meet their
commitments as planned.

Loans comprise the majority of the assets held by credit unions. The
quality of these loans is measured by the probability that they will be
paid off, with interest, under the terms of the original loan agreement.
This probability is largely determined by two interacting factors: (1) the
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underwriting standards used to initially determine whether the loan
applicant is able and willing to repay the loan as planned and (2) the
possibility that events may occur that will reduce the applicant's ability
and willingness to do so. Such events include loss of employment or
death of the borrower; the amount of equity held; changes in the local,
regional, or national economy that adversely affect the value of the
underlying collateral; and, in the case of variable rate loans, increases in
interest rates. Changes in the condition of the borrower or of the general
economic environment are beyond the control of the lending institution,
but the underwriting standards used to originate the loan are not.

By virtue of their common bond of membership credit unions are, in
theory, believed to have better information about the credit worthiness
of borrowers. Loosening of the common bond requirement has dimin-
ished what impact this may traditionally have had. In any event, it does
not eliminate the need for prudent underwriting standards. The failed
and problem credit unions in our samples generally exhibited poor
underwriting practices. (See app. VIII.) Good underwriting standards
(for example, a reasonable ratio of loan-to-value) can even provide some
protection to the institution from changing conditions that were unfore-
seen at the origination of the loan. (Ch. 3 discusses needed regulatory
changes in this area.)

There is little evidence in credit unions' financial and statistical reports
to NCUA that poor loan quality is a major problem now. However, the
only information reported is the number and value of delinquent loans,
in three rather large categorical breakdowns. Moreover, loans need not
be reported as delinquent until they are 2 months or more late. Given
that NCUA only receives the financial and statistical reports on a semian-
nual basis, a surge in delinquencies may not be reported to the regula-
tors for up to 8 or 9 months after it begins.11 Before enough data are
reported to identify an institution with a problem, more than a year may
have elapsed.

Potential asset quality problems facing credit unions have changed with
increased real estate lending. Short-term personal loans require dif-
ferent and less structured underwriting standards than do larger long-
term mortgage loans or long-term, open-ended equity lines of credit. In
general, and especially for first mortgage loans, real-estate-based credits
are for larger amounts than other types of credit union loans, and the

1 'A time lag of up to 9 months is possible because the report is not due to NCUA until nearly a month
after the end of each reporting period.
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term is longer. Offsetting these disadvantages is the collateral value of
the underlying property. Until recently, strong or rising real estate mar-
kets generally ensured that the collateral value of the underlying prop-
erty would be stable or increasing. However, recent housing market
trends in some parts of the country demonstrate that real estate collat-
eral value should not be relied upon to the exclusion of borrowers'
ability to repay out of earned income. Because of this increased expo-
sure to credit risk, the regulators need more detailed credit quality
information more frequently than may have been true in the past.

Credit union assets other than loans could also be exposed to credit risk.
However, the relatively conservative nature of the investments allowed
to most credit unions reduces the potential for investment losses due to
falling asset quality. Possible exceptions are credit union investments in
mutual funds and uninsured loans to (deposits in) banks, savings and
loans, and other credit unions. There is no way to identify the approxi-
mate potential for such losses from the financial and statistical reports.
In the next chapter, we discuss investment regulations and recommend
an improvement.

Interest Rate Risk Another risk that financial institutions face is the risk that the interest
rates will change in ways that reduce the value of the institution's port-
folio. Any combination of a reduction in the value of assets and an
increase in the value of liabilities will result in falling net worth or
capital.

The most dramatic example of the negative effect of interest rate
changes is provided by the thrift industry's experience in the late 1970s
and early 1980s. The rise in interest rates was devastating to savings
associations, which had asset portfolios composed primarily of long-
term, fixed-rate mortgages funded primarily by liabilities, which were
short-term deposits. As interest rates increased, the savings associations
had to pay higher rates on their short-term deposits, while most of their
assets continued earning the same low rates at which they were
originated, thereby narrowing interest margins and cutting profitability.
At the same time, the market value of savings association assets, that is,
the price for which these long-term, low-yield mortgages could be sold,
fell. Since an institution's capital, or net worth, is equal to the value of
its assets minus the value of its liabilities, rising interest rates caused
many thrifts to become insolvent on a market-value basis, as well as
unprofitable. The consequences of this chain of events contributed,
together with the risky use of new powers, fraud, and inadequate super-
vision, to the financial collapse of the thrift industry's insurance fund.
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Management Risk

Law and Regulatory Risk

Credit unions' growing share of interest rate-sensitive investments
increasingly exposes them to the same kind of risk that devastated the
thrift industry. A number of techniques exist to reduce this risk,
including use of adjustable-rate mortgages and hedging activities. As
shown in table 2.10, about half of credit unions' real estate loans now
have adjustable rates. None of these techniques are costless, however.
Adjustable-rate mortgages, for example, can reduce, but not eliminate,
interest rate risk, but only by shifting part of it to the borrowers. As a
result, the risk to the institution that the borrower will be unable to
make payments increases.

Assessment of the interest rate risk facing an institution is a complex
process. The regulators need considerable information about the
maturity structure of both assets and liabilities. At present, this infor-
mation is not collected by NCUA through the financial and statistical
reports. It is thus unlikely that NCUA can adequately assess the exposure
of credit unions to interest rate risk on an off-site basis.

Our work in banking has shown that a key cause of bank and thrift, as
well as credit union, failure is poor management and inadequate internal
controls. To identify such management, and also to detect fraud, the reg-
ulator must depend primarily on the examination process. However, reg-
ulators of banks have included some data items on the required financial
reports that can provide indicators of certain problems. These include
information on the number and amount of loans to directors and man-
agers and on loans to one borrower that approach or exceed the regula-
tory limits on such loans.

The failure of Franklin Community Federal Credit Union in November
1988, NCUSIF'S most costly failure, illustrates management risk.
According to its financial reports, it was a $2 million credit union. Nev-
ertheless, NCUA estimates that its failure will cost NCUSIF $39.2 million.
NCUA believed, until closure, that it was a small credit union that had a
central purpose of helping the poor. After closure, massive fraud was
uncovered that involved unrecorded share certificate obligations that
were not offset by corresponding assets. These certificates were con-
cealed from examiners and outside auditors.12

The risky nature of financial intermediation and the potential costs to
savers and institutions alike if problems develop is one of the reasons
for a strong regulatory system. Moreover, the system must act to limit

12For more detail, see NCUA's NCUSIF 1989 Annual Report, p. 10.
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the damage that could be caused to the deposit insurer, the financial
system, and/or the taxpayers should a regulated institution become
impaired or fail. The government must establish a structure for safe and
sound operation by promulgating a set of laws and regulations. (The
adequacy of current law and regulation for credit unions is discussed in
ch. 3. Ch. 6 discusses corporate credit union regulation issues.)

Supervisory and Insurance Risk

Structural Risks

This is the risk that regulators will not effectively oversee credit unions
to ensure they are following the law and regulations and to close them
promptly and at least cost when they fail. The effectiveness of credit
union supervision and failure resolution is discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
Corporate credit unions are addressed in chapter 6. Chapters 7 and 8
discuss other risks related to supervision and insurance.

These are risks unique to the credit union industry and its oversight and
insurance. They include the special role of the corporate credit union
network, in which some 10 percent of credit union assets are invested.
Chapter 6 discusses these institutions and recommends changes to
improve industry safety and soundness. Risks related to the insurance
function are discussed in chapter 7. Chapter 8 discusses the risk that, as
a combined charterer, regulator/supervisor, and insurer, NCUA will not
promptly resolve failing credit unions. Other structural risks are also
discussed in chapter 8. Another risk, unique to credit unions, arises
because credit union membership is limited to people sharing a common
bond. Credit unions with narrow common bonds are especially vulner-
able to the economic distress of their sponsoring or associated entity,
such as a plant, local occupational group, or governmental entity. The
advent of multiple group charters and other expansions of the common
bond requirements in the past decade has, however, given threatened
credit unions more of an opportunity to merge, rather than close. (See
ch. 9 for a detailed discussion of common bond.)

Reporting Needs NCUA must be able to monitor at fairly frequent intervals the activities
of the institutions it supervises and insures, and estimate the amount of
risk to which each institution is actually exposed. Two tools available to
NCUA for this purpose are periodic on-site examinations and the financial
and statistical reports submitted semiannually by each credit union. (See
ch. 3.)

The needs of NCUA for timely and complete data are increasingly impor-
tant. We have identified a number of potential problems with the data
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collected on the credit unions by NCUA. First, the twice-yearly submis-
sion of financial and statistical data is too infrequent. Problems that
develop quickly may not be noticed by NCUA until a significant amount
of time has passed. Admittedly, more frequent filings may pose some
hardship for many small credit unions, but in larger credit unions,
where the potential losses to the share insurance fund are greater, more
frequent reporting is clearly desirable. All banks and savings institu-
tions file reports quarterly. Second, larger credit unions tend to have
operations that are too complex to understand adequately in the abbre-
viated reports that credit unions are required to file. The larger credit
unions—those with assets of $50 million or more—should be reporting
on a quarterly basis. After experience is gained, quarterly reporting for
smaller credit unions as well could be required.

The major operating risks faced by credit unions are (1) credit risk, pri-
marily resulting from bad loans, caused by either poor underwriting or
declining economic conditions; (2) interest rate exposure, due to a mis-
matched maturity structure of assets and liabilities; and (3) manage-
ment risks. NCUA does not currently collect through the semiannual
financial and statistical reports the kind of information necessary to
monitor the exposure of individual credit unions to these risks. Other
financial institution regulators have reporting requirements to help
assess this exposure, and NCUA could build on their experience in tai-
loring the requirements to the credit union industry. While data col-
lected from individual credit unions can never provide an absolute
foreknowledge of future weaknesses and failures, better and more fre-
quent information could improve chances of identifying some problems
earlier. Specific items that should be considered for revision or addition
to the reports, for example, are data on loan delinquencies, maturity dis-
tribution and repricing of assets and liabilities, large loans to one bor-
rower, and loans to officers and directors. Expanded reporting, like
quarterly reporting, should be required first only for larger credit
unions, those with assets of $50 million or more.

Conclusions Credit unions currently enjoy a relatively favorable financial condition,
particularly when compared with banks and savings and loans. So does
their insurance fund. Industry profits are relatively good, and most
credit unions have capital of 6 percent or more. At the same time, credit
unions are changing. Their activities are becoming more bank-like and
the environment in which they operate is increasingly competitive and
riskier. The stresses that have led to growing difficulties for other types
of depository institutions are likely to confront credit unions as well. For
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these reasons, Congress should have annual oversight hearings at which
the NCUA Board testifies on the condition of credit unions and NCUSIF and
assesses risk areas and reports on NCUA'S responses to them.

The information collected by NCUA through the semiannual financial and
statistical reports is not as frequent or as detailed as it should be in
order for NCUA to fully assess the risk exposure of individual credit
unions or the industry.

Recommendation to
Congress I

We recommend that Congress

hold annual oversight hearings at which the NCUA Board testifies on the
condition of credit unions and NCUSIF and assesses risk areas and reports
on NCUA'S responses.

Recommendations to
NCUA

We recommend that NCUA

require that credit unions with assets greater than $50 million file finan-
cial and statistical reports quarterly; and
expand the information required from credit unions with assets greater
than $50 million on the financial and statistical reports in the areas of
asset quality, interest rate sensitivity, management, and common bond.

Smaller credit unions should, in the future, as experience is developed,
also be required to file quarterly and in more detail.

Agency Comments and
Our Response

In its comments, NCUA agreed with the recommendations concerning
better and more frequent reporting and cited actions it has already
taken, as well as planned. (See app. XII.)
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Highlights

Key Findings '• power over the federally insured credit unions it
power over federally insured state-chartered credit

r credit unions operate primarily under state law and
i nray be less restrictive.

;have to maintain a minimum level of capital, unlike
ly insured depository institutions.

i«on loans to and investments in single obligors and for
s too high. *"

The risks posed by real estate and commercial lending are not ade-
qu&tely limited.
"NCUA does not require approval for branch offices, disclosure that divi-
dends cannot be guaranteed in advance, or annual independent audits.

Key
Recommendations

Give NGUA authority to compel state credit unions to follow federal regu-
lations when state powers constitute a safety and soundness risk.
Establish minimum capital levels that are not less stringent than those
for other insured depositories and provide an appropriate phase-in
period.
Limit the amount, excluding specified exemptions, that can be loaned or
invested in a single obligor to not more than 1 percent of the credit
union's assets. Unless approved by NCUA, limit borrowing authority for
purposes other than liquidity.
Strengthen regulations on real estate and commercial lending.
Require NCUA approval to open branches; require credit unions to dis-
close that dividends on shares and other accounts are not guaranteed.
Require large credit unions to obtain annual independent certified public
accountant audits and to make annual management reports on internal
controls and compliance with law and regulations.
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As federally insured credit unions grow and evolve into more diversified
financial institutions, it is important that the systems intended to ensure
their safety and soundness and minimize the risk to NCUSIF change as
well. Regulations that address risks, supervision that detects unsafe and
unsound practices and stops them, and prompt resolution of problem
and failing credit unions are all essential. This chapter assesses the ade-
quacy of regulation.

NCUA has regulatory power over all federal credit unions. It has some
regulatory power over those state-chartered credit unions that it
insures. In several areas, federal regulations do not apply to these state-
chartered credit unions, and some operate under regulations that give
them additional powers or authorize higher levels of participation in
certain activities.

We found that federal regulation of all insured credit unions needs
improvement. There is not, but should be, a minimum capital require-
ment; credit unions must only set aside a percentage of gross income.
Real estate and commercial lending regulations need to be made tougher.
The amount that can be lent to one individual or invested in one entity is
much too high. And credit unions do not have to disclose that dividends
can not be guaranteed or to get regulatory approval to open a branch.

NCUA Requires
Transfers to Reserves
but Not a Minimum
Capital Level

Credit unions do not have to maintain a minimum level of capital, unlike
all other federally insured depository institutions. The Federal Credit
Union Act as amended in 1970 and NCUA regulation require only that
federal credit unions set aside percentages of gross income until they
reach prescribed levels of "regular reserves." This reserving arrange-
ment serves as a capital building requirement. Unlike stock institutions,
credit unions—as cooperatives—can generate capital only through
retained earnings.

Under the present arrangement, however, there is no assurance that the
required annual transfers to regular reserves will ever achieve the
stated levels. The requirement also fails to serve as a limit on growth.
Growing credit unions must only set aside an amount equal to a portion
of their gross income, not maintain a minimum capital amount based on
their total assets or risk assets. We recognize that credit unions are now
relatively well capitalized. (See ch. 2). Nevertheless, we believe that
credit unions should be required to achieve and maintain some minimum
level of GAAP capital (regular reserves plus retained earnings) in order to
demonstrate and help ensure that they are economically viable and that
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their members' money, and ultimately the insurance fund, is as safe as
possible.

The percentage of gross annual income that must be transferred annu-
ally to regular reserves varies according to the size and age of the credit
union and the prescribed amount of regular reserves. As amended in
1977, the act specifies that:

"(1) A credit union in operation for more than four years and having assets of
$500,000 or more shall set aside (A) 10 percentum of gross income until the regular
reserve shall equal 4 percentum of the total of outstanding loans and risk assets,1

then (B) 5 percentum of gross income until the regular reserve shall equal 6
percentum of the total of outstanding loans and risk assets.

(2) A credit union in operation less than four years or having assets of less than
$500,000 shall set aside (A) 10 percentum of gross income until the regular reserve
shall equal 7-1/2 percentum of the total of outstanding loans and risk assets, then
(B) 5 percentum of gross income until the regular reserve shall equal 10 percentum
of the total of outstanding loans and risk assets.

3

(3) Whenever the regular reserve falls below the stated percentum of the total of
outstanding loans and risk assets, it shall be replenished by regular contributions in
such amounts as may be needed to maintain the stated reserve goals." (12 U.S.C.
1762 (a)).

State credit unions are required by NCUA regulation to maintain such
regular reserves, which are not less than those required for federal
credit unions. (12 C.F.R. 741.7(a))

The absence of minimum capital standards was of concern to the "Credit
Union Reserves Study Commission," a group established by the Credit

^n October 1987, NCUA requested comments on proposed changes to its definition of "loan and risks
assets." At that time NCUA's definition of risk assets was essentially limited to loans to members,
which excluded a significant percent of assets. Some 300 comments were received. At an April 1988
meeting, the NCUA Board decided NCUA should work with interested entities to develop a system-
atic approach to the issue of capital in credit unions. In November 1989, it issued a new regulation
that broadened the definition of "risk assets" to include all assets with maturities of over 3 years
unless they meet specified exemption criteria. Exempted assets include cash, guaranteed or insured
loans, and shares or deposits in a central or corporate credit union with remaining maturities of 3
years or less. In addition, assets with maturities greater than 3 years are exempted if they are carried
on the credit union's records at the lower of cost or market, or are marked to market value monthly.
(12 C.F.R. 700. l(k)) Thus, for reserving purposes, assets are weighted at either 100 percent or at 0
percent.

The definition of "regular reserves" used in the calculation of the transfer amount was also changed.
Totals of the regular reserves plus the allowances for loan and investment losses are to be combined
when determining the applicable percentage of gross income to be transferred to the regular reserve.
(12 C.F.R. 702.2)
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Union National Association and NAFCU to study the issue, after NCUA
decided that further study was needed. The commission, which included
regulatory liaisons from NCUA and the National Association of State
Credit Union Supervisors, concluded that NCUA should replace the
existing reserving requirement with a net capital contribution in order
to insure the maintenance of minimum capital levels. Under its proposed
"net capital contribution" system, law and regulation would set a capital
threshold, and credit unions with capital-to-asset ratios below that level
would be required to add certain amounts to capital until the threshold
was reached. The lower the credit union's net capital-to-assets ratio, the
greater its net capital contribution requirement would be.2

We recognize that the present required reserving arrangement and
absence of minimum capital levels have not resulted in an undercapital-
ized industry. In fact, as our analysis in chapter 2 shows, most credit
unions are relatively well capitalized. In addition, NCUA provided data to
us that shows that 7,960 credit unions were not reserving as of
December 31,1989.3 Nevertheless, credit unions should be required to
meet minimum capital standards and those that do not should be
required to have approved capital plans and/or be put under operating
limits and special oversight, or be closed.

There are two primary problems with the present arrangement. First,
there is no guarantee that reserves will ever reach the legislated levels
(6 percent or 10 percent of loans and risk assets, depending upon a
credit union's length of operation and size). Because the reserving per-
centages (10 percent and 5 percent) are based on gross income, a credit
union can arrange its operations to minimize gross income and reserving.
It could operate indefinitely without ever reaching the level at which
reserving is not required. As the Credit Union Reserves Study Commis-
sion report emphasized, the current arrangement is also vulnerable to
swings in interest rates. (For example, in times when interest being
charged on loans was declining and a credit union's gross income was
declining, the amount added to reserves would decline.) In addition, the
reserve requirement does not serve as a check on growth. An undercapi-
talized credit union may grow, regardless of its capital amount, and not
have to add appreciably to capital.

2Net capital was defined as total capital (all reserves, allowances, and undivided earnings) less
expected loan, investment, and fixed asset losses. The method for calculating expected losses was set
out. Report of the Credit Union Reserves Study Commission (Feb. 1989).

30f these credit unions, 2,012 were insolvent or had zero or negative income or regular reserves. The
remaining 5,948 credit unions are solvent institutions with positive income and regular reserves.
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For these reasons, we believe a capital requirement, as opposed to the
present reserving requirement, is prudent. Because credit unions cannot
build capital as stock institutions can, such a requirement should be
phased in to give those not meeting the new standard an appropriate
amount of time to do so. The existence of a minimal capital requirement
would also provide the basis for use of the "tripwires" to strengthen
supervisory intervention, as discussed in chapter 7.

We are not taking a position in this report as to how the calculation
should be made. The Credit Union Reserves Study Commission recom-
mended that the minimum capital amounts assessed be based on "net
capital" rather than risk-weighted assets. The latter calculation, it felt,
was too complex and the net capital assessment would be equally useful
in assessing risk. However, we are concerned that this net capital
approach does not provide for the increased risk in certain types of
loans. However, we recognize that the net capital approach would be
easier for the many small credit unions to use. Whatever standards are
set, however, should not be less stringent than those set for other
insured depository institutions and should, we believe, appropriately
recognize risk.

Limit on Loans to and
Investments in Single
Obligors Needs to Be
Reduced

A widely accepted way of seeking to assure the safety and soundness of
financial intermediaries is through diversification of risk. One method is
to limit the amount of loans that an institution can make to one bor-
rower, referred to here as a lending limit. For that purpose, state and
federal laws and regulations set lending limits for credit unions, banks,
and thrifts. The lending limit applicable to credit unions allows them
much greater risk-taking because it does not require as much asset
diversification. (In another respect, many credit unions already and
unavoidably lack the ability to diversify risks because of the constraints
imposed by the common bond requirements.) (See ch. 2.) In this discus-
sion, we include as loans all credit union investments in securities other
than obligations of the federal government and obligations guaranteed
by the federal government and investments in a corporate credit union.
For example, we include investments in state and local government obli-
gations, commercial paper, and federal funds (unsecured advances to
other depository institutions). Investments in corporates are not subject
to the limit because the corporate system is cooperatively owned by its
members and is organized in part for the purpose of accepting large
amounts of unloaned credit union funds for investment. This role under-
lines the need for corporates to be managed conservatively and regu-
lated and supervised by NCUA, as discussed in chapter 6. The exemption
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from the limit is predicated on implementation of our recommendation
that credit unions may invest only in federally insured corporates (and
other credit unions) and on other recommendations in chapter 6.
Another exemption should be made for the overnight funds kept on
deposit with correspondent institutions to meet cash needs, clearing
account needs, share draft reserve requirements, etc., as pointed out by
NCUA in its comments on a draft of this report. (See app. XII.)

The Federal Credit Union Act limits federal credit union loans and line-
of-credit advances to a member to 10 percent of the credit union's
unimpaired shares and surplus.4 (12 U.S.C. 1757 (5)(A)(x)) It does not
require that lending be collateralized. This is a far greater percentage
than permitted at banks and thrifts because credit unions classify
shares as equity, and the limit, therefore, is a percentage of the sum of
GAAP capital plus deposit liabilities, not just GAAP capital.

The national bank lending limit, in contrast, states that the total loans
and extensions of credit to a person outstanding at one time and not
fully secured shall not exceed 15 percent of the unimpaired capital and
paid-in surplus of the institution. Another 10 percent may be lent if it is
fully secured. (12 U.S.C. 84(a)) FIRREA required that this lending limit,
with specified exemptions, also applies to all savings and loan associa-
tions. (12 U.S.C. 1461) (Previously, savings and loans had been per-
mitted to lend up to 100 percent of their capital to a single borrower.)

To illustrate the difference, we compared the lending limits for a hypo-
thetical federal credit union and a hypothetical national bank of the
same asset size (see table 3.1). In this case, the credit union's lending
limit is $9,000. The bank's limit is $750 or, if collateral is provided for
additional loans, $1,250. From a viewpoint of asset diversification, the
credit union's limit permits it to commit 9 percent of its total assets to a
single borrower, whereas the bank can commit a maximum of only 1.25
percent of its assets. The situation is even more risky if we consider the
implications for solvency. If the credit union experiences an overall loss
on its $9,000 loan, it becomes insolvent by $2,000 and exposes the
NCUSIF to a loss. By contrast, the bank should be able to absorb a total
loss on its loan with its capital.

4Shares in a solvent credit union are unimpaired. The law does not apply to loans to other credit
unions; it states that such loans in total shall not exceed 25 percent of a credit union's paid-in and
unimpaired capital and surplus. Nor does it apply to loans to credit union service organizations,
which are governed by 12 U.S.C. 1757 (7Xc). It imposes a 1-percent limit.
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and Federal Credit Union Lending Limits

Assets

Federal credit union

$100,000

National bank

$100,000

Liabilities and net worth:

Shares

Reserves

Capital and paid-in surplus3

Other liabilities

83,000

7,000

Not applicable

10,000

Not applicable

Not applicable

5,000a

95,000a

Lending limit

unsecured

secured

Total

$9,000

$9,000

$750

500

$1,250

Lending limit as a percent of assets

unsecured

secured

Total

9%
NA

9%

0.75%

.50

1.25%

aThe bank's earned surplus (undivided profits) is not included in calculating the lending limit, and so is
included in other liabilities.
Source: This hypothetical example was developed on the basis of limits set out in 12 U.S.C.
1757(5)(A)(x) and 12 U.S.C. 84(a).

We believe lending limits for credit unions should be developed that will
result in a degree of asset diversification similar to that of banks and ,
thrifts. NCUA provided us with data that indicates that while most states
have lending limits similar to those applicable to federal credit unions, a
significant number have higher limits. Maine, Indiana, Missouri, Wis-
consin, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, and Texas, for example, have an
overall lending limit of 10 percent of assets. Oklahoma has no general
limit.5

In setting lending limits, special provision must be made for new credit
unions, which begin business with zero reserves because they have accu-
mulated no undivided income. An adjustment could also be needed for
credit unions that have experienced losses such that their reserves
become very small, causing lending limits based on reserves to be
unpractically low. Setting the lending limit as a percentage of total
assets would accomplish this. We are recommending a lending limit of 1
percent of total assets, which would be roughly comparable to the single
obligor exposure permitted for national banks. An exception should be

5Loans to insiders fall under stricter limits at federal credit unions. Oklahoma permits such lending
up to 20 percent of a credit union's unimpaired capital and surplus.
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made to permit continued higher exposure to credit union service orga-
nizations, as provided for in the Federal Credit Union Act. (See ch. 9.)
Higher exposure—perhaps 2 percent of assets—could be worked out for
exposures resulting from fully collateralized and short-term repurchase
agreements.

Data are not available to indicate the potential impact of lowered
lending limits on the operations of federal credit unions. For credit
unions that are engaged exclusively in making traditional consumer
loans, the effect would probably be minimal. However, credit unions
making commercial or agricultural loans might have to lower the
amount they could lend to single borrowers, which seems an appropriate
outcome. In addition, as NCUA points out in its comments, a higher limit
should be provided by regulation for the secured consumer loans of
small credit unions. (See app. XII.)

Asset Powers Credit union asset powers have expanded significantly in the past
decade (see ch. 9) and the amount of real estate loans as a percentage of
total loans has increased sharply in recent years. These loans bring new
risks to credit unions. Although commercial lending averages a small
percent of credit unions loans, it is associated with low net worth credit
unions. Tightened regulation in both areas is needed.

Real-Estate-Based Lending
Is Increasing and
Strengthened NCUA
Regulation Is Needed

Real-estate-based lending, a relatively new area for most credit unions,
has become a major activity. First mortgage loans constitute about half
of this lending. Other loans that take a security interest in the property
on some other basis, such as a second mortgage or a property lien
related to a home equity line of credit, make up the other half, and the
"other loans" share of total credit union real-estate-based lending is
rising. As discussed in chapter 2, considerable risks are associated with
real-estate-based lending, risks that exceed those associated with tradi-
tional credit union lending.

Although federal credit unions were first allowed to make 30-year resi-
dential mortgage loans in 1977, the activity became much more impor-
tant to the industry in the 1987-1989 period. From year-end 1986 to
year-end 1989, outstanding real-estate-based loans held by federally
insured credit unions more than doubled from $18 billion (12 percent of
total industry assets) to $40 billion (22 percent of assets). About $23
billion is in first mortgages, and the remaining $17 billion is in other
real-estate-based lending. About $21 billion had adjustable rates. While
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larger credit unions have higher percentages of real estate loans, such
loans are held by associations of all sizes. Insolvent or less well capital-
ized credit unions also had significantly higher percentages of real-
estate-based loans than those with GAAP capital exceeding 6 percent of
assets.

NCUA officials attribute the recent growth in real-estate-based lending to
several factors. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 phased out the deduct-
ibility of interest paid on loans other than real-estate-based loans. This
provided an incentive for consumers who itemize deductions to arrange
for second mortgages or home equity lines of credit in situations where
they previously would have applied for automobile or other types of
personal loans. Mortgage lending can, they said, be a relatively safe and
profitable lending area for credit unions with the needed expertise.
Finally, officials said, banks and auto financing companies have
increased their share of consumer lending and raised competitive
pressures.

The safety and soundness of credit union real-estate-based lending is a
function of two categories of factors, one relating to the nature of real
estate lending itself and the other to the capability of the credit union's
staff and the effectiveness of supervision.

The Federal Credit Union Act historically set relatively short limits on
the maturities of loans made by federal credit unions. In 1977, however,
the act was amended to authorize these credit unions to make 30-year
residential mortgage loans for units housing one to four families; in 1981
they were permitted to make variable rate mortgage loans. Legislation
the following year removed statutory limits on the size and maturity of
mortgage loans, authorized the refinancing of first mortgages, and
extended the permitted maturity limits on second mortgages. Current
NCUA regulations

permit residential mortgage loans for periods up to 40 years (and longer
with permission of the NCUA Board);
permit loans for mobile homes, second mortgages, and home improve-
ments for periods up to 20 years (prior to October 1989, the limit was 15
years);
limit the maximum amount of all loans to a member to 10 percent of the
credit union's shares and undivided earnings; and
require an appraisal of the collateral for real estate loans. (12 C.F.R.
701.21)
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The inherent credit, liquidity, and interest rate risks of real-estate-based
lending require underwriting knowledge that was not needed or was not
nearly so important in making and managing the consumer loans tradi-
tionally made by credit unions. The loan amounts are larger and the
transactions themselves are more complex. These characteristics,
together with the growing amount of real-estate-based lending, create a
situation that calls for NCUA to ensure that regulation of such lending is
adequate.

With the exception of a new FiRREA-mandated requirement for
appraisals, NCUA real estate regulations do not apply to state credit
unions.6 State laws and regulations are, however, rarely more liberal,
according to information provided by NCUA. A few states have more
restrictive regulations. For example:

Pennsylvania limits total mortgage loans to 50 percent of a credit
union's paid-in capital.
North Dakota sets the limit on mortgage loans at 30 percent of assets.

NCUA'S only guidance on the maximum amount of real-estate-based
lending any insured credit union should have was issued in October
1989. It stated that credit unions could "expect additional time and
attention during the regular examination" if loans secured by real estate
exceed 25 percent of total assets. This guidance was sent to the board of
directors of federal and state credit unions. A total of 1,514 credit
unions—1,012 with federal charters and 512 with state charters—
exceeded the 25-percent limit as of June 30,1990. (At that time there
were 13,102 credit unions, of which 8,659 had federal charters.)

NCUA'S regulation of real-estate-based lending gives federal credit unions
and most state credit unions a high degree of latitude, considering the
risks. We believe that the risks associated with real-estate-based
lending, the relative newness of the credit union industry as a whole to
this area of business, and the small size of certain credit unions increas-
ingly participating in it combine to call for increased regulation.

We recognize that the Tax Reform Act of 1986 has made real-estate-
based lending for consumer purposes more desirable to many individ-
uals, including credit union members. We do not seek changes that

6FIRREA required that real-estate-related loans over a specified amount must be preceded by
obtaining a current appraisal by a licensed or certified appraiser. NCUA has adopted $50,000 as the
amount over which a real-estate-based loan must be preceded by an appraisal.
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would hinder credit unions from meeting the legitimate borrowing needs
of their members. However, specific regulations that would enhance
safety and soundness include required minimum underwriting and mar-
ketability standards. For example, credit unions have no loan-to-value
regulation, one that governs the maximum loan amount given the value
of the related property.

Other areas where regulations would contribute to safety and soundness
include the following:

Regulations could be added to maximize the potential sale of real estate
loans in the secondary market.
Regulations could specify the tools required to assess a borrower's
ability to repay a loan, such as determining the debt ratio and obtaining
accurate financial information. (The current NCUA regulation suggests
but does not require that credit unions use the standard mortgage loan
application form prescribed by the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corpo-
ration or other similar entities).

Tightening the loans-to-one-borrower regulation will also help minimize
the risks of real-estate-based lending.

We also believe that NCUA should explore the setting of a limit on the
total amount of real-estate-based lending to be held in the portfolios of
insured credit unions. In addition, credit unions can and do originate and
then sell first mortgages to secondary market institutions, such as the
Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation, Government National Mortgage Association, and Credit
Union National Association. We believe use of the secondary market to
lessen overall real estate lending exposure can help credit unions both
serve members and lessen their exposure to high levels of real estate
lending, assuming the sales are made without recourse to the credit
union.

Low Net Worth Credit
Unions Have Higher
Amounts of Commercial
Lending; Stronger
Regulation Is Needed

Reported commercial loans make up a small fraction of credit unions
assets—about 21,357 such loans valued at $1.4 billion as of June 30,
1990. However, credit unions with a relatively high volume of such
loans represent a disproportionately high share of distressed credit
unions, as shown in table 3.2. A recent NCUA study of credit unions in
New England also shows that many of those experiencing trouble have
high levels of commercial loans.
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Table 3.2: Commercial Loans as Percent
of Assets as of December 30,1986 and
1988 and June 30,1990

Net worth 1986 1988 (June 30) 1990

Less than 0 9.81 10.42 11.18
0 to 2.99% 0.65 0.80 2.83
3 to 6% 0.57 0.83 0.71

Greater than 6% 0.27 0.43 0.45

Industry 0.53 0.66 0.80

Source: Credit union financial reports as submitted to NCUA.

Credit unions have always been allowed to make commercial loans to
their members. In reaction to related problems at some credit unions and
concerns about the future impact of such lending on credit union safety
and soundness, NCUA issued a regulation in 1987 applicable to both fed-
eral and state-chartered credit unions (12 C.F.R. 701.21(h)).7 The regula-
tion defined business lending and lowered the amount of such lending
that could be lent to a single member or group of associated borrowers
to 20 percent of a credit union's reserves.8 It did not set a total limit on
such lending by a credit union.

We believe this regulation was a sound first step on NCUA'S part.9 The
regulation defines commercial lending as any loan, line of credit, or
letter of credit, the proceeds of which would be used for a commercial,
corporate, business, or agricultural purpose. It also specifies a number
of exceptions to the definition. Commercial loans that meet specified cri-
teria do not count toward the 20-percent limitation and are not listed as
commercial loans in the credit union semiannual financial reports. The
exceptions include

712 C.F.R. 741.3 makes state credit unions subject to 701.21(h), as well as provisions regarding pro-
hibited fees (section 701.21(c)(8)) and nonpreferential loans (701.21(dX5)). State credit unions can be
exempted if their state adopts regulations that the NCUA Board deems equivalent.

8Reserves are defined as all reserves, including the allowance for loan losses, undivided earnings, and
surplus.

9The regulation also requires credit unions to adopt written commercial loan policies and specifies
what these policies must require, including: identification of the type of loans to be made; the trade
area to be served; the maximum amount of credit union assets, in relation to reserves, to be invested
in business loans, the types of loans, and the maximum for individual borrowers; analysis of the
ability of the borrower to repay the loan; and identification of senior managers prohibited from
receiving such loans. Credit unions are prohibited from making commercial loans to the following
nonvolunteers: any Board of Director member compensated as such, the chief or assistant executive
officer, and the chief financial officer. (12 C.F.R. 701.21(3X0) "Equity kickers" are prohibited. These
are arrangements under which a portion of the credit union's compensation for the loan is tied to the
profits earned by the borrower.
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loans secured by a one- to four-family dwelling that is the member's pri-
mary residence, secondary residence, or one other such dwelling owned
by the member;
loans fully secured by shares in the credit union or deposits in other
financial institutions;
loans made for business purposes, as defined above, to a borrower that
total less than $25,000; and
loans, the repayment of which is fully insured or fully guaranteed by, or
where there is an advance commitment to purchase in full by any
agency of, the federal, state, or local government. (701.21(h)(l))

Credit unions should, we believe, be sources of credit to meet the small
business needs of members. But they should not be providers of large
commercial credits. NCUA'S 1987 regulation goes far to encourage credit
unions to focus their commercial lending toward smaller borrowers.
Given the risks in commercial lending, however, we believe it would be
prudent for NCUA to take several additional actions. The exclusion from
the definition of business loans of loans secured by one- to four-family
dwellings, for example, should be tightened to require that the exclusion
should apply to loans secured by the member's primary residence only.
In addition, NCUA could require that all commercial loans be structured
so as to provide for repayment within the life of the related equipment,
if any, or within a period less than the general 12-year maturity limit on
loans other than for mobile home and residential real estate (12 C.F.R.
701.21(f)). We are also concerned that the regulatory limit of 20 percent
of reserves to a single member or group of associated borrowers can be
exceeded with approval of the NCUA Board (12 C.F.R. 701.21(h)(2)(ii)),
and the Board has delegated this authority to the regional directors (the
Offices of Examination and Insurance and General Counsel must
concur). NCUA officials in Washington were unable to tell us how many
times this exemption was granted.

The lack of a limit on the total amount of commercial lending a credit
union may undertake is also disturbing. Although the higher percentage
of commercial loans in insolvent credit unions may well reflect lending
before the 1987 regulation was in place, we see no reason for credit
unions to enter this risky area of business on a large scale. We believe
NCUA should set a limit on commercial lending.

Finally, although excluding certain types of commercial lending from
the 20-percent limit makes sense for policy reasons, it prevents analysts
from assessing credit union exposure to commercial loans. Tightening
the exclusions will help mitigate this problem.
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State Credit Unions
Have Broader
Investment Powers

The Federal Credit Union Act specifies the types of investments federal
credit unions may make, and an NCUA regulation delineates the permis-
sible and prohibited off-balance-sheet activities. We consider the law
and regulation in this regard, with one exception, generally appropriate
and adequate. (This exception is discussed in the next section.) They do
not, however, apply to state credit unions. NCUA has in place a regulation
intended to insure that the more risky investments of state credit unions
are properly reserved for, but improvements in its implementation are
needed.

The Federal Credit Union Act authorizes federal credit unions to make
investments in several general categories:

obligations of the United States, and specified government-sponsored
enterprises, any instrument issued by or fully guaranteed by any agency
of the United States, or issued by any wholly owned government
corporation;
shares or deposits of any central (corporate) credit union authorized by
the credit union's board;
investments in organizations providing services associated with the rou-
tine operation of credit unions, subject to a limit of 1 percent of total
paid-in and unimpaired capital;
shares of federally insured credit unions;
banks or institutions the accounts of which are insured by FDIC, or any
national bank or specified other entities operating in accordance with
the laws of the state in which the credit union does business; and
obligations of or issued by any state or political subdivision, subject to a
limit of no more than 10 percent of total paid-in and unimpaired capital
and surplus with any one issuer (exclusive of general obligations).10

NCUA has also put into place regulations on federal credit union off-bal-
ance-sheet activities. With certain limitations, federal credit unions can
enter into cash forward agreements, defined as agreements to purchase
or sell a security with delivery and acceptance being mandatory and at a
future date. With permission from the NCUA regional director and by
meeting other requirements, credit unions can buy options to sell gov-
ernment securities at specified prices within specified time frames to

1012 U.S.C. 1757(7) and (8).
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manage their real estate loan interest rate risk.11 (12 C.F.R. 701.21(i))
The regulation also lists prohibited activities, including buying or selling
of standby commitments or futures contracts, and selling securities not
owned by the seller. (12 CFR 703.4)

The law and regulation regarding investment vehicles seem adequate to
us but do not apply to state credit unions. We asked NCUA what invest-
ment regulations apply to state credit unions. The data subsequently
developed by the NCUA regional directors showed that 32 states grant
state credit unions investment powers in addition to those permissible
for federal credit unions. Several examples follow.

Illinois permits credit unions it charters to invest up to 5 percent of their
shares and undivided earnings in the stock or obligations of other finan-
cial institutions. Florida permits similar investments but has set no
limits.
Indiana permits credit unions it charters to make unlimited investments
in municipal securities.
North Dakota, Kentucky, New Mexico, and California permit invest-
ments in corporate bonds and/or stocks (the first two impose limits, the
others do not).
Rhode Island (only credit unions over $10 million in assets), West Vir-
ginia, South Carolina, and California allow credit unions they charter to
make any investments that banks or other financial institutions can
make. (Note: "other financial institutions" was not defined.)

NCUA regulations do not prohibit these riskier investments but do
require that as a condition of federal insurance, state credit unions
establish a special reserve for investments permitted by their states that
go beyond those authorized by federal law and regulations. (12 C.F.R.
741.7(a)(3)) The insurance agreement stipulates that the amount of the
special reserve (known as the "investment valuation reserve") must be
at least equal to the net excess of book value over current market value
of the investments not authorized by federal law. As of December 31,
1989, there were about 4,600 state credit unions with total investments
of $17.5 billion. Analysis of the December 1989 Call Report shows that

11 Regulations also permit federal credit unions to: (1) enter into repurchase and reverse repurchase
transactions, (2) invest in Yankee and Eurodollars at the financial institutions specified in the law,
and (3) invest in bankers acceptances. (12 C.F.R. 703.3) In a repurchase agreement, securities are sold
subject to a commitment by the seller to repurchase them at a stated price on a specified future date.
A reverse repurchase transaction represents the purchase of securities subject to future sale back to
the original seller at a fixed date and price.
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191 of these credit unions, located in 30 states, had investment valua-
tion reserves totaling about $50 million. We do not know if this amount
is the correct amount.

The NCUA investment valuation reserve requirement can function to con-
trol the added risk of additional state investment powers if it is
enforced. Supervision in this area is discussed in chapter 4.

Limitation on
Investments in
Corporate Credit
Unions

Chapter 6 discusses the important role corporate credit unions now have
as investment vehicles for natural person credit unions. It also addresses
the need for federal regulation and oversight over them. As discussed
and recommended there, this can be accomplished by limiting credit
union investments in other credit unions to those that have federal
insurance. (See ch. 6.)

Borrowing Authority
Needs to Be Reduced

Credit unions can borrow up to 50 percent of their capital (defined as
shares and undivided earnings). Because credit unions are member-
based cooperatives, we do not believe it is appropriate, generally
speaking, to permit them to grow with borrowed funds. Accordingly, we
believe that borrowing up to this level should be limited to meet
liquidity needs. Provisions could be made for exemptions from this limi-
tation with the advance approval of the NCUA regional director under
guidelines to be established by NCUA. This might be appropriate, for
example, if a sound and well-managed credit union is loaned up and
needs additional resources to meet the borrowing needs of established
members.

Prohibition Against
Guaranteeing
Dividends

The savings credit union member/owners place in their associations
(share accounts) are considered equity investments, and the returns on
these accounts are considered dividends. The Federal Credit Union Act
specifies that the boards of directors of federal credit unions may
declare dividends on accounts after providing for required reserves. (12
U.S.C. 1763) NCUA has stated that "the legal prohibition against guaran-
teeing dividends in advance is inherent in the cooperative structure of
credit unions and is embedded" in this section of the act. The current
NCUA regulation states that a federal credit union "shall accurately
represent the terms and conditions of its share, share draft, and share
certificate accounts in all advertising, disclosures, or agreements,
whether oral or written." (12 C.F.R. 701.35(b)) It adds that the credit
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union may determine the type of disclosure. (12 C.F.R. 701.35(c)) State
credit unions are not bound by these requirements.

There is now no regulation requiring that credit unions inform their
members that dividends on share or other accounts are based upon
available earnings and cannot be guaranteed in advance. This is a key
distinction between shares in credit unions and deposits in other deposi-
tory institutions, for which the yield (interest) can be set and guaran-
teed in advance. Prior to 1982, NCUA regulation 701.35 had a specific
disclosure requirement. The requirement was removed, we were told, as
part of the deregulation process.

In May 1990, NCUA issued a proposed revision to regulation 701.35 "to
clarify that dividends on member share accounts are based on available
earnings and are not guaranteed, and to require notice of this fact when
accounts are opened and in any advertisements, solicitations, or similar
statements that set forth a dividend rate." In its proposed rule, NCUA
emphasized that one of two key aspects of the operation of credit unions
is that the return on member savings is based on performance (the other
is that each member has one vote). These key aspects, it said, "reinforce
the member-service orientation of credit unions and help protect the
credit union system against the sorts of outside influences, from
majority stockholders, entrepreneurs and others, that have caused or
contributed to problems in other segments of the financial services
industry." NCUA felt it necessary, "in order to preserve and further this
important distinction, and to address occasional cases of improper guar-
antees" to reinstate a regulatory requirement that federal credit unions
disclose that dividends are based on earnings and are not guaranteed.
NCUA also noted that while the regulation as drafted would apply only to
federal credit unions, safety and soundness considerations might war-
rant expansion to state credit unions as well.

NCUA asked for comments on its proposed regulation by July 24,1990.
An NCUA summary of the responses noted that 225 commenters
responded: 164 from federal credit unions, 40 from state credit unions,
13 from credit union leagues, 2 from state regulatory authorities, 3 from
national credit union trade associations, and 3 others. Only 11 were in
total agreement. The NCUA summary said reasons given for supporting
the proposed regulation included: it sets credit unions apart from other
financial institutions, it promotes safety and soundness, and it rein-
forces the fact that shares represent equity rather than liability.
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Two areas of misunderstanding were noted by NCUA officials in the neg-
ative comments. First, they said, many commenters believed federal
credit unions can guarantee dividends on all accounts or on certificate
accounts. NCUA officials said that this was not true. The other area of
misunderstanding related to the erroneous assumption that the regula-
tion limited "available earnings" to current earnings, rather than cur-
rent and undivided earnings. Undivided earnings are those from a prior
period that have yet to be distributed. Many commenters felt that the
disclosure requirement would confuse members, give the appearance
that credit unions were risky investments, impair marketing, and give a
competitive edge to banks and savings associations. Federal credit
unions responding urged that any disclosure requirement be applicable
to state as well as federal credit unions.

We reviewed the comment letters and selected several whose content
illustrate the above summary. CUNA commented as follows:

"One of the Board's objectives in issuing the proposal is to help preserve the distinc-
tions between member-owned credit unions and for-profit financial institutions. We
think this goal is commendable and fully consistent with efforts to maintain the
unique characteristics of credit unions, such as recognizing that share accounts are
members' equity, not liabilities. Another objective of the proposal, to ensure that
credit union members understand that dividends are paid from available earnings, is
endorsed by CUNA's Truth-in-Savings program."

CUNA recommended some specific changes relating to the circumstances
under which disclosure should be required and to the flexibility in
designing the disclosures. CUNA, as did the National Association of State
Credit Union Supervisors, opposed the extension of any disclosure regu-
lation to state credit unions. The other national trade association, NAFCU,
commented that the proposed disclosure regulation appeared to be an
overreaction to the savings and loan crisis, one that could "erroneously
suggest to the public that credit unions are too weak to guarantee their
rates."

Comments received from individual federal credit unions include the
following:

"Credit unions have been guaranteeing rates for 8 years . . . Prohibiting the guaran-
tees could cause a negative impact on some credit unions . . . If prohibited, we will
have to re-educate our members and credit union staff."

"There is no doubt that membership shares . . . do follow the requirement that divi-
dends are based on earnings and are not guaranteed . . . the remainder of our
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accounts are deposits [such as]. . . Certificates of deposits, Money Market Checking,
IRA Accounts . .."

"Our experience with new accounts and large depositors has been that, when you
pointedly disclose to them in writing that rates are not guaranteed, or, that there is
a possibility that the specified rate may not be paid, depositors lose confidence and
are unnecessarily upset. This especially occurs when the member "comparison
shops" other financial institutes and no mention is made of the possibility of loss of
earnings."

"From a competitive standpoint, we would like the public to see credit union prod-
ucts equal to or better than those of other financial institutions in the marketplace.
Frequent disclosures that dividend rates are not a sure thing will handicap us."

"When I was a NCUA Chairman, we eliminated the disclosure rule, believing that it
was an unnecessary burden for credit unions. Further, the disclosure only confused
members who didn't understand what their credit unions were disclosing. Nothing
has changed since 1982 when we dropped the disclosure."

Although NCUA requested comments by July 24,1990, and provided a
summary of comments received to NCUA Board members in August 1990,
no action had been taken as of March 1,1991. We were told the NCUA
Board had not officially addressed the disposition of the proposed regu-
lation. In its comments on a draft of this report, NCUA indicated that it
will not take action but will defer to Congress.

We appreciate the concern expressed in many credit unions' responses
that disclosure could put credit unions at a competitive disadvantage.
We believe, nonetheless, that if credit unions are unique among deposi-
tory institutions in that their depositors are member/owners, they
should understand the implications of the cooperative structure.
Member concern for the safety and soundness of their institution is sup-
posed to be a hallmark of credit unions. We recognize that the provision
of federal share insurance has diluted the significance of this factor.
However, we believe that all federally insured credit unions should
make adequate disclosure that all account dividends are in fact depen-
dent upon earnings.12 :

Branching Regulation
Needed

Credit unions are not required to get permission from NCUA before
opening a branch office. In contrast, banks and thrifts must get permis-
sion from their federal supervisor in advance of establishing a new

12Provision could be made for credit unions in states that permit nonmembers to have accounts. In
some states the yield on these accounts is considered interest and can be guaranteed in advance.
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branch or moving their main office or a branch. Factors considered in
granting permission, according to banking agency officials, include
assessment of the institution's capital and condition and the additional
risk exposure to the insurance fund, compliance with federal and state
branching limitations, and the institution's community reinvestment
record. For example, a poorly capitalized bank might want to establish a
new branch to generate deposits in order to grow quickly. This applica-
tion would be turned down.

The number of credit unions with branches increases noticeably in rela-
tion to asset size according to data collected by the Credit Union
National Association. For example, only about 10 percent of those with
assets of $2 to $5 million had branches, but 80 percent of those with
assets of $50 to $100 million had one or more branches, as of December
1988. This is the latest date for which such data are available, although
an NCUA official informed us that he thinks branch operations, for large
credit unions, are very common. We recognize that when credit unions
were smaller institutions with more limited fields of membership, there
was no safety and soundness need to require federal approval for
branch openings. However, in the past decade the size of these institu-
tions has increased along with expanded fields of membership. Some
states, for example, charter credit unions whose field of membership
includes all state residents. (See ch. 9.)

Opening a branch can thus provide an opportunity for growth that may
not be adequately supported by capital or management strength. In our
review of selected problem credit unions, we noted that NCUA examiners
frequently found operating expenses were too high and often suggested
the credit unions close some of their branches. NCUA could develop a rel-
atively simple form for all credit unions to use in requesting permission
to open a new branch and could utilize the review process to insure that
the new branch would not increase NCUSIF'S risk exposure.

Additional Audit
Requirements Needed

The Federal Credit Union Act requires all federal credit unions to have a
yearly supervisory committee audit. A supervisory committee audit is
an examination of the internal controls, statements, records, and
accounting transactions as well as other financial and legal records,
which can be conducted by a credit union's supervisory committee staff
itself or by an outside accountant. Since December 1989, NCUA has
required annual supervisory committee audits of state credit unions as
well. FIRREA amended the Federal Credit Union Act in August 1989 to
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require credit unions to receive annual independent audits under speci-
fied conditions. (12 U.S.C. 1782(a)(6)(A))

The act and federal regulations require that federal and state credit
union boards of directors appoint a supervisory committee to fulfill the
audit requirements. The regulations require that the audit determine
whether or not the financial condition of the credit union is accurately
and fairly presented in the financial statements and whether or not
"management practices and procedures are sufficient to safeguard mem-
bers' assets." The regulations also require effective internal controls,
including those to guard against "error, carelessness, fraud, and self-
dealing (conflict of interest)." (12 C.F.R. 741.2, 701.12 and 13)

The results of such supervisory committee audits can be used by credit
union management as a means of improving operations and by regula-
tors as a complement to safety and soundness examinations. The audit
reports, for example, can alert regulators to possible problems when cer-
tain conditions exist, such as

qualified opinions (other than a qualification based on classification of
shares as equity rather than as liabilities),
frequent changes of auditors, or
failure to have an audit or to submit audit reports to the regulator.

We discuss in chapter 4 the extent to which NCUA has utilized the results
of supervisory committee audits in its oversight of credit unions.

An impetus for the December 1989 regulation that state credit unions
have supervisory committee audits was the August 1989 amendment to
the Federal Credit Union Act to require that NCUA issue regulations
requiring an audit of any insured credit union by an outside independent
certified public accountant under any of the following three conditions:

when the annual supervisory committee audit has not been done,
when the annual supervisory committee audit is not complete or satis-
factory, or
when the credit union has experienced persistent and serious record-
keeping deficiencies. (12 U.S.C.A. 1782, West, 1989)

This requirement will contribute to improved credit union oversight if
adequately implemented. We asked NCUA how many times such audits
have been required. NCUA officials told us that during calendar year
1990, NCUA regional directors had ordered audits at 134 credit unions.
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Because all federally insured credit unions are not required to have
annual independent audits by certified public accountants, NCUA does
not keep statistics on such audit coverage. Accordingly, we are unable to
determine how many credit unions are currently receiving such audits.13

We have recommended that management reporting on internal controls
and compliance with laws and regulations be a condition for federal
deposit insurance. We have also recommended that an annual indepen-
dent audit should be required for federally insured banks, as it is for
savings and loans.14 We see no reason why many credit unions should be
excluded from these proposed requirements. A majority of federally
insured credit unions are quite small, however. (Of the 13,103 as of June
30,1990, 9,928 had under $10 million in assets and 5,701 had assets of
less than $2 million.) We recognize that it might be appropriate to grant
an exemption to such requirements for institutions on the basis of size
or some other cost-benefit considerations.

Con elusions Regulations need to be strengthened in several key areas of credit union
operations.

• The present reserving method provides no guarantee that the minimum
levels of capital needed to provide a reasonable cushion against losses
will be available and does not serve as a check on growth.

• The lending limit applicable to federal credit unions allows them to loan
10 percent of shares and surplus to a single member or group of mem-
bers. State limits are even higher. These levels far exceed those appli-
cable to banks and thrifts.

• Real estate loan underwriting requirements do not assure either that a
borrower's ability to repay a loan is adequately checked or that the loan
can be sold in the secondary market. For example, there is no loan-to-
value ratio requirement.

13In 1988, the Credit Union National Association conducted a survey related to audit coverage. The
results of 794 responses, which are not projectable to the credit union industry as a whole, show that:
31 percent of the credit unions surveyed used a certified public accountant (CPA) to do some form of
audit services in 1988; 82 percent of these had full-scope independent audits. Larger credit unions
were more likely to have such audits than smaller ones—11 percent of credit unions with under $2
million in assets had one in 1988 compared to 88 percent of credit unions with assets of $100 million
or more. The only qualification of the full-scope audits was that member shares were classified as
equity, not liabilities. CUNA, 1988 Quarter IV Credit Union Panel Survey, May 1989.

14Bank Failures: Independent Audits Needed to Strengthen Internal Control and Bank Management
(GAO/AFMD-89-25, May 31,1989).
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Exclusions from the limit on commercial lending to a member include
loans secured by residential properties other than the member's resi-
dence, and the regulation does not set maturity limits. There is no credit
union limit on commercial lending.
Credit unions do not have to obtain permission from NCUA to open new
branches.
Credit unions are not required to have annual independent audits or to
make annual management reports on internal controls and compliance
with laws and regulations.
Credit unions may borrow up to 50 percent of their shares and undi-
vided earnings for any purpose, an amount that is much too high.

In lieu of applying federal regulations to all state credit unions in areas
where state regulations are weaker, NCUA could be given the explicit
authority to require that a state credit union whose activities in these
areas present a safety and soundness risk follow the regulation appli-
cable to federal credit unions.15

Recommendations tO Congress should amend the Federal Credit Union Act, with respect to all-
_ credit unions, as follows:
Congress

r\ • NCUA should be required to establish minimum capital levels for credit
unions no less stringent than those applicable to other insured deposi-
tory institutions, providing for an appropriate phase-in period.

• The amount that credit unions can loan or invest in a single obligor,
other than investments in direct or guaranteed obligations of the U.S.
government or in the credit union's corporate, should be limited to not
more than 1 percent of the credit union's total assets. Presently per-
mitted limits with respect to credit union service organizations should
continue, and exposures of not more than 2 percent of assets should be
provided for in repurchase agreement transactions. NCUA should be

/ authorized to set a higher limit for secured consumer loans made by
small credit unions and for overnight funds deposited with correspon-
dent institutions.

• NCUA should be required to tighten the commercial lending regulation
and include an overall limit.

15FIRREA required state-chartered savings associations, regulated by the Office of Thrift Supervision
and insured by the Savings Association Insurance Fund, to get permission from the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, the fund's manager, to engage in any activity or level of activity not author-
ized for federal savings associations. Such a requirement could be put in place for credit unions also,
but we believe giving NCUA explicit authority to impose such requirements when needed as dis-
cussed above should be sufficient. The additional powers available to credit unions are not as broad
and risky as those that have been available to savings associations.
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I , • The borrowing authority should be modified to specify that credit
unions may not borrow for the purpose of growth, unless prior approval
of NCUA is obtained.

• Credit unions shouldJ&e required to adequately disclose that dividends
on shares and other accounts cannot be guaranteed in advance but are
dependent on earnings.

' • All credit unions should be required to obtain NCUA permission before
opening a new branch.

• Credit unions above a minimum size should be required to obtain annual
independent certified public accountant audits and to make annual man-
agement reports on internal controls and compliance with laws and
regulations.

• NCUA should be authorized and required to compel a state credit union to
follow the federal regulations in any area in which the powers go
beyond those permitted federal credit unions and are considered to con-
stitute a safety and soundness risk.

Recommendations to
NCUA

NCUA should assess its real estate regulation and strengthen it to help
insure the sound underwriting of loans and their suitability for sale in
the secondary market.
NCUA should restrict the exclusions from its commercial lending limit set
forth in 1987 to help insure that credit unions are not used as vehicles
underwriting large commercial ventures.

Comments and
Our Response

NCUA aSreecl w^^ most °^ ̂ e ̂  recommendations in this chapter,
although it proposed modifications or alternatives to some of them. Our
detailed response to its comments on each recommendation is provided
in appendix XII. We have recognized NCUA'S serious concerns related to
our recommended 1 percent of assets limit on credit union loans and
investments by adding that NCUA should be authorized to provide
exemptions for small credit unions and exemptions for overnight
deposits at correspondent institutions for specified purposes.

NCUA indicated it will not take regulatory action to require that credit
unions disclose that dividends are not guaranteed in advance. Accord-
ingly, we have re-directed our recommendation from NCUA to Congress.
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Highlights

Background NCUA supervises all federal credit unions through examinations and off-
site monitoring of their condition. It examines some state-chartered
credit unions but generally relies on state examination reports and its
own off-site monitoring reports.

Key Findings Off-site monitoring is based on credit unions' Financial and Statistical
Reports; NCUA'S reviews of the reports are not adequately certified.
There are no specific requirements for the use or distribution of off-site
monitoring reports. Supervisory committee audit reports, which could
be useful in off-site monitoring, are not submitted to NCUA when
completed.
NCUA, working with state supervisors, has acted to improve examina-
tions of state credit unions, but it does not have a policy on examination
frequency.
Some state supervisory agencies are not sufficiently independent of the
credit union industry, yet NCUA accepts the states' examination reports.
NCUA was not always effective in compelling sampled credit unions to
resolve problems; it did not take formal enforcement actions. Since our
study began, NCUA has taken steps to strengthen supervision.

Key
Recommendations

Require documentation at the regional office level of examiners' reviews
of Financial and Statistical Reports.
Issue requirements for use of each off-site monitoring tool. Require
credit unions to submit supervisory committee audit reports promptly to
NCUA.

Further strengthen oversight of state credit unions by (1) establishing a
policy goal for examination frequency of state credit unions and (2) not
accepting state examinations when the state regulatory authority lacks
adequate independence.
Require the NCUA Inspector General to conduct a review of NCUA'S use of
enforcement powers at problem credit unions since mid-1990.
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As the charterer of federal credit unions and the insurer of all federal
and most state credit unions, NCUA has an important supervisory role.
NCUA sees its role as one of ensuring that credit union management
implements policies to ensure financial soundness and the safety of
members' funds and complies with laws and regulations. NCUA empha-
sizes that each credit union's board of directors and supervisory com-
mittee are directly responsible for those actions and that NCUA itself will
intervene only when the officials are unwilling to meet their
obligations.1

NCUA uses a combination of of f-site monitoring and on-site examinations
and other visits to supervise credit unions. Although the off-site moni-
toring tools are the same for federal and state credit unions, the fre-
quency of NCUA examinations depends on the institution's charter.

Since 1987, NCUA has made significant changes in supervision. Most
important among these are the development of several off-site moni-
toring tools, new examination and condition rating programs, and a
better oversight program for state credit unions. Since 1989, it has taken
further steps to improve the implementation of its supervisory powers.
Nevertheless, we found that additional improvements are needed. The
off-site monitoring tools contain useful data, but NCUA has not issued
guidance as to their interrelationships and use. Further, all these off-site
monitoring tools are based on credit union call Financial and Statistical
Report data, yet examiners' reviews of the data for accuracy are not
adequately documented.

Finally, NCUA was not always effective in compelling the problem credit
unions we reviewed to address their problems. It did not use stronger
enforcement actions available and, at times, acquiesced to state supervi-
sors rather than take timely action against a state credit union. On the
basis of our work on depository institutions over the past years, we
have concluded that a comprehensive reform package is needed that
changes the way banks are regulated, supervised, and—when failing—
resolved. The recommendations relating to a formal system of phased
regulatory intervention, which we refer to as "tripwires," are equally
applicable to credit unions. This "tripwire" system will help ensure that
NCUA takes the needed stronger actions. These recommendations are dis-
cussed in chapter 8.

•NCUA Examiner's Guide, vol. 1, pages 1-2.
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Overview of the
Oversight Process

Under the Federal Credit Union Act, NCUA has clear authority to
examine federally insured credit unions and to take certain enforcement
actions when necessary to ensure that they operate in a safe and sound
manner. (12 U.S.C. 1784) Although the law does not specify examination
frequencies, in 1986, NCUA established a goal of examining every federal
credit union annually. In fiscal years 1988 to 1990, NCUA reported that it
met that goal (see table 4.1). NCUA and state supervisors jointly oversee
state credit unions. NCUA reviews state examinations, may also partici-
pate in examinations with state supervisors, and can conduct its own
examinations of state credit unions. The state regulators themselves
have varying examination frequency requirements. NCUA has no firm
policy on examining state credit unions or goal for the number to be
examined. It examined about 13 percent of them in fiscal year 1989 and
21 percent in fiscal year 1990.

NCUA policy states that examiners are responsible for monitoring the
operations of credit unions assigned to them (an average of 30 each)
between examinations, using on-site supervisory contacts if necessary.
In four of NCUA'S six regions, NCUA examiners are assigned both federal
and state credit unions; at two regions, other staff may be responsible
for some or all state credit unions.

Table 4.1: Credit Union Examinations
(FY 1988-1990) Fiscal year

1988 1989 1990
Federal credit unions

Number of credit unions 9,235 8,939 8,619

Number of NCUA examinations 9,275 9,069 8,672

State credit unions

Number of credit unions 4,819 4,635 4,415
Number of NCUA examinations 350 584 939

Note: The number of credit unions examined exceeds the total number at year end because some credit
unions had been liquidated or merged during the year.

Source: NCUA Office of Examination and Insurance.

NCUA'S relationship with state supervisors is summarized in a "docu-
ment of cooperation," first developed in 1982, with the National Associ-
ation of State Credit Union Supervisors. The document acknowledged
the "overlapping responsibility and jurisdiction" over federally insured
state credit unions. Since 1987, it has included criteria that NCUA
regional directors and state supervisors are to use in "discussing" which
state credit unions NCUA itself will examine. In addition, NCUA regional
directors and state supervisors discuss (1) arrangements for submission
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to NCUA of state examination reports and credit union data, (2) differ-
ences of opinion regarding ratings assigned to state credit unions, and
(3) NCUA'S provision to state supervisors of monitoring reports and
advance notice of actions to be taken against a state credit union.

NCUA describes itself as operating on a "highly decentralized basis"
through its six regional offices. NCUA'S Office of Examination and Insur-
ance in Washington, D.C., oversees the examination and supervision
activities within the regional offices, but each regional director reports
directly to the NCUA Board, as does the director of the Office of Exami-
nation and Insurance. (See ch. 1 for a discussion of NCUA'S structure and
app. Ill for an NCUA organization chart.) The Office of Examination and
Insurance provides guidance and training, monitors the performance of
the regional offices, provides reports for off-site monitoring, and sup-
ports the regions in other supervisory efforts. Although the policy, guid-
ance, and broad national goals are set at NCUA headquarters, each
regional director has discretion in implementing policy and in accom-
plishing goals.

All Credit Unions Receive
CAMEL Ratings

In October 1987, NCUA adopted a CAMEL rating system for federal credit
unions, and most states use the same or a similar system. The rating is
important because it guides the supervisor in the extent of follow-up
oversight needed and indicates to the insurer whether reserves for pos-
sible losses should be made. NCUA examination reports reveal the CAMEL
codes to federal credit union management. State officials may or may
not reveal the codes they assign to state credit unions, depending on the
state's policy.

CAMEL is an acronym representing five credit union dimensions exam-
iners evaluate: capital adequacy, asset quality, management, earnings,
and liquidity management. Examiners assign a code of 1, representing
the highest, to 5, the lowest, for each dimension based on their analysis
of both quantitative and qualitative information.

The quantitative analysis is based on various ratios for each CAMEL com-
ponent except "management." For example, examiners calculate at least
nine key ratios related to capital adequacy, including capital to assets,
net capital to assets, classified assets to capital, and total delinquent
loans to capital and to statutory reserves. Using a prescribed matrix, the
examiner then determines codes on the basis of the ratios. To evaluate
qualitative information related, for example, to capital adequacy, NCUA
directs examiners to consider trends, the board of director's policies and
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procedures related to equity goals and funds management, whether or
not the board has established realistic goals to increase and strengthen
its capital position, and whether or not the funds management policies
are integrated with capital goals. The examiner can then raise or lower
the component code generated by the ratios by one point, on the basis of
his or her analysis of qualitative information.

The component code examiners assign for "management" is based com-
pletely on their judgment of how well credit union officials are operating
the institution within accepted practices and in a safe and sound
manner. NCUA'S definition of management includes salaried managers,
officers, committees, and the board of directors. NCUA guidance high-
lights six specific areas examiners should consider: condition of records,
acceptability of the annual audit and verification of member accounts,
policies and procedures, compliance with laws and regulations, budg-
etary process, and both long and short-term goals for the credit union.
Other factors to be considered include personnel policies and any insider
dealings.

The examiner also computes a composite CAMEL code for the credit
union, which is the arithmetic average of the five component codes.
NCUA instructs its examiners to override the composite code however, if
either of the following conditions exist:

if any component is rated 4 or 5, the composite cannot be higher than 3;
or
if three of the five components are rated 3 or lower, the composite
rating cannot be higher than 3.

In addition, an examiner can lower a composite code on the basis of his
own judgment but is required to explain the reasons in the examination
report.
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The composite CAMEL code examiners assign a credit union indicates its
overall health and the extent of supervision it needs.2 Thus, they are
critical in alerting both credit union management and the examiner's
superiors that additional supervisory attention must be devoted to the
institution.

To review how well NCUA'S CAMEL codes reflected credit union condition,
we reviewed NCUA data on the most recent CAMEL codes examiners
assigned to each of the 81 credit unions that failed in the first 6 months
of fiscal year 1990. We found that examiners had assigned codes of 4 or
5 to 62 of the credit unions. The last full examinations took place an
average of 10 months before the credit union failed. This is a clear
improvement over fiscal year 1989, during which 50 percent of the
credit unions had not been rated 4 or 5 prior to failure.

We were, however, concerned that 19 of the failed credit unions had
received CAMEL ratings of 1, 2, or 3 prior to failure and asked NCUA to
provide specific data on them to help us determine why serious
problems had not been identified. The data showed that 11 of the 19 had
failed because of problems of the members' employer, such as bank-
ruptcy. Embezzlement or fraud—conditions examiners do not always
detect—were involved at four of the credit unions. NCUA officials
acknowledged that two, and perhaps three, of the credit unions had
been coded incorrectly. They said the 19th credit union was properly
rated a CAMEL 2 but was judged not viable; it had assets of under
$30,000. On the basis of this information, we do not believe there are
serious problems with the overall CAMEL rating system. NCUA'S contin-
uing efforts to update and improve it, which are discussed in the next
section, are appropriate. In addition, we found that NCUA had been

2According to NCUA's Examiner's Guide, a CAMEL 1 credit union is sound in almost every respect;
any critical findings are minor. A CAMEL 2 credit union is also basically sound but may have modest
weaknesses that are correctable in the normal course of business. If this occurs, the supervisory
response is limited. CAMEL 3 credit unions indicate "a combination of weaknesses ranging from fair
to unsatisfactory." NCUA regards these credit unions as "vulnerable," and, thus, they require more
supervisory attention than normal, although their overall strength and financial condition make
failure "only a remote probability." CAMEL 4 credit unions require close supervision. They have
more than a moderate amount of asset weaknesses or a combination of other conditions that are
unsatisfactory; unless those conditions are corrected the credit unions' viability may be threatened.
NCUA states that "a potential for failure is present but is not pronounced." CAMEL 5 credit unions
require immediate corrective action and constant supervision. The volume and character of weak-
nesses are such that aid from the credit union's shareholders or other sources is required and the
probability of failure is high. NCUA redefined its CAMEL code 5 in October 1989 stating that a code 5
credit union would not survive more than 12 months, is insolvent, and that "routine supervision" is
not required because supervisory efforts will be directed at finding a merger partner or liquidating
the credit union.
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alerted to the weakened condition of 12 of these 19 credit unions by one
of its off-site monitoring tools.

Further Improvements
in Of f-Site Monitoring
Needed

Off-site monitoring of credit union condition between examinations is
needed to identify deterioration or inordinate risk-taking and to
schedule supervisory visits, examinations, and appropriate interven-
tions. NCUA now uses four primary tools: (1) the GAEL-CAMEL Comparison
Report, which compares the results of financial ratios with the condition
ratings assigned the credit union during the previous examination; (2)
the Financial Performance Report, which provides condition ratios and
other information for a 5-year period; (3) the Risk Evaluation Report,
which uses nine ratios to highlight possible risks; and (4) the CURE
Report, which uses yet another set of financial ratios to identify credit
unions that might fail. These four reports are sent to the NCUA regions.
Three of these reports were developed in 1987; the Financial Perform-
ance Report was introduced in 1983. All are based primarily or exclu-
sively on the balance sheet, income, and expense data submitted
semiannually to NCUA—the financial and statistical reports, or call
reports. NCUA also produces other reports on an ad hoc basis.

Call Report Is Basis for
Off-Site Tools

It is critical that the data submitted on the call reports be accurate
because these data form the basis for of f-site monitoring of credit union
condition and trends.

We asked NCUA officials how they check the reliability of the data sub-
mitted in these reports. Officials told us that NCUA examiners collect and
review the call reports for federal credit unions and contact the credit
union if any errors or omissions are noted. Following this review, the
examiner (or other regional staff) electronically transmits the informa-
tion to the NCUA headquarters unit that maintains the database for all
insured credit unions. According to an NCUA official, state regulators col-
lect and check the state credit unions' call report data, and most states
transmit the data directly to the NCUA database unit. NCUA regional staff
or examiners, he said, review the data in the course of monitoring state
credit unions. If errors are noted, they are to contact the state officials
and agree on corrections.

The NCUA Examiner's Guide instructs examiners to review previously
submitted call report data during examinations, discuss and resolve any
apparent inaccuracies, and submit corrections. Record keeping and
other problems are typically present in poorly rated credit unions, so the
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review of the call reports is particularly important in those cases. These
checks are important and should eliminate technical errors and misrep-
resentations of asset quality, capital, or earnings. In theory, therefore,
the call reports should be relatively accurate. Examiners, however, are
not required to certify that they have reviewed the call reports in the
examination itself. This function is listed only on an examination check-
list, which is left in the field copy of the examination.

Requiring examiners to state in the examination report that they have
reviewed the call report data would (1) emphasize the importance of the
review process and (2) allow regional office management to ensure that
the reviews are being done. Because state credit unions are not
examined annually by NCUA, it should develop a system to document
review of these submissions as well as those of federal credit unions. In
order to better monitor credit union condition off-site, improvements to
the call report form itself are also needed. These improvements were
discussed in chapter 2.

GAEL-CAMEL
Comparison Report

NCUA produces a report semiannually that compares condition codes
generated strictly from the call report data with examiner assigned
CAMEL codes for both federal and state credit unions. Officials told us
they use these reports for several purposes: (1) to monitor the codes
examiners assign, (2) to review the adequacy of the ratios used to com-
pute CAMEL, and (3) to help oversee credit union condition.

NCUA computes a code for capital, assets, earnings, and liquidity—all the
CAMEL components except management—using the same ratios NCUA
examiners must use in developing the CAMEL rating. The average of these
codes is the GAEL composite code.

The percentage of credit unions with GAEL codes that differ from CAMEL
ratings has declined slightly since 1988, as shown in table 4.2. NCUA offi-
cials told us this was probably due to improvements in the ratios.
Changes were made to the ratios because officials assume that the
examiners' CAMEL ratings are, with few exceptions, the most accurate
assessment of a credit union's condition. Although their hope is to fur-
ther refine the ratios to better reflect examiners' assessments, on-site
examinations are expected to discover problems not revealed by finan-
cial ratios.

The CAMEL ratings for state credit unions are assigned by the state super-
visors. Although states are not required to use NCUA'S CAMEL system,
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many do, and others, according to NCUA, use ratios that are very similar.
We wanted to know whether there was a difference in the GAEL-CAMEL
matches for federal and state credit unions. The data do not reveal sig-
nificant differences, as table 4.2 shows.

Table 4.2: Comparison of GAEL and
CAMEL Codes Nationwide June 1988 June 1990

Federal State Federal State
CAMEL worse than GAEL 23% 28% 24% 29%
CAMEL same as GAEL 56 54 61 58

CAMEL better than GAEL 21 18 14 13

Source: NCUA CAEL-CAMEL Reports.

NCUA'S report does not include state-by-state data, however, and NCUA
headquarters officials could not tell us whether instances in which
CAMEL ratings were better than GAEL codes were concentrated in a few
states or if other state patterns were evident. Any such analysis, they
said, would be made at NCUA regional offices.

NCUA provides the GAEL-CAMEL report to regional directors but does not
provide guidance or instructions for its use. Officials told us that
regional directors typically provide it to supervisory examiners, but
they did not know if the report was being shared with state supervisors.

The CAEL-CAMEL comparison report appears to be a useful tool for moni-
toring both federal and state examiners' assignment of CAMEL codes, for
refining the ratios used in developing the CAMEL ratings, and for off-site
monitoring of credit unions. Without explicit guidance, however, there
can be no assurance that such uses are being made of it.

Financial Performance
Reports

Since 1983, NCUA has produced a semiannual Financial Performance
Report that provides a 5-year trend analysis of each credit union's
financial condition and operating results. This report is provided to a
federal credit union's board members. The reports for state credit
unions are provided to NCUA regional directors and to state supervisors.
The report is intended primarily to assist the credit union officials in
reviewing past performance, identifying key trends, and setting goals. It
includes data on like-size credit unions and the ratios examiners use in
computing CAMEL. NCUA provides a "user's guide" to credit union offi-
cials to assist them in interpreting the report.
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NCUA also instructs its examiners to use the report in identifying pos-
sible problem areas that may require further analysis and investigation.
In NCUA examinations and other records of problem credit unions we
reviewed, we saw indications that examiners often used the reports in
this manner and to persuade credit union officials that their institutions'
problems were serious.

The Financial Performance Report appears to be a good tool for both
credit union officials and examiners because it focuses attention on the
institution's performance over a period of time and compares it with
institutions of the same size. In addition, both the user's guide and
graphics in these brief reports appear helpful to credit union board
members, who typically are volunteers rather than financial experts. We
see no reason why NCUA should not make the report directly available to
state credit unions.

Risk Evaluation Report NCUA has produced a Risk Evaluation Report semiannually since 1987 to
help identify potentially high-risk institutions. It is presently limited to
credit unions with assets of $2 million or more. The report is distributed
to regional offices and, depending upon their arrangements with state
supervisors, the data on state credit unions may be provided to state
officials.

The report uses nine financial performance ratios whose values are
reported if they exceed specified thresholds.3 A credit union shows up
on the report even if it exceeds the threshold for only one ratio. NCUA
makes additions and changes in the thresholds and the ratios on the
basis of trends in the industry. For example, a delinquent loan ratio was
first included in the December 1989 report. In the June 1990 report,
NCUA changed the reporting threshold for real estate loans (less variable
rate loans) as a percentage of total loans from 30 percent to 40 percent.

The June 1990 report listed 3,794 (2,820 federal and 974 state) credit
unions. (This is about 50 percent of all the insured credit unions that
had over $2 million or more in assets.) Because inclusion on the list indi-
cates only that a credit union exceeds the threshold in one or more

3Evaluation ratios and thresholds in use for the June 30,1990, report were (1) net capital below 3
percent, (2) collection problem loans exceed irrevocable reserves, (3) delinquent loans exceed 10 per-
cent, (4) any loss in net income, (5) share growth exceeds capital growth by more than 25 percent, (6)
share growth exceeds 30 percent, (7) nonearning assets exceed 6 percent of total assets, (8) long-term
assets exceed 40 percent of assets, and (9) fixed-rate real estate loans exceed 40 percent of total
loans.
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areas, it is not necessarily a cause for concern. This report appears to be
a useful off-site monitoring tool and one that, if properly used, could
satisfy its objectives.

CURE Report NCUA'S Office of Chief Economist developed the CURE (Credit Union Risk
Evaluation) report to help identify credit unions in danger of failing.
Since early 1989, NCUA has provided regional directors with three CURE
reports. The report now uses 12 financial measures that give weight to
factors evident in past failures to predict potential failures 12 to 24
months in advance. As with other monitoring tools, NCUA'S Office of
Examination and Insurance provides the CURE report to regional direc-
tors, who may use and distribute it as they choose. Like the Risk Evalu-
ation Report, the CURE report is an exception report.

One hundred nineteen credit unions failed in fiscal year 1989. We asked
NCUA to provide data on their CAMEL and CURE ratings. NCUA reported
that both CAMEL and CURE data were available for 111 of the failures.
CURE had identified 67 of the 119 failures at least 12 months in advance.
And 56 of the failures had been previously CAMEL rated 4 or 5. Com-
bined, the two tools identified 79 of the failures 12 months or more in
advance. For those 81 that failed in the first half of fiscal year 1990, 62
had previously been CAMEL rated 4 or 5, a clear improvement. CURE may
have identified some of the others, but the CURE report for this period
was not yet available.

Improvements in
Examination Process
Have Been Made but
Enforcement Actions
Are Still Weak

We studied the supervision of credit unions in the early 1980s and
issued a report calling for improvements in

examination of state credit unions,
ratings of credit unions, and
use of enforcement actions.4

Our current review has shown that NCUA, in cooperation with state
supervisors, has taken actions that have improved examinations of state
credit unions and has implemented a new credit union rating system.
Nevertheless, NCUA can improve further by making use of supervisory
committee audits as well as its new authority under FIRREA to require
independent audits and revising the criteria for its own examinations of
state credit unions.

4Stronger Supervision of Credit Unions Needed (GAO/GGD-83-13, Oct. 6,1982).
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With respect to effectiveness in correcting identified problems, we found
that NCUA has continued to rely on informal enforcement actions, even
when they did not result in the needed corrections. Its supervisory
efforts were not effective—i.e., the preponderance of the credit unions'
problems were not resolved over the period of our review—in 15 of the
39 problem credit unions (those with a CAMEL rating of 4 or 5) we
reviewed. NCUA officials have assured us they have made organizational
and other changes that will result in stronger supervision. Nevertheless,
we believe our recommended system of "tripwires" (see ch. 8) is needed
to ensure that NCUA takes enforcement action when appropriate.

New Examination and
Rating Programs

Examination of Federal Credit
Unions

In October 1987, NCUA adopted a new standardized examination format
referred to as the "core" examination. The National Association of State
Credit Union Supervisors (NASCUS) helped NCUA develop this examina-
tion format, and most states have adopted it. The core examination is
intended to focus the examiners' attention on key trends and ratios as
well as significant management and operational areas. Key data from a
one-page summary of the examinations are entered into an NCUA
database.

In 1987, NCUA also began using a new system for rating credit unions—
the CAMEL system. (See pp. 91-93.) Ratings are developed during exami-
nations. State regulators assign CAMEL codes to state credit unions; most,
but not all are derived in the same manner as NCUA'S codes.

Examination coverage appears to be adequate. NCUA is not legally,
required to examine federal credit unions annually but has established
and met a goal of examining each one every fiscal year since 1987. In
theory, there could be a 23-month time frame between examinations, if a
credit union was examined at the beginning of one fiscal year and at the
end of the next one. NCUA officials told us, however, that examination
frequency is monitored and that such a delay would only happen to a
small credit union with good ratings. Each year, examinations for
problem and large credit unions are scheduled first. NCUA periodically
generates a list of federal credit unions that have not been examined for
18 months or more to monitor regional office scheduling practices. Since
May 1989, NCUA policy has required that poorly rated (CAMEL code 4)
credit unions be contacted through an on-site visit or telephone call at
least quarterly. Prior to that time, there were no specific requirements
for contacting problem credit unions or time frames for resolution of
their problems.
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NCUA also now has in place a standard system for the review of exami-
nations. Those done by NCUA examiners are reviewed by supervisory
examiners assigned to the region and located in the field. Until August
1989, each region had its own requirements for regional level review of
examination reports. At that time, the Office of Examination and Insur-
ance set out a program to ensure "a quality, uniform examination and
supervision program for federally insured credit unions" among the six
regions. At a minimum, the national policy requires that the examina-
tion reports for the following federal credit unions be reviewed at the
regional office level: all those with a CAMEL rating of 4 or 5 and those
rated 3 with assets over $20 million, all those with assets over $100
million, and a sample drawn on the basis of criteria determined by the
region.

Examination of State Credit NCUA has taken steps to improve both state examinations of state credit
Unions unions and its own involvement in the process. Forty-seven states plus

Puerto Rico charter credit unions.5 All but six states—Tennessee,
Georgia, South Carolina, West Virginia, Massachusetts, and New Hamp-
shire—now use the core examination.6 NCUA officials told us the exami-
nation reports of these states capture basically the same information as
the core examination and that needed data can be obtained from their
reports.

In 1987, NASCUS instituted an accreditation program for state credit
union supervisory agencies. In adopting the program, NASCUS noted that
the adequacy of state supervisory programs of all financial institutions
was being questioned in the wake of bank and thrift problems and,
rather than see federal legislation impose an accreditation requirement,
NASCUS would develop a program that would "dovetail" with the core
examination program. A NASCUS official told us that it takes a state
about 2 years to prepare for an accreditation review. By December
1990, five states had sought and received accreditation.7 The Conference
of State Bank Supervisors had adopted a similar accreditation program
for state banking supervisory agencies in 1985.

5Delaware, Wyoming, South Dakota, and the District of Columbia do not charter credit unions.

California, Illinois, Montana, and Kansas laws permit an audit report to be submitted in lieu of an
examination under certain conditions. California performs a "modified core exam" in such instances
and assigns a CAMEL code. Illinois followed much the same practice and over the past 4 years has
begun phasing in the use of the core examination. Montana requires core work papers from CPAs
performing audits, and the supervisor performs examinations every third year. In Kansas, the super-
visor does not accept audit reports in lieu of examinations.

7The states certified are Michigan, Indiana, Missouri, Idaho, and Connecticut.
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NCUA officials told us that when the core examination is not used, NCUA
requires state supervisors to submit a "Continued Insurability Status
Report" for each insured credit union that also requests key financial
and other information that "indicates management's control and effec-
tiveness." Until NCUA revised its Examiner's Guide in October 1989,
however, each regional director had the option of waiving state submis-
sion of the report.8

Under NCUA'S present examination review program, the responsible
regional offices are to ensure that all state examination reports are
reviewed by either the NCUA field examiners or regional office staff, at
their discretion. Policy requires that if the NCUA reviewer disagrees with
the state assessment of a credit union, he must notify the state. When
NCUA reviewers disagree with the state assigned CAMEL ratings, officials
told us they typically discuss the ratings with the state and try to reach
agreement. If unsuccessful, they will assign an NCUA CAMEL rating to the
credit union. Both codes are shown on NCUA'S database.

State credit union examination frequency schedules vary. According to
a NASCUS survey done in 1990, 27 states require annual examinations,
and 6 states require examinations every 12 to 18 months. Forty-four
states reported that they actually examine their credit unions every 12
to 18 months.9 NCUA also can examine state credit unions. Although the
percentage of state credit unions that NCUA examines is still limited, it
rose from 2 percent in fiscal year 1982 to 13 percent in 1989 and to 21
percent in 1990. The decision as to which state credit unions NCUA will
examine is made by the responsible regional director, on the basis of a
review of the state examinations, NCUA'S off-site monitoring reports, and
criteria developed with each state regulator.

8This report does not request sufficient information regarding a state credit union's investments that
are not permitted under federal law. By regulation, NCUA requires, as a condition for insurance, that
an "investment valuation reserve" be set aside for any investments that do not conform to federal
standards. (12 CFR 741.7(3)) NCUA policy requires this reserve to be the net of the book over market
value for such investments. We informed NCUA officials that neither NCUA's instructions for the
insurability report nor the guidance for the core examination direct the examiner to record the spe-
cific nonconforming investments. Responsible NCUA officials assured us this would be addressed.

9The NASCUS survey also reported that the statutes of three states require exams every 18 to 24
months, and those in two states require them every 24 months or longer. Eight states (Alaska, Con-
necticut, Indiana, Kentucky, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania) have no statutory
requirement on frequency of exams. Utah mandates exams "as often as necessary." Information was
not reported for Puerto Rico. Profile of State Credit Union Supervisory Agencies, June 1990.
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Since November 1988, the NCUA-NASCUS Document of Cooperation has
specified broad criteria under which an NCUA examination will be justi-
fied and charged each NCUA regional director and state regulator to
develop more specific mutually satisfactory criteria and procedures for
NCUA examination of selected state credit unions. If mutually satisfac-
tory criteria cannot be developed, the following conditions would justify
a federal examination:

adverse financial trends during the prior 6-month call report cycle;
material exposure to the NCUSIF in relation to all federally insured credit
unions, or in relation to all federally insured credit unions in that state,
provided the regional director furnishes to the state the rationale
therefore;
state agency rated CAMEL code 4 or 5 at the most recent examination by
the state;
state agency rated CAMEL code 3 and over $20 million in assets at the
most recent examination;
examination cycle in excess of 18 months; and
corporate credit unions, whether or not federally insured.

We expressed concern to NCUA officials that the Document of Coopera-
tion did not reflect NCUA'S unequivocal right to examine any state credit
union and that regional directors had to get state concurrence for exam-
ining a state credit union, except under the specified circumstances. The
Document recognizes that the regulation and examination of state credit
unions properly belongs to and is the primary responsibility of the state.
NCUA officials emphasized to us that they have the power to examine
any federally insured state credit union10 and will do so over the objec-
tions of a state regulator, if necessary. They added that when a state
credit union applies for federal insurance, it must sign a document
agreeing, among other things, to permit and pay the cost of examina-
tions NCUA deems necessary to protect NCUSIF and to give NCUA access to
all records and information concerning the credit union. In our sample of
problem credit unions, we did not see instances in which NCUA deferred
or did not conduct examinations because of state objections.

However, we did note that two state supervisory agencies have built-in
conflicts of interest that effectively limit their independence. The
Kansas and Texas supervisory entities have boards on which a majority
of the members, by statute, must be credit union officials. In our sample
of 16 problem state credit unions, we had 3 chartered by those states

10See 12 U.S.C. 1784.
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and noted problems with state supervision in 1 of the 3 cases. We also
found that NCUA'S supervision had been ineffective in this instance
because it acquiesced to the state officials. NCUA, we believe, should
apply additional scrutiny to state credit unions in states that have these
or other arrangements that limit their independence.

Supervisory Committee
Audit Reports and New
Audit Power Not Used
Effectively

Both federal and state credit unions are now required by NCUA to have
annual supervisory committee audits.11 (12 C.F.R. 741.2) During exami-
nations, NCUA examiners are charged with reviewing supervisory com-
mittee audits to ensure that they meet the requirements, initiate
corrective action when any weaknesses are found, and use the audit as
an aid in detecting problems at the credit union. NCUA officials told us
that they view any federal credit union's failure to have an annual
supervisory committee audit as a safety and soundness concern and
have the same concern for state credit unions now that such audits are
required for them as well. NCUA also received a mandate in FIRREA to
require audits by independent public accounts under specified circum-
stances. (See ch. 3 for a discussion of the regulatory requirements.)

We view such reporting as an effective supervisory as well as manage-
ment tool. NCUA does not track audit report submission or adequacy,
however, and does not use them as an additional tool for monitoring
credit unions between examinations.12 NCUA officials told us how many
independent audits NCUA had ordered. (See ch. 3.) They could not tell us,
however, the total number or percentage of audits that were considered
unacceptable by examiners or whether audits were done within the
required time frames. Such information, they said, is available only in
the responsible examiner's field files.

In two of the regions we visited, Chicago and Austin, we looked for indi-
cations of examiners' reviews of supervisory committee audits, and we
reviewed the audit reports. Our 10 sample credit unions in the Austin
region had a total of 23 audit reports applicable to the 31-month period
covered in our review; all had at least 1 audit. Our sample of 25 credit

11The Examiner's Guide defines a supervisory committee audit as "the critical and systematic exami-
nation of the internal controls, statements, records, and accounting transactions prepared by manage-
ment and the other financial and legal records" that can be conducted by a credit union's supervisory
committee or by an outside accountant. See discussion on the specific legal requirements in chapter 3.

12NCUA's system for tracking examinations allows examiners to indicate if the audit or verification
of accounts are "problem areas," but the nature of the problem is not recorded in the system. During
examinations in 1989 and 1988, examiners cited 15 percent of all credit unions for problems with
their audits and/or verification of member accounts.
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unions in the Chicago region had 47 audit reports during the period; 1
did not have an audit.

Overall, examiners indicated they reviewed most (65 percent) of the
audit reports. However, we could seldom discern the extent of their
review or if they had used the information provided. For example, one
supervisory committee audit report, which was prepared by the state
credit union league, was supposed to cover the January 1,1986, to July
31, 1987, period; the report stated that it had covered September 1,
1986, to July 31,1987, instead because records for the previous period
were not available. The NCUA examination's only reference to the audit
was that the credit union had met the minimum standards. The next
year's audit, which was prepared by an independent public accountant,
noted that the credit union's internal controls for nearly every
accounting and operational phase of the credit union were not adequate.
We saw no indication in NCUA'S subsequent examination report that the
examiner had reviewed this audit report.

We made a special review of the 70 audit reports of credit unions in our
sample to determine whether or not they would be useful in alerting
credit union supervisory audit committee and board members—volun-
teers who cannot be expected to be financial experts—to serious
problems. Since all of these credit unions were CAMEL code 4 or 5, they
all had serious problems. We found that 49 of the audit reports in the
Austin and Chicago regions were useful in that they reported problems.
Reports we judged as not useful, for example, included three that gave a
more positive assessment of credit union operations than NCUA examina-
tions and, thus, did not accurately represent credit union condition.

NCUA Supervisory
Enforcement Efforts Were
Not Always Effective in
Our Sample Credit Unions

A final key aspect of supervision is action taken to correct problems
identified during examinations. To assess NCUA'S effectiveness in this
regard, we analyzed in detail a judgmental sample of 39 credit unions—
23 federal and 16 state—supervised by the Chicago, Austin, and Con-
cord (California) NCUA regional offices. (See app. VI for our sampling
methodology.) These 39 had been designated problem (CAMEL code 4 or
5) institutions as of June 1989 and represented 46 percent of the shares
in problem credit unions in these 3 regions. For each of the 39 credit
unions, we reviewed NCUA and state examination reports, supervisory
contact reports, and other documents for the period October 1,1987,
through April 1990. We interviewed officials at the regional offices,
NCUA headquarters, and state supervisors.
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We assessed NCUA'S effectiveness by determining if its supervision,
including any actions taken, compelled credit union officials to address
the problems identified and resulted in corrections. We assessed as "sig-
nificant" problems that remained uncorrected and contributed or could
contribute to financial deterioration. To reach such conclusions, we
reviewed older examination reports to determine what types of
problems examiners had identified and when. We then reviewed subse-
quent examination reports, other records of supervisory contact, and
any records of actions taken to determine if examiners again cited the
same problems or if they noted improvements. If the preponderance of
the credit union's problems, including all significant problems, were
resolved over the period of our review, we considered NCUA'S supervi-
sion to be effective; if not, we considered supervision ineffective.

Informal and Formal Actions NCUA policy prescribes a progressive set of actions to address credit
Available to NCUA union problems that we refer to as "informal actions." These begin with

a written record of action included in examination reports, followed by a
letter from the regional director and a letter of understanding and
agreement.

Until May 1989, NCUA required letters of understanding and agreement
only when it gave assistance to a credit union. NCUA now requires that
such letters be issued to all CAMEL code 4 credit unions. The letter out-
lines a plan for resolving credit union problems and often contains spe-
cific prohibitions of certain activities, such as business lending. A
standard part of the agreement, both before and after May 1989, stipu-
lates that if the agreed upon actions are not achieved within the time
frame set, NCUA may remove any credit union official.

Stronger enforcement actions are provided by the Federal Credit Union
Act. These, which we refer to as formal actions, include issuing cease
and desist orders, assessing civil money penalties, removing officials,
prohibiting other individuals from participating in credit union affairs,
and placing a credit union in conservatorship.13 Although NCUA must
notify state regulators before taking actions against state credit unions,
NCUA clearly has enforcement authority over them. (12 U.S.C. 1786(o))

NCUA requires its examiners to present the examination results to the
credit union's board of directors at a joint conference to inform them of
its scope and results and to reach agreement on any needed corrective

13NCUA Examiner's Guide, vol. 2, sec. 8, p. 1. See appendix VII for explanations and legal citations
for each formal action, including changes made in 1989 under FIRREA.
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NCUA Relied on Informal
Actions

actions. NCUA policy since 1974 has required the examiners to note cor-
rective actions recommended and agreements reached for all marginal or
poorly rated credit unions (those rated CAMEL 3, 4, or 5) in the "record of
action" portion of the examination report.

If the examiner believes that a financial problem could or will cause a
credit union to become insolvent or to require special assistance within
the next 18 months, the record of action must require credit union offi-
cials to take specific actions to address the shortfalls.

The law provides for conservatorship actions to take effect immediately,
and under special conditions, NCUA can issue temporary cease and desist,
suspension, and prohibition orders that are also effective immediately.
Otherwise, the law requires that administrative hearings be held before
actions are final.14

NCUA took a total of 84 actions against the 39 federal and state problem
credit unions in our sample (see table 4.3), and state supervisors took
actions against 9 of the 16 state credit unions. Some state actions were
taken jointly with NCUA. Over half of NCUA'S actions were regional
director letters issued in the Chicago region.

Sample of 39 Problem Credit Unions and
GAO's Assessment of NCUA's
Supervision Between October 1, 1987,
and April 30, 1 990 Region IV

14 federal

1 1 state

Regional GAO assessment
Formal director Letter of that supervision
action letter agreement not effective

0

0
33
13

10
6

4

3
Region V

5 federal

5 state

0

0
0
0

9

9
2
2

Region VI

4 federal

Totals

0

0
0

46

4

38

4

15

Source:Compiled by GAO from actions recorded in NCUA documents.

In the 39 problem credit unions we reviewed, no formal actions were
used. NCUA has seldom used its formal actions, as table 4.4 shows.

14FIRREA altered some of NCUA's enforcement powers. Overall, NCUA's authority was expanded—
for example, to permit cease and desist orders, civil money penalties, removals, and prohibitions that
include additional people affiliated with the credit unions, and higher money penalties.
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NCUA in All Regions

Cease and desist orders

Removals, suspensions,
and prohibitions

Civil money penalties

Conservatorships

Terminations of insurance

Total

1984
1

3
0

3
0
7

1985
0

0

0
6
1

7

1986
4

0
0
7
2

13

1987

0

0
0
2

0
2

1988

0

1

0
3
1

5

1989
2

1

0
7

1

11

1990a

8

20
0

10

0
38

Records of Action Not Enforced
and Sometimes Inappropriately
Modified

Note: See appendix VII for a definition of each formal action.
aAs of December 31.
Source: NCUA, Office of General Counsel.

In the following sections we describe instances of ineffective supervision
noted at the 39 credit unions in our sample. We judge that supervision of
15 of these credit unions was ineffective.

In April and December 1988 and again in November 1989, examiners
cited one federal credit union in the Concord region for inadequately
funding its allowance for loan losses. The records of action examiners
prepared repeatedly called for management to amend their funding pro-
cedures to ensure full and fair disclosure. During this time, credit union
management did little to meet the funding obligations. Nevertheless,
neither the examiner nor regional officials took any additional action to
obtain compliance with the terms of the record of action. The credit
union's condition deteriorated, and, finally, a letter of understanding
and agreement was issued in December 1989, which, among other provi-
sions, specifically required management to promptly and adequately
fund this account. Under supervision by new NCUA regional manage-
ment, this credit union has begun to show improvement, but its financial
condition is still poor.

In a state credit union with a history of serious problems, the NCUA
examiner did little to ensure that management implemented the actions
outlined in the record of action and, instead, reduced the requirement
for compliance in subsequent records of action. At a joint NCUA-state
exam completed in September 1988, the NCUA examiner directed man-
agement to reduce operating expenses by 5 percent in 1988 and 4 per-
cent the following year. At the next joint examination, which was
completed a year later, the same problems with high operating expenses
were noted. However, the examiners eliminated the specified percentage
reduction from the record of action and stated only that management
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Credit Unions Sometimes Did Not
Comply With Letters of
Understanding and Agreement

should reduce those expenses that did not contribute to operational effi-
ciency. Ultimately, as a condition for continuing assistance, NCUA
insisted on a change in management, and the new manager began
reducing operating expenses.

A letter of understanding and agreement outlines a plan for resolving
the credit union's problems and often prohibits certain activities that
NCUA found caused problems, such as business lending. Thirteen of the
15 credit unions where we judged NCUA'S supervision ineffective signed
such agreements, including 2 of the 5 state credit unions. Despite the
more serious supervisory nature of these agreements, credit union offi-
cials sometimes still did not comply with their terms. Examiners cited 4
of the 13 credit unions for specific violations of the agreements, yet
there was no evidence in the files that regional officials took action to
either force management to comply with the agreements or sanction
them for violations.

One federal credit union in the Austin region with a 2-year history of
severe financial problems repeatedly violated the conditions of its agree-
ments. Agreements were signed in February and December 1988 and
April 1989. With NCUA'S forbearance from regulatory requirements, the
credit union continued paying quarterly dividends. Examiners cited the
credit union for poor underwriting policies, a high delinquency rate,
refinancing delinquent loans, inadequate collection policies, high oper-
ating expenses due to unprofitable services, and weak management.
Almost 90 percent of its assets was in loans: 28 percent was in home
equity loans, and the balance was in consumer loans. Supervisory com-
mittee audits had not been performed, and member accounts had not
been verified since 1987. Each successive agreement reiterated the same
areas of concern, indicating that management had not implemented cor-
rective measures. The credit union's financial condition continued to
deteriorate. It was merged in January 1990, at a loss to NCUSIF of over
$700,000.

Austin regional supervisory officials could not fully explain why NCUA
did not pursue stronger action against this credit union, despite its
repeated violations of the agreements. They said they had chosen to use
their resources to seek a merger partner rather than to remove the man-
ager. They also said they had succeeded, in July 1987, in getting the
previous manager and other officials to resign. They told us that, never-
theless, such a pattern of failing to halt unsafe practices and to comply
with an agreement would no longer be permitted.
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Both NCUA headquarters officials and the new regional directors of the
three regions we visited assured us that they are now taking more
immediate action when credit union management does not meet or is in
violation of the terms of a letter of agreement. NCUA is stressing to credit
union officials that the agreement is a strong indication of the serious-
ness of the institution's problems, and every effort should be under-
taken to resolve them.

We were provided various examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the new program requiring letters of agreement as well as NCUA'S com-
mitment to sanction credit union officials for violations. For instance,
they said the chief executive officers at two credit unions in the Austin
region had been recently removed for violating specific terms of agree-
ments. In one case, the agreement prohibited making insider loans and
paying bonuses without approval from NCUA regional officials. Without
seeking prior approval, the credit union board approved a $65,000 year-
end bonus for its chief executive. Also, in direct violation of the agree-
ment, the same executive underwrote a commercial loan, with a prefer-
ential rate of interest, to the chairman of the board. NCUA removed
another credit union executive for violating an agreement's prohibition
against long-term investments and for continued refusal to reduce the
cost of funds and high operating expenses.

In the Concord region, NCUA viewed refusal to submit an acceptable plan
for correcting its problems as grounds for issuing a preliminary warning
letter to a federal credit union in April 1990. The NCUA regional director
told credit union officials that if they did not submit and begin imple-
menting a plan, administrative action would follow. By June, an accept-
able plan was submitted, and the board made management changes. By
January 1991, the credit union's condition was improving. Regional offi-
cials anticipate that the next examination may result in removing this
large credit union from the problem list.

Management Often Cited as a NCUA examiners cited managers, and sometimes other officials, for con-
Problem but Not Often Replaced tributing to problems or being unable to resolve them at the 15 credit

unions where we assessed NCUA'S supervisory efforts as ineffective.
NCUA did not take formal action to remove any of these managers, but
management at 6 of the 15 did resign at the urging of NCUA (often with
support from boards of directors). NCUA policy requires that weak man-
agement be replaced as a condition of providing assistance to a credit
union. At other times NCUA officials simply persuaded officials that a
change was needed.
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NCUA Sometimes Did Not Act
Against State Credit Unions
When State Supervisors Objected

We asked NCUA officials why they did not take stronger action to remove
the managers at seven of the other nine credit unions. In four instances,
NCUA regional officials agreed that, in retrospect, they or the officials
then in charge should have insisted on replacing management. In one
case NCUA regional officials disagreed with our assessment that manage-
ment should have been removed, despite the fact that NCUA'S own exam-
inations had cited management for failure to resolve serious problems.
With respect to one credit union that ultimately failed, officials said
they preferred to put their energy into finding a merger partner.
Regarding another, NCUA officials felt that they had not been closely
involved with one problem credit union long enough to insist on a man-
agement change. Their records show, however, they had first identified
serious management problems there in February 1988; the same man-
ager was still in place in March 1990.

NCUA did not formally remove any officials at these problem credit
unions or prohibit them from future involvement in the industry. The
officials, therefore, could seek work in other credit unions and at other
depository institutions and would not be listed among those banned
from such institutions. Although we cannot conclude that adequate
grounds existed for NCUA to prevail in removal and prohibition actions,
we question their failure to explore whether adequate grounds did exist.
Nevertheless, we are encouraged by NCUA'S recently increased use of
this enforcement power. As table 4.4 shows, NCUA used its legal
authority to remove only 1 official in 1989 but removed 20 in 1990.
NCUA officials told us the increase in removal actions was partly due to
changes made under FIRREA that eased NCUA'S burden of proof and
partly to other factors, including a new NCUA Board emphasis on taking
stronger action. (See app. VII for description of changes.)

NCUA officials in two regions believed two state credit unions' problems
warranted supervisory action, but when state officials disagreed they
acquiesced to the state. Although NCUA subsequently secured letters of
agreement with these state credit unions, a year or more had elapsed,
and their financial conditions had deteriorated.

NCUA and the state supervisor had performed two joint exams in 12
months at one of these credit unions in the Chicago region. They agreed
that it had serious lending problems and was also hampered by high
operating expenses due to costly fixed assets and high salaries. But the
state supervisor believed the credit union's problems were less severe
than NCUA—it assigned a CAMEL code 3, and NCUA assigned a 4. NCUA
wanted to seek a written agreement in November 1988, a year after it
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assigned its first CAMEL code 4. However, the state objected, and NCUA
did not act. A year later, the state and NCUA together obtained a written
agreement with the credit union. In the intervening 12 months this
medium-size credit union's financial condition deteriorated. We dis-
cussed these observations with the NCUA regional director, and he agreed
with us that NCUA should have taken more forceful action sooner.

At a large state credit union, NCUA and the state supervisor identified
weak lending practices for both consumer and home equity loans, high
delinquency rates, questionable workout agreements for delinquent
loans, and high operating expenses, including high salaries during three
joint examinations in 1988 and 1989. With proper funding of the allow-
ance for loan losses and classification of bad loans, NCUA believed the
credit union was insolvent. NCUA attributed these problems to poor man-
agement. As a condition of providing assistance to the credit union in
late 1988, NCUA wanted the manager replaced. The state supervisors dis-
agreed with NCUA'S assessment of loan quality and loan losses. In addi-
tion, they believed the current manager was capable of resolving the
existing problems. NCUA acquiesced and provided a large amount of
assistance to the credit union, without requiring a management change.
NCUA increased the assistance in mid-1989. In December 1989, however,
NCUA required the credit union to replace the manager before NCUA
would provide additional assistance. The credit union's financial condi-
tion had deteriorated in the interim.

The region's former director told us that several factors "prevented"
him from taking action against this credit union's manager. There were
many credit union problems in this state, he said, and he felt it was nec-
essary to rank them in order of importance and work with the state
supervisor in resolving them. Two other state credit unions were also
having serious problems, and he wanted to get the state's support in
dealing with them. Plus, in 1987 NCUA had just convinced the state to
allow NCUA examiners to participate in the examination of the state-
chartered, uninsured corporate credit union in this state, and he did not
want to jeopardize the arrangements. In addition, he told us that dealing
with the credit union in question was more difficult because

a close relative of the state supervisor was a board member of the
problem credit union,
other board members were active in credit unions affairs in the state,
and
the state supervisor was a close friend of the credit union manager.
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NCUA subsequently assigned a new director to this region, who told us
that relations with this state, where a new supervisor was subsequently
appointed, have improved. A new letter of agreement was signed in
1990, and additional assistance was given. An NCUA official told us the
credit union is making acceptable progress in improving its condition.

NCUA Internal Studies
Identified Supervisory
Weaknesses and Called for
Changes

During the course of our work, NCUA initiated a study of each region's
special actions department, which handles problem credit unions, and
also peer reviews of the overall examination and supervisory operations
of each region. Various improvements are being implemented as a result,
and NCUA plans to conduct peer reviews again in 1991.

NCUA'S December 1989 study found inconsistencies in the way regional
offices were handling problem credit unions. For example, the approved
performance standards for the problem credit unions being handled by
the special actions department varied, and financial tracking was not
evident in each region. The threat or use of enforcement action was not
consistent. In response to the findings, NCUA has established a standard
financial tracking system for special actions cases, provided additional
training for staff, and clarified when enforcement actions are
appropriate.

NCUA initiated peer reviews in January 1990 to improve overall regional
and agency operations. Teams made up of headquarters and regional
staff review all aspects of the examination and supervision of both fed-
eral and state credit unions. Weaknesses they found in some regions par-
alleled those we had identified:

Enforcement actions were not used despite the deteriorating condition
of some credit unions.
Examiners were not routinely given monitoring tools, such as the CAEL-
CAMEL and CURE reports.
Review and feedback to examiners on their examination reports was not
always adequate or timely.

In addition, they found that the existence and content of local policy and
procedures manuals varied greatly. One regional office had none; others
lacked manuals for key departments, such as special actions. The teams
cited two regions for specific problems related to oversight of state
credit unions. One region's reviews of state examination reports and
general oversight of state credit unions did not, they said, focus ade-
quately on existing problems and corrective actions. Reports on each
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region were submitted to the NCUA Board as the reviews were completed
throughout 1990. Regions were making changes in response to the rec-
ommendations as we completed our study.

NCUA'S Inspector General has announced she would follow up on the
implementation of the peer review recommendations. We believe she
should include in her follow-up a special assessment of enforcement
actions taken against problem credit unions since mid-1990, when our
fieldwork related to this aspect of supervision was completed.

Con rl 11 SI On S ^ne suPervisi°n °f credit unions needs improvement in several key
areas.

NCUA'S four primary off-site monitoring tools are appropriate and useful
in many respects, but there are no specific requirements for their use,
and guidance is quite limited. For example, distribution of some of the
reports is at the regional directors' discretion. It is unclear, therefore, if
examiners responsible for monitoring credit unions receive all the
reports and which, if any, state supervisors receive. Neither the Exam-
iner's Guide nor other policy guidance explains the value of each tool,
how they interrelate, and how best to use them.

Call reports are the basis for all the off-site monitoring systems. NCUA
requires examiners to review them for errors or misrepresentations and
to make corrections. It does not require that examiners certify to their
regional offices that these reviews have been made in accordance with
NCUA policy. Such a verification would signal the importance of the
reviews.

The required supervisory committee audit reports could be an additional
off-site tool for monitoring credit unions between examinations. They
could alert NCUA to problems and the need to schedule supervisory visits
or examinations and also emphasize to credit union management the
importance it places on these reports. NCUA does not, however, require
that copies be sent to NCUA upon completion.

NCUA has made considerable examination and supervisory improve-
ments since our 1982 study, notably the development of the standard-
ized core examination and the requirement that all credit unions rated
CAMEL 4 sign a written agreement addressing resolution of their
problems. However, NCUA was ineffective in compelling 15 of the 39
credit unions we reviewed to resolve their problems within the period of
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our review. It used only informal actions against these credit unions,
despite the fact that the same problems persisted at many, and some
violated the agreements. It also acquiesced to the wishes of two state
supervisors rather than take stronger action on a timely basis. Formal
enforcement action was never taken against the 15 problem credit
unions. Although these findings cannot be projected to NCUA'S handling
of all problem credit unions, our sample represented a significant por-
tion of the assets in problem credit unions as of the June 30,1989, selec-
tion date.

NCUA has, however, taken several actions since we began our review
that, if properly implemented, will strengthen their supervisory efforts
and address many of our concerns in this area. It set national require-
ments for review of examinations and for oversight of problem credit
unions. It conducted peer reviews of all regional offices and also of their
special units that work with the most seriously troubled credit unions.
And top-level personnel changes were made in the regions. We also
noted that officials were responsive to concerns we expressed as we did
our work, and NCUA has begun to use its enforcement powers more fre-
quently. Also, the NCUA Inspector General plans to review steps being
taken to implement peer review report recommendations.

Recommendations to
NCUA

NCUA should clarify the purposes, unique values, and requirements for
use of each of its off-site monitoring tools. It should determine the
appropriate recipients of the tools and distribute them accordingly,
within each region.
NCUA should require documentation at the regional office level of exam-
iners' reviews of all credit union call reports.
NCUA should invoke its statutory authority to refuse to accept state
supervisors' examinations when a state regulatory authority lacks ade-
quate independence from the credit union industry. NCUA should
examine all NCusiF-insured credit unions in such states.
NCUA should establish a policy goal for examination frequency of state
credit unions.
NCUA should require all credit unions to submit copies of their supervi-
sory committee audit reports to NCUA upon completion.
The NCUA Inspector General should conduct a review focusing on NCUA'S
handling of problem credit unions since mid-1990, specifically its use of
enforcement powers, and submit a report to the NCUA Board.
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A J?PHPV Cnmrnpnts and NCUA a§reed with most of the 7 recommendations related to off-site
" y monitoring and examination in this chapter. (See app. XII.) NCUA dis-

Ulir KeSpOnse agreed with our recommendation that it should examine all credit
unions in those states where the state regulatory authority lacks ade-
quate independence. While NCUA acknowledged that additional scrutiny
was indicated in these cases, it believed it should use its discretion
whether to examine each credit union. The criteria for deciding whether
to examine would depend on the financial data reported by each credit
union as well as on NCUA'S confidence in the particular state supervisor.
We believe the risks to NCUSIF are unacceptable when NCUA relies on
examination reports from state supervisors who lack independence and
that NCUA should examine all the state-chartered credit unions in such
states. As we also note in the report, we identified instances when NCUA
acquiesced to the preferences of a state supervisor who lacked indepen-
dence. (See pp. 110 to 112.) In addition, conducting on-site examinations
would ensure that the financial data being provided were reliable.

NCUA disagreed with one other recommendation—that credit unions
submit audit reports when completed. It said the cost, labor, and
paperwork associated with having each credit union submit them when
completed would be excessive compared to the benefits. We believe the
benefits would outweigh any inconvenience. The reports would serve as
an additional monitoring tool between examinations, and could be espe-
cially useful in monitoring state credit unions NCUA does not examine.
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Highlights

Background Annual credit union failures have increased since 1987—from 105 to
206 in 1990.
Outstanding assistance to problem credit unions increased from about
$49 million in 1987 to $191 million in mid-1990.

Key Findings In May 1989, NCUA established policy goals for resolution of credit
unions in weak and poor condition and is making progress in meeting the
goals.
Assistance to problem credit unions is concentrated among larger credit
unions. NCUA'S own criteria for granting assistance to an open credit
union had not always been met in the sample of assisted credit unions
we reviewed.
Decisions on resolution methods were not adequately documented in a
sample of failed credit unions we reviewed. We could not determine if
NCUA had selected the least costly method.
Legislative guidance as to the role of cost considerations in resolution
decisionmaking is lacking.
We did not find evidence that NCUA regional directors were abusing their
authority to grant forbearances from reserving and other regulatory
requirements in our sampled credit unions. However, there is no assur-
ance of consistency in forbearance decisions among the regions.

Key
Recommendations

Provide assistance in resolving a failing credit union only when it is less
costly than liquidation or essential to provide adequate depository ser-
vices in the community.
Follow criteria for providing assistance to open credit unions.
Maintain appropriate supporting documentation for resolution
decisions.
Establish more stringent approval authority, policy guidance, and
internal controls for the use of forbearances.
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NCUA, as administrator of the federal share insurance system for credit
unions, has responsibility for resolving credit unions that fail. Prompt
and cost-effective resolution of failing credit unions is essential in mini-
mizing insurance fund losses. Our past work on the thrift industry has
shown that the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's delay in closing insol-
vent thrifts increased the cost of failures and ultimately bankrupted the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation Fund.1

In May 1989, NCUA established time frames during which poorly rated
credit unions were to either improve and be given a better rating or be
closed and resolved. We believe these policies were needed and are
appropriate, and NCUA has, for the most part, been meeting these time
frames. We did find, however, that the credit unions allowed to operate
longer in weak condition tended to be the larger ones and that many of
these were receiving NCUSIF assistance. It is disturbing that in our case
studies we found that NCUA was providing assistance to credit unions
when its own preconditions for doing so had not been met. Also, while
NCUSIF costs as a percentage of the assets of closed credit unions had
fallen in recent years and were less than the loss ratio for failed banks,
they nevertheless remained significant—about 12 percent of assets in
fiscal year 1990, as of June 30,1990. Lack of adequate documentation
on the failed credit unions in our sample prevented us from determining
if the least costly resolution method had been selected.

The recommendations we are making in chapter 8 with respect to a
more structured and predictable intervention approach (see ch. 8),
together with the recommendations in this chapter regarding legislative
guidance on resolution considerations and documentation, should help
ensure that weak and insolvent credit unions are not permitted to stay
open unless the NCUSIF criteria for open assistance have first been met
and that when the credit unions are closed, the least costly method is
used.

NCUA usually purchased troubled assets from credit unions at book
value, thereby assuming responsibility for managing and liquidating
these assets. We assessed these efforts and raised a number of concerns
with NCUA about its management of the assets. NCUA restructured its
asset disposition activities in the spring of 1990. Although we could not

'Thrift Industry: Cost to FSLIC of Delaying Action on Insolvent Savings Institutions (GAO/
GGD-86-122BR, Sept. 1986); and Troubled Financial Institutions: Solutions to the Thrift Industry
Problem (GAO/GGD-89-47, Feb. 1989).
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Background

evaluate the effect of the changes, they appeared to address our con-
cerns and, if properly implemented, should improve those operations.
We summarize these matters in appendix IX.

The credit union failure rate was high during the early 1980s, dropped
sharply in the period from 1983 through 1985, and increased again in
1989 and 1990, as shown in table 5.1.2

Through FY 1990

Year8

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

Resolved through
merger, liquidation,

Receiving 208 or purchase &
assistance" assumption0

114
124

113
72
45
30
16
25
44
42

349
327
253
130
94
94
89
91

116
164

Total

463
451
366
202
139
124
105
116
160
206

aNCUA's fiscal year runs from October 1 to September 30.

Assistance consists of Section 208 cash and/or noncash financial support given to a credit union pri-
marily to solve its financial problems while limiting cost to NCUSIF.

cln a merger, a credit union absorbs all of the assets, liabilities, and equity of another credit union. In a
purchase and assumption transaction, a healthy credit union purchases all or part of the assets and
assumes all or part of the liabilities of the failed credit union. In an involuntary liquidation, a credit union
is closed, members' insured shareholdings are paid by NCUSIF, and NCUA pays general creditors,
NCUSIF, and uninsured share accounts to the extent permitted by recoveries on the failed credit
union's assets. The priority of payouts made to these three parties is discussed in chapter 7.
Source: NCUSIF Annual Reports. Definitions were obtained from NCUA's Examiner's Guide and Char-
tering and Field of Membership Manual.

2The term "failed" credit union, as used in this report, refers to credit unions that were involuntarily
liquidated, merged, resolved through a purchase and assumption action, or given financial help under
Section 208 of the Federal Credit Union Act in order to continue in business. These four methods are
authorized by the act (12 U.S.C. 1751 etseq.) and are described in appendix VII.
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Most Problem Credit
Unions Are Resolved
in a Timely Manner

The need for early identification of problem credit unions and for super-
visory actions to correct deficiencies or minimize losses is discussed in
chapters 4 and 8. If these efforts are not successful and a credit union is
failing, NCUA—as manager of NCUSIF—must act to minimize the impact
on the fund. Allowing insolvent institutions with serious problems to
remain open creates an incentive for their managers to gamble by
investing in higher risk assets, which generate above-average profits if a
high return is realized but cause additional losses that subsequently are
borne by NCUSIF if the return is not realized. Losses can also build in such
institutions when they are left open even if they are placed under good
management simply because expenses continue to exceed income. Thus,
one way to minimize losses is to resolve them promptly. We found that
in the recent past, NCUA has been acting promptly on most of these credit
unions.

NCUA's New Time Frame
Policies

In May 1989, NCUA issued policies that established time frames within
which all credit unions with CAMEL ratings of 4 or 5—defined as problem
credit unions—had to be upgraded or resolved.3 NCUA stated that credit
unions rated 4 have conditions that, unless corrected, may threaten
their viability; the potential for failure is present but is not pronounced.
For those rated 5, the probability of failure is high. The policy states
that credit unions rated a CAMEL 4 should be upgraded—improved suffi-
ciently to warrant a better code—or resolved within 12 to 24 months of
first receiving the 4 rating. Associations rated a CAMEL 5 are to be
resolved within 6 to 12 months of receiving that rating. While these poli-
cies apply to all problem credit unions, we found that they are less rigor-
ously applied to the largest associations.

To assess how well NCUA has been meeting its new time frames, we
reviewed the status as of June 30,1990, of those credit unions that had
been rated a CAMEL code 4 or 5 as of June 30,1989. These associations
may have received these ratings before June 1989, but since NCUA'S
policy was not issued until May of that year, we started our analysis as
of June 30,1989.

Of the 83 credit unions that had a CAMEL 5 rating as of June 30, 1989, a
year later, 50 had been closed and resolved and 23 had been given a
better CAMEL code. Approximately 88 percent of all CAMEL 5 credit unions
had thus improved or been resolved within the 12-month time frame.

3The policies were established in a May 1,1989, memorandum from the Director, Office of Examina-
tion and Insurance, to Regional Directors. See chapter 4 for a discussion of the CAMEL rating system.
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The remaining 10 credit unions still were rated CAMEL code 5. As of
December 31, 1990, NCUA reported that 4 of these 10 had failed and been
resolved, 4 had been upgraded, and 2 were still rated 5. Of the two, one
was seeking a merger partner and the other was under new
management.

Table 5.2: June 1990 Status of the 83
Credit Unions Rated CAMEL 5 as of June
1989

Status Number Percent
Resolved through merger, purchase and assumption, or

liquidation 50 60
Upgraded to better CAMEL rating3 23 28
Received same CAMEL rating 10 12
aOf these, eight were receiving special assistance from NCUA.
Source: NCUA, Office of Examination and Insurance.

Of the 670 credit unions that had a CAMEL rating 4 as of June 1989, by
June 30,1990—12 months later—196 had been upgraded and 156 had
been closed and resolved. Thus, 52 percent of the credit unions had
improved or had been resolved within 12 months. Another 294 of the
credit unions rated 4 again received a CAMEL rating of 4, and 24 received
a worse CAMEL rating—rating 5. Whether these 318 credit unions will
improve or be resolved before the 24-month period ends on June 30,
1991, remains to be seen.

Table 5.3: June 1990 Status of the 670
Credit Unions Rated CAMEL 4 as of June
1989

Status Number Percent

Resolved through merger, purchase and assumption,
or liquidation 156 23

Upgraded to better CAMEL rating3 196 29
Received same CAMEL rating 294 44

Received worse CAMEL rating 24

aOf these, one was receiving special assistance from NCUA.
Source: NCUA, Office of Examination and Insurance.

Duration of Insolvencies Another measure of NCUA'S promptness in resolution actions is how long
credit unions that are insolvent are left open.4 We found that such
associations, in general, are resolved reasonably promptly after insol-
vency has been reported, but that, again, larger insolvent credit unions
remain open longer than smaller ones. These larger associations often

4See chapter 2 for a description of how we calculated insolvency, on a GAAP basis.
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receive NCUSIF assistance. This fact raises concerns as to whether NCUA is
improperly keeping larger associations open.

We analyzed the length of time the 120 credit unions closed between
October 1989 and June 1990 had been insolvent. Only 28 of the 120 had
reported insolvency as of the end of the reporting period before failure.
These 28 had first reported insolvency on their semiannual financial
and statistical reports 1 to 17 months before closure, with the average
being 5 months.

We also analyzed insolvent credit unions as of June and December 1986
through 1989 and June 1990 to determine how many continued to
operate even though insolvent. The data shown in table 5.4 do not
demonstrate a significant change in recent years. It must be noted that
credit unions, because of their cooperative status, have no capital when^
newly chartered and, under the present reserving method (see ch. 3),
have a number of years to build capital. An average of only about 40
new charters were issued annually in fiscal years 1985 through 1990.

Table 5.4: Number of Repeating Insolvent Credit Unions

One period

Two periods

Three or more periods

All insolvencies

June
1986

41

N/A

N/A

78

Dec.
1986

30
22

12

64

June
1987

30
20
24
74

Dec.
1987

22
16
35
73

June
1988

31
12
35
78

Dec.
1988

31
16
43
90

June
1989

36
17
38
91

Dec.
1989

43
22
34
99

June
1990

43

14

30

87

Note: Table shows the number of periods at which insolvency was reported, whether or not the periods
were sequential.

Source: Analysis of credit union semiannual financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

Between 1985 and 1989, over half of insolvents consistently had less
than $2 million in assets. As shown in table 5.5, about two-thirds of the
total assets in all insolvent credit unions were concentrated in large
associations—those with over $50 million in assets.
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Table 5.5: Assets in Insolvent Credit
Unions Dollars in millions

Asset size/category Dec. 1985 Dec. 1986 Dec. 1987 Dec. 1988 Dec. 1989
Less than $.5 $Z3 $ 3 ~ 5 $ Z 6 $ 2 ^ 3 $33

$.5 to $1.99 15.1 11.9 8.7 18.3 16.9

$2 to $9.99 72.7 38.1 66.1 118.1 121.3

$10 to $49.99 316.8 282.0 267.4 272.8 355.2

$50 to $99.99 434.5 293.7 226.7 174.3 265.5

$100 and over 345.0 862.0 570.6 647.6 757.1

Source: Analysis of credit union semiannual financial and statistical reports provided by NCUA.

We sought to determine the characteristics of the 30 credit unions indi-
cated in table 5.4 to be both insolvent as of June 1990 and reporting
insolvency for three or more periods. Of the 30, 5 had been insolvent for
over 2 years and 3 had reported insolvency for at least 3 nonconsecutive
periods. We wanted to know if there were more state or federally
chartered credit unions in this group of 30 and found that their number
was roughly in proportion to their share of the industry. This proportion
also held with respect to all 87 that were insolvent. We also reviewed
the data to see if size was associated with length of insolvency. Of the
30,12—40 percent—had over $10 million in assets. In comparison,
approximately 24 percent of all credit unions had over $10 million in
assets. Six of 12 had assets of $50 million or more.

We asked NCUA to provide summary data on the CAMEL ratings and status
of these 30 insolvent credit unions. Of the 30,18 had been rated 4 in
June 1989 and 24 had been rated 4 in June 1990. The 4 rating means
that the potential for failure is present but not pronounced. We found
that 24 of the 30, including 11 of the 12 with assets of $10 million or
more, were receiving NCUSIF Section 208 assistance. This situation con-
cerned us because provision of Section 208 assistance is considered by
NCUA to be a form of resolution and can be provided when a failing
credit union meets certain criteria, including good management,
expected viability, and the ability to repay cash or amortize assistance.
This assistance may also be provided to keep an association open while
NCUA is searching for a merger partner.

In summary, we found that 24 of the 30 credit unions reporting insol-
vency for over a year were receiving NCUSIF assistance. The fact that
several were quite large raises the question as to whether NCUA was
using assistance to keep larger credit unions open when closure might
have been more appropriate. We discuss this issue later in this chapter.
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Impact of Charter Type on
Problem Resolutions

NCUA can close federal credit unions it charters, but states must close
those credit unions that states charter. We wanted to see if the type of
charter had an impact on resolution timing, and we looked at the issue
several ways. First, we found that 91 percent of federal credit unions
rated 5 and 85 percent of state credit unions rated 5 were resolved or
improved within NCUA'S 12-month time frame policy. (See p. 119.) Of the
credit unions rated 4 as of June 30, 1989, 24 percent of those with fed-
eral charters and 36 percent of those with state charters had improved
in the first 12 months of the 24-month time frame, and 24 and 22 per-
cent, respectively, had been resolved. These results do not provide clear
evidence of a significant difference in the rate of resolution of state
versus federal credit unions.

Another indicator of the impact of type of charter on the timeliness of
resolution is the cost to NCUSIF when credit unions fail. We found that
the total cost to NCUSIF of resolving federal and state credit unions
(excluding assistance transactions) during the October 1986 through
June 1990 period were similar when the number of credit unions with
each type of charter and the size of the closed credit unions were taken
into consideration. The cost of credit union failures, expressed as a per-
centage of assets, has fluctuated moderately in recent years, and the
data suggest the losses are slightly less for federal than for state
chartered credit unions. On average, NCUSIF losses on failed federal
credit unions equaled about 19 percent of assets, whereas losses on state
credit unions averaged about 16 percent of assets. And, if the costs of
resolving Franklin Credit Union, a large federal community development
credit union that failed as a result of fraud are excluded, the average
loss, expressed as a percent of assets, on federal credit unions over the
period was 13 percent. During fiscal year 1987, losses on failed federal
credit unions equaled about 18 percent of assets and losses on state
credit unions equaled about 23 percent of assets. In both fiscal years
1988 and 1989, losses on both federal and state institutions fell within
the 10- to 13-percent range. In fiscal year 1990, as of June 30, losses on
failed federal credit unions averaged 11 percent of assets, while losses
on state credit unions rose to 16 percent of assets.

Data provided by FDIC show that for the October 1988 through Sep-
tember 1989 period, losses on failed banks (excluding assistance trans-
actions) with less than $50 million in assets were 34 percent of assets.
NCUA'S recent loss record compares very favorably with that of FDIC.

NCUA officials have asked that the Federal Credit Union Act be amended
to permit NCUA, as insurer, to close a state credit union when the state
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Assistance to Open
Credit Unions Has
Expanded

chartering authority will not close it despite requests from NCUA. Offi-
cials said that this type of situation is not a widespread problem but has
occurred in certain states. FIRREIA. gave FDIC, as insurer, such power with
respect to state savings associations but not state banks. Implementation
of the recommendations in this report, particularly with respect to
structured and predictable intervention (see ch. 8), should reduce the
need for NCUA to have closure authority. We would not object to legisla-
tive change to give NCUA this authority.

NCUA has the statutory right to give credit unions cash and other forms
of assistance and also to give them forbearances from meeting certain
legislative and regulatory requirements. An open credit union that is
provided cash or noncash assistance is considered to have failed. NCUA
said it considers these two options and the forbearances as forms of
"special assistance."

Outstanding cash and noncash assistance to credit unions under Section
208 of the act has risen from $49 million for 16 credit unions as of Sep-
tember 1987 to almost $191 million for 41 credit unions as of June 1990.
(See table 5.6.) Additional indirect assistance is provided by NCUSIF guar-
antees of loans and lines of credit granted by NCUA'S Central Liquidity
Facility. The amount of these guarantees at June 30,1990, was about
$68 million. Credit unions receiving such CLF credits are not discussed
further in this section. We describe CLF operations in chapter 8.

Outstanding as of September 30, 1987 - Dollars in thousands
September 30, 1989, and June 30, 1990

Number of credit unions
receiving 208 assistance

Noncash assistance3

Cash assistance6

Total assistance0

1987

16
$39,564

$9,242

$48,806

1988

25
$41,127

$46,472

$87,599

1989

44
$53,959

$124,389

$178,348

(June 30)
1990

41

$75,987

$114,987

$190,974

aNoncash assistance includes a "Prior Undivided Earnings Deficit (PUED) - NCUSIF Guaranteed
Account" in which the credit union records all losses that exceed its reserves and undivided earnings.

bCash assistance includes capital notes, loans, cash advances, share deposits, and purchases of
assets and bond claims.

The dollar amount represents the net amount of cash and noncash assistance outstanding at the end
of the period cited. Actual losses on the assistance fluctuate over the period and reflect recovery on
cash advances and purchased assets.
Source: NCUA, Office of Examination and Insurance.
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NCUA'S Examiner's Guide says that assistance is considered for cases in
which normal supervisory efforts and the credit union's resources are
insufficient to return it to health within a reasonable length of time. It
states that special assistance usually involves a workout plan to solve
the financial problems of a federally insured credit union, while limiting
the liability and the cost to NCUSIF.5 The guide also indicates that assis-
tance can be given to keep a credit union operating until a merger or
purchase and assumption can be arranged. The guide says that, in any
event, examiners should consider assistance only for cases in which (1)
the causes of the credit union's problems have been corrected, (2) the
resulting institution is viable without the continuing need for assistance,
and (3) the management has shown it has the ability to direct and con-
trol present and future operations.

In the October 1,1986, through June 30, 1990, period, 115 credit unions
received Section 208 special assistance. Seventy-four of those receiving
assistance subsequently recovered or were resolved from fiscal year
1987 through June 30,1990—40 of these credit unions repaid their
assistance, 28 were merged or purchased and assumed, and 6 were liqui-
dated. Data on the remaining 41 credit unions still receiving 208 assis-
tance as of June 30, 1990, are given in table 5.6.

We analyzed the 74 credit unions that had received assistance and sub-
sequently recovered or were closed from fiscal year 1987 through June
1990. The average length of time they received assistance was 32
months for those that recovered and 16 months for those that were
closed. The average asset size was about $28 million and about $9 mil-
lion, respectively. The average worth of the 41 credit unions still
receiving assistance as of June 30, 1990, was over $37 million. On
average, the 41 had been receiving assistance for 13 months.

The increasing use of assistance and its apparent concentration in larger
credit unions, while not necessarily inappropriate, raise questions as to
whether NCUA is improperly assisting—rather than closing or merging—
larger credit unions. We therefore sought to determine if NCUA'S criteria
for providing assistance were being met.

5NCUA Examiner's Guide, Vol. 2, Sec. 9, pp. 1-4.
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NCUA Assists Credit
Unions That Do Not
Meet the Preconditions

Almost 46 percent of the credit unions that received special assistance
and were resolved in the October 1986 through June 1990 period did not
recover and were subsequently liquidated, merged, or sold. And those
that were still receiving assistance as of June 1990 were relatively large.
We found that NCUA had not been following its own criteria for pro-
viding assistance in four of the five assistance transactions we
examined.

NCUA'S policy6 states that a credit union must meet these three condi-
tions before special assistance will be considered:

The cause of the condition resulting in the need for assistance has been
corrected. For example, if a credit union receives assistance because of
delinquent loans, the credit union must show that sound lending policies
and procedures have been implemented, that a solid collection program
is in place, and that the management responsible for the situation has
been replaced or has corrected its practices.
The credit union's management must have the ability to direct and
oversee present and future operations. If managers lack this ability,
they should be asked to resign.
The credit union must have reasonable prospects for sound future oper-
ations. For example, the credit union must show its ability to repay the
assistance given. It must also show a viable base for future operations,
such as a strong or growing field of membership. If assistance is being
recommended to maintain operations until a merger or purchase and
assumption can be arranged, the amount of assistance must be less
costly to NCUSIF than an immediate liquidation.

We examined the decisions to provide Section 208 assistance to five
credit unions receiving assistance during fiscal year 1989. These five
assisted credit unions accounted for 83 percent of NCUA'S special assis-
tance outstanding as of September 30,1989. (See app. VI for a more
detailed discussion of our selection methodology.) All three conditions
were met in only one case. This credit union, the smallest of the five,
had only about $1 million in assets, and examiners stated that most of
its problems had stemmed from weak management. Before assistance
was granted, its board of directors had replaced the weak management
and resolved most of the credit union's problems. Although still insol-
vent as of June 30, 1990, it had been repaying the assistance NCUA pro-
vided and was the only one that had an outstanding balance of less than
the original amount of assistance provided.

6NCUA Examiner's Guide, October 1986 and October 1989 editions, Vol. 2, Sec. 9, p. 4.
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In the other cases, at least one of the three conditions for receiving assis-
tance had not been met. One of these credit unions was subsequently
closed and resolved through a purchase and assumption transaction.
NCUA'S records of this credit union indicated that the assistance had
been provided to maintain normal operations until a suitable merger
partner could be found. The three remaining credit unions were insol-
vent and were still receiving assistance as of June 30,1990. The causes
of the difficulties of one of the three credit unions had not been cor-
rected when assistance was first provided. For the second credit union,
the causes had not been remedied and the credit union did not have
prospects for sound future operations. The third credit union lacked
capable management and did not demonstrate the ability for viable
future operations when assistance was first given. The assets of these
three credit unions were far larger than the industry average of $14.9
million, ranging from $83 million to $548 million. As of June 30,1990,
their outstanding assistance exceeded the original assistance provided.

Another indication that NCUA may be assisting credit unions when its
own criteria have not been met is that, of the 24 credit unions insolvent
for over a year and being assisted as of June 1990 (see p. 122), 20 had
fair (CAMEL 3) or weak (CAMEL 4) management ratings.

Twenty-eight of 115 credit unions that had received assistance in the
fiscal year 1987 through June 1990 period were subsequently closed
through merger or purchase and assumption. We asked NCUA for sum-
mary information on the original purpose for the assistance. Only 9 of
the 24 for which data were provided had explicitly been given assis-
tance as a temporary measure until another resolution method could be
arranged. This situation also suggests that the conditions for granting
assistance had not been met consistently because one of the conditions
for assistance is that the credit union will be viable, i.e., will not fail.

NCUA Has No
Legislative Criteria
Resolution
Decisionmaking

for
Deciding whether to assist, merge, sell, or liquidate is important to both
credit union members and NCUSIF. If a failing credit union is merged or
sold, the members can continue to have credit union services, and those
with uninsured shares are fully protected. If a credit union is liquidated,
however, the members would not have continuing credit union access
unless they were eligible to join another credit union, and those with
uninsured funds might not be fully paid off. Use of the four resolution
methods in the fiscal year 1987 through June 1990 period is shown in
table 5.7.
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Resolutions Initiated During the Period Dollars in millions
From October 1, 1986, Through June 30,
1990

Assistance to open
institutions3

Amortized or repaid

Currently assisted

Merged

Purchase and assumption

Liquidated

Totals

Number

81
40
41

226

63

127

497

Total Average
assets assets

$2,632

1,105
1,527

516
421
227

$3,796

$32
28
37
2
7
2

Total Average
costs costs

b b

b b

b b

$63 $.277

54 .862

86 .673

aDuring this period, assistance was initiated with 115 open credit unions. However, 34 of these institu-
tions were subsequently resolved through merger, purchase and assumption, or liquidation. The count
and the total assets of these institutions have been moved into the appropriate category to reflect their
final resolution.

bTotal and average costs are not reflected for assisted credit unions because costs fluctuate over the
period as the credit union pays back NCUSIF or NCUA increases the assistance.
Source: Numbers were computed by GAO from NCUA data.

Under the Federal Credit Union Act, NCUA may choose among four
methods for dealing with a failing credit union, but the act does not
specify what criteria NCUA should use in determining which method to
use. NCUA officials said the examiner responsible for supervising a
failing federal or state credit union is to recommend a resolution
method. The first to be considered is assistance. If the criteria for assis-
tance cannot be met, or 208 assistance will not correct the credit union's
difficulties, the examiner will consider other resolution alternatives. The
examiner will prepare a cost analysis to determine the least costly reso-
lution method. The Examiner's Guide states that funds provided to facil-
itate a merger or purchase and assumption transaction should not
exceed the estimated cost of liquidation. NCUA does not, however, pro-
vide any methodology or guidance to use in estimating the alternative
resolution costs.

Officials in NCUA headquarters and regional officials emphasized to us
that they select the resolution method for a failing credit union on a
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case-by-case basis.7 In addition, they emphasized that continuing to
make credit union service available to credit union members can be a
factor in deciding whether to assist a failing credit union. If they con-
clude that assistance will not resolve the credit union's problems, a
potential merger or purchase and assumption partner is sought. Liquida-
tion of a credit union is usually viewed as a last resort. NCUA headquar-
ters officials told us that they usually selected the least costly
resolution, although they were not required to do so by law or regula-
tion. The need for continuing member access to credit union services can
also affect resolution decisions.

Resolution Decisions Are
Not Adequately
Documented

We reviewed a judgmentally selected sample of 16 credit unions from
the universe of those that failed during fiscal year 1989 (160 in total).
Our sample included five resolved by liquidation, three by merger, three
by purchase and assumption, and five that were receiving assistance as
of September 30,1989. Of the five credit unions that received assis-
tance, one did not survive and was sold in a purchase and assumption
transaction, and four were still receiving assistance as of June 30, 1990.
In addition to type of resolution, we took charter status and asset size
into consideration in selecting the 16 in our sample.8

Our analysis of NCUA records showed that in 15 of the 16 cases, officials
considered more than 1 resolution method before making a decision. In
addition, the estimated cost of at least 1 alternative method was given in
13 of the 16 cases. The documents also recorded that different officials
usually rejected resolution methods for similar reasons—(1) assistance
was rejected because it was "too expensive" and/or it would take too
long for the credit union's condition to improve; (2) merger proposals
were sought but rejected because bids received were "too costly;" and
(3) liquidations were rejected because they were "too costly."

7NCUA has established delegations of authority for approving resolutions as follows:

For liquidations, the responsible regional director and the General Counsel must concur. Any outlay
in excess ot $1 million also requires consultation with the Director of Examination and Insurance.
For mergers and purchase and assumption transactions, prior to June 20,1990, the regional director
had sole authority. Since then, the concurrence of the Director of Examination and Insurance and the
General Counsel is also required.
For special assistance, the regional director may approve assistance of up to $200,000; the Director of
Examination and Insurance must concur if the amount is over $200,000 but less than $2 million. The
NCUA Board must approve assistance of over $2 million. Regional directors may approve forbear-
ances from certain laws and regulations. (See p. 5-26.)

80ur selection methodology is discussed in appendix VI.
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While NCUA documents on the 16 cases stated that alternative resolution
methods were rejected because they were too costly, the files contained
supporting documentation for only 3 of the 16 cases. For these three
cases, the estimated cost of the selected resolution method was less than
the estimated cost of the alternatives. The comparisons, however, were
not made on a present-value basis, a standard analytical technique for
comparing costs when the expense and income streams of alternatives
differ. For the remaining 13 credit unions, we could not assess NCUA'S
determination—that it had selected the least costly resolution method—
because there was no supporting documentation.

FIRREA set out documentation requirements for the Resolution Trust Cor-
poration (RTC), which is responsible for resolving savings associations
formerly insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion (FSLIC) and placed in receivership or conservatorship between Jan-
uary 1,1989, and August 8,1992. For its resolution, RTC is to make
available documents that compare the estimated cost of the transaction
with the estimated cost of liquidation and that describe any economic or
statistical assumptions on which the estimates were based. (12 U.S.C.
1441 a (k)(2)) ( U.S. Code Service 1990 Supplement.) NCUA should also be
required to maintain such documentation in order to provide evidence of
its decisionmaking process.

Continuing Access to
Credit Union Services

The Federal Deposit Insurance Act, which applies to all FDic-insured
institutions and to those to be resolved by RTC, states that FDIC may not
provide assistance to an institution in an amount in excess of the cost to
liquidate except in those instances in which "the continued operation of
such insured depository institution is essential to provide adequate
depository services in its community." (12 U.S.C. 13(c)(4)(A)) This
assistance may be provided to the institution itself on an open basis or
to another institution qualified to merge with or acquire portions of the
failing institution. No such legislative guidance applies to NCUA.

The Federal Credit Union Act authorizes NCUA to merge a failing credit
union with any other insured credit union. (12 U.S.C. 1785(h)) If NCUA
cannot effect such a merger, it may authorize an FDic-insured bank or
thrift to assume a credit union's liabilities in a transaction that essen-
tially liquidates the credit union and transfers its deposits to the
acquiring institution. (12 U.S.C. 1785(i)) Thus, while NCUA officials told
us they select the least costly resolution method, they also acknowl-
edged that preserving member access to credit union services factored
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into their decision, which could result in a resolution that is more costly
to the insurance fund.

For 4 of the 11 credit unions in our sample that were resolved through
special assistance, merger, or purchase and assumption, documents
show that providing continuing access to credit union services was a
factor in avoiding the liquidation alternative. In all cases, however, the
chosen resolution method was, according to NCUA, the least costly.
Unlike liquidation, all the chosen methods continued member access to
credit union services.

We question whether providing continuing member access to credit
union services, if it results in a greater resolution cost to NCUSIF, is
appropriate for an insurer. We do recognize a legitimate need for deposi-
tory institution services, however, and believe the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act language essentially provides for this and should also be
applied to NCUA.

NCUA Has the Power
to Grant Various
Forbearances

The Federal Credit Union Act gives NCUA the authority to decrease the
regular reserve requirement when NCUA believes a decrease is "neces-
sary or desirable."9 (12 U.S.C. 1762) NCUA regulations implement this
authority and also authorize NCUA to approve charges other than loan
losses to a credit union's regular reserves. (12 C.F.R. 702.2) The act
allows NCUA to require that state credit unions maintain special reserves
under specified circumstances. (12 U.S.C. 1781) NCUA guidance states
that a waiver of any reserves constitutes special assistance. Section 208
of the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1788) authorizes NCUA to
establish a special account in failed credit unions—the Prior Undivided
Earnings Deficit (PUED) - NCUSIF Guaranteed Account. In this account, the
credit union records all losses up to a specified amount that exceeds
reserves and undivided earnings.

These provisions allow credit unions to pay dividends when they other-
wise would not be allowed, because the act states that dividends may be
paid after provisions for required reserves have been met. Because
credit unions consider member deposits as equity or shares in the insti-
tution, the yield on savings is referred to as the dividend. The yield on
funds deposited in a bank or savings and loan, in contrast, is an uncondi-
tional obligation to pay interest. The rate and amount of interest to be

9See chapter 3 for a discussion of the reserving requirements.
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paid are insured, within the $100,000 limitation per account, as long as
the institution is open.

Most credit unions that receive other types of assistance also receive
waivers as a part of a workout plan. Of the five credit unions in our
sample that received other types of special assistance, all received
waivers of reserve requirements. Waivers and special charges to
reserves can also be granted to a credit union as the sole form of special
assistance. NCUA does not compile a listing of those credit unions that
are receiving waivers or special charges in addition to cash or noncash
assistance. As of June 30,1990, 41 credit unions were receiving cash or
noncash assistance; credit union officials told us most of these were also
allowed special waivers or charges to reserves.

By decreasing the reserve requirements and guaranteeing the PUED
account, NCUSIF permits weak credit unions to pay dividends on shares in
full or in higher amounts than would otherwise be permitted. This prac-
tice removes an element of potential discipline from credit union opera-
tions and increases risks to NCUSIF. These waivers and special charges
are generally authorized for credit unions receiving other types of assis-
tance but may be given alone. Chapter 3 discusses a related issue about
the need for credit unions to disclose that dividends are dependent on
earnings.

As a sole method of assistance, NCUA granted 70 credit unions waivers
and special charges amounting to over $12 million between January
1987 and September 1990. NCUA'S power to grant waivers and special
charges has probably added stability to the industry. When wisely
administered, waivers may well have saved insurance costs by
preventing failures of certain troubled credit unions. On the other hand,
this power could be seriously abused. A waiver could have the effect of
delaying and exacerbating insurance losses.

We did not find evidence that NCUA was abusing the waiver powers.
Troubled credit unions generally have not been warehoused for long
periods of time, and the number of waivers granted credit unions not
needing other assistance has not been significant (70 over a 3-1/2 year
period). Moreover, of the 70 credit unions granted waivers, 36 have
recovered and 14 were still open as of September 30,1990, and may
recover. About $7.7 million of $12 million guaranteed over this period
has been repaid.
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Nevertheless, to emphasize the importance of the decision to grant
waivers and special charges, ensure that such decisions are consistent
throughout NCUA, and set in place a structure to oversee their use, the
authority to grant waivers and special charges should require the
approval of NCUA'S Director of the Office of Examination and Insurance
and the General Counsel. At the time of this report, the NCUA regional
directors could approve waivers and special charges.

NCUA Is Addressing
Weaknesses in Asset
Disposition Efforts

NCUA acquires and liquidates assets obtained from failing and failed
credit unions. Assets of a failed credit union are acquired when the
credit union is closed and the insured depositors are paid. From October
1986 through June 1990, NCUA acquired loans valued at $129 million
from 115 closed credit unions. When a failed credit union is resolved
through a purchase and assumption transaction, only certain assets,
typically nonperforming loans and real estate owned, are acquired by
NCUSIF. NCUA also obtains assets from credit unions under its Section 208
assistance program; and as of June 30,1990, it was managing 45 assets
purchased for $40 million from 5 open credit unions.

Since the mid-1980s, the composition of assets acquired by NCUA has
been changing as real estate-based lending has increased. Disposal of
real estate assets is more difficult, and, because real estate values are
not measurable with the same degree of precision or frequency as, for
example, investment securities, fraudulent or abusive transactions using
manipulated appraisals are relatively easier to undertake and more dif-
ficult to detect. Difficulties with real estate lending have been high-
lighted in the aftermath of the thrift crisis. We identified such problems
in some of our sample cases. These problems make it increasingly impor-
tant that NCUA focus on the management of asset disposition efforts.

At the time of our initial work on NCUA asset disposition, NCUA had three
separate asset disposition entities, which reported to two different
regional directors. We found and informed NCUA officials that the pur-
poses of these entities were not differentiated, that the three entities
inconsistently and incompletely implemented NCUA policy, and that
improvements were needed in internal controls. NCUA has taken steps
that, if properly implemented, should address these concerns. These
matters are discussed in appendix IX.

Conclusions Overall, NCUA appears to be generally acting promptly with respect to
failing credit unions. However, the following facts raise some doubts:
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(1) assistance has been increasing; (2) the average size of assisted credit
unions is larger than the average sizes of other failed and of all credit
unions; (3) NCUA'S own criteria had not been met before assistance was
given to 4 out of the 5 credit unions in our sample; (4) 20 of the repeat-
edly insolvent credit unions receiving assistance as of June 30,1991,
had fair or weak management ratings; and (5) a number of credit unions
assisted in expectation of recovery in the October 1986 through June
1990 period subsequently were closed. Legislative guidance as to resolu-
tion decisionmaking and documentation and our recommendations for a
more structured and predictable intervention approach should help
ensure that appropriate closure decisions are made (see ch. 8).

Recommendations to
Congress ,

We recommend that Congress

amend the Federal Credit Union Act to authorize NCUA to provide assis-
tance in resolving a failing credit union only when it is less costly than
liquidation or essential to provide adequate depository services in the
community, and
require NCUA to maintain documentation supporting its resolution deci-
sions, including the statistical and economic assumptions made.

Recommendations to
NCUA . /

We recommend that NCUA

require that waivers and special charges be authorized by the Director,
Office of Examination and Insurance; the General Counsel; and the
regional director;
develop policy guidance concerning the use of these provisions and mon-
itor their use; and
adhere to the criteria for assisting credit unions.

PomrnPntS and

Our KeSpOnse

NCUA did not disagree with any of our recommendations on failure man-
agement and indicated that its present policies address or will address
the concerns we raise. (See app. XII.) For example, NCUA said its policy
and practices on providing assistance in resolving a failing credit union
coincides with our recommendation that such assistance should be less
costly than liquidation or essential to provide adequate depository
services.

We commend NCUA for the changes it made as we raised concerns during
the course of our work. We have not evaluated these changes, but they
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appear to address some of our concerns. Our recommendations for statu-
tory guidance regarding failure resolution decisions and documentation
are intended to ensure that such policies are in place and not subject to
change without congressional authorization.
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Forty-four corporate1 credit unions provide important financial services
to thousands of natural person credit unions and are cooperatively
owned by their member credit unions. As of June 30,1990, federally
insured natural person credit unions had $20.4 billion, which equalled
about 10 percent of these credit unions' total assets, invested in their
respective corporates. Most corporates' assets are invested in U.S. Cen-
tral Credit Union, which also provides other financial services to its 42
corporate credit union members/owners.2 Figure 6.1 illustrates the links
among these entities. (See fig. 1.1 in ch. 1 for a diagram of the structure
of the credit union industry.)

'Use of the word "corporate" in this chapter does not encompass U.S. Central, unless explicitly
stated. Forty-three of the 44 corporates report to NCUA. NCUA does not obtain data on one corpo-
rate—Central Credit Union Fund, Inc. (Massachusetts)—which is state chartered, not federally
insured, and not a member of U.S. Central Credit Union. Because this entity does not provide reports
on its condition and income to NCUA, quantitative data on it are not included in any of the tables in
this chapter or related narrative.

2In addition to Central Credit Union Fund, Inc., one other corporate—League of IBM Credit Unions
(LJCU)—is not a member of U.S. Central.
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Figure 6.1: Services Provided to Natural Person Credit Unions by U.S. Central Credit Union and Corporate Credit Unions

U.S. Central Credit Union

Payment servicesLiquidity loansShort-term investments

44 Corporate Credit Unions

Liquidity loans Payment servicesShort-term investments

14,564 Natural Person Credit Unions

aForty-two corporates are members of U.S. Central Credit Union. .
Source: Corporate Credit Union Network, U.S. Central Credit Union, Overland Park, Kansas: January
1989, p. a

NCUA has incomplete regulatory and supervisory power over some of
these institutions because of their charter and share insurance status.
Nevertheless, NCUA encourages credit unions to place unloaned funds in
corporates—11,458 of the 13,102 federally insured credit unions
reported such investments as of June 30,1990. It is probable that the
great majority of these credit unions rely on NCUA'S encouragement in
making these investments.

Because of (1) the high concentration of credit union assets in their
respective corporates, (2) the low GAAP net worth of the corporate net-
work in relation to its assets, and (3) the fact that more than 90 percent
of the aggregate credit union deposits in corporates are not federally
insured, the safety and soundness of the entire industry clearly requires
that special attention be paid to the safe and sound operation of the
corporates and U.S. Central.
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There is a general perception that NCUA would guarantee the financial
responsibility of corporate credit unions because NCUA officials have
indicated that they would not permit a corporate to fail, regardless of its
charter or insurance status. This position is understandable in light of
the large investments in corporates by federally insured natural person
credit unions—about 10 percent of their assets were invested in
corporates as of June 30,1990. However, we believe it is not in the
public interest that NCUA should be perceived as guaranteeing corporate
credit unions' financial responsibility. These institutions should be main-
tained in a safe condition on a stand-alone basis, without relying on the
capital of their credit union owners or to NCUA.

Changes are needed to augment NCUA'S currently incomplete regulatory
and supervisory authority over all corporates and provide for more
carefully defined asset and liability powers and higher capital require-
ments. We also found that NCUA has not always used the supervisory
authority it does have in the most effective way.

In this chapter we first discuss corporates' current structure, their
various roles, and their financial condition. We then analyze NCUA'S poli-
cies and procedures regulating and supervising corporates and issues
related to their insurance.

Structure of Corporate
Credit Unions

The main financial operations of the credit union industry are organized
in three closely connected levels. (See ch. 1.) The lowest level consists of
14,564 natural person federally and privately insured credit unions,
which serve the financial needs of more than 55 million individual mem-
bers. On the second level are 44 corporate credit unions, which provide
major financial services to member credit unions. In general, each corpo-
rate has a field of membership limited by geography and, in most cases,
primarily limited to those credit unions in a single state. On the top level
is U.S. Central Credit Union, which serves 42 of the 44 corporates. Each
corporate credit union is cooperatively owned by its member credit
unions in proportion to their respective investments in the corporate's
total shares. U.S. Central is also cooperatively owned principally by its
corporate members. Credit union leagues and organizations may also be
in the corporates' fields of membership; the Credit Union National Asso-
ciation (CUNA) is a member of U.S. Central. (See ch. 1 for a full discussion
of the industry.)

The industry has a large financial stake in corporates—as of June 30,
1990, $23.3 billion of natural person credit union funds were deposited
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for investment purposes in 43 reporting corporates. Federally insured
natural person credit unions invested $20.4 billion of this fund which
represents 10.4 percent of federally insured credit union assets. As of
the same date, 43 of the corporates had $20.3 billion—about 77 percent
of their assets—invested in U.S. Central, which represents 58 times
their combined $351 million GAAP net worth. Finally, U.S. Central had
total assets—primarily in short-term investments—of $23.4 billion sup-
ported by its GAAP net worth of $117 million.3

Corporate credit unions have a diversity in chartering and share insur-
ance status, as shown in table 6.1. U.S. Central and those 12 corporates
that do not have federal share insurance are still subject to a degree of
federal oversight because they are members of NCUA'S Central Liquidity
Facility. (See p. 155.)

Table 6.1: Insurance and Charter Status
of Corporate Credit Unions, June 30, Dollars in millions

Provider of share insurance/type of charter

Number of corporates

Total assets

Federal/
federal

17
$16,754

Federal/ Cooperative/
state state

14
$4,702

4

$1,108

None/
state

8
$3,736

Source: Various NCUA documents and corporate credit union monthly statements provided by NCUA.

Because of the $100,000 limit on share insurance for each member at the
31 federally insured corporates and the lack of any federal insurance
for 12 corporates and U.S. Central, most of the deposits in corporates
are not federally backed. Only about $1.1 billion of the $23.3 billion in
credit union accounts at corporates were federally insured as of
June 30,1990.

There is also a wide range in the size of corporates, as shown in table
6.2. The smaller corporates employ full time staffs of as few as two or
three people.

3This information came from an unaudited balance sheet, as of June 30,1990, of U.S. Central Credit
Union; Overland Park, Kansas.
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Table 6.2: Size Distribution of Corporate
Credit Unions as of June 30,1990 Dollars in millions

Range of total asset size
Number of
corporates Total assets

Less than $100 $479

$100 to $500 19 5,257

Over $500 17 20,564

Total 43 $26,300

Source: Corporate Credit Union Monthly Statements provided by NCUA.

Because a high proportion of corporates' assets—77 percent as of June
30,1990—are in turn invested in shares and accounts at U.S. Central
Credit Union, the safety and soundness of U.S. Central is of paramount
importance. U.S. Central is chartered under Kansas law and is not
insured.

U.S. Central assets are concentrated in two major categories—federal
funds sold (uncollateralized, unsecured loans to other depository institu-
tions) and repurchase agreements (marketable securities purchased
under agreements to resell them at a future date). The following poli-
cies, published in March 1990, indicated U.S. Central's intention to
operate in a safe and sound manner:

Investments must be confined to government and highly rated private
sector debt obligations.
Sources and uses of investment funds must be matched in amount and
maturity.
Loans to members must be secured. Loans must be approved by a credit
committee comprised of U.S. Central members or by duly appointed loan
officers and are subject to current financial analysis, required documen-
tation, and the resulting determination of creditworthiness.

Corporates and U.S.
Central Have Multiple
Roles

The asset and liability structure of corporate credit unions is very dif-
ferent from that of natural person credit unions because of the role
corporates play. Corporates provide investment, liquidity, and payment
services to member credit unions. These services are comparable to the
correspondent services that large commercial banks provide to smaller
banks. Corporates accept shares (deposits) from member credit unions
for investment. They also lend money to members needing liquidity and
provide "wholesale" operating services such as money transfer, share
draft (check) processing, and securities safekeeping.
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Corporates Today Are
Primarily Providing
Investment Services

For the past 10 years, natural person credit unions have attracted share
deposits from their individual members well in excess of the amounts
loaned back out to members. Thus, most credit unions have had substan-
tial amounts of money available for investment and in the recent past,
borrowing in the aggregate has been very low. For example, as of June
30,1990, the 13,102 federally insured natural person credit unions
reported about $178 billion in member savings and $124 billion in loans
to members. This excess of savings over loans, together with the credit
unions' own net worth, financed about $62 billion in credit union invest-
ments. About $47 billion had a remaining maturity of less than 1 year.
By contrast, these credit unions reported only about $1 billion in bor-
rowings evidenced by notes payable. Of the $62 billion of investments,
NCUA reported that about $20.4 billion was deposited for investment
purposes in corporates.

This relatively high liquidity of federally insured credit unions was in
turn reflected in the condition of corporates, whose members are mainly
credit unions. As of June 30,1990, these corporates reported combined
shares of $23.3 billion from their member credit unions and total loans
of less than $100 million. Most of the unloaned assets of corporates were
passed along in the form of investments in U.S. Central Credit Union.

Changing industry conditions could cause dramatic changes in
corporates' activities and financing that would reflect the different
functions they were designed to perform. We developed the following
hypothetical example, which illustrates how corporates might operate in
a different economic environment, as a framework for our discussion of
corporates' current condition and our analysis of their regulation and
supervision needs.

Corporates Would Change
Substantially if the
Industry Needed Liquidity

Natural person credit unions could experience a decline in liquidity as a
result of increased loans and/or share withdrawals. To meet such needs,
they could be expected first to liquidate their investments, including
deposits in their respective corporates. The effect on the size of
corporates would be intensified because they have been primarily acting
as repositories for credit unions' unloaned funds.

For example, if natural person credit union loans grew by about 16 per-
cent, or $20 billion per year, and if shares did not increase, credit unions
might finance this activity at first by reducing their $62 billion in invest-
ments, including their $20.4 billion of deposits in corporates. After 3
years, both the credit unions' and the corporates' investment assets
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would shrink to near zero. (While the corporates would shrink accord-
ingly, the total assets of the member credit unions would not necessarily
change—rather, their loan assets would increase as their investment
assets decrease.)

Assuming corporates could pay out these withdrawals without exper-
iencing investment losses, they would be greatly reduced in size but
remain very sound: their combined GAAP net worth of about $351 million
should stay unchanged while assets would decrease by many billions of
dollars, resulting in a higher proportion of capital to assets.

If, to continue this hypothetical example, credit union liquidity needs
continued to increase, corporates would begin to perform their second
major function—providing liquidity to their members. This would
require borrowing from outside the industry—from such private
sources as banks, brokers, and commercial paper investors, and/or from
public sources, such as the Central Liquidity Facility. (See ch. 8.) Just as
most of the money sent into corporates goes up to U.S. Central for
investment, so it is envisioned that U.S. Central would be the main bor-
rower of outside funds to meet industry liquidity needs. U.S. Central
extends lines of credit to corporates for this purpose. These credit lines
are subject to semiannual review and reapproval on the basis of U.S.
Central's assessment of the corporates' safety and soundness of opera-
tions. Similarly, the corporates extend lines of credit to their member
credit unions.

In 1989,10 corporates, including U.S. Central, said they had arrange-
ments in place with the private sector to borrow in the range of $8 bil-
lion to $10 billion. U.S. Central was projected to borrow all but about
$900 million of this money. These borrowings could support corporate
loans to credit unions in like amounts. Whether the corporates could
actually borrow this much money, however, would hinge on many fac-
tors, including their capital, the perceived quality of their loans to the
credit unions, and money market conditions.4

The replacement of high quality investment assets with a portfolio of
loans to credit unions would increase the riskiness of corporates because
the loans could have both lower credit quality and lower liquidity. Thus,

4Financial institutions seeking credit from the marketplace are subject to a degree of outside disci-
pline regarding the adequacy of their capitalization. However, this discipline is not fully operative in
a normal sense for corporates because all of their members' investments are considered equity. Thus,
in the event of bankruptcy or liquidation, general creditors are paid off first.
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corporates' balance sheets could change relatively quickly and dramati-
cally if the industry were to go from having excess loanable funds to a
shortfall in loanable funds.

Borrowing by Corporates
to Fund Member Loans

In chapter 3 we discussed the inappropriate additional risks that can be
created if a natural person credit union funds an expansion of its loan
portfolio by outside borrowing. In chapter 7 we will describe how
increasing the liabilities of a credit union to its general creditors has the
effect of increasing the risks to NCUSIF because of the general creditors'
preferred position over NCUSIF when a credit union fails and is
liquidated.

For natural person credit unions, we have concluded that outside bor-
rowing should not be permitted for the purpose of loan expansion
without the prior approval of NCUA. However, for corporate credit
unions and for U.S. Central, a similar restriction would defeat one of
their principal objectives—to meet the liquidity requirements of
member credit unions and, if necessary, fund such requirements by
outside borrowing. We therefore believe there should not be restrictions
against borrowing by corporate credit unions and U.S. Central for the
purpose of expanding loans to their member credit unions. It is possible
that a corporate might use borrowed money to make inappropriate risky
investments. However, we believe this is an issue best monitored by
NCUA.

Financial Condition of
Reporting Corporates

During the 1980s, the increase in corporates' assets reflected industry
growth and the development of the corporate system.5 Between
December 1978 and December 1987, total assets increased from $1.7 bil-
lion to $16.0 billion. However, as shown in table 6.3, their growth
between January 1989 and June 1990, accelerated sharply: corporate
assets increased by 50 percent, from $17.5 billion to $26.3 billion. This
increase was because of industry share growth and the fact that the
entire net increase in the total of all credit union investments is reflected
in the increase of their investments in corporates.

5Assets in federally insured credit unions grew from $51 billion to $165 billion during this period.
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Shares, and Retained Earnings of 43 Dollars in millions
Corporate Credit Unions

Assets

Liabilities

Shares

Retained earnings

December 31, 1988
$17,481

2,964

14,245

272

December 31, 1989

$21,173

2,763

18,091

319

June 30, 1990

$26,299

2,698

23,250

351

Source: Corporate credit union monthly statements provided by NCUA.

As shown in table 6.4, corporate assets are still heavily concentrated in
investments (93.2 percent), especially in U.S. Central, while loans to
member credit unions comprised less than 1 percent of assets.

Table 6.4: Composition of Assets of 43 Reporting Corporate Credit Unions

"Dollars in" millions

Loans

Investments

Federal agency securities

Investments at U.S. Central

Other investments3

Other assets6

Total assets

. . . . . . . _

December 31,
Amount

$577.2

14,851.0

248.0

12,845.3

1,757.7

2,052.5

$17,480.7

_ _ . . .

1988
Percent

3.3
85.0

1.4
73.5

10.1
11.7

100.0

December 31,
Amount

$190.8

19,246.7

1,215.3

16,374.4

1 ,656.9

1,735.4

$21,172.9

1989
Percent

0.9
90.9
5.7

77.3
7.8
8.2

100.0

June 30,
Amount

$96.9

24,528.5

2,126.6

20,317.1

2,084.8

1,673.8

$26,298.9

1990
Percent

0.4
93.3
8.1

77.3

7.9
6.4

100.0

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding.
aOther investments include U.S. government obligations, deposits at commercial banks, investments
with Credit Union Service Organizations, other credit unions' shares, central liquidity facility deposits,
capitalization deposits (NCUSIF), other capitalization and insurance funds, and allowances for invest-
ment losses.

bOther assets include accrued income, land and building, other fixed assets, and other assets (in call
report). Other assets is calculated by subtracting loans and assets from total assets.
Source: Corporate Credit Union Monthly Statements provided by NCUA.
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Corporate GAAP Capital Is
Low and the Special NCUA
Regulations for Increasing
Corporate Capital Have
Been Ineffective

In relation to assets, the GAAP capital of corporate credit unions is lower
than that of the natural person credit unions. The $351 million of GAAP
capital in the 43 reporting corporates on June 30,1990, was 1.4 percent
of their net assets.6 This percentage had dropped from 1.7 percent as of
December 31,1989, because assets had grown more rapidly than capital
during that period. Natural person credit unions had average GAAP cap-
ital to asset ratios of approximately 7.3 percent on June 30,1990.

There is no minimum capital requirement for corporates; however, NCUA
regulations require minimum periodic credits to the corporates' capital
accounts. Currently, the rate at which such sums are to be credited
depends on the ratio of capital to net assets. The rate is decreased when
this ratio reaches 2 percent. Table 6.5 shows that as of June 30,1990,
there were 31 corporates with capital to asset ratios of less than 2 per-
cent, and they held about 86 percent of all corporate assets. The com-
bined capital to asset ratio for all corporates was 1.4 percent. NCUA said
this ratio for all federally insured corporates ranged from 1.2 percent to
1.5 percent at the end of years 1985 through 1989. The fact that this
ratio has not been reached and has been consistently below the 2-per-
cent level raises a question as to whether the rate of required reserving
has been high enough. A review of the history of NCUA'S regulation of
corporates' reserves shows that this low ratio has been a problem for
many years.

Corporate Credit Unions

Institutions' GAAP capital as a percent
of assets

Less than 1 percent

1 percent to less than 2 percent

2 percent to less than 3 percent

More than 3 percent

Number of corporates and percentage of
net corporate assets

December 31, 1989
Number

9
16
17

1

Percent

13.9

63.4

22.7

June 30,
Number

8
23
11

1

1990
Percent

10.2

75.7

14.1

Note: In accordance with NCUA's regulation, CLF stock subscriptions and reverse repurchase transac-
tions through U.S. Central Credit Union were deleted from total assets before calculating this ratio.

Source: Various NCUA documents.

6In considering capital adequacy, NCUA compares GAAP capital to the corporate's net assets. Net
assets are total assets minus two special types of assets—stock of the Central Liquidity Facility
owned by the corporate and securities purchased from members that have been resold to U.S. Central
under reverse repurchase transactions.
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Historic Corporate Capital ^n 1977, NCUA established a special reserving requirement for corporate
credit unions. This special requirement was established, according to
NCUA, because the reserving requirements that had been in effect for all
insured credit unions had not been successful in building the capital of
corporates. Reserving had been based on an NCUA definition of risk
assets which, when applied to corporates, resulted in their having virtu-
ally no risk assets. Thus, NCUA believed the amounts required to be
added to corporate capital were too low to increase the corporates' small
capital base. As a result, NCUA set a special reserving requirement for
corporates at 2 percent of the corporate's gross earnings that was to be
added to the corporate reserve until the reserve equalled 1.5 percent of
total assets.

In 1984, NCUA changed this requirement in two ways. It

•-• requiredadditions to reservesto~be"based"on a^percentageof the corpo-
rate's average assets rather than on its gross income; and

• required additions to reserves until the reserve and undivided earnings
equalled 4 percent of assets, net of certain items.

In commenting on these changes NCUA noted that the reserves to net
asset ratio for federally insured corporates had actually declined from
1.1 percent in 1979 to 1.0 percent in 1983. NCUA attributed this lack of
progress to the high rate of corporate asset growth during that period.
NCUA also observed that "While deregulation offers expanded opportuni-
ties it also increases competition and risk to all financial institutions."
Because these changes "... highlighted the need for all financial institu-
tions to have strong reserves" and because of "... the financial record
of the corporate credit unions," NCUA said that a level of reserves higher
than the previous 1.5 percent was warranted.

It is important to note that the regulation did not and does not actually
require corporates to have a 4-percent reserve. However, the regulation
does require additions to reserves unless and until the 4-percent level is
reached. Therefore, the rate at which additions to the reserve are speci-
fied7 has a significant bearing on how long a corporate takes to reach the
4-percent level. Unfortunately, the current rate, adopted in 1984, has
not resulted in significant improvements in corporates' capital ratios.

7Since 1984, additions to corporate reserves have been required at two different annualized rates
depending upon the level of the corporate's capital. These rates are

0.15 percent of average daily assets if the capital ratio is less than 2 percent, and
0.1 percent if the capital ratio is from 2 percent to 4 percent.
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This is partly because continued corporate asset growth has prevented
improvement, just as it had in previous years. As of June 30,1990, the
ratio of the 43 corporates' combined capital (corporate reserve plus
undivided earnings) to net assets was 1.4 percent, and the ratio of
reserves only to net assets was 1.1 percent.

We acknowledge that the capital ratio of corporates would automati-
cally improve if they shrank significantly. This reduction in size would
happen if member credit unions were to liquidate a large amount of
their investments in corporates for any reason, such as a need for cash
to meet increased loan demand or share withdrawals or simply a deci-
sion to invest elsewhere. On the other hand, corporates might continue
their growth, which would result in a continuing low capital ratio.
Assuming corporates stayed the same size, however, the required rate
for additions to reserves is clearly low. For example, if a corporate's
capital ratio were 2 percent, at the required 0.1 percent annual addition,
it would take about 20 years to reach the 4-percent level.

On March 21,1991, NCUA issued for comment new regulations for
corporates, including new reserving arrangements. A four-tiered system
for additions to reserves was proposed. The first three tiers specify the
rates of required additions to reserves, based on the relationship of
existing reserves to total assets, as follows:

"(a)When the total of the corporate credit union's corporate reserve and undivided
earnings is less than 1 percent of net assets, a corporate credit union shall set aside
an amount equal to .0020 times the corporate credit union's average daily assets for
the transfer period times the number of days in the period divided by 365; then

"(b)The corporate credit union shall set aside an amount equal to .0015 times the
corporate credit union's average daily assets for the transfer period times the
number of days in the transfer period divided by 365 until the earnings from the
reserves and undivided earnings plus fee income are equal to the corporate credit
union's operating expenses and required reserve transfers; then

"(c)The corporate credit union shall set aside an amount equal to .0010 times the
corporate credit union's average daily assets for the transfer period times the
number of days in the period divided by 365 until such time that the corporate
credit union's capital shall equal 6 percent of the corporate credit union's net
assets."

Regular additions to reserves under these first three tiers of the pro-
posed system will be required until a capital to net asset ratio of 6 per-
cent, rather than the present maximum 4 percent, is reached. However,
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the increased annual rate of reserving is not a major improvement. One
NCUA official, in fact, told us a 1-percent capital ratio may be adequate.
The official said he is not concerned about the low level of capital or the
low rate of additions to reserves because corporates are not taking high
risks. As an example, he cited their practice of matching the maturities
of assets and liabilities. We do not fully agree with this view.

The fourth tier of reserving requirements intends to address corporates'
need to break even financially when providing services other than the
traditional activities of lending, investment, and cash delivery.
Reserving is required, in addition to that provided in the first three
tiers, in an amount that equals any operating losses experienced in non-
traditional activities. (The requirement does not apply if the service has
been offered for less than 2 years.) We believe this is a positive step
because it is an attempt to supplement corporates' capital in recognition
of the increased risk posed by nbntraditibhal corporate activity.
Whether the amount of extra reserving would compensate fully for
increased risk is not known. Moreover, we believe it would not relieve
NCUA of the responsibility to very carefully monitor any departures by
the corporates from their routine services.

In our discussions regarding the capital adequacy of corporates, NCUA'S
emphasis has been on high asset quality and low interest rate risks, and
we have generally agreed with this. However, there is another element
of risk that needs to be allowed for—management risk. In GAO'S report
on the government's risk exposure in government-sponsored enter-
prises,8 we defined management (and operations) risk as the potential
for losses resulting from the decisions or indecisiveness of a company's
managers. Generally, managers can expose their firms to losses through
incompetence, inadequate planning, poor internal controls, risky busi-
ness strategies, fraud and negligence, and other forms of mismanage-
ment. Corporate credit unions, like all enterprises, have such risks, and
capital is needed to support them.

There are high concentrations of credit union investments in their
corporates, of corporate investments in U.S. Central, and of U.S. Central
investments in a small number of private sector debtors. The quality of
this investment operation is apparently very high. However, we ques-
tion whether it is prudent to judge the adequacy of corporate capital
using such standards as the risk-based ones now used for traditional

8Government-Sponsored Enterprises: The Government's Exposure to Risks (GAO/GGD-90-97,
Aug. 15,1990).
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commercial banks. This is especially true when such standards do not
allow for management risk and when the safety of the entire industry,
not just one or a few entities—however large—is at stake.

In chapter 3 we recommended that a change be made in the maximum
amount a credit union can lend to or invest in a single obligor. We said
this limit should not apply to loans or investments between corporates
and their respective credit union members, or between corporates and
U.S. Central. However, we believe the limit—1 percent of total assets—
should apply to other loans and investments made by corporates and
U.S. Central, and the NCUA Board should not be authorized to make
exceptions to this restriction, as it now can under the provisions of 12
USC1766(a).

It is significant that the proposed regulations authorize a new type of
corporate share account. It will be named membership capital share
deposit (MCSD) and counted as part of capital. MCSDS are defined as sub-
ordinated share accounts that

"(1) are established, at a minimum as 12-month notice accounts...; (2) are limited to
members; (3) are not subject to share insurance coverage by the National Credit
Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF) or other deposit insurers whose claims are
subrogated to the assets of the credit union; and (4) in the event of liquidation, are
payable only after satisfaction of all other claims against the liquidation estate,
including claims of uninsured shareholders and the NCUSIF."

Because MCSDS are not insured and are subordinated in liquidation to all
other claims, they appear to be an acceptable component of the corpo-
rate's capital. However, MCSDS should not, in our opinion, be considered
as a permanent substitute for a corporate's "core capital" because losses
on MCSDS would directly affect the capital of member credit unions that
held such investments.

The current rate of required reserving based on average corporate
assets is low and the present rate has not resulted in federally insured
corporates' meeting the historic 4-percent target capital to net asset
ratio. In fact, the ratio, on average, has remained below 2 percent, with
no improvements in the past several years. It is not clear whether the
proposed rates of reserving will be a sufficient improvement. We do not
know what the capital requirement should ultimately be. However, we
believe the reserving requirement should cause capital to increase from
current levels to the required level in a reasonable period of years. Until
such time as a risk-based minimum level is set, a minimum level based
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on assets should be established and the rate of reserving should be
increased beyond what has been proposed by NCUA. An arrangement
such as the proposed membership capital share deposits would be a
useful way to augment corporate capital until such time as adequate
reserves could be achieved through the traditional process.

NCUA Lacks Complete
Authority to Regulate
Nonfederally Insured
Corporates

A significant portion of credit union assets is invested in corporates, and
corporates reinvest most of these funds in U.S. Central. NCUA encourages
this practice.9 We therefore believe it is essential that corporates be reg-
ulated and supervised carefully.

NCUA authority to regulate corporate credit unions depends on their
charter, insurance status, and membership in the Central Liquidity
Facility (CLF). (See p. 153.) Under the Federal Credit Union Act (FCUA),
there is no question of NCUA'S authority to regulate federally chartered
corporates. Under the general rule making authority provided by the
act, federally chartered corporates must follow the regulations appli-
cable to all federally chartered credit unions except when NCUA chooses
to issue regulations specifically for corporates. Under the share insur-
ance provisions, NCUA is empowered to regulate all federally insured
credit unions and therefore corporates. However, the law further says
that state reports should be used where possible. NCUA has issued one
special regulation applicable to all federally insured corporates—the
reserving requirement discussed on page 147.

The act also gives NCUA the authority to prescribe rules and regulations
for CLF agent members, which are corporate credit unions. The law pro-
vides that agent members must agree " . . . to comply with rules and
regulations the Board shall prescribe . . . (and) to submit to the supervi-
sion of the Board which shall include, but not be limited to, reporting
requirements and periodic unrestricted examinations." However, NCUA
has not elected to issue any regulations based on this authority, nor does
this authority provide for any enforcement powers.

9The Examiner's Guide states:

"It has been, and will continue to be, the policy of the National Credit Union Administration not to
take exception to the amount of funds invested by credit unions in corporate credit unions. This is
because of:

(l)The downstream diversification of the corporate system,

(2yThe existence of Corporate Standards and Guidelines, and

(3)The high degree of supervision given to the corporate system by the NCUA and state regulators."
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The 42 U.S. Central corporate members and U.S. Central (the corporate
network) have developed a set of standards to regulate corporate
activity. Standards & Guidelines is a set of self-regulating procedures
related to investments, which has been adopted by all members of the
corporate network. There is a Standards and Guidelines Committee,
which is an advisory committee to the U.S. Central Board of Directors,
made up of five members drawn from corporate credit unions. This com-
mittee advises and makes recommendations to the U.S. Central Board
concerning the operation and administration of the standards and
guidelines.

NCUA has proposed special regulations applicable to all federally insured
corporates. These regulations cover a number of areas, including invest-
ments, asset-liability management, capital reserving, borrowing, and
development of a strategic plan. We encourage NCUA in its effort to
develop these special regulations. Our concerns with the present situa-
tion are set forth below.

Capital In principle, we believe it would be desirable for NCUA to establish a min-
imum capital standard for corporates. Currently, there is no such min-
imum. Because the nature of a corporate's assets can change so
fundamentally from low risk investments to higher risk loans, it would
be difficult to justify a fixed minimum standard unless it were risk-
based. The difficulty in setting a minimum is increased because the total
amount of a corporate's assets can change relatively suddenly—a corpo-
rate that has achieved a minimum capital level at a given time could
then experience asset growth too rapid for capital growth to match.

Investments and Loans Because corporate credit unions presently serve their credit union mem-
bers by accepting and investing a significant portion of their unloaned
funds, regulations concerning investments are particularly critical. Fed-
eral credit union regulations generally limit investments to deposits in or
securities of government entities, federally insured entities, other credit
unions, repurchase transactions, and U.S. Central. (See ch. 3.) State laws
and regulations governing state-chartered corporates are in some cases
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broader.10 For example, a 1986 study prepared by CUNA said that Con-
necticut state law permits a corporate to invest in equity securities of
banks, their holding companies, certain corporations, and in the stock of
public utilities and investment companies within certain limits. In Iowa,
a corporate reportedly can invest in venture capital funds or obtain an
equity interest in small businesses within the state—limited to 5 percent
of its assets.

We have noted that corporates' assets are now primarily invested in
U.S. Central. U.S. Central has invested these funds primarily in federal
funds11 in a limited number of leading international banks and in securi-
ties purchased from a limited number of dealers under agreements to
resell. We are concerned about high and potentially high concentrations
of investments that may be made in single obligors other than credit
union organizations and the U.S. government. The combination of the
relatively low capital of corporates and the large investments they make
can result in risk exposures to single obligors that are many times the
corporate's GAAP net worth.

We have noted that the balance sheets of U.S. Central and the
corporates would change dramatically if they were called upon to per-
form their liquidity lending function. In chapter 3 we discussed the pre-
sent limits on loans to one obligor and the need for these limits to be
lowered to no more than 1 percent of assets. In the case of corporate
credit unions and U.S. Central, such a limit might restrict them from
meeting member credit union liquidity needs. Accordingly, it would be
appropriate to provide NCUA with the power to authorize a higher
lending limit on a loan-by-loan basis.

Relationships With
Leagues

There is also risk relating to financial transactions between and among
corporates and members that are not credit unions, specifically credit
union leagues. The history of corporate credit unions is closely inter-
woven with the credit union trade associations, known as credit union
leagues. (See ch. 1.) Today there are varying degrees of integration of

10NCUA does not compile data on the state laws and regulations applicable to state-chartered
corporates and neither does the National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors. The most
recent comprehensive report of state laws and regulations applicable to all types of credit unions was
issued in 1986 by CUNA. The digest said there were no credit union laws at that time in three states
and the District of Columbia. Comparative Digest of Credit Union Acts, Credit Union National Associ-
ation (Madison, Wisconsin: December 1985), p. ii.

1 federal funds transactions are uncollateralized, uninsured loans from one depository institution to
another.
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corporates with their respective leagues. Some corporates include asso-
ciated leagues in their field of membership, share boards of directors
and management, and conduct financial transactions with each other.
Other corporates have excluded leagues from their field of membership
and therefore have no financial transactions with them. NCUA rules and
regulations do not explicitly prohibit overlapping boards, nor do they
prohibit financial transactions between these entities.

NCUA has recognized that corporates' relationships with leagues can
create difficulties. In 1981, problems developed when corporate credit
unions shared the same management with their respective leagues and
league service centers. These problems were described in an action
memo from NCUA staff to the NCUA Board. We were told by some NCUA
regional directors that corporate credit union loans to leagues and their
affiliates continued to be an "overriding concern" and that there should
be a ban on financial transactions between corporates and leagues and
their affiliates. We agree with this position because we believe the
resources of a corporate, which are derived from its member credit
unions, should not be put at the disposal of a trade association for its
own activities.

The NCUA-approved bylaws for corporate federal credit unions, effective
March 1983, prohibit any corporate board member from participating in
corporate discussions affecting any entity in which he/she has an
interest. Since 1985, NCUA guidelines on corporate examinations have
required a review of the independence of a corporate's board from a
league or other organization. Examiners are to give special attention to
agreements and contracts between a corporate and another credit union
or league. The revised October 1989 guidelines specify that any adverse
effects from such agreements are to be commented on, with notification
to the NCUA regional office. Examiners noted problems with the relations
between three state-chartered corporates and leagues in the sample of
nine corporates we reviewed.

In March 1991, NCUA proposed a new set of regulations for corporate
credit unions. One regulation would prohibit corporate board members
from participating in discussions affecting any entity in which they
have an interest. It would apply to all federally insured corporates. We
support the proposed regulation and believe it would be a positive step
toward limiting conflicts of interest.
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Supervision of
Corporate Credit
Unions

NCUA is the sole supervisor of corporates with federal charters (17) and
has shared supervisory power with state regulators over federally
insured state corporates (14). NCUA'S only supervisory (but not enforce-
ment) authority over the nonfederally insured corporates and U.S. Cen-
tral is through their membership in the CLF, which is voluntary.
However, according to NCUA officials 43 of the corporates and U.S. Cen-
tral have agreed to be examined by NCUA, and the corporates have
agreed to submit monthly call reports to U.S. Central, which in turn pro-
vides them to NCUA.

Over the past few years, NCUA has made efforts to improve the oversight
of corporate credit unions. Since 1986, it has trained special examiners
for the corporates, updated its guidance to examiners, annually
examined 43 of the 44 corporates plus U.S. Central, and developed and
implemented a monthly reporting system. The special examiners report
to the sixjregiQnal directors. A small headquarters staff provides some
oversight and reviews the examinations.

As discussed below, in the course of our review, we found that NCUA
does not have sufficient authority to regulate corporates and that it has
not fully utilized the authority it does have. We are also concerned that
NCUA delegates responsibility for supervision of the corporates to the
regional offices, that it does not assign objectively determined condition
ratings to corporates, and that it does not use enforcement actions when
needed improvements are not made.

Oversight As noted, NCUA has been conducting annual on-site examinations of 43
corporates plus U.S. Central. Federally chartered corporates are
examined by NCUA corporate examiners; federally insured state-
chartered corporates are examined jointly by NCUA and state examiners.
Nonfederally insured corporates are subject to CLF reviews, which are
also conducted by NCUA corporate and state examiners. For all corporate
examinations NCUA uses the same selection of core workpapers12 and
similar processes.13 (See ch. 4.) NCUA also has asked examiners or experts

12Core workpapers are the basic documents used by examiners in their reviews and examinations of
corporates. NCUA has designated certain workpapers as mandatory and others as optional and per-
mits examiners to design other workpapers as needed.

13The corporate reviews and examinations for federally chartered and state-chartered institutions
generally follow the same process. The significant distinctions are that reviews of state-chartered
corporates are conducted jointly with the state examiners, the examination report is issued by the
state regulatory authority and not NCUA, and any follow-up of administrative actions is done by the
state regulator.
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from the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal
Reserve to participate from time to time in the examinations of U.S. Cen-
tral Credit Union.

Until recently, NCUA has not had reliable and current data that could be
used to evaluate corporate condition and performance, despite their key
role in the credit union industry. Prior to late 1988, corporates com-
pleting condition and income reports used the same form developed for
natural person credit unions, which did not capture appropriate data.
NCUA officials advised us not to use those submissions because of inaccu-
racies. A special form—the Corporate Credit Union Monthly Statement
(Form 5310)—was developed for corporates and is now completed
monthly by 43 of the corporates but not U.S. Central. U.S. Central sub-
mits a standard financial statement. Each of the 43 corporates submits a
completed form to U.S. Central, which reviews the forms and sends
them to NCUA. During the course of our study, NCUA began compiling a
monthly report of aggregate statistics on corporates.

These improvements are noteworthy, but we have three continuing con-
cerns with the oversight and supervision of corporates. First, the vola-
tile nature of corporate financial operations, with substantial and
frequent inflows and outflows of both investments and member shares,
makes possible rapid changes in corporates' risk position that can
escape NCUA'S immediate attention. For example, a corporate could spec-
ulate on money market rates by temporarily investing in large amounts
of long-term government bonds. Such transactions might not become
apparent to NCUA for an extended period. For this reason, we believe
NCUA should arrange for more prompt access to the corporates' financial
operations.

Second, we are not satisfied that the financial information reported by
corporates is sufficiently detailed to permit an analysis of the safety and
soundness of their activities. In the above example, if the corporate
invested a 3-year share certificate in 30-year bonds, the substantial
interest rate risk would not be identifiable in its monthly financial
reports.

Third, we believe responsibility for the oversight and supervision of
corporates should not be delegated to regional directors. Corporates are
crucially important to the soundness of the industry, their activities
require specialized expertise to evaluate, and their number is small
enough to permit and favor the central development and application of
supervisory policy. However, because the regional directors are familiar
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with local conditions, corporates' credit union members, and state
leagues, it is assumed that the directors would participate in the super-
visory process.

Examination and
Enforcement

To test the effectiveness of NCUA supervision, we selected a judgmental
sample of nine corporates, including federally chartered, state-chartered
and federally insured, and privately and noninsured associations,
ranging in asset size from $70 million to about $5 billion as of June 30,
1990. The nine corporates were geographically dispersed throughout the
country. We also included U.S. Central in our sample because of its
unique position in the industry. We reviewed the two most recent exami-
nations of each corporate available as of November 1989. Nearly all
examinations were issued in 1988 and 1989. We reviewed subsequent
examinations of each corporate to identify any changes in noted
deficiencies.

We found that in some fundamental areas, notably wire transfer
arrangements and credit file documentation, corporates did not follow
examiner recommendations and did not always correct examiner-identi-
fied deficiencies.

Uncorrected Deficiencies
Continue

Although our review found numerous uncorrected deficiencies in wire
transfer security at corporates, these institutions have not—to date—
sustained any known losses in this area. Nonetheless, the deficiencies
present the potential for serious problems because fraud in wire
transfer can be in very large amounts.

NCUA examiners review the wire transfer policies and practices at
corporates as part of the annual corporate examination. The most fre-
quent violations identified by NCUA examiners in the nine corporates we
reviewed are described below.

Inadequate security training or practices was noted at all nine
corporates.
Failure to maintain adequate records of transactions was noted at six
corporates.
Inadequate or nonexistent written procedures governing wire transfer
activities were noted at all nine corporates.
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While corrective actions were taken at some corporates, we are con-
cerned that at seven of the nine corporates in the sample, examiners
identified uncorrected or new deficiencies in these areas.

The NCUA guidance to corporate examiners acknowledges that some
corporates have difficulties in meeting the security requirements of the
wire transfer security. "Many corporates do not have sufficient per-
sonnel to provide for optimal internal controls, but often the controls
can be improved dramatically by relatively minor changes in the corpo-
rate's procedures."14 The guide further urges the examiner to (1) ensure
that procedures are in place to ensure the corporate performance of
daily reconciliations of wire transfer transactions, (2) use the wire
transfer questionnaire in the NCUA examination workpapers, and (3)
treat areas of material weaknesses with concern.

We have noted that credit unions during the 1980s did not often need to
borrow money from their corporates or from other outside sources. Nev-
ertheless, many credit unions established lines of credit at their
corporates, and corporates therefore needed to create and maintain
credit files. Our review of the examinations of the nine corporates in our
sample showed that they were not maintaining complete and timely
credit files on the lines of credit (and loans) they extended to their
members.

Gathering financial information is a fundamental element of credit
administration. Accurate and timely financial data are a prerequisite for
prudent lending decisions. NCUA'S Examiner's Guide and the relevant
examination workpapers require the examiner to ascertain that the cor-
porate is in fact collecting and analyzing financial data for its lines of
credit. However, NCUA examiners noted that corporates had not collected
complete or current financial data in many cases. Financial statements
and audit reports were not obtained or were not fully analyzed. The
examinations of some corporates revealed that loans and lines of credit
to deteriorating institutions did not appear to be monitored any more
closely than problem-free loans. In the worst cases, examiners cited
some institutions for not having minimum creditworthiness standards
for evaluating potential borrowers or having overly liberal standards.

In every fiscal year 1989 examination we reviewed, the examiner cited a
lending practice deficiency; in almost every case the corporate had been
cited in the prior exam for the same or a similar deficiency.

14"Corporate Examinations," NCUA Examiner's Guide (Washington, D.C., 1989), p. 10.
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While the authority to take enforcement actions is limited to corporates
that are federally insured, NCUA examiners noted weaknesses but did not
take corrective actions even when they had the authority to do so. In
fact, from the inception of the corporate examination program in 1986
until 1990, it had not taken any enforcement actions against corporates.
NCUA officials told us they have been reluctant to use such tools because
of the impact this might have on confidence in corporates. Instead of
taking enforcement actions, NCUA officials told us they prefer to inten-
sify the supervisory process. We saw evidence of this at two corporates
where examinations were held every 6 months.

The Examiner's Guide reflects NCUA'S reluctance to take action against
corporates. It says:

"At times, the officials will not agree on recommendations for corrective action to
resolve a problem and may refuse to even recognize that a problem exists. The offi-
cials should"6e~request~ed to'provide; alternative recommendations and/or justifica-
tion for their position. The examiner must make every effort to ensure that the
officials understand that there is a problem. If the officials do not agree with all or
part of the recommendations for corrective action, the examiner may consider
drafting a letter for the regional director's signature documenting the officials' need
to recognize and to resolve the problem area."

The guide does not provide any other advice or guidance to the respon-
sible NCUA examiners.

In 1990, however, NCUA issued two Letters of Understanding and Agree-
ment containing its written expectations for change at those two
corporates.

CAMEL Codes Do Not
Have Objective Bases

CAMEL ratings assigned to corporates are intended to reflect their finan-
cial condition, compliance with regulations, and overall safety and
soundness. These ratings—called CAMEL codes—are used to categorize
corporates with respect to their capital adequacy, asset quality, man-
agement, earnings, liquidity, and overall condition. NCUA officials told us
these codes are assigned to a great extent on the basis of the experience,
knowledge, and judgment of the examiners. The officials also said man-
agement capability is considered in rating the nonmanagement CAMEL
components. For natural person credit unions, NCUA assigns ratings, in
large part, on the basis of calculations of specific financial ratios. Within
strict parameters, an examiner can modify scores on the basis of an
analysis of qualitative information. (See ch. 4.) NCUA officials told us the
use of financial ratio parameters is not appropriate for corporates
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because appropriate ranges for corporates are broader, and corporate
assets fluctuate more.

NCUA'S practice in rating capital adequacy illustrates the results of this
judgment-based approach. Capital was defined as reserves and retained
earnings. Assets were defined in accordance with NCUA regulations on
reserving. As previously noted, the required rate of adding to corporate
capital decreases after a corporate's capital ratio reaches 2 percent. We
believe this implies that the 2-percent level is, if not fully adequate, at
least a minimal reserve standard and that a ratio lower than 2 percent is
therefore less than satisfactory. However, of the 31 corporates with
capital ratios of less than 2 percent as of June 1990, 8 were rated 1
(good to excellent) and 11 were rated 2 (adequate to good) in their cap-
ital component. These ratings appear to be much more favorable than
the regulation implies.

The degree to which judgment has influenced the capital rating is so
great that a reasonable relationship between the assigned rating and the
actual capital ratio no longer exists. For example, as shown in table 6.6,
two corporates with relatively good capital ratios of 2.24 and 2.13 were
rated 1 and 3, respectively, and two other corporates with relatively
poor ratios of 1.18 and 1.08 were rated 1 and 4, respectively.

Table 6.6: Comparison of NCUA Capital
Rating of Corporates8 To the Range of
Capital Ratios in Each Rating Group
(June 30, 1990)

NCUA capital rating

1
2

3

4

Total

Number of
corporates

17

12

11

2

42

Range of capital ratios'*
High

2.24

2.24

2.13

1.08

Median

2.01

1.54

.85

Low

1.18

1.04

.6

.37

aOne corporate is excluded because its activities are not typical of corporate operations.

bCapital was defined as reserves and retained earnings. Assets were defined in accordance with NCUA
regulations on reserving.
Source: NCUA data.

Assigning CAMEL ratings on a partially judgmental basis, particularly one
that seems to inflate the actual condition, has the potential for mis-
leading both the regulator and the corporate itself. This is particularly
true if the ratings tend to be biased in a positive direction. We recognize
that more judgment may be needed with respect to rating the corporates
than is the case with natural person credit unions. We have not studied
the situation in sufficient depth to suggest the specific parameters for
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assigning the ratings, but we believe the ratings should be consistently
applied and reflect the CAMEL component being rated. The absence of
quantitative parameters also argues for rating decisions to be made cen-
trally rather than at regional offices where inconsistencies seem more
probable.

Insurance
Arrangements for
Corporates

There is a fundamental difference in the charges paid by credit unions
for share insurance and the charges paid by banks and thrifts for
deposit insurance. The premium for insurance on a single credit union
account is limited to the $100,000 limit of insurance actually provided
on that account. By contrast, the premium paid by federally insured
banks and thrifts is based on the total balance in each domestic
account,15 regardless of the amount of the balance. For example, this
means that given the same insurance coverage and premium rate, the
premium paid by a bank or thrift on a single $500,000 account will be "
five times greater than it is for a credit union, even though only
$100,000 of deposit insurance exists for each type of account.

For most natural person credit unions, it would make little difference if
premiums were applied to total deposits instead of just to the amount of
deposits actually insured. This is because very few credit union mem-
bers have accounts with balances greater than $100,000, with the result
that about 98 percent of the total shares in federally insured credit
unions are fully insured. However, for corporate credit unions, we have
noted that the preponderance of member investments is in excess of the
$100,000 per account limit—all but $1.1 billion of the $18.7 billion
deposited in federally insured corporates as of June 30,1990, was not
insured for that reason.

It could be argued that the existing low level of investment or premium
revenue to NCUSIF on these corporates does not compensate the Fund for
its insurance risks if NCUA believes it is important not to allow a corpo-
rate to fail.

We see the following four options for changing the insurance arrange-
ments for corporates; we believe the last one is best:

Charge premiums on the basis of total shares rather than just insured
shares without increasing coverage above the $100,000 limit.

15Foreign deposits held by insured U.S. banks are not subject to FDIC insurance assessments.
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• Provide insurance on all shares without limit and charge premiums
accordingly.

• Withdraw insurance coverage.
• Reduce the risk to NCUSIF by improving its priority compared to that of

uninsured shares in the liquidation of a failed institution.

If premiums and the insurance deposit were based on the total shares
invested in the corporates, the cash flow to NCUSIF would be increased
about 17 times. While this would clearly be better compensation for the
risks of the insurance fund, we believe it would also reinforce the mes-
sage that NCUA cannot permit the corporates to fail and would place a
moral obligation on NCUA to this effect.

The alternative of providing insurance coverage in excess of the
$100,000 limit would increase NCUA'S financial stake in averting the
failure of a corporate. We believe this is an undesirable prospect regard-
less of what premium might be charged because it would represent a
severely increased concentration of NCUSIF risk in a small number of
institutions.

Termination of insurance coverage for the corporates would reempha-
size the need for their safe and sound operation. At the same time, the
loss in NCUSIF revenue would have little effect on the Fund's finances.
However, there is the question whether this action would destabilize the
deposit base of the corporates. This could occur if credit unions had
diminished confidence in the safety of these deposits.

The fourth alternative—improving NCUSIF priority in the liquidation of a
credit union—would reduce potential taxpayer risk while preserving
the benefits of share insurance, particularly to small credit unions
having $100,000 or less invested in their corporates. A more complete
discussion of the issues involving liquidation priorities is contained in
chapter 7.

ConP] 11 SI on S ^e statutorv borrowing restrictions we have recommended in chapter 3
for natural person credit unions should not apply to corporates and U.S.
Central Credit Union.

Corporates hold about 10 percent of the assets of federally insured nat-
ural person credit unions and are viewed by NCUA as appropriate invest-
ment vehicles for their unloaned funds. Yet, NCUA authority to regulate
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and supervise corporates is incomplete, and NCUA does not fully use
what authority it does have.

There are a number of ways to address this problem. FCUA could be
amended to require that all corporates be federally chartered or at least
federally insured. This would give NCUA clear authority to regulate,
supervise, and take enforcement action against corporates. However, a
requirement for a federal charter could raise states' rights issues. A
requirement for federal insurance for corporates would give NCUA suffi-
cient regulatory and supervisory authority. This requirement could be
accomplished indirectly by restraining natural person credit unions
from investing or depositing funds in corporates that do not have fed-
eral insurance. We believe this restraint would be appropriate given
NCUA'S responsibility for federally insured natural person credit unions.

We believe the capital of corporates should be promptly brought up to a
minimum standard established by NCUA. The regulations being devel-
oped by NCUA officials regarding additions to corporate capital would
not accomplish this objective in a reasonable amount of time, even if
corporates were to stop growing. The prospects for solving this problem
would be improved if

a minimum capital level based on assets is established and promptly
achieved until a risk-based minimum capital level is implemented;
the required rate for additions to reserves is increased; and
NCUA, rather than corporates, oversees the corporates' use of member-
ship capital share deposits, including the prompt issue of these instru-
ments in an amount sufficient for corporates to achieve the minimum
capital standard as an interim measure.

We also believe regulations limiting investments of state-chartered
corporates to those authorized for federal credit unions and establishing
concentration limits are desirable.

Financial reporting by the corporates has been improved, but the vola-
tile nature of their operation justifies faster and more complete access
by NCUA in this area.

Our review also shows that NCUA has delegated authority for corporate
oversight, examination, and ratings to its regional directors and does not
always take effective action to see that noted deficiencies are promptly
corrected.
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Elements of the CAMEL ratings for corporates appear to be overly
affected by judgmental, as opposed to quantitative, criteria. The lack of
consistency and the resulting uncertainty as to what the rating actually
measures could mislead both the institutions and their regulator(s).

Federal share insurance arrangements for corporates need to be
improved because they imply that corporates will not be allowed to fail
and because the premiums charged may not compensate for insurance
risks. Our recommendations on this issue are contained in chapter 7.

Recommendations to
Congress: ^ ^- ' i

FCUA should be amended to confine insured credit union investments in
corporates and U.S. Central to those that have obtained deposit insur-
ance from NCUSIF.

The implementation of this recommendation is critical for accomplishing
the needed changes contained in the following recommendations.

Congress should require NCUA to establish a program to promptly
increase the capital of corporates and establish minimum capital
standards.

Recommendations to
NCUA ., \ ,.,

Minimum capital requirements should be established foij/cprporates and
U.S. Central, taking all risks into account. In the interim; establish a min-
imum level based on assets, and set a time frame for achieving this level.
This could be achieved by increasing reserving requirements and using
subordinated debt arrangements, such as the membership capital share
deposits.
The investment powers of state-chartered corporates should be
restricted to the limits imposed on federal oprporates.
Corporate credit union and U.S. Central investments in a single obligor
should be limited to 1 percent of the investor's total assets. Exceptions
should include obligations of the U.S. government, repurchase agree-
ments that equal up to 2 percent of assets, and all investments by
corporates in U.S. Central.
Corporate credit union and U.S. Central loans to one borrower should be
limited to 1 percent of the lender's assets. NCUA should be authorized to
make exceptions on a loan-by-loan basis.
More complete and timely information about corporate financial opera-
tions should be obtained.
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A unit should be established at NCUA headquarters that would be
responsible for corporate oversight, examination, and enforcement
actions.
The CAMEL rating system for corporate credit unions should be reviewed
to reduce the inconsistencies and focus more clearly on the component
being rated.

Agency Comments and
Our Response

NCUA agreed with a majority of our recommendations related to corpo-
rate credit unions. But it had considerable disagreement about the riski-
ness of corporates and, therefore, what level of improvement is needed.
Most significantly, NCUA agreed that actions are needed to ensure that
the corporates—and U.S. Central Credit Union—are federally regu-
lated. NCUA also agreed that the corporate's capital should be increased
and that minimum capital standards should be established. However,
NCUA stated that the risk of corporates is very low and disagreed
strongly that there is insufficient diversification in the investment
assets of some corporates. Our detailed response to all the NCUA com-
ments is in appendix XII.
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Highlights

Key Findings The capital that protects taxpayers against losses in the event of credit
union failure is less than it may appear to be: Total capital is less than
the sum of the industry's GAAP capital and the equity of NCUSIF. This is
because the insurance deposit—$1.6 billion as of September 30,1990—
that is counted as part of NCUSIF'S equity is not deducted from the cap-
ital of the credit unions.
The standard for adequacy of NCUSIF—1.3 percent of insured shares—
does not take into account its liquidity as measured by the amount of
NCUSIF assets readily available for future insurance needs.
NCUA does not have authority to increase insurance premiums.
NCUA'S statutory emergency borrowing authority has not changed,
despite industry growth.
In a liquidation, NCUSIF claims are given equal rank with the claims of
uninsured shareholders. If NCUSIF were given a superior ranking, the
financial benefits to it would be small in the case of most natural person
credit unions; this is because, on average, about 98 percent of the shares
of such credit unions are insured. However, NCUSIF would benefit greatly
from this improved ranking in the liquidation of a federally insured cor-
porate credit union, because so many of the corporates' shares are in
accounts with balances over $100,000. (Only 5 percent of the average
corporate's shares are insured.) In the case of the corporates, the cur-
rent liquidation payment priority creates risks for which NCUSIF is
undercompensated.

Key
Recommendations

Require credit unions to expense their 1-percent insurance deposits over
a specified number of years.
Establish an additional required NCUSIF capitalization ratio based on the
Fund's liquid assets available for future insurance needs.
Authorize NCUA to increase insurance premiums.
Increase NCUA'S emergency borrowing authority.
Change liquidation priorities so that NCUSIF has a claim that is senior to
that of uninsured shares.
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Share Insurance Issues

This chapter discusses accounting, financing, and liquidation payout
issues relating to share insurance and the major improvements we
believe should be made. Because these issues are distinct, we are
presenting the discussions, conclusions, and recommendations in each
section, rather than at the end of the chapter.

The first issue relates to the accounting treatment of credit unions' 1-
percent deposit in NCUSIF. Expensing the deposit and funding NCUSIF with
premiums would give a clear picture of capital available to the industry,
would give NCUA total control of the resources of the Fund, and would
constitute a conservative accounting approach.

Improvements in the financing of NCUSIF are discussed next. One
involves establishing a financing mechanism to ensure fund liquidity
and providing for new emergency financing. (See pp. 174-178.) Finally, a
change in payment prioritiesinrthe eventof an in voluntarycredinihiorr
liquidation is discussed. Presently, NCUSIF and uninsured shareholders
are reimbursed on a pro rata basis. This presents too high a risk to
NCUSIF, particularly if an insured corporate credit union fails.

Treatment
j . T Y . ,

OI Credit Unions 1-
Percent Deposit in

Credit unions recapitalized NCUSIF in January 1985 by depositing 1 per-
cent °f tneir insured shares in the insurance fund. They treat this
deposit as an asset on their financial statements, which means that the
deposit has not been deducted from the credit unions' capital. NCUSIF
treats it as an element of its capital. There are arguments to be made
both for and against this accounting arrangement, and we recognize that
the Fund is relatively well capitalized at this time.

A clearer picture of capital within the credit union system, however,
would result if credit unions removed the deposit from their books over
a reasonable time frame and expensed all future deposits made to the
Fund. Another important consideration in deciding whether or not the
deposit should be expensed is the manner in which the insurance fund
should be funded. Expensing the deposit and funding NCUSIF with pre-
miums would give NCUA total control of the resources of the Fund. It
might be argued that the deposit should be expensed now, at a time
when neither the industry nor NCUSIF is under stress, and when
favorable industry capitalization and earnings would make this change
relatively easy for most credit unions to afford.
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Background Federal share insurance was first provided to credit unions in 1970,
when NCUSIF was established. Insurance premiums were the Fund's pri-
mary source of income in its early years, out of which it paid for losses
on insured credit unions, for operating expenses, and for building its
reserves. The Fund also generated investment income from its reserves.
Thus, share insurance was financed the same way as was deposit insur-
ance for banks and thrifts, which had existed since 1934. Similarly, it
was intended to be industry financed.

NCUSIF'S ratio of equity to insured shares increased from 0 percent in
1970 to .32 percent in 1979, and in 1982 NCUA set a goal of building the
equity to 1.00 percent of insured shares. (No target date was set.) Begin-
ning in late 1978, however, credit union losses began to increase. Plant
closings and poor investment decisions contributed to these losses. De-
regulation of bank and thrift interest rates narrowed credit union ad-
vantages in attracting deposits, and inflation and recession impaired
credit union performance. In the 1980-1983 period, the Fund experi-
enced significantly lower net income as a result of higher insurance
losses. Fund equity during this time increased less rapidly than the
volume of insured shares; as a result, the ratio of NCUSIF equity to in-
sured shares declined to .26 percent in 1982. According to the 1984
NCUSIF Annual Report, from which we obtained the historical data in this
section, NCUSIF

". . . turned to 'noncash' methods to stabilize problems. Contingent liabilities, in the
form of asset guarantee contracts and assistance authorized under Section 208 of
the Federal Credit Union Act, were used to minimize cash outlays and keep insol-
vent credit unions operating. These actions, while conserving the Fund's cash
reserves, did not solve its problems. Contingent liabilities, however, climbed to a
peak of $172 million in 1981, almost equal to the Fund's equity." (See ch. 4.)

NCUA tried to reduce expenses and insurance losses and also exercised its
authority to assess a special premium in 1982 and again in 1983. Never-
theless, it was clear the 1-percent goal would not soon be achieved. In
1983 and 1984 NCUA, the industry, and Congress began working on a
solution.

NCUSIF Was Changed to a
Cash Deposit, Plus an
Annual Insurance
Premium, System

Congress restructured NCUSIF in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984,
enacted on July 18,1984. The act provided for (1) a cash deposit in the
Fund equal to 1 percent of insured shares, adjusted annually, to remain
on deposit with NCUSIF for the period a credit union obtains federal share
insurance; and (2) the assessment of premiums, which would be treated
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as an operating expense of the credit union, equal to 1/12 of 1 percent of
insured shares. The NCUA Board has the option of not assessing the pre-
mium if it believes that NCUSIF total capitalization is adequate.

Provision was also made for credit unions to voluntarily withdraw their
1 -percent deposit if they elected to withdraw from the federal share
insurance system or to voluntarily liquidate. If a credit union is involun-
tarily liquidated, NCUSIF practice is to remove the deposit from the Fund
capitalization account to use, like all other remaining assets of the credit
union, in satisfying claims against the credit union. Thus, the cash repre-
sented by these deposits is used to satisfy creditors' claims or offset liq-
uidation expenses in the same way as the credit union's other assets.

If the ratio of fund equity to insured shares exceeds the legislatively set
normal operating level of 1.3 percent or such lower level as the NCUA

^^the excess amount of fund capitalization.

Credit unions maintain an amount equal to 1 percent of their insured
shares on deposit with NCUSIF. ' On their statements of financial condi-
tion, credit unions treat this amount as a transfer between cash and an
asset account named, for example, "Investment in NCUA Share Insurance
Capitalization Fund." On its statement of financial condition, NCUSIF
treats the deposit as an element of its fund capitalization in an account
named "Accumulated Contributions From Insured Credit Unions." The
deposits totalled about $1.6 billion as of September 30, 1990.

NCUSIF does not pay interest on the deposits. It invests them to generate
interest income, fund insurance losses, and cover other expenses. The
accumulated excess of earnings over losses and expenses, in the account
called "Insurance Fund Balance" remains with NCUSIF for investment
rather than being paid to credit unions. Since 1984, NCUSIF has waived
the payment of annual insurance premiums from credit unions because
investment earnings have been sufficient to cover insurance losses and
the share of NCUA expenses incurred by the Fund.

As of September 30, 1990, NCUSIF had $1.61 billion in capitalization
deposits and $.44 billion in retained earnings. As of June 30, 1990, credit

'Each year the amount on deposit with NCUSIF is adjusted to reflect changes in the amount of credit
unions' insured shares to ensure that each credit union's 1-percent deposit remains current. If a credit
union's insured shares decline, NCUSIF will refund a pro rata portion of the amount on deposit with
NCUSIF.
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unions' reported GAAP capital was $14.29 billion. Adding the $1.61 bil-
lion to the $14.29 billion to determine the total capital available to the
industry would be incorrect and misleading because the 1-percent
deposit would be counted twice.

Federally insured banks and thrifts have continued to operate exclu-
sively under a premium-based insurance system in which they remit a
premium payment of a specified percent of their total domestic deposits
annually to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) to obtain
federal deposit insurance. No cash deposit is made in advance by the
insured institutions, though such a change has been considered. Each
bank or thrift treats the premium as an operating expense on its state-
ment of operations. Conversely, FDIC treats the premium as income on its
statement of operations. If a bank or thrift elects not to continue its fed-
eral deposit insurance, its premiums are, unlike the NCUSIF insurance
deposit, nonrefundable. If it fails, the premiums paid in are not directly
available to pay creditors' claims or to offset liquidation expenses other
than those of the insurance fund itself.

Accounting Issues The accepted industry practice has been that credit unions report the 1-
percent deposit in NCUSIF as an asset on their statements of financial
condition. This practice has come about because credit unions are
required to follow established accounting requirements as set forth in
Title II of the Federal Credit Union Act and NCUA accounting rules. NCUA
also treats the deposit as if it were a credit union asset when it transfers
the cash amount to the account of a credit union in involuntary liquida-
tion to help meet creditor claims and liquidation expenses.

The act, however, does not expressly characterize the deposit as an
asset of the credit unions. According to the act, if NCUSIF uses deposit
funds to meet its expenses, "the amounts so used shall be expensed and
shall be replenished by insured credit unions in accordance with proce-
dures established by the [NCUA] Board." (12 U.S.C. 1782) The statutory
language is not clear as to whether the requirement to expense the
deposit funds used is directed at NCUSIF or at credit unions. If the
expensing requirement is directed at NCUSIF, the accounting treatment by
credit unions is therefore unaddressed by the statute, although NCUA
may itself require credit unions to expense the 1-percent deposit. How-
ever, if the expense requirement is directed at the credit unions, the
implication is that it has been carried as an asset on the credit unions'
books.
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The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) has sup-
ported the position that the deposit is an asset of the credit unions,
stating that this accounting treatment conforms to GAAP. In a letter to
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur, the chairman of the AICPA Credit Union
Committee said that although no specific rule exists in accounting litera-
ture that mandates how insurance deposits should be accounted for, the
AICPA'S position is based on conceptual accounting literature, specifically
the Financial Accounting Standards Board's Statement of Financial
Accounting Concepts (SFAC) No. 6, Elements of Financial Statements.
This statement defines assets as "probable future economic benefits
obtained or controlled [by a particular entity] as a result of past transac-
tions or events." In the AICPA'S view, the 1-percent insurance deposit
meets this conceptual definition because while the credit unions may
have little control over the deposits (other than requesting a refund if
they voluntarily relinquish federal share insurance), these deposits are
considered assets because of the future economic benefits obtained in
the form of the foregone expense of an insurance premium. Also,
although the amounts deposited with NCUSIF could potentially be lost or
impaired, the risk does not invalidate treating deposits as assets since all
assets are at similar risk.

American Bankers Association (ABA) officials have voiced an opposing
view. They contend that by classifying deposits as assets on credit
unions' statements of financial condition, the assets and capital of credit
unions are being overstated because credit union insurance deposits are
not accounted for in the same manner as insurance premiums that are
remitted to other deposit insurance funds, such as FDIC'S.

Other Concerns About the
Present Treatment

We have two other concerns about the present treatment, in addition to
the question as to whether or not accounting treatment allows a credit
union to count the deposit as an asset.

First, the current method in effect allows the funds to be counted as
capital in two locations—on the credit unions' books and on NCUSIF
books. Such accounting blurs a clear understanding of the combined
amount of net worth between NCUSIF and the credit unions.

Second, senior NCUA officials told us that when a credit union is involun-
tarily liquidated, NCUSIF transfers the 1-percent deposit from its capitali-
zation fund to an account representing the estate of the liquidated credit
union. From this estate, NCUA as receiver then pays the credit union's
general creditors before uninsured shareholders and NCUSIF in the event
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of credit union failure. (NCUSIF would be paid as a subrogated account
holder for having made whole the insured shareholders.) Thus the 1-
percent deposit is used, in effect, to fully reimburse general creditors
and then, on a pro rata basis, to partially reimburse the uninsured
shareholders and NCUSIF. It is not, therefore, totally available to NCUA to
help reimburse NCUSIF for insurance expenses, as would be the case if
the Fund were financed by premiums, and is not a clear pledge of assets
for the protection of the Fund. We have asked NCUA whether the
transfer of the insurance deposit to the estate of the liquidated credit
union is consistent with the section of the Federal Credit Union Act that
says: "The deposit shall not be returned in the event of liquidation on
account of bankruptcy or insolvency." (12 U.S.C. 1782(c)(l)(B)(iii))

NCUA, in supporting the present system, has said:

"The most important reason for treating the one percent deposit as an asset is not
accounting, however; the most important reason is that the one percent provides the
market discipline needed to produce results. Credit unions have a financial stake in
how they perform, how other credit unions perform, and how the NCUSIF performs.
It is a clear and compelling method of installing a risk-based system in a financial
institution."2

While this argument may have merit, it remains subjective. We do not
see why an insurance fund, which is intended to be industry financed in
either case, would have more effect on management in a premium
format than in a deposit one. In either event, we are not sure that peer
pressure from other credit unions is a reliable source of discipline on a
credit union that is inclined toward risky operations. Nor is there the
discipline that would be exerted if insurance premiums increased as
riskiness increased. Further, the market discipline that is exerted by
those holding deposits in excess of the insurance limit may have little
effect on natural person credit unions, since they have very few mem-
bers with such high deposits. Finally, if NCUSIF losses were to escalate,
all credit unions would have to bear the same costs, whether the losses
were financed through insurance premiums or insurance deposits.

Prior GAO Positions We have expressed views on this general issue in two earlier situations.
The first occurred in the spring of 1989. An early draft of the Financial
Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA)
contained a provision that would require credit unions to (1) make

2Managing Risk in the Deregulated Age, Director, Office of Examination and Insurance, NCUA, Mar.
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annual insurance payments to a premium-based system and (2) expense
their insurance deposits over an 8-year period instead of treating the
deposits as an asset. In a letter responding to a request from Con-
gressman Thomas Carper, we agreed that support for treating the 1-per-
cent insurance deposit as an asset can be found in the Financial
Accounting Standards Board's Statement of Financial Accounting Con-
cepts, No. 6, "Elements of a Financial Statement." We said, however,
that expensing the deposits would provide a more conservative
approach for the following reasons:

The 1-percent deposit is not voluntary and cannot be unilaterally drawn
upon as an asset to cover losses.
In the event of liquidation on account of bankruptcy or insolvency, the
deposit is not returned and NCUSIF ultimately determines its use.
When deposits are treated as assets, they appear to be available as
reserves against losses of credit unions when in fact these are perma-
nent deposits with NCUSIF that credit unions have no ability to use.3

In a December 7,1990, letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, we com-
mented on media reports about a plan to require banks to purchase
stock from FDIC as a way of bolstering the Bank Insurance Fund. We
expressed two concerns. First, banks would have to give up control of
the funds used to purchase the stock and therefore would not have
those funds available to absorb losses. If the preferred stock were in
substance a device to collect insurance assessments to build up the Fund
without the banks' recognizing the expense, accounting would not accu-
rately portray the banking industry's condition. We also noted that
there would be a serious problem in assigning a value to the stock.4

Conclusions ^e reco§n^ze tnat> at Present, NCUSIF capitalization is high and that there
is no expectation that it will diminish significantly in the near term. We
also recognize that the industry has been well served by the recapitaliza-
tion plan. Nevertheless, we believe that conservative accounting policy
argues that the deposits in NCUSIF be expensed over a reasonable time
frame. This expensing could be provided for in lieu of premiums,
assuming NCUSIF equity ratios were met. In the event of a failure, the
deposited assets should be available first to the Fund, rather than the
failed credit union's estate. Such prioritizing would better reflect the

3Letter from Frederick D. Wolf, Assistant Comptroller General, to the Honorable Thomas Carper,
dated April 5,1989.

4Letter from the Comptroller General to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated December 7,1990.
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deposits' purpose. The fact that the industry is in reasonably good con-
dition argues for initiating action now, rather than waiting until the
Fund and industry are under pressure.

Recommendations to
Congress

Congress should require that credit unions expense the 1-percent
deposit over a reasonable period of time, to be determined by NCUA. Con-
gress should at the same time emphasize that the assets represented by
a failed credit union's insurance deposit should be available first to
NCUSIF. This should be coordinated with and consistent with any legisla-
tion to recapitalize the Bank Insurance Fund, so as to avoid placing
credit unions at a competitive disadvantage.

If Congress does not require that the 1-percent deposit be expensed,
NCUA should require credit unions to exclude the amount from both sides
of their balance sheet when assessing capital adequacy. This would have
the effect of not counting that amount as credit union capital.

Improvements Needed
in the Financing of
NCUSIF

NCUSIF operations have been satisfactory since the Fund was recapital-
ized in 1985. Several measures could be adopted, however, to strengthen
the financing of the Fund and thereby increase its ability to withstand
future stress. These measures involve

assuring Fund liquidity,
providing for supplemental financing as needed, and
reducing the time lag in adjusting the Fund's financing.

Present Situation NCUSIF annual net income, which declined steadily from $67 million in
1986 to $24 million in 1989, improved in fiscal year 1990 to $35 million.
Similarly, annual insurance losses, which increased each year from $38
million in 1986 to $94 million in 1989, declined in fiscal year 1990 to $90
million. NCUSIF has earned substantial income from the investment of the
credit unions' 1-percent deposit, and the NCUA Board has waived pay-
ment of the insurance premiums each year since the recapitalization.
Additions to the Fund's capitalization,5 resulting from an increase in the
insurance deposit and from investment income in excess of insurance
losses and other fund expenses, have permitted equity to increase at
about the same rate as the growth in insured shares. Equity ranged from

5Fund capitalization (fund equity) is the sum of the credit unions' accumulated contributions (their
insurance deposit) and the insurance fund balance (retained earnings).
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1.23 percent of insured deposits at year-end 1985 to 1.28 percent at
year-end 1990. In contrast, fund equity from 1980 to 1984 ranged from
0.26 percent to 0.31 percent of insured deposits, representing a much
less safe condition. As of September 30,1990, fund equity was $2,053
million, 1.25 percent of insured shares. (Our audit of NCUSIF is discussed
in ch. 2.)

Recent NCUSIF performance reflects more than just the benefits of the
1985 recapitalization. Compared to banks and thrifts, credit union activ-
ities have been more profitable. Credit union lending has focused almost
exclusively on consumer loans, primarily car loans, unsecured personal
loans, and residential real estate-based loans. Thus, credit unions as a
whole have not experienced the heavy losses on commercial or interna-
tional loans suffered by many banks and thrifts.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that since the recapitalization of NCUSIF,
credit unions have operated for the most part in a healthy economy. A
severe economic downturn would test the fund, with unpredictable
results. Moreover, we believe it is too soon to tell how successful credit
unions will be in one rapidly growing activity—real estate-based
lending. (Ch. 2 discusses the condition of the industry and risk
exposure.)

Present Financing
Provisions of NCUSIF

The present financing arrangements are set out in Title II (Share Insur-
ance) of the Federal Credit Union Act. The current provisions of the act
and related regulations that would be affected by the improvements we
are recommending are described below.

Each federally insured credit union shall pay to NCUSIF and maintain a
deposit equal to 1 percent of its insured deposits. (12 U.S.C. 1782)
The "normal operating level" for the Fund's equity is defined as 1.3 per-
cent of insured shares or such lower amount as the NCUA Board may
determine. The Board is required to distribute back to insured credit
unions any amount of fund equity that exceeds the normal operating
level. (12 U.S.C. 1782) The Board has defined as normal a range in the
ratio between 1.25 percent and 1.3 percent.
Each insured credit union, at such time as the NCUA Board prescribes,
shall pay to NCUSIF a premium charge for insurance equal to 1/12th of 1
percent of insured shares outstanding at the close of the preceding
insurance year. (12 U.S.C. 1782)
The insurance year, which defines the "as of" date for measuring the
required NCUSIF equity ratio and any annual premium to be assessed,
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ends on June 30. Adjustment of the insurance deposit and the premium
payment, if any, is due on the following January 31. (12 C.F.R. 741.9)

Fund Liquidity Should Be
Added as a New Criterion
for Fund Financing
Requirements

The NCUSIF financing procedures set forth in the act take into account
only the amount of insured shares and the Fund's equity in relation to
insured shares. No account is taken of either the composition of the
Fund's assets or its direct and contingent liabilities, both of which nev-
ertheless do represent a possible or probable future call on Fund assets.
Failure to recognize such calls could lead to problems if the industry
encounters severe stress. A sound insurance fund needs to have an ade-
quate amount of liquid and unencumbered assets available to meet new
insurance problems.

In assessing NCUSIF liquidity, we have defined available assets as the
sum of cash, cash equivalents, and legally authorized investments (at
market value) less direct fund liabilities plus contingent liabilities,
including guarantee assistance to credit unions and NCUSIF guarantees, if
any, of loans made by the CLF or by other credit unions.6 A minimum
statutory ratio of available assets to total insured deposits should be
established, which we call the "available assets ratio." As of September
30, 1990, the available assets ratio of the fund was approximately 1.01
percent, based on available assets at September 30 and insured shares
as of June 30,1990.

If the industry experiences stress, nonliquid assets created through fund
assistance to credit unions could increase. Contingent liabilities of the
Fund could also increase. (Assistance of all types is discussed in ch. 5.)
These changes would not necessarily result in a corresponding decrease
in the Fund's equity or equity ratio, although—as the proportion of
liquid fund assets declines—they would adversely affect the Fund's
ability to meet additional assistance needs.

In order to recognize and take into account such a potential weakening
of Fund condition, a minimum available assets ratio could be estab-
lished. Maintaining such a minimum ratio should override the present
requirement that NCUA distribute any funds representing an excess of

6The act authorizes the Board to make investments as follows: "The Board may authorize the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to invest and reinvest such portions of the Fund as the Board may determine are
not needed for current operations in any interest-bearing securities of the United States or in any
securities guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United States or in bonds or other
obligations which are lawful investments for fiduciary, trust, and public funds of the United States,
and the income therefrom shall constitute a part of the fund." (12 U.S.C. 1783(c))
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the 1.3 percent equity ratio of the Fund. Thus, a shifting or commitment
of Fund assets from usable (available) cash and investments into
various forms of credit union assistance in a time of industry stress
would trigger prompt additional cash payments into NCUSIF by credit
unions through premiums. This would increase the probability that
NCUSIF would continue to be soundly financed by the industry itself.

A related change in NCUA'S powers is also needed. The NCUA Board can
now establish a "normal operating level" below the 1.3 percent equity
ratio. We do not believe the Board should have this authority. We do
believe, however, that the Board should have the power to increase the
required level of the equity ratio, as well as the premium rate, in emer-
gency conditions. This flexibility is consistent with new agency powers
in managing the other deposit insurance funds.

Additional NCUSIF
Emergency Financing

In 1970, when NCUSIF was established, the law provided that NCUA could
borrow up to $100 million from the Treasury Department for insurance
fund liquidity purposes. In 1979, when CLF was established, CLF was per-
mitted to borrow up to $500 million from the Treasury, if NCUA provided
a certification of need, and if Congress appropriated the funds in
advance. Because these limits have not been changed since originally
specified, their relative importance to the rapidly growing industry has
decreased.

Table 7.1 shows a comparison of NCUA'S borrowing authority and
insured deposits at year-ends 1970,1980, and 1990. The table indicates
that when the borrowing authority is expressed as a percentage of
insured deposits, it is relatively much less important now than it was at
the time when the two types of borrowing authority were created.
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Table 7.1: NCUA Borrowing Authority
From U.S Treasury Compared to Shares
in Federally Insured Credit Unions in
Selected Years

Dollars in billions

Year
Total NCUA

borrowing authority9
Federally insured

shares

Authority as
percentage of

shares

1970 $0.1b $7.6d 1.31%

1980 0.6° 51.5d 1.17
1990 0.6C 180.06 0.33

Borrowings from Treasury by CLF are subject to congressional appropriation in advance. This is not
required for borrowings from Treasury by NCUSIF.

bBorrowings from U.S. Treasury by NCUSIF only.

Includes NCUSIF borrowing authority for $100 million and CLF borrowing authority for $500 million.

dTotal shares in federally insured credit unions.

Estimated by NCUA.
Sources: Federal Credit Union Act, Section 203 (d)(1) and Section 306 (b); and NCUA annual reports.

Provisions for adequate emergency resources for NCUSIF need to be put
in place. NCUA'S authority to borrow $500 million from Treasury on CLF'S
account is contingent upon appropriations. However, NCUA can borrow
up to $100 million for NCUSIF without advance appropriations. In
chapter 8, we recommend that CLF be terminated. This would leave NCUA
with authority to borrow only $100 million. We believe this may not be a
sufficient amount. In replacing CLF'S borrowing authority, the require-
ment for advance congressional appropriation could be applied to all,
part, or none of the authorized borrowings. FIRREA authorizes FDIC to
borrow $5 billion, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Trea-
sury on behalf of the bank and savings association insurance funds. As
of June 30, 1990, insured deposits in banks and thrifts totalled about
$2,741 billion, so the borrowing authority was equal to .18 percent of
insured deposits. A proportional authority (.18 percent of the $180 bil-
lion in federally insured deposits as of December 31,1990) would permit
NCUSIF to borrow about $324 million.

Time Lag in Fund
Financing

Currently, the insurance year ends on June 30, and the latest date for
any premium payments and for adjustments to the 1-percent insurance
deposit is the following January 31. We believe this 7-month interval is
too long. If the future condition of the Fund is such that funds are
needed, acceleration of payments to the Fund would be worthwhile.
Moreover, in circumstances where credit unions' insured shares are
increasing rapidly, an unnecessary lag in adjusting the Fund's finances
is clearly undesirable because it delays the recognition of increased risk
to the Fund.
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NCUA officials told us that the 7-month lag arose because the payment
date—January 31—was not changed when the anniversary date of the
insurance year was changed in 1986 from December 31 to June 30. They
also said that in earlier years many credit unions did not make prompt
and accurate premium payments, and the 7-month period was useful in
avoiding the need for added payments or refunds because of the large
number of adjustments. They told us that tardiness and errors were no
longer significant problems and that the payment date could be moved
up without creating major administrative difficulties.

In discussing this issue with us, NCUA officials said it would be desirable
for administrative efficiency to change the fiscal year of NCUSIF to a cal-
endar-year basis. We agree that this would be a useful change for two
reasons:

Annual jesjults^pf^NCUSiF would compare more conveniently with the
annual financial statements of insured credit unions.
NCUSIF could be compared to the other deposit insurance funds more
readily.

Conclusions Adjustments to financing arrangements for NCUSIF could increase its
ability to withstand future stress and lessen the chance that taxpayers
would be asked to provide funds to support NCUSIF'S insurance commit-
ments. Establishing an available assets ratio for NCUSIF would help
assure that it has adequate liquidity. Giving NCUA the power to raise—
but not lower—the Fund's equity ratio and to raise premiums would
give NCUA more power to make adjustments in Fund equity in advance
of anticipated stress. Reducing the period in which credit unions adjust
the 1-percent deposit and remit premiums would advance cash flows
and more closely relate insurance payments and insured shares. Finally,
placing NCUSIF on a calendar fiscal year would improve the quality of its
financial statements and facilitate comparison to the other deposit
insurance funds.

Recommendations to
Congress

Congress should amend the Federal Credit Union Act to

establish an available assets ratio for NCUSIF;
authorize NCUA to raise the basic NCUSIF equity ratio, available assets
ratio, and premiums and delete its ability to set a normal operating level
below the statutory minimum; and
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provide for additional NCUA borrowing from Treasury on behalf of
NCUSIF.

Recommendations to
NCUA

NCUA should

reduce the time lag in adjusting the Fund's financing and
place NCUSIF on a calendar fiscal year.

Liquidation Priorities
Continue to Create
Problems

Credit unions and corporate credit unions with federal charters are
authorized to borrow from any source up to 50 percent of paid-in and
unimpaired capital and surplus. (12 U.S.C. 1757(a)) Paid-in and
unimpaired capital and surplus is defined as the sum of all shares and
share certificates (deposits) and undivided earnings. Therefore, the per-
missible amount of credit union leveraging by means of debts owed to
nonmembers is relatively substantial in terms of the risk it creates for
NCUSIF and members. If a credit union fails, outside creditors are cur-
rently repaid up to 100 percent before any of the proceeds from liquida-
tion are available to repay NCUSIF for its insurance losses or to redeem
any uninsured shares. After general creditors have been repaid in full,
NCUSIF and uninsured shareholders share proportionately in the
remaining funds.

We believe there are four major problems with this arrangement. First, a
credit union will experience little or no market discipline from outside
creditors, because the creditors have a very large equity cushion (the
members' shares) over and above the credit union's GAAP capital as a
protection for their claims. In effect, the total cushion is equal to the
total deposits plus the GAAP net worth of the credit union. Second, this
highly favorable position for creditors may give credit unions an unfair
advantage in competing with other types of consumer finance organiza-
tions for outside sources of financing. For example, other organizations
may have to pay higher rates when they borrow because their GAAP cap-
ital is usually the only protection available to their unsecured creditors.
Third, for a credit union whose shares are virtually 100 percent insured,
the decrease in risk for creditors is mirrored by a matching risk increase
for NCUSIF, which could cause higher NCUSIF costs in liquidation. Fourth,
the fact that shareholders are nearly all fully insured removes some of
their need to exert any discipline over the operations of their own credit
union.
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GAO attempted to address this problem in its 1982 report on liquidation
priorities by recommending that all three parties—creditors, NCUSIF, and
uninsured shareholders—be given equal priority in the event of liquida-
tion.7 Such a change would have had a favorable effect on the first three
of the problems mentioned above.

NCUA responded to our report by issuing an Interpretive Ruling and
Policy Statement changing the liquidation priorities as GAO had recom-
mended. However, the ruling was vacated in 1983 by a court order
because NCUA had not complied with the Administrative Procedures Act
in implementing it.8 NCUA proposed the new rule a second time, but with-
drew the proposal in 1986. NCUA decided that the new regulation was no
longer needed, partially because the condition of the insurance fund was
so improved by its recapitalization. A major industry argument against
the change at that time was that the proposed rule would have simply
caused creditorsi to_insist pn^pllateral for any loans to credit unions. A
requirement for collateral on all loans would have created added bor-
rowing costs for the credit unions, industry officials said, but it would
not have helped NCUSIF because the position of formerly unsecured gen-
eral creditors would have been changed into that of secured creditors,
who would therefore continue to have priority over the insurance fund
in a liquidation. While we believe that the industry's argument has
merit, the four previously discussed disadvantages of the current pri-
ority arrangements would continue unchanged.

Since the original GAO recommendation, there has been a significant
growth in corporate credit unions. As previously noted, most of the
growth in the federal corporates has been financed by their member
credit unions' share investments in excess of the $100,000 insurance
limit. We believe this has created a new problem in connection with liq-
uidation priorities: The equal ranking of the claims of NCUSIF with those
of uninsured shares puts the insurance fund unnecessarily and unfairly
at risk. Uninsured shares create most of the assets and, therefore, most
of the risk in corporates. We think it is inappropriate under these cir-
cumstances for NCUSIF to have only an equal claim on the assets with
uninsured shares if a corporate credit union fails. Instead, NCUSIF should
have priority over uninsured shares. We envision that such a change in
priority would apply to both corporate and natural person credit unions.

7The National Credit Union Administration Should Revise Liquidation Procedures to Reduce the Net
Cost of Credit Union Liquidations (GAO/GGD-82-26, Feb. 19,1982).

8CUNA v. NCUA, 573 F. Supp. 586 (D.D.C. 1983).
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However, as explained below, the impact of the change would be very
different on these two types of credit unions.

Table 7.3 shows a hypothetical comparison of claimant recoveries under
three alternative priority arrangements if a typical corporate credit
union were to fail. (Table 7.2 outlines the assumptions on which we
based the hypothetical scenarios.) The hypothetical corporate is consid-
ered typical in that only 5 percent of its shares are insured. The third
alternative in the table gives separate priorities as follows: general cred-
itors, NCUSIF, and uninsured shareholders. Such prioritization

leaves unchanged the preferred, low-risk position of general creditors;
greatly reduces the risk to NCUSIF, since NCUSIF must be fully reimbursed
for all its insurance costs before uninsured shareholders receive any
money; and
increases the risk of member credit unions that hold any uninsured
shares and, therefore, have a greater interest in the safe and sound
operation of their respective corporates.

Table 7.2: Assumptions Guiding
Hypothetical Corporate Credit Union
Scenario

Liabilities and shares:

Unsecured liabilities to general creditors $15.00

Shares (5 percent insured)

Insured shares $6.00

Uninsured shares 114.00

Total shares 120.00

Total liabilities and shares $135.00

Cash proceeds from liquidation $100.00
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Table 7.3: Failure of a Hypothetical Corporate Credit Union: Distribution of Liquidation Proceeds and Percentage Recoveries
Under Three Alternative Liquidation Priority

Alternative liquidation priorities

Arrangements

General creditors

(1) Creditors, (2) NCUSIF and uninsured shares3 $15.00
(100% recovery)

Creditors and NCUSIF and uninsured shares"

(1) Creditors, (2) NCUSIF, (3) uninsured shares0

$11.11
(74% recovery)

$15.00
(100% recovery)

Recoveries by:
NCUSIF

$4.25
(71% recovery)

$4.44
(74% recovery)

$6.00
(100% recovery)

Uninsured shares

$80.75
(71% recovery)

$84.45
(74% recovery)

$79.00
(69% recovery)

aPriorities currently used by NCUSIF.
bPriority proposed by NCUA, subsequently withdrawn.
cPriority suggested in this report.

The 100-percent recovery experienced by general creditors under the
thiMalternativerineans thatrtwoof theproblems"wepreviousTyTited are
not resolved: General creditors continue to have almost no risk, and this
lack of potential discipline may give both corporate and natural person
credit unions an unfair competitive advantage compared to other insti-
tutions that seek deposits from the market. However, we believe NCUA
can minimize these problems by limiting the amount of money credit
unions can borrow. For example, credit unions cannot currently borrow
from the CLF for the purpose of increasing their loans. No similar
restraint exists on other borrowings by natural person credit unions.
Imposition of such a restraint would help to prevent the leveraging of a
credit union beyond its own members' resources for the purpose of
expansion. We believe such a policy of restraint would help to ensure
credit union soundness. An exception to this restriction would need to be
made for borrowings by low-income credit unions from the revolving
fund that NCUA administers.

Implementation of the new liquidation priorities would have a different
effect on most natural person credit unions. Table 7.5 shows a hypothet-
ical distribution of claimant recoveries if a typical natural person credit
union were to fail, subject to the revised liquidation priorities. (Table 7.4
outlines the assumptions on which we based the scenarios in table 7.5.)
All of the assumptions in this table are the same as in table 7.2, except
that 95 percent of total shares are assumed to be insured, which is more
typical of natural person credit unions.
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Table 7.4: Assumptions Guiding
Hypothetical Natural Person Credit Union
Scenario Liabilities and shares:

Unsecured liabilities to general creditors $15.00
Shares (95 percent insured)

Insured shares $114.00
Uninsured shares 6.00

Total shares 120.00
Total liabilities and shares $135.00
Cash proceeds from liquidation $100.00

Table 7.5: Failure of a Hypothetical Natural Person Credit Union: Distribution of Liquidation Proceeds and Percentage Recoveries
Under Three Alternative Liquidation Priority Arrangements

Recoveries by:
Alternative liquidation priorities General creditors NCUSIF Uninsured shares
(1) Creditors, (2) NCUSIF and uninsured shares3

Creditors and NCUSIF and uninsured shares'3

(1) Creditors, (2) NCUSIF, (3) uninsured shares0

$15.00
(100% recovery)
$11.11
(74% recovery)
$15.00
(100% recovery)

$80.75
(71% recovery)
$84.45
(74% recovery)

$85.00
(75% recovery)

$4.25
(71% recovery)
$4.44
(74% recovery)

$0.00
(zero recovery)

Priorities currently used by NCUSIF.

bPriority proposed by NCUA, subsequently withdrawn.

cPriority suggested in this report.

In this case, adoption of the third alternative would result in the fol-
lowing differences:

NCUSIF would have somewhat reduced risk and costs.
The risks to individual members would be greatly increased on any
funds over $100,000 in their accounts, since NCUSIF would have to be
fully repaid before members could recover any money.

We are not concerned about the high risk to large deposits, as we con-
sider the mission of natural person credit unions to be one of serving
ordinary consumer savers, not large investors.

Conclusions The liquidation priorities currently used by NCUSIF still create the
problems cited in GAO'S 1982 report. The problems have been exacer-
bated by the rapid growth of corporates; this growth has been financed
in large part by corporates' issuance of uninsured shares.
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Giving NCUSIF second priority in liquidation proceeds would be an
improvement because it would diminish NCUSIF losses, at the expense of
uninsured depositors. It would not, however, increase either the risks to
or the incentives for discipline exercised by general creditors. To mini-
mize the possible lack of creditor discipline, NCUA should place more
restrictions on outside borrowing. Our specific recommendations in this
regard can be found in chapter 3 with respect to credit unions and
chapter 6 with respect to corporate credit unions.

to Congress should amend the Federal Credit Union Act to place NCUSIF in a
second position to general creditors but provide that this position rank
ahead of uninsured shares.

~At?P~fTPV "CftTTfTriPrft*;
T?KeSpOnS6

^NGUA agreed in principle with most of the recommendations in this -
chapter and disagreed with none of them. Although NCUA did not in its
letter explicitly support our recommended writedown of credit unions'
1-percent deposit in NCUSIF, after we received the agency's comments,
the NCUA Chairman testified that he continued to support this
writedown. (See app. XII.) The Department of the Treasury in its com-
ments also supported the writedown. (See app. XIII.)
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Highlights

Separation of NCUSIF
From NCUA

Key Findings It is not necessary to separate NCUSIF from NCUA at this time, provided
certain organizational and regulatory changes and other recommenda-
tions in this report are implemented.
NCUA has considerable discretion in its use of enforcement actions and is
thus vulnerable to delaying action or taking weaker actions than war-
ranted in the face of unsafe and unsound conditions.

Key Recommendations Provide that NCUA'S board be expanded to five, with the Chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary of the Treasury as ex
officio members.
Separate management responsibility for supervision and insurance
within NCUA.
Specify unsafe practices and conditions and link them formally to spe-
cific supervisory actions.

Central Liquidity
Facility

Background The Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) was established in 1979 within NCUA
to provide liquidity to the credit union industry. CLF can borrow more
than $10 billion to finance its lending activities. Such borrowings may
carry the full faith and credit of the government.

Key Findings CLF could borrow money and relend it to NCUSIF without collateral and
without prior congressional approval.
Use of CLF has been insignificant because the industry has been in liquid
condition.
Many sources of liquidity for credit unions have become available since
1979.

Key Recommendations Terminate CLF, or reduce its borrowing authority and make borrowings
subject to prior congressional approval.
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Structural Changes in NCUA

In this report, we have identified a number of areas where changes can
be made that we believe will improve credit union safety and soundness.
In this chapter, we recommend three structural changes in NCUA.

The first issue, one that is explicitly mandated in the FIRREA study
requirement, is whether or not supervision of NCUSIF should be sepa-
rated from the other functions of the NCUA Board. We have considered
both the advantages and disadvantages of having chartering, regula-
tion/supervision, and insurance functions placed within a single entity,
as is the case now.

On balance, we believe that separation is not immediately necessary if
several changes are made to help ensure that NCUSIF is protected. First,
the NCUA Board should be expanded and its composition modified. The
Board now has a chairman and two other appointed members. Providing

-that the Chairman, Federal Reserve Board, and the Secretary of the
Treasury, ex officio, should be members would provide an independent
view and broader perspective to the oversight of NCUA and the credit
union industry as well as a direct link to the Administration. Second,
separate top-level NCUA staff positions, one for supervision and one for
insurance, should be created, and the incumbents should report directly
to the NCUA Board. Finally, a series of clearly articulated unsafe and
unsound conditions and practices and the specified supervisory
responses should be developed and set forth. If, however, Congress
enacts sweeping reform that places supervision and examination of
depository institutions in a single federal regulator, credit unions should
be considered for inclusion once such an entity is operating effectively.

We are recommending two other changes that would affect the mission
and structure of NCUA to permit increased focus on the supervisory and
regulatory needs identified in earlier chapters. One change involves the
NCUA Central Liquidity Facility (CLF). CLF, established in 1979 as a signif-
icant source of credit to the industry, serves a purpose that we believe
could now be as well or better served by other means. (See p. 209.)

The third change involves the program for specially designated credit
unions with limited-income members, for which NCUA has had sole
responsibility, including administration of a special federal loan fund,
since 1986. We believe NCUA'S involvement with limited-income credit
unions should be restricted to the chartering, supervision, and insurance
of such credit unions. If special federal promotion and financing of these
enterprises is desirable, we believe it should be the responsibility of
some other federal agency.
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Separation of NCUSIF
From NCUA

The functions of chartering, regulating, supervising, and insuring credit
unions are now contained within one federal entity, NCUA. One of our
FIRREA mandates was to consider whether or not the insurance function
should be separated from the other functions. We have concluded that
the separation of the insurance function is not necessary at this time,
provided that the changes we recommend in this report are
implemented.

The 1970 legislation establishing NCUSIF and authorizing federal share
insurance for credit union accounts assigned responsibility for managing
the insurance function to NCUA, the existing federal credit union regu-
lator and supervisor. This was similar to the arrangements then existing
for state savings associations and for state-chartered banks that were
not members of the Federal Reserve System (state nonmembers). It was
identical to the arrangement then in place for federally chartered sav-
ings associations. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB)
chartered, regulated, and supervised federal savings associations and,
through one of its components—FSLIC—insured federal as well as state
associations. Accounts at state banks that are Federal Reserve System
members (state members) were then and are now insured by FDIC, but
these banks are regulated and supervised by the Federal Reserve. How-
ever, state nonmembers were and are now regulated and supervised by
FDIC. (State-chartered banks, savings associations, and credit unions are
also regulated and supervised by state bodies.) National bank accounts
were then and are now insured by FDIC, but the banks themselves are
chartered, regulated, and supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency (occ).
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Insured Institutions
Type of institution

Chartering
agency

Regulator/
supervisor Insurer

BIF-insureda

National bank

State member bank

State nonmember bank

Federal savings bank

State savings bank

OCC
State

State

OTSb

State

OCC
FRS/State

FDIC/State

OTS
FDIC/State

FDIC

FDIC

FDIC

FDIC

FDIC

SAIF-insured"

Federal savings association

State savings association

OTS
State

OTS
OTS/State

FDIC

FDIC

NCUSIF-insured

Federal credit union

State credit union

NCUA

State

NCUA

NCUA/State

aBoth BIF and the Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF) are administered

NCUA

NCUA

by FDIC, but they are
two separate funds.
bOffice of Thrift Supervision, an office within the Treasury Department.

Questions have been raised as to which of the functions—chartering,
regulation/supervision, and insurance—should be under the jurisdiction
of a single entity and which should be organizationally separated to best
provide for safe and sound depository institutions as well as to protect
the insurance funds and the American taxpayers. There is agreement
that the recent experience with the collapse of the thrift industry and its
insurer cannot be repeated in any facet of the depository institution
industry.

The experience with FHLBB in the 1980s underlined the risk of having
the chartering, regulation/supervision, and insurance functions com-
bined when the insured industry is declining and the insurance fund is
weak. Weak and insolvent savings associations were allowed to continue
in operation, even as losses built up. This was attributable to a prefer-
ence on the part of the regulator for forbearance in its own right and
because its insurance subsidiary (FSLIC) did not have sufficient resources
to resolve insolvent institutions. When FHLBB finally acted on a large
number of insolvent thrifts in 1988, it resolved them to the extent pos-
sible without cash, using instead long-term guarantees. The cost of these
transactions to the government is very high.1 In 1989, FIRREA terminated

'Troubled Financial Institutions: Solutions to the Thrift Industry Problem (GAO/GGD-89-47, Feb. 21,
1989); Failed Thrifts: FDIC Oversight of 1988 Deals Needs Improvement (GAO/GGD-90-93, July 19,
1990); and Thrift Resolutions: Estimated Costs of FSLJC's 1988 and 1989 Assistance Agreements
Subject to Change (GAP/AFMD-90-81, Sept. 13,1990).
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FHLBB and FSLIC and separated the federal chartering and supervision
functions from the insurance function. The former are housed in a new
agency (OTS) within the Department of the Treasury, and the insurance
function (Savings Association Insurance Fund) is managed by FDIC. FDIC
as insurer was also given certain regulatory and supervisory powers,
including enforcement powers, over savings associations.

There were, however, certain additional structural and other factors
that, to a considerable extent, were unique to FHLBB and the FHLB
System (FHLBS). There was a close relationship between the supervisory
entities and the savings and loan institutions themselves. FHLBB had del-
egated supervisory responsibility to the Federal Home Loan District
Banks (FHLBanks) in 1985. Unlike FHLBB, FHLBanks were not constrained by
either federal salary limits or limits on the number of employees, and it
was felt that the hiring and pay flexibility could improve supervision.
The FHLBanks, however, were owned by the very savings associations
that they were supervising. Some savings and loan officials served as
board members of FHLBanks. Our past work showed that while examina-
tions often revealed problems at institutions, corrective actions were
often untimely and/or ineffective. We identified some instances in which
undue influence by board members at an FHLBank may have contributed
to inadequate supervisory actions at troubled thrifts where these board
members were officers. In addition, the FHLB System had the explicit
statutory mandate of promoting home ownership, which, in effect, gave
it the role of industry cheerleader.

The built-in organizational conflicts of interest at FHLBB do not exist at
NCUA. Officials charged with examining and supervising credit unions
are paid by and report to NCUA itself. In addition, now the share insur-
ance fund is well financed and the industry itself seems to be in reason-
ably good condition.

We sought quantitative indicators of the impact on insurance of the
various supervisory and chartering arrangements. As indicated, FDIC is
both regulator/supervisor and insurer of state nonmember banks. We
compared FDIC and the other federal bank regulators on the basis of sev-
eral indicators of performance to determine whether FDIC'S dual respon-
sibilities were inhibiting its performance as a regulator.

First, we analyzed the GAAP insolvent FDic-insured commercial banks
open as of June 30,1990, to see if a smaller or larger percentage were
both supervised and insured by FDIC. We found that neither was the
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case. The proportion of FDic-supervised, occ-supervised, and FRS-super-
vised banks that were insolvent was about the same (.002, .005, and
.001, respectively). Of these three entities, only occ has chartering
power and thus the power to close an institution.

Another indicator of performance is the loss incurred when an institu-
tion is closed. On a percentage basis, the losses as a percentage of assets
ranged from 20 to 29 percent for banks supervised by FDIC, FRS, and occ.
We analyzed data on banks closed between October 1,1988, and Sep-
tember 30,1989, and found that estimated losses as a percentage of
assets were

20 percent for national banks,
29 percent for state member banks, and
25 percent for state nonmember banks.

An FDIC study of 1984 and 1985 failures reported that the differences in
cost of resolution between national bank failures and state bank failures
was not significant.2

We analyzed how effective federal bank regulatory agencies were in
using available enforcement actions to get bank managers to address
capital problems as well as asset, earnings, and management problems
that caused capital depletion. Bank regulators have considerable discre-
tion on how and when to use available enforcement actions. We found
that FDIC, occ, and FRS share a philosophy of working with "cooperative"
bank managers to get them to address problems identified in the super-
visory process. The wide discretion in use of actions and this shared
philosophy have resulted in a tendency toward use of informal enforce-
ment actions. Generally, the regulators have had some success in getting
banks to restore their capital to required levels but were less successful
in getting them to resolve the problems that led to the capital depletion.
While some differences existed, FDIC, occ, and FRS essentially dealt in the
same manner with banks that had capital problems. Even though FDIC,
as the insurer, has sole authority to terminate deposit insurance, and

2FDIC Banking Review, vol. I, no. 1, Fall 1988, p. 11.
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occ—as charterer—can close national banks, there was no discernible
difference between the way the regulators supervised banks.3

Separation of NCUSIF from NCUA'S chartering, regulation, and supervision
responsibilities would not, on the basis of these analyses, by itself guar-
antee either strong supervision or insurance fund health. And such a
move could result in additional and duplicative oversight costs. In addi-
tion, it can be argued that a regulator/supervisor without insurance
responsibility has less incentive to concern itself with the insurance
costs, should an institution fail.

Certain changes to NCUA'S present organizational structure are needed,
however. And the improvements in supervisory intervention that we are
recommending for banks4 should be put in place to help ensure that
NCUA has a clear mandate to act when problems are identified and to
close failing credit unions promptly.

Changes to NCUA
Organization

Composition of NCUA Board The Federal Credit Union Act as amended in 1978 provided for a three-
member NCUA Board.5 We have not analyzed its operations. We do, how-
ever, believe that it would enhance the Board's effectiveness to have, as
members, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary
of the Treasury.

3For this review, we randomly selected 72 banks that bank regulators identified as having problems
meeting minimum capital standards as of January 1988. We analyzed examination reports and
related enforcement actions taken by regulators both before and after that date. Our sampled banks
were randomly selected from three locations (Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco) and were divided
equally among the three bank regulators—OCC, FRS, and FDIC. (We could not realistically review a
sufficient number of banks to allow us to statistically project our observations across the nation, each
location, or each agency. However, we believe our observations do fairly reflect the conditions and
circumstances that can influence regulators' enforcement activities. Agency officials agreed that our
approach was reasonable and that our results would be indicative of the use of enforcement tools
related to bank capital problems. In fact, in analyzing our results, we found a statistically significant
association existed between the outcomes of sampled cases where the most forceful available action
was taken and improvement in capital condition. This statistically significant association shows a
high likelihood that, if we were to make and analyze other random samples from the same universe of
capital-deficient banks, we would get essentially the same results.)

4Deposit Insurance: A Strategy for Reform (GAO/GGD-91-26, Mar. 4,1991).

BAccording to the act, NCUA "shall be under the management of a National Credit Union Administra-
tion Board.... the Board shall consist of three members, who are broadly representative of the public
interest, appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. In appointing
the members of the Board, the President shall designate the Chairman. Not more than two members
of the Board shall be members of the same political party. (12 U.S.C. 1752a(a) and (b))
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Credit unions are increasingly involved in activities, such as real estate
lending, that banking institutions have long been authorized to perform.
They are also now permitted to offer variable rate loans and to engage
in off-balance-sheet activities. In addition, corporate credit unions are
heavily involved, directly or through U.S. Central Credit Union, in
investments in many major international commercial banks.

The presence on the NCUA Board of the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board would provide an independent view and a broader perspective on
the role and oversight of financial institutions. In addition, as the fed-
eral supervisor of state member banks and bank holding companies, he/
she can utilize experience in this area to benefit NCUA. As credit unions
grow larger and their operations more complex, this will be increasingly
valuable. Already, for example, NCUA has asked expert FRS staff to join
its staff during examinations of corporate credit unions. The presence of
such an official, because of the_exj)fficio nature of the appointment,
would also give added assurance that objective insurance decisions
would be made and that the approach to federal regulation and supervi-
sion would be consistent where applicable across industry lines.

The presence on the NCUA Board of the Secretary of the Treasury would
provide a direct link to the views of the administration on regulatory
and insurance issues concerning depository institutions, should critical
policy issues or problems develop.

As a result of the concerns expressed by NCUA and the Federal Reserve
Board in their comments on a draft of this report, we have modified our
recommendation to permit the two proposed ex officio Board members
to delegate their authority to another member of the Federal Reserve
Board or another official of the Department of the Treasury who is
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
(See apps. XII and XIV and pp. 212 to 213.)

Internal Change NCUA, as noted above, is now headed by the chairman of a three-member
Board, which has reporting separately to it through an executive
director, five offices, six regional offices, and the Asset Liquidation and
Management Center. The five offices are Information Systems, General
Counsel, Examination and Insurance, Public and Congressional Affairs,
and Chief Economist. (An NCUA organization chart is contained in app.
III.) NCUA'S Director of Examination and Insurance has told us that in
practice the six regions report through him, as does the asset center.
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If NCUSIF remains within NCUA, we believe a clearer distinction between
the chartering, regulatory, and supervisory functions and the insurance
function needs to be made. Separate positions for a Director of Supervi-
sion and a Director of Insurance should be established, each reporting
separately to the Board. This would elevate any discussions of trade-
offs, for example in favor of weakened supervision over timely insur-
ance action, to the Board level. In recommending this change, we want to
emphasize that we are not implying that NCUA'S present Director of
Examination and Insurance has not been sufficiently strong and effec-
tive. It is, rather, the organizational arrangement that needs to be
changed to ensure that NCUSIF will, in the future, continue to be
protected.

Under this new arrangement, we would envision the regional office
directors reporting to the new position of Director of Supervision and
the head of the Asset Liquidation and Management Center reporting to
the new position of Director of Insurance. The Director of Insurance
should have the mandate, authority, and resources to adequately assess
the condition of credit unions.

Tripwires Needed to
Enhance Supervision and
Failure Resolution

On the basis of our work on depository institutions over the past years,
we have concluded that a comprehensive three-part reform package is
needed that changes the way banks are regulated and supervised, and—
when failing—resolved. Our report, Deposit Insurance: A Strategy for
Reform, describes these proposed reforms. Many, but not all, are appli-
cable to NCUA and, if implemented together with the NCUA-specific rec-
ommendations elsewhere in this report, will help protect NCUSIF. Other
elements of our proposed reform approach are discussed elsewhere in
this report, such as better financial reporting (see ch. 2) and required
management and financial audit reports (see ch. 3).

Our work on bank as well as credit union supervision has shown that
examiners often prefer to work informally with managers and directors
of the financial institutions they examine to correct deficiencies. Exam-
iners lack a clear mandate and incentives to take more formal action. On
the basis of our work we have concluded that the bank regulators, in
conjunction with the industry, should develop a formal system of
phased regulatory intervention, which we refer to as "tripwires." A reg-
ulatory tripwire system would provide federal regulators with a clear
mandate to predictably address problems that impair safety and sound-
ness and to protect the insurance fund from losses. The tripwire regula-
tions should be specific enough to provide clear guidance about the
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types and timing of actions to be taken. In this way, the mandate for
more forceful regulatory action will be clear and the owners and man-
agers of insured institutions will know in advance the consequences of
actions that potentially can weaken the financial strength of their
institutions.

Such a tripwire system would be appropriate for credit unions as well as
banks. A legislative mandate should direct NCUA to (1) specify unsafe
practices or conditions that could potentially affect or have already
affected the performance of insured credit unions and (2) identify the
enforcement actions it will take to correct the unsafe practices or condi-
tions. The mandate should also generally require NCUA to use the identi-
fied enforcement actions when the practices or conditions are identified
and provide justification for instances in which such actions are not
used.

Our proposed strategy consists of four tripwires, each of which is
intended to focus supervisory attention on key indicators of unsafe
practices or conditions and create a set of expectations among institu-
tions and supervisors concerning the enforcement actions that will
follow. The tripwires, as summarized in our deposit insurance report,
are shown in table 8.2. Because credit unions as cooperatives can add to
capital only through retained earnings, the importance of the first two
tripwires is enhanced and the enforcement actions related to the third
tripwire will need to be modified. We think that NCUA, in conjunction
with Congress and the credit union industry, is in the best position to
develop the (1) accepted definitions of inherently unsafe activities and
conditions that would trigger mandatory enforcement actions and
(2) specific enforcement actions that would be taken.
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Table 8.2: Overview of Proposed Tripwire Regulatory Approach for Banks
Conditions triggering regulatory actions Examples of enforcement actions9

Tripwire 1
Unsafe practices in seemingly healthy institutions

Require plan to address problems; growth restrictions; interest rate
restrictions; higher capital and/or insurance premiums if
improvements not made; civil money penalties.

Tripwire 2
Serious asset or earnings deterioration

Require plan to address problems; growth and interest rate
restrictions; higher capital and/or insurance premiums; reduce
dividend payments; civil money penalties.

Tripwire 3
Capital deterioration below minimum regulatory standards

Recapitalization plan; force bank to recapitalize; suspend dividend
payments; restrict or eliminate asset growth; interest rate
restrictions; increase insurance premiums; prohibit subordinated
debt interest payments; perform break-up analysis.

Tripwire 4
Capital depletion

Place bank in conservatorship; terminate insurance; liquidate or
merge bank.

aThe tripwire approach would in no way preclude federal regulators from using available informal or
formal enforcement actions not listed in this table. These include such actions as removing bank officers
and directors, cease and desist orders, or prohibition orders. Furthermore, application of bank enforce-
ment actions should become progressively more severe and would include a more comprehensive set
of actions as violations become more serious.
Source: This table was presented and discussed in our report, Deposit Insurance: A Strategy for Reform
(GAO/GGD-91-26, Mar. 4,1991).

Conclusions We have concluded that it is not necessary at this time to separate
NCUSIF from NCUA to enhance industry safety and soundness and protect
the insurance fund if certain safeguards are put in place. These are
intended to help ensure that neither insurance nor supervisory decisions
are compromised by the existence of a single board. The appropriate
combination of functions also reduces the likelihood that a regulator/
supervisor will act without adequate regard for the insurance implica-
tions. The safeguards include those recommended elsewhere in this
report, such as strengthened regulation in lending areas, more frequent
and detailed financial reporting, authorization for credit unions to invest
only in corporate credit unions that are federally insured, and required
annual financial audits and management reports for all but the smallest
credit unions.

In addition, provision for an expanded NCUA Board, with two members
ex officio, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary
of the Treasury, will bring to the Board a broader perspective on finan-
cial market regulatory and insurance issues, will enhance the impor-
tance of the insurance function within NCUA, and will provide a link to
the Administration's thinking on public policy issues affecting insured
depository institutions. Other structural changes should further focus
responsibility for these two key functions.
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Recommendation to
NCUA •

A clear congressional mandate that enforcement actions should be taken
when unsafe and unsound practices or conditions are identified is also
needed. Such action will give a clear signal to both credit unions and
NCUA that actions are to be taken when problems in institutions are iden-
tified. NCUA, together with Congress and the credit union industry, is in
the best position to identify the specific conditions, practices, and
actions that should be considered in devising such a tripwire system.

With these changes, if implemented fully, an immediate separation of
the supervision and insurance functions is not needed. However, the
Congress may consider comprehensive reform of depository institution
supervision. If there is broad reform enacted that places examination
and supervision under a single federal entity, credit unions should be
considered for inclusion once such an entity is operating effectively. The
insurance function could then be placed under FDIC or a separate entity.

Immediately establish separate supervision and insurance offices that
report directly to the Board.

Recommendations to
Congress

Amend the Federal Credit Union Act to

require that NCUA, in consultation with Congress and the credit union
industry, identify specific unsafe and unsound practices and conditions
that merit enforcement action as well as the appropriate action, and pro-
mulgate these requirements by regulation;
require NCUA to take appropriate enforcement action when unsafe and
unsound conditions or practices, as specified in law or NCUA regulations,
are identified; and
provide for a five-member NCUA Board, with two members ex officio, the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary of the Trea-
sury. Authorize the two ex officio members to delegate their authority
to another member of the Federal Reserve Board or to another official of
the Department of the Treasury who is appointed by the President with
the advice and consent of the Senate.

If there is a broad reform of the depository institution regulatory struc-
ture and Congress legislates an approach that places all examination
and supervision functions under a single federal regulator, credit unions
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should be considered for inclusion once such an entity is operating effec-
tively. The insurance function could then be placed under FDIC or under
a separate entity.

The Central Liquidity
Facility Poses Risks
and Is Not Needed

The National Credit Union CLF was established as a mixed ownership
government corporation to "improve general financial stability by
meeting the liquidity needs of credit unions and thereby encourage sav-
ings, support consumer and mortgage lending, and provide basic finan-
cial resources to all segments of the economy."*? Liquidity needs were
defined to include short-term, seasonal, or long-term loans to natural
person credit unions. In addition, CLF can make secured loans to coopera-
tive share insurers and, since 1982, to NCUSIF under terms and conditions
as established by the NCUA Board. CLF is capitalized by the cash invest-
ments of its member credit unions and is governed by the NCUA Board.

The independent certified public accountant's audits of the CLF balance
sheet and income statements for the periods ending September 30,1989,
and September 30, 1988, are included in appendix V.

The key to CLF'S ability to meet the liquidity needs of the industry and
NCUSIF lies in the statutory power of the NCUA Board to borrow money on
behalf of CLF from outside the industry's own resources. As of Sep-
tember 30,1990, CLF had the statutory power to borrow about $10.9
billion for this purpose from any source. Compared with the approxi-
mately $2.1 billion in NCUSIF itself and the estimated $180 billion of
insured credit union shares at year-end 1990, this power is a very sub-
stantial one. It is also significant that a May 24,1982, Attorney General
opinion concluded that the obligations of CLF are supported by the full
faith and credit of the United States.

Actual use of CLF has been low, compared with its potential resources
and the size of the industry.7 The maximum CLF loans outstanding at any
one time was approximately $291 million in fiscal year 1985. One reason
for this low level of use is that the credit union industry has clearly not
experienced a need for major liquidity support. In fact, as we said in
chapter 2, industry liquidity began to improve significantly in 1980, just

6Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1795).

7CLF has a small staff of only four people. This small staff size has worked because CLF can draw
upon the supervisory and insurance staff and other resources of NCUA. CLF officials told us they
also rely on U.S. Central and the corporate credit union network to provide some services. For
example, they said the corporates maintain credit files on many of their members that are currently
not borrowing from CLF. (Ch. 6 discusses corporate credit unions.)
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as CLF was getting started. In the years 1980 through 1982, credit union
shares grew while loans outstanding remained virtually unchanged.
This more liquid condition has largely continued ever since. Table 8.3
shows this liquidity improvement as measured by the decrease in the
ratio of loans to shares for both federal and state credit unions. We
believe this ratio is a reasonable gauge of liquidity because unloaned
credit union funds are generally invested in assets maturing in less than
1 year.

Federally Insured Credit Unions Year-end

1976

1977

1978

1979

Federal credit unions State credit unions

86.7%

88.7

92.9

91.6

92.8%

95.3

98.1

95.8

CLF organized

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

June 30, 1990

Source: NCUA Annual Reports, 1985 and
Credit Unions.

77.4

77.3

68.2

66.5

72.7

67.4

62.9

66.5

70.6

73.2

68.9

1989; NCUA 1990 Midyear Statistics for Federally Insured

79.0

76.7

70.6

70.9

75.8

69.0

64.1

68.0

72.4

73.6

69.2

As we will describe, other sources of liquidity are now available to
credit unions. This situation is another reason why we believe CLF,
which can issue obligations the Attorney General says bear the full faith
and credit of the federal government, is neither essential nor desirable.
However, if CLF does continue to exist, we believe changes in its authori-
zation are needed to reduce its potential risk, particularly in its ability to
make unsecured loans and to borrow large sums from the public without
further congressional review and approval.
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CLF Membership,
Financial Structure, and
Operations

Membership in CLF is voluntary and is available to both federal and
state-chartered credit unions. A credit union can join CLF directly or
through a corporate credit union acting as its agent.

As of September 30,1990, approximately 13,000 credit unions were
members of CLF. However, all but 196 of these joined through their
respective corporate agents. CLF reported that about 1,500 credit unions
with aggregate total assets of $9.5 billion were not CLF members. Mem-
bership levels have been stable in recent years, and NCUA officials expect
little change.

In order to become a member of CLF, a credit union must subscribe to CLF
capital stock in an amount not less than one-half of 1 percent of its paid-
in and unimpaired capital and surplus. Half of the stock subscription
must be deposited with CLF; the other half is not remitted but is invested
in assets designated by the NCUA Board and is subject to call at the dis-
cretion of the NCUA Board. Corporate credit unions pay subscriptions on
the same basis, acting as agents for all their members that do not
directly belong to CLF. Table 8.4 shows CLF'S abbreviated statement of
condition as of September 30,1990.

Table 8.4: Assets, Liabilities, and Equity
of CLF as of September 30,1990 Dollars in millions

Assets
Cash

Investments $457

Loans to members 67

Accrued interest receivable

Total assets $533
Liabilities

Notes payable $57
Member deposits 15
Other liabilities

Total liabilities $72
Equity

Capital stock required $452

Retained earnings

$461
Total liabilities and equity $533

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding.
aCash was less than $500,000.
Source: CLF Financial Statement.
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The equity accounts do not reflect the one-half of CLF'S total capital
stock that members have subscribed to but not paid for.

The $57 million in notes payable represented CLF borrowings from the
Federal Financing Bank, a component of the Department of the Trea-
sury. As a matter of policy, all CLF borrowings have been from this
source. CLF may borrow money from any outside source, however, sub-
ject to a limit. All subscribed capital stock (required plus on-call) is
counted as a part of the base for determining how much money CLF can
borrow. By law, CLF can borrow up to 12 times the sum of its subscribed
capital and surplus. (12 U.S.C. 1795) As noted, as of September 30,
1990, in accordance with this formula, about $10.9 billion could have
been borrowed from any source.

Of the $67 million in loans to members, $52 million was outstanding in
secured loans tp_l0 credit^ imion^. As^jnatterj)f^pojicy,j:L^«jmres
these loans to be secured by collateral having a market value of at least
107 percent of the loan balance. Another two credit unions had $15 mil-
lion in loans that were guaranteed by NCUSIF as part of assistance pack-
ages granted under Section 208 of the Federal Credit Union Act. (See ch.
5 for a discussion of Section 208 assistance.) The largest concentration
of CLF assets—$422 million of its $457 million in total investments—is
in the obligations of U.S. Central Credit Union. Of this amount, $22 mil-
lion was invested in ordinary share deposits in U.S. Central. The larger
part of the investment, about $400 million, is called a "redeposit" in U.S.
Central and results from a special membership arrangement agreed to
by the NCUA Board and implemented in 1984.

The redeposit arrangement was intended to induce more credit unions to
join CLF—only about 30 percent of all active credit unions had joined in
the first 4 years of CLF operation. NCUA reported that many credit unions
believed that U.S. Central would earn a greater investment return on
their funds than would CLF because CLF investment powers were more
limited than the investment powers of credit unions. For example, credit
unions can invest in state obligations, while CLF cannot. These credit
unions therefore perceived that there was an undesirable opportunity
cost in CLF membership.

Under the special agreement, 29 corporate credit unions joined CLF as
agent members. Because of the large number of credit unions belonging
to these 29 corporates, the agreement had the immediate effect of more
than tripling CLF'S membership base from 5,300 natural person credit
unions to more than 18,000. The NCUA Board initially agreed to reinvest
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all but $50 million of CLF'S paid-in capital shares in share accounts with
U.S. Central and the corporate credit unions "... as long as liquidity
demands remain low .. ."8 This arrangement continues to be in effect. As
the industry grew, the required member shares increased, and the rede-
posit, which was $190 million as of September 30,1985, more than
doubled in size by September 30,1990.

Long-Range Concerns
About CLF Safety and
Soundness in a Period of
Industry Stress

CLF Borrowing and Lending
Authority

CLF has been relatively inactive largely because credit union liquidity
needs have been low since its establishment. At this time, we have no
reason to believe that the industry is about to encounter a period of dif-
ficulty. Were this to occur, however, CLF operations and condition could
change dramatically in two ways as a result of discretionary NCUA
actions. The changes would require NCUA policy revisions, not congres-
sional approval.

The first change relates to CLF'S borrowing activity. Industry stress
could create substantial liquidity needs in the organizations to which CLF
is authorized to lend—credit unions, private share insurers, and NCUSIF.
For 1990, there was a $600 million legislative limit on gross obligations
for all new direct CLF loans to member credit unions.9 That limit had
been set by Congress each year for about the past 10 years. (As we pre-
viously noted, the maximum amount of total outstanding CLF loans at
any one time was about $291 million, during fiscal year 1985.)

NCUA'S policy is to regard the congressional loan limit as a limit on all CLF
borrowing. However, given CLF'S capitalization as of September 30,
1990, NCUA could change this policy and borrow a total of more than $10
billion. The proceeds of such borrowing could be used to provide
liquidity to private share insurers and to NCUSIF without congressional
approval.10 CLF borrowings needed to finance such loans may carry the
full faith and credit of the government, thus exposing taxpayers to
losses on CLF loans.

8Central Liquidity Facility 1984 Annual Report, p. 5.

9P.L. 101-144; Departments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and Indepen-
dent Agencies Appropriations Act, 1990.

10The Federal Credit Union Act was amended in 1982 to empower CLF to lend money to NCUSIF.
(P.L. 97-320.) Available legislative history does not clarify the reasons for this change, but NCUA, in
the 1985 NCUSIF annual report, referred to the fund as having been "on the brink of bankruptcy" at
the time the law was amended. (NCUSIF 1985 Annual Report, p. 3.)
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Potential Unsecured Loans We are concerned about another change that could occur in CLF opera-
tions that would adversely affect the quality of its loans. While CLF
loans are currently either collateralized or are guaranteed by NCUSIF, it is
done as a matter of policy, not law. The Federal Credit Union Act does
not require any collateral security for CLF loans to NCUSIF or to credit
unions, or even that these borrowers be solvent.

CLF has been described by CLF officials as the lender of last resort for the
credit union movement. However, from a safety and soundness stand-
point, we found that CLF'S powers and potential practices in lending to
credit unions are broader in three respects than those of the traditional
lender of last resort to depository institutions, the Federal Reserve
System. These three differences follow:

Federal Reserve loans must always be secured (that is, collateralized).11

CLF^officials told us they are able to develop "... innovative solutions to^
specialized credit union problems that simply cannot be offered by the -
Federal Reserve." CLF officials point out that these differences include
longer maturities and less stringent collateral requirements.
The statutory limit on borrowing by federally insured credit unions—50
percent of their paid-in and unimpaired capital and surplus—applies to
their borrowings from the Federal Reserve but not to borrowings from
CLF, which have a statutory exemption from this limitation.

The more liberal terms and conditions of the loans that CLF could make,
compared to Federal Reserve loans to the same credit union borrowers,
mean that the risk of loan losses would be greater for CLF than for the
Federal Reserve.

Implications of Dissolving
CLF

There have been major changes in the public and private arrangements
to provide needed financial support to credit unions since CLF was estab-
lished in 1979. Given these changes and our concerns about the potential
credit risk involved in CLF lending should the industry experience
problems, we examined the potential impact of dissolving CLF by
assessing alternative sources of liquidity for the entities to which it may
lend—credit unions, NCUSIF, and cooperative insurers.

1 Acceptable collateral is confined to direct or guaranteed obligations of the United States or, subject
to specific prior approval of the Federal Reserve Board, other collateral.
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Alternative Sources of Credit Credit unions may borrow money from any source but are subject to the
Union Liquidity previously noted maximum borrowing limit. The federal entities author-

ized to lend to credit unions are the Federal Reserve System, NCUSIF, the
Federal Home Loan Bank System, and the Farm Credit Banks. These
entities have varying criteria as to the purpose, duration, and collateral
requirements of the loans.

The credit union industry in the mid-1970s envisioned a network of cor-
porate credit unions, capped by U.S. Central Credit Union, that would
eventually become a major provider of liquidity to natural person credit
unions. U.S. Central and the corporates would obtain funds for this pur-
pose by borrowing from private sector sources. U.S. Central officials
told us that a liquidity shortage created the need to establish additional
external lines of credit beyond those obtained from the private sector.
Thus, CLF was established. At the time of this report, however, the cor-
porate network was more fully developed. NCUA officials told us that by
1989,10 corporate credit unions, including U.S. Central, had reported to
them that various types of credit lines totaling at least $8 billion were
available from such private sources as banks and brokers. Corporate
credit unions, acting as intermediaries, also facilitate borrowing and
lending between natural person credit unions in different geographic
regions and in response to varying needs, such as low versus high local
loan demand. Comprehensive data, however, are not available to indi-
cate the volumes and trends in these transactions. This intra-industry
financing should reduce the need for outside borrowing.

The Monetary Control Act of 1980 for the first time authorized natural
person credit unions that offer transaction (that is, share draft)
accounts to borrow from Federal Reserve Banks. (12 U.S.C. 461(b)(7))
Short-term liquidity needs of such credit unions with qualifying collat-
eral can thus be met at the Federal Reserve discount window. However,
according to Federal Reserve officials, only a few credit unions have
done so.

NCUSIF, recapitalized in 1985, now has substantial funds for closing
insolvent credit unions, for temporarily assisting them in order to pre-
vent closing, and for other purposes (see ch. 2). As of September 30,
1990, NCUSIF held cash and investments, net of direct and contingent lia-
bilities, of $1.8 billion, and Treasury was authorized by the Federal
Credit Union Act to lend the fund another $100 million. We believe the
provision of liquidity assistance to distressed or failing credit unions is
an insurance function that properly should be carried out by NCUSIF and
reflected on its balance sheet. However, this activity is somewhat
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obscured in cases in which NCUSIF guarantees some CLF loans to credit
unions. While the outstanding balance of such guarantees of CLF loans is
now disclosed in a footnote to the NCUSIF financial statements, it does not
appear on the balance sheet because it is a contingent liability on which
no estimate of losses has been made.

The fourth potential source of liquidity for credit unions is the FHLBS.
FIRREA authorized credit unions to join that system if they held at least
10 percent of their total assets in residential mortgage loans and met
certain other criteria. (12 U.S.C. 1422(b)) Among the benefits of mem-
bership is the right to borrow funds (referred to as "advances") to meet
overnight or longer term needs if appropriate collateral is provided. The
first credit union to join the system, one of the nation's 50 largest, did so
in October 1990. Only one other application to join the FHLBS was on file
as of October 15,1990.

A fifth potential source of liquidity for federal credit unions is the Farm
Credit Banks. The administration of the Federal Credit Union Act was
originally vested in the Farm Credit Administration and its Governor.
Since the act was passed in 1934, federal credit unions have been
authorized to borrow up to 100 percent of their paid-in and unimpaired
capital and surplus from federal intermediate credit banks, which are
now known as Farm Credit Banks. The limit for these borrowings is
twice the amount that a federal credit union can legally borrow from
any other source except CLF. As of October 15, 1990, none have done so,
according to Farm Credit Administration officials. These officials also
told us that the Farm Credit System has little information on credit
unions. We believe this borrowing authority is an anachronism, put into
effect because credit unions were once administered by the Farm Credit
Administration. We see no reason why it should be continued.

Corporate Credit Unions and the Corporates may also join CLF as agent members and have done so
Private Share Insurers Should through U.S. Central Credit Union. Corporate credit unions are not rou-
Not Need CLF tinely eligible to use the Federal Reserve discount window because they

are classified as "banker's banks."12 They can, however, borrow from
within the industry. We have been told by both NCUA and credit union

12The corporates are classified as what are popularly known as "banker's banks" as defined by the
Federal Reserve's Regulation D. A banker's bank is a financial institution primarily owned by and
doing business only with other financial institutions and not the general public. This status is econom-
ically desirable for corporate credit unions because banker's banks are, unlike other depository insti-
tutions, exempt from the requirement of maintaining noninterest-bearing reserve accounts at the
Federal Reserve. However, Federal Reserve's Regulation A provides that financial institutions that
are not required to maintain reserves under Regulation D are not routinely permitted to borrow from
the Fed's discount window.
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officials that corporates have a long tradition of mutual self-help when
problems develop. Such help comes from their own respective credit
union members and also from other corporates, including U.S. Central.13

An advantage for the corporates of having CLF financial support in a
distress situation lies in CLF'S low borrowing cost. We believe that a
financially sound corporate with acceptable collateral should meet its
liquidity needs in private markets and that a distressed corporate, if
insured by NCUSIF, should request Section 208 assistance from NCUA.

Cooperative share insurance funds can also borrow from CLF. Title III of
the Federal Credit Union Act empowers the NCUA Board, on behalf of
CLF, to :

"advance funds on a fully secured basis to a State credit union share or deposit
insurance corporation, guaranty credit union, or guaranty association. Such
advance shall not exceed twelve months in maturity, shall be relent at an interest
rate not exceeding that imposed by the Facility, and shall not be renewable. (12
U.S.C. 1795f(a)(16).)"

We have no reason to believe that CLF is an indispensable source of
credit to the cooperative insurance funds.14 It would seem that these
funds should normally be able to borrow from private sector sources,
though possibly at higher interest rates. Alternatively, it would seem
likely that if the available collateral security is composed of marketable
assets, these assets could be sold by the insurers, thus avoiding their
need to borrow.

In any case, CLF common stock, owned in part by federally insured credit
unions, is at risk in CLF; the U.S. government has a contingent liability
for CLF debt; and the potentially lower interest rates on CLF loans are
possible because of their government backing. The conditions imply a
degree of federal support for private cooperative insurance enter-
prises—a questionable public policy.

13For example, officials of one corporate credit union that had experienced investment losses told us
that it was supported, beginning in 1980, for a 7-year period by a combination of loans and special
deposits at below-market rates from various industry sources, including its own member credit
unions, other corporates, and U.S. Central. Cash and noncash support was also provided by NCUA
and NCUSIF.

14Iri the 11-year history of CLF, it has made only one loan—for $3 million in fiscal year 1983—to a
cooperative share insurer.
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Other Concerns Related to
CLF Operations

Policy for Adding to CLF
Reserves Is Not Progressing
Toward Achievement of Long-
RangeGoal

As of September 30,1990, CLF had reserves (retained earnings) of $9
million, or about 1.7 percent of total assets. The NCUA Board has stated
that CLF activities are not completely risk free. According to the 1988
CLF Annual Report, the NCUA Board has set a long-range goal for these
reserves at 4 percent of assets. However, actual additions to reserves
have not been large enough to improve the relationship of reserves to
assets, as shown in table 8.5.

of Assets Dollars in millions

September 30

1986
- - - 1987 -

1988

1989
1990

Reserves

$6.2

6.8 _

7.6
8.3
9.0

Assets

$409.0

.._ 481.5
540.7

565.6

533.0

Reserves/assets

1 .5%

1.4
1.4

1.5
1.7

Source: CLF Annual Report for 1986,1987,1988, and 1989 and CLF audited financial statement for
1990.

At fiscal year-end 1990, CLF would have needed $21 million in retained
earnings to reach the 4-percent level—an increase of $12 million. CLF
has reported income after dividends to members in each fiscal year of its
operations, ranging from a low of $15,000 in fiscal year 1982 to a high
of $2,400,000 in fiscal year 1984. A decrease of about 34 percent in CLF'S
$35 million dividend to members would have accomplished the 4 percent
target level. However, the actual addition to retained earnings for 1990
was only about $686,000.

The dividend rate on CLF'S redeposit with U.S. Central in recent years
appears to have been a major if not the controlling factor in determining
CLF'S annual net income. This situation occurred because the rate on the
dividend paid to CLF is "administered," that is, the rate is arrived at by
agreement between CLF and U.S. Central—so that the dividend amount,
when "combined with all of CLF'S other earnings is sufficient to pay CLF'S
entire operating and reserving costs."15

It could be argued that a 4-percent reserve is higher than necessary at
this time because CLF has high-quality assets and a loss-free history. In

15CLF Annual Report, 1989, p. 7.
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an industry crisis, however, CLF could grow through authorized outside
borrowing to about 20 times its present size. It would also see its asset
quality deteriorate as assets shifted from investments to loans to credit
unions, especially if the policy to collateralize loans were relaxed or dis-
continued. At such a point, the relationship of reserves to assets could
be decreasing even though the need for a larger cushion against losses
might be indicated. The book value of CLF stock, which is owned by its
members, would be impaired as soon as the retained earnings account
was exhausted.

In these circumstances, financially healthy credit unions with no fore-
seeable need to borrow from CLF might prudently decide to withdraw
from membership, and the CLF might be destabilized. A CLF member
whose stock represents less than 5 percent of CLF stock outstanding may
withdraw on 6 months notice; if the member's stock represents 5 per-
cent or more, 24 months' notice is required. (12 U.S.C. 1795(c)) If CLF
loan losses were large, the impact on other credit union members that
had not withdrawn might be significant.

CLF's Investment Powers Are The law currently permits CLF to invest in obligations of the United
Too Broad States or its agencies, to make deposits in federally insured financial

institutions, and to invest in shares or deposits in credit unions. Such
investment powers, in our opinion, were acceptable on the assumption
that CLF debt did not carry the full faith and credit of the United States.
This is because a loss on CLF investments that were financed with bor-
rowed money would not have explicitly contributed to the government's
risk in standing behind CLF'S debts. However, in 1982, more than 3 years
after the legislation established CLF, the Attorney General determined
that CLF debt had government backing. Because of this opinion, we
believe it would have been prudent and in the government's best interest
for CLF to have changed its policy by limiting its investments to federal
obligations only. This change would eliminate credit risk from the
investment portfolio.

Some critics have singled out CLF'S redeposit in U.S. Central as being of
questionable safety and soundness. We believe that the degree of safety
of this investment hinges in part on whether or not CLF'S claim would
have priority over all U.S. Central member claims in the event of liqui-
dation. In 1987, U.S. Central reported to CLF an opinion of counsel that
CLF'S claims would have priority over its members' claims in the event of
liquidation. U.S. Central officials told CLF that it would share this
opinion with its charterer and supervisor, the Kansas Credit Union
Administrator, for review and evaluation. However, as of February
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1991, CLF officials told us that CLF had not received the Kansas Adminis-
trator's evaluation.

Conclusions We see no clear reasons why the actual and potential beneficiaries of
CLF—corporate and natural person credit unions, private share insurers,
and NCUSIF—should not be able to operate successfully if CLF were to be
dissolved. We believe the legitimate needs of all parts of the CLF constit-
uency can be met by other, more appropriate providers. A transition
period for the very few existing borrowers to make other credit arrange-
ments might be required.

Dissolution of CLF would relieve the long- and short-term concerns we
have discussed concerning its operations. Foremost among these,
unlikely though it may be, is that the current CLF legal structure would
pennitjnajorjupport of NCUSIF without current congressional debate
and approval. The other safety and soundness concefhs weTfave raised
are heightened by the fact that CLF borrowing in support of its loan and
investment programs is backed, according to the Attorney General, by
the full faith and credit of the U.S. government. Except for assistance to
insolvent credit unions, which should be given by NCUSIF if it is given at
all, we see no justification for the government to back other CLF
transactions.

Recommendations to
Congress

CLF, as established by Title III of the Federal Credit Union Act, should be
dissolved.

If CLF is to continue to operate, we recommend statutory changes to limit
the risk in its operations. These should include /',

sharply reducing CLF borrowing authority from the current level of 12
times subscribed capital and surplus;
requiring the terms and conditions of CLF loans to be no more liberal
than those made by the Federal Reserve; and
prohibiting CLF loans or guarantees of any kind to NCUSIF, and, in the
event the NCUA Board certifies that CLF does not have sufficient funds to
meet liquidity needs of credit unions, authorize the Department of the
Treasury to lend to NCUSIF, rather than to CLF, in order to meet such
needs.
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The power of federal credit unions to borrow from the Farm Credit
Banks, as provided for in the Federal Credit Union Act, should be
removed.

NCUA's Role as
Regulator and Insurer
Conflicts With Role of
Administrator of
Revolving Loan Fund

Credit unions designated as limited-income credit unions are permitted
to accept deposits from nonmembers and are eligible for loans from a
special federal fund. Limited-income credit unions are those that have
been designated as serving "predominantly low-income members." (See
ch. 1.) As of the June 30,1990,181 credit unions were considered lim-
ited-income credit unions; 161 (89 percent) of these had under $2 million
in assets. Limited-income credit unions received two benefits that were
not shared by other credit unions. All insured credit unions may accept
deposits from members, public units, and nonmember credit unions. Fed-
erally chartered limited-income credit unions, unlike other federal credit
unions, may also accept deposits from other nonmember entities.16

Limited-income credit unions may also participate in the Community
Development Revolving Loan Program for Credit Unions. The Commu-
nity Development Revolving Loan Fund was established by "A Joint
Resolution Making Further Continuing Appropriation for the Fiscal Year
1980 and for Other Purposes" of 1979 (P.L. 96-123) with $6 million, to
support the efforts of credit unions active in (a) providing basic finan-
cial and related services to residents in their communities; and (b) stimu-
lating economic activities in the communities they service. (12 C.F.R.
705.2) In order to participate in the program, a credit union must have a
current limited-income designation. In addition, a limited-income credit
union must increase its member and nonmember share deposits by an
amount at least equal to the loan amount.

Loan activity has been very limited in scope, but loan experience has
been satisfactory. Before 1990, there were two sets of loans made by the
fund as shown in table 8.6.

16An NCUA regulation issued in July 1989 now limits all public unit and nonmember accounts to 20
percent of the total shares of a federal credit union. (12 C.F.R. 701.32(b)) A credit union may, how-
ever, seek an exemption from this limit. This regulation was put into place shortly after a federal
limited-income credit union with a large number of nonmember accounts failed because of fraudulent
activity. According to NCUA, this limit balances the interests of a credit union in accepting deposits
from public units, nonmember credit unions, and other nonmember entities (in the case of low-income
credit unions) with the risk posed to the credit union and NCUSIF resulting from the potential misuse
of the funds.
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Table 8.6: Lending by the Community
Development Revolving Loan Fund

Issue date
10-01-80
12-30-83
Total

Number of
credit

unions
28

16
39"

Aggregate
amount of
loans
$4.5 million
2.2 million
$6.7 million

Average
loan per

credit union

$161,000
$137,500
$172,000

Total losses
Oa

$57,670
$57,670

aOne 1980 loan for $100,000 was refinanced for $200,000 in 1983 and subsequently experienced a
$35,190 loss.

bRve credit unions participated in both sets of loans.
Source: NCUA, Community Development Revolving Loan Fund records.

All loans carried an original maturity of 5 years and, with the exception
of the three loans on which losses were experienced, had been repaid in
full by December 31,1988. Lending activity resumed in 1990 and as of
December 31,1990,14 loans amounting to over $2 million had been
approved; Loan applications show that the limited-income credit unions -
plan to use the loan money primarily to increase liquidity and to expand
their loan portfolios to include greater mortgage, home renovation, con-
sumer, automobile, and small business lending.

The Community Development Credit Union Revolving Loan Fund
Transfer Act (P.L. 99-609) designated NCUA as administrator of the
fund. NCUA delegated management of the fund to the president of the
Central Liquidity Facility. He in turn delegated the authority to grant
loans from the fund to the NCUA regional directors. The NCUA directors
have not been given any guidance on monitoring those credit unions that
received loans from the fund.

In the fiscal year 1990 budget, OMB suggested that the balance of the
fund be transferred to the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation, an
independent agency that provides technical services and assistance to
improve and preserve housing in low-income communities. OMB said it
was concerned that NCUA'S management of the Revolving Loan Fund
would conflict with NCUA'S primary mission as a regulator, which is to
ensure the safety and soundness of the credit union industry.

Conclusion We, like OMB, believe that the fund should be administered by an organi-
zation that does not have supervisory responsibility for the credit
unions to which the loans are made. The fund's objectives—providing
basic financial services and promoting community development—could
conflict with NCUA'S basic supervisory responsibility.
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Recommendation to
Congress

We recommend that Congress amend the Community Development
Credit Union Revolving Fund Transfer Act to designate an entity other
than NCUA as administrator of the fund.

Agency Comments and
Our Response

NCUA substantially agreed with many of the recommendations in this
chapter and described actions it has taken related to them or proposals
for modifying them.

NCUA objected to separating the insurance and supervision functions
within NCUA at this time. And, if a single depository institution regulator
were to be established and operating effectively, NCUA would strongly
oppose being made part of that agency. NCUA'S detailed comments on our
recommendations and our response are presented in appendix XII.

NCUA objected to the expansion of the NCUA Board to five members and
the inclusion of the Secretary of the Treasury and Federal Reserve
Chairman on the grounds that it is unworkable because they might not
be able to attend all Board meetings.

The purpose of this recommendation is threefold. It is to (1) ensure that
NCUA'S Board includes members who can bring a broader perspective on
financial market regulatory and insurance issues; (2) enhance the impor-
tance of the insurance function; and (3) provide a link to the administra-
tion's thinking on public policy issues affecting insured depository
institutions. NCUA appeared to object to the recommendation because it
believes the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board would not be able to attend many meetings and that
Board decisions would therefore require a unanimous vote of the other
three members. NCUA also indicated that over the past several years
there have been periods with at least one vacancy on the three-member
board.

The Department of the Treasury, in its comments, did not disagree with
our recommendation but pointed out that its current legislative proposal
calls for the director of the proposed Office of Depository Institutions
Supervision to be, ex officio, on the NCUA Board. The Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board did not comment on the desirability of expanding
the NCUA Board and providing for ex officio members. He did say, how-
ever, that making the Federal Reserve Chairman an ex officio member
could distract from the Federal Reserve's ability to focus on its principal
responsibilities.
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We continue to believe it is critical for the future soundness of NCUSIF
that the objectives of our recommendation be achieved and that the Fed-
eral Reserve Chairman and the Secretary of the Treasury are in the best
position to accomplish these objectives. To provide some flexibility,
however, we have modified our recommendation so that they could dele-
gate authority to another presidentially appointed and Senate-confirmed
official within their respective organizations.

In regard to our CLF recommendation, NCUA said that NCUSIF and credit
unions must be assured of backup liquidity prior to terminating CLF.
While we believe ample alternative liquidity sources exist, and that CLF
is not needed, our recommendation provides that, at the least, Congress
needs to sharply curtail the risks that CLF could incur without further
congressional review. We believe this should be done without delay,
although we continue to prefer the termination of this facility.
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Highlights

Background The law specifies three types of common bondr occupational, associa-
tional, and community. Most credit unions (over 10,000) have common
bonds primarily made up of occupational groups.
Credit unions can now offer the same range of consumer lending prod-
ucts as banks and thrifts. In addition to powers held directly, they can
offer services, such as insurance, through third-party affiliates.

Key Findings Credit unions are successfully competing with other depository institu-
tions, due in part to loosened membership restrictions, and expanded
asset and account powers.
NCUA has loosened the definition of "common bond" considerably in the
past decade. Since 1982, groups with different common bonds can
belong to one credit union.
Expansions of common bond helped in merging troubled credit unions
but made it more difficult for members to know each other's
creditworthiness.
Credit unions are generally exempt from federal and state taxation.
Congress did not specify in legislation the reason for the federal
exemption.

Matter for
Congressional
Consideration

If common bond is important to ensuring the safety and soundness of
credit unions and distinguishing them from other insured depository
institutions, legislative guidance should be provided on the purpose and
limits of the common bond and multiple group charters.
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Evolution of Credit Unions' Role in the
Financial Marketplace

Credit unions have existed side-by-side with commercial banks and sav-
ings associations for most of this century. Clear differences between
them and these other depository institutions still exist but are dimin-
ishing as a result of congressional and regulatory actions. The most sig-
nificant of the changes affecting credit unions occurred in the 1970 to
1989 period and include the authorization of federal insurance in 1970,
the steady expansion of the criteria that define the membership require-
ment, the authorization to make long-term and variable-rate loans, and
the authorization to offer a variety of accounts. The principal impact of
these changes can be seen in the continued growth of the industry.

As credit unions have become larger and increasingly compete with
banks and savings associations, questions have been raised about the
purpose of the present common bond membership requirement and
credit union tax treatment. The membership requirement has been
relaxed by NGUA to facilitate mergers, make credit union servicesjnore\___
widely available, and provide a diversity of membership to help credit
unions weather economic downturns. This relaxation has also helped
enable them to grow larger. As of mid-1990, 3,174 credit unions had
assets of $10 million or more; 375 credit unions had assets of $100 mil-
lion or more. Untaxed credit unions are increasingly seen as competitors
of taxed banks and savings associations in providing personal loans and
depository services.

Congress has not explicitly addressed the reasons for or outer limits of
the common bond membership requirement. Given the changes in the
industry in the past two decades (broader asset and account powers,
provision of share insurance, and relaxation of the common bond
requirement), this is an appropriate time to provide the legislative guid-
ance that will help define credit unions' future role as depository insti-
tutions by clarifying the purpose and limits of the common bond
requirement.

Expansion of Field of
Membership

A traditional distinguishing characteristic of credit unions has been the
understanding that their members share a common bond and that this
common bond facilitates their judgment as to the creditworthiness of
fellow members and thus contributes to the credit union's safety and
soundness. Federal credit unions and credit unions in most states are
required to establish and demonstrate a common bond in order to obtain
a charter. Over the years, however, the common bond requirements
have been loosened considerably. Today, groups with very different
common bonds are permitted to belong to a single credit union. Some
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credit unions have dozens—even hundreds—of common bonds. The
term "field of membership" is often used to encompass multiple common
bonds.

The Federal Credit Union Act in 1934 set forth, without defining fur-
ther, three types of common bond: occupation; association; or geo-
graphic location in a well-defined neighborhood, community, or rural
district. Table 9.1 shows the most recent data available on the distribu-
tion of credit unions by type of common bond. The evolution in the
meaning of these three types of common bond is discussed in this
section.

Common Bond (June 30, 1990)

Number

Assets

Occupational

10,239

$169.8 billion

Associational

1,966
$10.4 billion

Community

891
$15.2 billion

Members:

Actual

Potential

46.8 million

125.8 million

3.9 million

41 .6 million

4.6 million

42.4 million

Note: NCUA officials advise that the type common bond of credit unions with multiple group charters is
considered to be that of the majority of their common bonds. Seven credit unions with assets totalling
$140 million are in an "other" category and are not included in this table.

Source: 1990 Midyear Statistics for Federally Insured Credit Unions, NCUA.

Early History The first credit unions in North America were formed around certain
groups of otherwise associated people. For example, the members of the
first credit union in the United States were associated with St. Mary's
church in New Hampshire, where a special law was passed in April 1909
permitting its incorporation. A few weeks later, Massachusetts enacted
the first general credit union law in the country. Those forming credit
unions in Massachusetts in the early 20th century saw credit unions as
associations composed of members who knew each other. In the first
third of the century, many states enacted laws for chartering and regu-
lating credit unions, laws that generally included common bond
requirements.

The Federal Credit Union Act in 1934, which first authorized federal
charters for credit unions, limited membership in a federal credit union
to groups having "a common bond of occupation or association, or to
groups within a well-defined neighborhood, community, or rural dis-
trict." (12 U.S.C. 1759)
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Congress did not, however, elaborate on this definition at the time or
express the reason for the requirement. Although courts have inferred
that the purpose of the 1934 common bond requirement was to facilitate
safe and sound operations, the legislative history does not make this
explicit. Congress has not addressed the issue in subsequent amend-
ments to the Federal Credit Union Act or other legislation.

Those associated with the early credit union movement developed what
is now referred to as a model credit union act. This document was
intended to be used by states in drafting their own credit union legisla-
tion, thereby assuring some national conformity. With respect to
common bond, the model act as worded in 1924 stated:

"Credit union organizations shall be limited to groups (of both large and small mem-
bership) having a common bond of occupation, or association or to groups within a
well-defined neighborhood, community or rural district."

Federal Credit Unions NCUA began expanding the criteria for the federal credit union common
bond in the 1960s and did so steadily through 1989. These changes were
documented in internal manuals and policy statements. Two significant
changes occurred before 1972. In 1967, NCUA replaced its prior require-
ment that members be "extensively acquainted" with the requirement
that members "know" each other. And, in 1968, NCUA adopted lifetime
membership privileges ("once a member always a member").

In 1972 NCUA issued a chartering manual. This manual described
common bond as:

"a characteristic prerequisite to the fulfillment of group objectives and when pre-
sent among persons of related interests and purposes, these persons could be
expected to effectively operate a credit union."

The 1972 manual set forth definitions of the three types of common
bond.

• Occupational bond: Members are employed by the same employer or in
that employer's related activities. NCUA said it preferred a field of mem-
bership confined to people "who work in" one locality and required an
explanation for a field that included employees "who are paid from or
supervised by" several locations.

• Associational bond: Members belong to an organization in which partici-
pation fosters common loyalties and mutual interests. NCUA stated that
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the association should be firmly established before it sought a credit
union; it should not be established for the purpose of forming a credit
union. The charter should restrict membership to people who were qual-
ified under the association's rules at the time NCUA approved the
charter.
Residential bond: Members are residents within a well-defined geograph-
ical area who have a community of interests, activities, and objectives.
NCUA stated that this common bond may include people who work in an
area as well as residents. Because residential groups are less likely than
occupational groups to share a community of interest, NCUA recom-
mended forming a credit union along occupational rather than residen-
tial lines in urban areas, defined as areas with population of 2,500 or
more.

A revised chartering manual was issued in 1980. It further loosened the
definition of common bond.

"Common bond is defined as the sharing of some unifying factor or characteristic
among persons which simultaneously links them together and distinguishes them
from the general public."

The three types of common bond were defined as follows:

Occupational bond: Members are (1) employed by the same employer or
(2) work in related activities within a general locality or (3) work in a
limited specified area.
Associational bond: Members belong to an association in which partici-
pation fosters common loyalties, mutual benefits, and mutual interests.
NCUA stated that the organization should hold regular meetings or
sponsor other activities that provide contact among members.
Community bond: There is regular contact among people who live or
work in a well-defined neighborhood, community, or rural district.
Renters as well as owners may be members of the group. NCUA stated
that the burden of proving the existence of a well-defined community is
on the charter applicant.

NCUA also added new standard language for all types of common bond
that further loosened the federal definition of common bond.

"Field of membership includes spouses of people who died while eligible for mem-
bership, employees of credit unions, members of their immediate family, and organi-
zations of such persons."
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Major changes were again made in 1982. For the first time, credit unions
could have members with different common bonds. Occupational and
associational credit unions could merge or be merged by NCUA. Likewise,
associational groups could add as members individuals within a defined
community. A multiple group field of membership could thus include
groups with different common bonds.1 NCUA'S immediate need for
authorizing such multiple group charters was to enable it to merge credit
unions that would otherwise close or fail. The Federal Credit Union Act
was amended in October 1982 to allow NCUA to merge or to transfer
some of the assets and liabilities of a credit union that was insolvent or
in danger of insolvency to another federally insured credit union. NCUA
also saw the change as a way of making credit union services available
to those who previously had not had access. The 1982 changes have
been described by NCUA as the start of its "deregulation" of field of
membership criteria.2

In 1983, NCUA expanded the authority of its regional directors to
approve multiple group fields of membership to include not only groups
within a well-defined area of the main credit union office, but groups
situated around existing branch offices.3 (However, NCUA advised a
credit union should not establish a new branch office for the purpose of
expanding its field of membership.)

In November 1984, NCUA issued a consolidated statement of existing pol-
icies. It also added special rules for credit unions chartered by senior
citizen associations, noting that its policy was to sponsor and assist the
formation of senior citizen associations for the purpose of providing
credit union services to their members.

NCUA also made certain other changes in 1984:

Occupational and associational groups: NCUA announced a new require-
ment for adding new groups to an existing credit union. If a new group
was eligible for membership in another credit union, the group must

'in multiple groups composed of associational and/or occupational groups, each group was required
to have its own common bond and all groups were to be within a well-defined area. In multiple groups
in which at least one of the groups had a community field of membership, the combined field was
limited to a narrower geographical area, such as a well-defined neighborhood, community, or rural
district.

2NCUA Interpretative Ruling and Policy Statement 84-1, "Membership in Federal Credit Unions,"
November 1984.

3NCUA defines a branch office as any office where an employee accepts deposits and disburses loans.
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explain the reason for rejecting that service. NCUA also changed the
branching policy set out in 1983 to allow credit unions to add groups as
a partial justification for a new branch. NCUA explained that the limita-
tion set out in 1983 denied service to existing fields of membership and
was difficult to enforce.
Community-based groups: NCUA specified that in instances when a credit
union proposed expanding its boundaries, a regional director could
approve the addition if the resulting field of membership was under
35,000. If the field was over 35,000, NCUA headquarters had to approve
the charter amendment. (This policy, it said, does not apply when a
community-based credit union wanted to add occupational or associa-
tional groups outside its boundaries. In such instances the regional
director could make the decision, regardless of the size of the resulting
field of membership.)

In 1987, NCUA chartered an "associational" credit union to serve the
members of the American Association of Retired Persons. The fact that
NCUA could and did charter a credit union with such a large potential
national membership—the AARP credit union claimed a potential mem-
bership of 19 million—raised considerable concern.4 It also did not seem
entirely consistent with NCUA'S policy, dating back to 1980, that in an
association having many members or covering a large area, "separate
credit unions should be organized, where possible, on the basis of local
chapters or other units that will provide compact fields of membership
and convenient credit union service."5

In December 1989, NCUA published a manual that "sets forth for the first
time in one place NCUA'S policies and procedures for granting and per-
mitting change to a Federal credit union charter."6 In it, NCUA reempha-
sized its prior policy concerning large credit unions: NCUA policy is to
organize associational charters at the lowest organizational level which
is economically feasible. The policy required that associational charters
needed to have geographical or operational area limitations and to hold
annual meetings. NCUA also changed its procedures to require approval
by NCUA'S Director of Examination and Insurance and the directors of all
affected regions before issuing a federal charter to any associational
credit union with proposed fields of membership of 500 or more persons
that cross NCUA regional boundaries. The 1984 policy on expanding the

4In 1990, AARP announced it was disbanding its credit union, due to a lack of participation.

6Chartering and Organizing Manual for Federal Credit Unions, March 1980, p. 4-1.

6Chartering and Field of Membership Manual, p. i.
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field of membership of community-based credit unions was also modi-
fied in 1989. They can no longer add groups outside their boundaries.
The only way they can increase their field of membership is by
expanding their boundaries consistent with community-based member-
ship criteria.

State Credit Unions ^is difficult to obtain current information on the common bond or field
of membership laws and regulations with respect to state credit unions.
NCUA officials in Washington do not have current data. One reference
book has been the Credit Union National Association's Comparative
Digest of Credit Union Acts. It was last updated in 1986, and CUNA offi-
cials told us CUNA has no present plans to update this volume. The 1986
digest, however, noted that "Following the federal credit union lead, the
field of membership of credit unions was broadened in a number of
states in1984-85—(p. iv)r4t listed-1-6 states with-acts similar-to the fed=
eral act7 and 7 with acts similar to the present model credit union act.8

(The model act is broader than the federal act because field of member-
ship, it says, "may include but is not necessarily limited to groups
having common bond.") Laws vary in the other states. For example, in
Rhode Island, Oregon, and Puerto Rico, the digest reported that the state
legislation refers to credit unions' bylaws for a definition of field of
membership.

We asked the National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors if
that organization had more recent data. Officials told us that they had
conducted a survey in 1987 of state chartering and merging policies.9

Thirty-nine of the 40 state bodies that responded said their states allow
mergers. All but three said that credit unions with unlike common bonds
can be merged. Thirty-four state statutes allow community charters; 24
of these do not impose a population limit. Officials were not aware of
any significant changes in common bond requirements since 1988.

In Utah, credit unions can have statewide fields of membership. The
director of Utah's State Department of Financial Institutions wrote us
defining and supporting his state's law and practices. The law, he said,

7The states are Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minne-
sota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, North Dakota, Tennessee, Texas and Washington. Compara-
tive Digest of Credit Union Acts, CUNA, 1986.

8The states are Georgia, Hawaii, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, and North Carolina.

9State Chartering and Merger Policy Survey, National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors,
1988.
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does not specifically address statewide fields of memberships. However,
it does authorize fields of membership that include contiguous Utah
counties. He said there are numerous reasons for this practice, which
was first authorized several years ago. First, he said it would be hard
not to allow it as it does not conflict with any laws. Second, he said,
Utah has found it best to give credit unions the maximum flexibility to
define their fields of membership. He emphasized that permitting indi-
viduals who were once members to always be members (as NCUA has
allowed for federal credit unions) had already resulted in situations
where "the original common bond is rapidly diluted to the point where it
becomes virtually non-existent. The field of membership then becomes
nothing more than an arbitrary designation of certain people in the gen-
eral population."

Finally, he said, Utah has seen several instances in which restrictions on
fields of membership would have adversely affected the safety and
soundness of the credit unions. He cited a case in which a company had
closed but its credit union was still healthy because it opened member-
ship first to the community and then to the whole state. He added that
he saw competition between credit unions for members.

We asked NCUA officials if, in approving a state credit union for NCUSIF
insurance, NCUA considers its common bond. Common bond is considered
only as part of NCUA'S assessment of economic viability, they said. If the
credit union has under 500 potential members, it is unlikely to succeed
and must provide convincing support to the contrary.

Challenges in Court Expanded powers and relaxed common bond restrictions have brought
credit unions into more direct competition with other depository institu-
tions, such as banks. Banking institutions, in response to the increased
composition, have gone to court to stop credit union charters that define
particularly large fields of membership on the grounds that potential
members do not share the requisite common bond. The lawsuits have to
date met mixed results.

The North Carolina Supreme Court, in a case brought by the state
banking and savings and loan associations, ruled that a proposed field of

•^-membership did not satisfy the common bond requirement established
/ by stateXtatute.10 A credit union serving North Carolina state govern-

/ ment employees attempted to add to its field of membership a group

10In re Appeal of North Carolina Savings and Loan League, 276 S.E. 2d 404 (N.C. 1981).
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consisting of local government employees who participated in the state
administered retirement system and federal employees who worked
with the local employees. The court inferred from the state statute that
the state legislature had imposed the common bond requirement to
achieve a "substantial unity of character and interest" among credit
union members to promote the institution's "financial stability." There-
fore, not all shared interests would qualify as a common bond. The
shared interest had, it said, to be of such nature as to provide assurance
of financial stability. The court further held that participation in the
same retirement system did not constitute a sufficient commonality of
interest to satisfy the requirement that credit union members share a
common bond of a similar occupation, association, or interest.

In a later case, a federal circuit court dismissed a banking industry chal-
lenge to a proposed federal charter for the same group of local and fed-

eral employees in North Carolina on ̂
have standing to sue to enforce compliance with the Federal Credit
Union Act.11 The federal court held that banks were not within the zone
of interest that Congress intended the act to protect. Congress had
established the federal credit union system "as an alternative to an
unacceptable credit structure that included banks." This, it said, sug-
gested that Congress "had purposefully sacrificed the competitive inter-
ests of banks" in favor of making credit more readily available to people
of small means. Specifically, the court held that Congress did not intend
the common bond requirement to limit the reach of credit unions for the
protection of banks. Rather, a common bond ensures the cohesive opera-
tion of credit unions by encouraging the election of directors who share
a common interest or occupation with the credit union's membership.

Notably, in both cases the courts found that a common bond contributes
to the sound management of a credit union and, thus, to the safety and
soundness of the industry as a whole. Yet, neither court found much
legislative guidance on what the limitations of a common bond are. Fur-
thermore, the contrary results in the two cases involving the same group
of potential members demonstrate how various jurisdictions define and
apply the common bond requirement in widely different ways.

A final type of litigation involving common bond has involved the
Internal Revenue Service. These cases are discussed in appendix X.

1 'Branch Bank and Trust Co. v. National Credit Union Administration Board, 786 F.2d 621 (4th Cir.
1986). /
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Membership
Characteristics

The purpose of the Federal Credit Union Act as set forth in 1934 was to

"establish a Federal Credit Union System, to establish a further market for securi-
ties of the United States and to make more available to people of small means credit
for provident purposes through a national system of cooperative credit, thereby
helping stabilize the credit structure of the United States." (Emphasis added.) (12
U.S.C. 1751)

None of the common bond criteria, however, address the economic
status of members or potential members. While there is no statistically
reliable data on the income levels of credit union members earlier in the
century, it was accepted that members were generally not affluent.
Expansions of the common bond requirements may have contributed to
changes in membership characteristics. What little data are available on
membership characteristics now suggests members are not all of "small
means."

Data reported by the Credit Union National Association and the Secura
Group, a financial services consulting firm, provide an indication of the
present demographics of credit union members. The Secura Group con-
cluded in its study for the American Bankers Association that "based on
the data in various surveys in the late 1980s, the typical credit union
member would be in his early forties, a homeowner, employed, with well
above average income, better educated than a nonmember, and with
access to financial services from a variety of sources."12

We asked NCUA officials if they had or were aware of data that would
conflict with the Secura Group's study. They said they expected the
description of credit union members is right because most credit unions
are organized around occupations.

Similarly, a major planning study of the credit union movement made by
the Credit Union National Association in 1987 reported that credit
unions have "changed drastically over the years ..." Among these were
changes to credit unions' demographics.13 In 1989 the Association con-
tacted 1,000 credit union members and 757 nonmembers, selected ran-
domly. The study reported that credit union market penetration had
dropped substantially among young adults and low-income households

12The Credit Union Industry: Trends, Structure, and Competitiveness, A Study Prepared for the
American Bankers Association Under the Direction of the Secura Group, Washington, D.C., p. 52.

13The Credit Union System, Report of the CUNA System Planning Committee, October 1987, p. 9.
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and had expanded among retired people. People in low-income house-
holds, it found, were less likely to belong to credit unions than people in
middle and upper income households. Overall, it reported that credit
unions served 32 percent of American adults and another 24 percent
were eligible to join a credit union. The typical member, the survey
found, is older, more likely to be employed, and has a higher income
than a nonmember.14

While we did not undertake any independent audit work in this area, the
available data clearly indicate that credit unions do not exclusively
serve people of "small means" today.

Share Insurance
Dilutes Importance of
Member Discipline

Discipline to control risk-taking by depository institutions can be pro-
vided by creditors, depositors, owners, and managers. (See ch. 7.) In the

-case of-credit unions,^creditors.otherLthanjiepasitor^^re
protected. This is because their position in the liquidation of a failed
credit union is senior to that of the depositors, whose shares represent
equity, not debt. Credit union members are essentially the institution's
depositors and owners and, in the case of a small credit union, even its
managers. (Credit union member deposits, whether they are in regular
savings (share) accounts, certificates of deposit, or even Individual
Retirement Accounts (IRAS), are viewed as share accounts.)

An important aspect of the traditional common bond between members
of a credit union was the willingness of some members to put their per-
sonal savings at risk by letting the credit union lend these funds to other
members. Federal share insurance for credit union accounts was not
authorized until 1970. Credit union officials have told us that this rela-
tionship between savers and borrowers engendered a higher sense of
obligation than borrowers might otherwise feel toward their ordinary
creditors.

The relationship has, no doubt, diminished with the expansion of the
common bond. The average membership of most credit unions is almost
2,000, as table 9.2 shows. Credit unions with over $100 million in assets
averaged almost 52,000 members as of June 30,1990.

14In Their Own Words: People Talk About Credit Unions, CUNA, 1989.
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Table 9.2: Credit Union Members by Asset Size (June 30, 1990)

Dollars in millions

Asset size

$.5 and under

$.5 to $2
$2.01 to $10
$10.01 to $50

$50.01 to $100

Over $100

Total

Number of credit
unions

2,375

3,326

4,227

2,394

405
376

13,103

Average
membership

256
680

1,973
6,959

19,754

51,745

Total members

609,690

2,264,235

8,340,932

16,660,933

8,000,751

19,456,468

55,333,009

Source: 1990 Midyear Statistics for Federally Insured Credit Unions, NCUA, p. 67.

Potential members

3,389,799

7,097,346

26,559,195

65,311,060

50,906,063

56,716,545

209,979,908

The number of credit
unions differs from that presented elsewhere in its report because NCUA inadvertently included in its
Midyear Statistics one association that was not federally insured at that time.

The advent of share insurance in 1970 further diminished this linkage:
savers knew their money was safe (up to the insurance limit, now
$100,000) whether or not the credit union was well-managed and suc-
cessfully collected its loans. Also important, the borrowers knew that
their fellow members' share accounts were safe even if they—the bor-
rowers—defaulted on their loans and the credit union failed. Although
the credit union industry continues to emphasize that credit union mem-
bers are the owners of their institutions, to the extent that their share
accounts fall under $100,000 they are, in essence, insured equity
holders.

There is another theoretical difference between the dividends paid on
credit union shares and interest on bank deposits. Interest must be paid
as promised on a bank deposit. By contrast the return (dividend) on
credit union shares is, in theory, contingent upon earnings. In 1982 NCUA
withdrew a regulation requiring that such a disclosure be made by fed-
eral credit unions. In April 1990 it issued a draft regulation that would
reinstate such a requirement. Many negative comments were received
and as of March 1,1991, no regulation had been issued. (See ch. 3.) In
addition, through NCUSIF assistance, NCUA has permitted certain weak
credit unions to pay dividends. (See ch. 5.)
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Credit Union Asset
and Account Powers
Broadened

Credit unions' powers have expanded greatly since the late 1970s,
giving them the ability now to offer the same range of consumer lending
products as banks and thrifts can.

At the start of the 1970s, the industry consisted of 23,000 credit unions,
slightly over half of which had less than $500,000 in assets and almost a
third had fewer than 200 members. Their lending was primarily short-
term, low interest consumer installment loans. There had been increases
in asset powers, but federal credit unions were still generally restricted
to small, short-term loans. For example, the original unsecured loan limit
of $50 and maturity limit of 2 years had been raised several times, but
in 1967 they were still only 5 years and $750, respectively.

According to a history of the credit union movement, many in the
industry realized that developments in the financial services industry
mandated that the industry had to change to survive^

"By the late 1960s it became clear to many credit union leaders that the financial
universe within which they operated was changing rapidly. Credit unions faced
increasing competition from other institutions. Commercial banks competed aggres-
sively to attract new customers for installment loans, especially on automobile
purchases; all-purpose credit cards were becoming commonplace; and retail stores'
revolving credit plans were providing an increasing share of consumer credit. Com-
petition for savers' dollars to meet rising credit demands became just as intense.
Banks and savings and loan associations were developing a variety of savings
instruments, such as certificates of deposit and savings, paying variable rates of
interest; mutual funds attracted savings; life insurance companies launched aggres-
sive campaigns to market variable annuities plans; and even the federal government
pushed its offerings of money market securities that paid record high rates. This
competition became more intense during the seventies, as spiraling inflation and
rising interest rates caused consumers to seek the best returns on savings and the
lowest interest rates on money they borrowed. Dislntermediation and cross-interme-
diation became a problem for all financial institutions, as customers pursued higher
interest rates for their savings.

"As with most segments of American society, credit union leaders saw their own
operations and their competitive position as being linked with the new electronic
marvel, the computer. Beginning with the recognition that electronic data
processing would simplify and reduce the costs of ordinary bookkeeping require-
ments, the computer began to be seen as a revolutionary device that could promote
the "cashless, checkless society" predicted years earlier. Electronic funds transfer
(EFT) was already facilitating check clearings and credit card billings, and close on
the horizon were direct deposits of payrolls and recurrent government payments,
such as social security benefits. A traditional credit union advantage of payroll
deductions for members' savings and loan payments appeared threatened, espe-
cially since consumers could enjoy the convenience of having their whole paycheck
deposited for them and apportioned to their checking, savings, and loan accounts.
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Even more challenging was the potential for using computers in automated teller
machines that banks could install in supermarkets and other remote locations. The
ATMs would allow bank customers twenty-four-hour-a-day deposit and withdrawal
privileges, as well as transfer of funds from one type of account to another, and all
these transactions could be handled in a location convenient to the customer
without visiting the bank's main office.

"These challenges to the movement appeared so great to some that the very survival
of credit unions seemed to be at stake. Many spokespeople, especially the profes-
sionals, insisted that credit unions had to change.. ,"15

The history further relates that many associated with credit unions, pri-
marily with large credit unions, felt that credit unions had to expand
and modernize, but that state and federal laws and regulations highly
restricted their ability to meet member needs and thus survive the
growing competition from other institutions. It noted that the Credit
Union National Association

"placed itself firmly behind those who desired to see credit unions become full-ser-
vice institutions. By the end of the decade [the 1970s] that goal had been realized
with the passage of the most sweeping amendments in the history of the Federal
Credit Union Act."16

Table 9.3 summarizes the more significant changes to federal credit
union asset and account powers and the date of the enabling legislation
or regulation. Appendix I lists the important events in credit unions'
expansion of powers in more detail.

16Moody, J. Carroll and Fite, Gilbert C., op cit, pp. 265 and 266.

16Ibid, p. 268.
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Table 9.3: Selected Key Expansions of
Federal Credit Union Asset and Account
Powers

Year New power

1959 Maximum maturity of loans raised to 5 years and unsecured loan limit
raised to $750

1968 Secured loan maturity limit raised to 10 years and unsecured loan limit
raised to $2,500

1977 30-year maturities on residential mortgage loans
Loan maturities on nonresidential loans raised to 12 years

15-year maturities on mobile homes and home improvements loans

Self-replenishing lines of credit

Investments in government-insured or guaranteed loans, real estate and
student loans for the purpose of forming pools, and in credit union
service organizations

Different types of share accounts, including share certificates

1980 Share draft (checking) accounts

1981 Variable interest rate consumer and mortgage loans

1982 A variety of products and services to members from third-party sellers

Investment! n~secoritieis~oTTi1h"eTob1igations'issuecror guarahteecrr5ylF07S7
agency

1989 Purchase of put options on securities of certain government sponsored
enterprises

Source: The Federal Credit Union Act as amended in 1959,1968,1977, 1980, 1982, and NCUA
regulation.

These expansions in both account and asset powers have enabled credit
unions to offer virtually the same mix of consumer financial services as
banks and savings and loans may and enabled them to maintain or
increase market share.

In addition to powers held directly, credit unions can offer members
additional services made available by third parties, such as those
offered by affiliates of Credit Union National Association. The latter
offer, for example, various kinds of insurance.

Credit unions can also offer services provided by certain profit-making
entities with which they are associated. These organizations, referred to
as credit union service organizations (cusos), are established by credit
unions or groups of credit unions to provide a variety of financial and
operational services. A federal credit union may invest in shares, stock,
or obligations of cusos an amount not exceeding 1 percent of its total
paid in and unimpaired capital and surplus (shares and undivided earn-
ings). It may also make loans to cusos not exceeding 1 percent of this
amount. (This authority and the limits were legislated in 1977.) Most
state credit unions also have limits, although they may exceed the fed-
eral limit.
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Although cusos can extend credit union services, there are little current
data in this area. A 1986 survey by the National Association of Credit
Union Service Organizations, based on 74 respondents, showed that 72
percent offered insurance products; 16 percent offered mortgages; and
from 4 to 15 percent offered a variety of other products, including dis-
count brokerage, automobile buying services, travel services, tax prepa-
ration, and real estate brokerage. NCUA, in 1986, set forth in regulation
those activities permissible for a federal credit union's cuso. These are
similar to, but in some instances broader than, those permitted within
bank holding companies. (12 C.F.R. 701.27)

Credit Unions Are Tax
Exempt

Credit unions, unlike other federally insured depository institutions, are
exempt from federal income taxation. The legislative history does not
give a clear rationale for the exemption. State credit unions were origi-
nally recognized because of their similarity to other mutual financial
institutions that were at the time tax exempt. When the other mutual
financial institutions lost their exemption in 1951, state credit unions
explicitly retained exempt status. Federal credit unions were granted
exempt status in 1937.

While credit union activities have evolved through legislative and regu-
latory action, credit unions have maintained their general federal and
state tax-exempt status. The taxation of credit unions was proposed by
the executive branch in 1978 and 1985. Both proposals argued that tax-
exempt status gives credit unions an unwarranted competitive advan-
tage over banks and thrift institutions. In testimony defending the cur-
rent tax-exempt status of credit unions, credit union industry officials
and others argued that the unique service mix offered by credit unions,
the mutual nature of the institutions, and the potential harm that taxa-
tion would have on undercapitalized credit unions justify continuing
exempt status.

A detailed discussion of the tax treatment of credit unions, other deposi-
tory institutions, and other cooperative institutions is provided in
appendix X.

Conclusions Credit unions have evolved into competitive depository institutions that
can provide federal insurance for their members' deposits (shares) and
offer a wide range of consumer banking services. The definitions of field
of membership and common bond that limit their memberships have
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Matter for
Congressional
Consideration

been relaxed, and credit unions reported in mid-1990 that they had 55
million members and potential membership of 210 million.

The authorization of share insurance in 1970 sharply diminished any
assumption that a common bond among members was necessary to help
ensure that their own savings would be safely lent and, consequently,
that the institution would be safely and soundly operated. Subsequently,
the common bond membership requirements were relaxed and member-
ship grew. And, there is no evidence that today's credit union members
are for the most part "of small means."

If credit unions are to remain distinct from other depository; institutions
because, in part, of their common bond membership requirement, and if
this requirement is intended to further the safe and sound operation of

-credit-unions:

Congress should consider stating this general intent in legislation and
setting forth guidelines on the limits of occupational, associational, and
community common bonds, as well as the purpose and limits of multiple
group charters. These guidelines should be for all federally insured
credit unions.

Agency Comments and
GAO Response

NCUA did not object to this recommendation, but stressed that without
its change of policy on the common bond requirement, credit unions and
NCUSIF might not have survived the 1980s. We do not disagree that some
relaxation of the requirement was appropriate. As the requirement has
been relaxed, however, the distinction between credit unions and banks
and thrifts has diminished. NCUA also said the common bond, combined
with the cooperative structure of credit unions, ensures that they
remain true to their consumer orientation and avoid the sort of costly
risks undertaken by other depository institutions. The consumer orien-
tation of credit unions derives fundamentally from legal restrictions on
their powers, not from the fact that they are cooperatives with defined
fields of membership. And, as we point out, the availability of federal
share insurance itself challenges the basis of the cooperative structure
as a risk control mechanism, as does the increasing size and membership
diversity of credit unions. This is especially true if credit unions are not
required to disclose that dividends are dependent upon available earn-
ings, as we recommend. If the existence of a common bond is seen to be
such a key characteristic of credit unions, then a statutory definition is
clearly appropriate.
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Finally, NCUA cautions that the dual chartering system needs to be taken
into consideration should state as well as federal credit unions be
required to meet federal common bond guidelines. Despite the dual char-
tering system, NCUA and Congress have required state as well as federal
credit unions to meet federal standards in areas they believed impor-
tant, such as reserving and commercial lending. We believe federal guid-
ance regarding common bond is also appropriate.
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Union Industry

1909 The first credit union in the United States is incorporated.

1917 The Massachusetts Credit Union Association is chartered. Its stated purpose was to "disseminate information in
respect to the benefits of credit unions...; to organize and assist in the organization of credit unions; to make loans
to credit unions at a rate not exceeding six percent per annum and generally to promote and assist credit unions."

1934 The Federal Credit Union Act (FCUA) is enacted. The Farm Credit Administration is designated to administered
federal credit unions. CUNA is organized.

1937 FCUA is amended to exempt federal credit unions from federal taxation and limit state taxation.

1942 Oversight of federal credit unions is transferred from the Farm Credit Administration to FDIC.

1948 Oversight of federal credit unions is transferred from FDIC to the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions within the Federal
Security Agency.

1966 Federal credit union investments in shares or other investments guaranteed by the Federal National Mortgage
Association are permitted.

1967 NAFCU is established.

1968 Federal credit union investments in shares in central or corporate credit unions and Government National Mortgage
Association obligations are permitted.

1970 The National Credit Union Administration Act amends FCUA to establish NCUA as an independent agency within
the federal government and establishes NCUSIF to provide share insurance. Credit unions serving predominantly
low-income members are authorized to accept funds from nonmembers.

1972 FCUA is amended to allow federal credit unions to invest in obligations of the Student Loan Marketing Association.

1974 FCUA is amended to permit federal credit unions to invest in securities and obligations of the Federal

Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.

1974 The U.S. Central Credit Union is established.

1977 FCUA is amended to expand saving, lending, and investment powers by (1) increasing loan maturities on
nonresidential loans to 12 years; (2) allowing 30-year residential mortgage loans and 15-year mobile home and home
improvement loans; (3) permitting self-replenishing lines of credit; (4) permitting investments in government insured
or guaranteed loans; (5) lowering the reserve formula for larger credit unions; and (6) allowing different types of
share accounts, including share certificates.

1978 FCUA is amended to (1) restructure NCUA into a three-member board whose members are appointed by the
President for staggered 6-year terms and (2) establish CLF under NCUA to provide liquidity for credit unions.

1978 NCUA issues regulations to permit the sale of mortgages to FNMA, FHLMC, and GNMA.

1979 Credit unions are given a 90-day authorization by Congress to offer share drafts.

1980 The Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act amends FCUA to (1) classify credit unions as
depository institutions, (2) provide permanent authority for share drafts, (3) establish a timetable for phasing out
deposit interest rate ceilings, (4) raise the federal deposit insurance coverage limit to $100,000, (5) raise the loan
rate ceiling for federal credit unions to 15 percent and authorize NCUA to increase this ceiling if necessary.

1981 By regulation, NCUA allows federal credit unions to make variable interest rate consumer and mortgage loans.

1982 The Garn-St. Germain Depository Institutions Act amends FCUA to (1) eliminate limits on size and maturity of
mortgage loans, allow refinancing of first mortgages, and extend the maturity limit on second mortgages; and (2)
permit NCUSIF to borrow from CLF and make CLF an agent of the Federal Reserve System.

1982 The Nation Credit Union Administration Should Revise Liquidation Procedures to Reduce the Net Cost of Credit
Union Liquidation (UAO/(3UU-H^-^b, Feb. 19,1982) issued. This C3AU report says that although NCUA has made
recent efforts to reduce the cost of liquidation, GAO believes more needs to be done. NCUA could reduce the net
costs of liquidation by maximizing the value of the loan portfolio and reducing expenses. In addition, GAO believes
more active NCUA supervision is needed to ensure compliance with policies intended to reduce the net cost of
liquidations.

(continued)
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1982 Stronger Supervision of Credit Unions Needed (GAO/GGD-83-12, Oct. 6, 1982) issued. In this report, GAO
examines the role of NCUA in supervising federal credit unions and federally insured state-chartered credit unions.
GAO recommends steps to improve and strengthen NCUA supervisory actions taken against federal credit unions.
GAO also recommends that NCUA first determine the acceptability of various state examination programs and then
continue to monitor their capabilities.

1982 By regulation, NCUA permits federal credit unions to offer a wide variety of products and services to their members
from third-party sellers.

1982 The credit union service organization regulation is changed to allow federal credit unions greater flexibility in
cooperating with other credit unions and other investment partners in order to provide a wide range of services to
credit unions and their members.

1982 NCUA permits credit unions with different common bonds to merge.

1984 The Deficit Reduction Act amends FCUA to require credit unions to recapitalize NCUSIF with a deposit equal to 1
percent of their insured shares and sets the Fund's equity base at no more than 1.3 percent of insured shares.

1989 NCUA allows federal credit unions to purchase put options on GNMA, FNMA, and FHLMC securities. NCUA
extends the maturity limit for other than first mortgage loans from 15 to 20 years. Credit unions can now offer 20-
year loans for mobile homes, secondary mortgages, and home improvements.
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(June 30,1990)

Dollars in millions

State
Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Guam

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois'3

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Insured credit unions state credit
Number Total assets unions

230
18
80

109
903
210
294

55
107

238
233

3
134
72

852

328

253
118
184
364
114

166
280

616
248
170
196

99

113
32

46

439

70
880

256
84 "N

688

$3,583

1,341
2,674

544

29,805

3,580

3,040
499

2,129

7,899

3,028

73
2,636

637

5,832

5,138
1,853
1,392
1,572

2,256

1,540
4,179
6,073

1 1 ,042

3,445

911
1,859

724

972

990

1,323
3,704

1,298

1 1 ,445
5,257

500

5,869

97
2

32
29

240
88
96

a

a

25
28

a

4

25
603
44

247
77

73
81
14
7

41

399

185
50

174

18
45
2

28

33
32

61

160
59

230

Federal
credit

unions

133
16
48
80

663
122
198
55

107

213
205

3
130
47

249
284

6
41

111

283

100
159
239
217

63
120
22

81
68

30

18

406
38

819

96

25
458

(continued)
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State
Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Puerto Rico

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Virgin Islands

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Totals

Insured credit unions state credit
Number Total assets unions

120

156
1,122

33

36
131
71

162

675
172

61
311

5
100

145
450

39
13,103

2,674

2,812

7,891

288
1,032
2,254

387

2,593

12,108

2,435

403
10,055

14
A. AR£<

808
4,264

289
$195,436

38

28
141

1

23
33

a

32

80
120
54

96
a

°1

2

447
a

4,445

Federal
credit

unions
82

128

981
32

13

98
71

130
595
52
7

215
5

111

143

3
39

8,658

Note: The total amount of assets does not add due to rounding.
aThese states and other entities do not charter credit unions.

bAccording to NCUA officials, one state credit union in Illinois, was inadvertently included in the data in
this publication. Its assets were $173 million. Also, another state credit union located in Illinois and with
assets of $8 million should be recategorized as a federal credit union.
Source: 1990 Midyear Statistics for Federally Insured Credit Unions, NCUA, pp. 1, 30, and 59.
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Public and
Congressional

Affairs
Controller •

!••

Asset Liquidation
Management

Center
Austin, Texas

Source: NCUA, Office of Examination and Insurance.
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Map of NCUA Regions

Regional Offices

Region I (Albany)

Region II (Capital)

Region III (Atlanta)

Region IV (Chicago)

Region V (Austin)

Region VI (Pacific)

Source: NCUA, 1990 NCUSIF Annual Report.
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Review of the Financial Statements of the
National Credit Union Administration for the
Fiscal Years Ended September 30,1990
and 1989

This appendix presents the results of our review of the independent cer-
tified public accountant's audits of the financial statements of the
National Credit Union Administration's Operating and Share Insurance
Funds and its Central Liquidity Facility for the fiscal years ending Sep-
tember 30,1990 and 1989.

In the auditor's opinion, the statements for the fiscal years ending Sep-
tember 30,1990 and 1989, for the National Credit Union Administra-
tion's Operating and Share Insurance Funds and the Central Liquidity
Facility are fairly presented. The independent auditor's reports on the
Administration's internal control structure and on its compliance with
laws and regulations are also provided.

The Federal Credit Union Act of 1934, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1751 et
seq.), established the National Credit Union Administration as an inde-
pendent agency of the executive branch. The Administration regulates
and insures federally chartered credit unions and insures state-
chartered credit unions that apply and qualify for insurance. To accom-
plish this, it administers the three funds which provide support services
to all federally insured credit unions: the Operating and Share Insurance
Funds and the Central Liquidity Facility. The Operating Fund is a
revolving fund that provides administrative services to the credit union
system. The Share Insurance Fund is a revolving fund created to insure
member accounts in all federal credit unions and qualifying state-
chartered credit unions. The Central Liquidity Facility is a mixed-own-
ership government corporation established to meet the cash flow needs
of member credit unions. Additional information on the organization and
purpose of the Operating and Share Insurance Funds and the Central
Liquidity Facility is provided in the notes to the financial statements,
which are included in the report.

The Administration contracted with an independent certified public
accounting firm, Price Waterhouse, to perform, in accordance with gen-
erally accepted government auditing standards, financial and compli-
ance audits of the fiscal year 1990 and 1989 financial statements of the
National Credit Union Administration's Operating and Share Insurance
Funds and its Central Liquidity Facility. Our reviews of the audits were
made under provisions of the Federal Credit Union Act of 1934 (12
U.S.C. 1752a(f),1789(b) (2), and 1795h), which authorizes us to audit
the Administration's financial transactions consistent with the princi-
ples and procedures applicable to commercial corporate transactions. To
fulfill our audit responsibilities, avoid duplication and unnecessary
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expense, and make the most efficient use of our resources, we reviewed
the independent auditor's work and reports.

We conducted our review of the auditor's work in accordance with gen-
erally accepted government auditing standards. To determine the rea-
sonableness of the auditor's work and the extent to which we could rely
on it, we

• reviewed the auditor's approach and planning of the audit;
• evaluated the qualifications and independence of the audit staff;
• reviewed the financial statements and auditor's reports to evaluate com-

pliance with generally accepted accounting principles and generally
accepted government auditing standards; and

• reviewed the auditor's working papers to determine (1) the nature,
timing, and extent of audit work performed, (2) the extent of the audit
quality control methods the auditor used, (3) whether a study and eval-
uation was conducted of the entity's internal control structure, (4)
whether the auditor tested transactions for compliance with applicable
laws and regulations, and (5) whether the evidence in the working
papers supported the auditor's opinion on the financial statements and
internal control structure and compliance reports.

In addition, in light of deteriorating conditions in other federal deposit
insurance funds, we placed additional emphasis on (1) gaining an under-
standing of the National Credit Union Administration's methodology for
establishing a reserve for insurance losses based on information gath-
ered through the Administration's regulatory process and (2) reviewing
the auditor's testing of the reserve for insurance losses. However, we did
not independently verify all regulatory information provided to us.

In the opinion of Price Waterhouse, the financial statements of the
National Credit Union Administration's Operating and Share Insurance
Funds and its Central Liquidity Facility present fairly their financial
positions as of September 30,1990 and 1989, and the results of their
operations and of cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, Price Waterhouse's
reports to the Administration on internal control structure and on com-
pliance with laws and regulations did not disclose any material internal
control weaknesses or noncompliance with laws and regulations.

During our review, we found nothing to indicate that Price Waterhouse's
opinions on the fiscal year 1990 and 1989 financial statements of the
National Credit Union Administration's Operating and Share Insurance
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Funds and the Central Liquidity Facility are inappropriate or cannot be
relied on, nor did we find anything to indicate that the auditor's reports
on internal control structure and on compliance with laws and regula-
tions are inappropriate or cannot be relied on.

We believe that the financial statements, together with Price
Waterhouse's opinions and our review of that work, as well as the infor-
mation contained in our comprehensive report, provide Congress with a
dependable basis for overseeing the financial position of the National
Credit Union Administration's Operating and Share Insurance Funds
and its Central Liquidity Facility. This appendix presents the financial
statements and the auditor's opinions thereon.

In conjunction with our review of the independent certified public
accountant's audits, we examined the financial condition of the credit
union industry as discussed in chapter 2. In chapter 2, we discuss issues
related to the structure, regulation, and supervision of the credit union
industry that may have an impact on the Share Insurance Fund.
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National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund

1801 K Street. N W
WSstimgton. OC 20006

Telephone 202 833 7932

Price Whterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

November 15, 1990

To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheets and the related statements-of
operations, of insured credit union accumulated contributions and insurance fund
balance, and of cash flows present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund at September 30,1990
and 1989 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended

in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund's
management; our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements

based on our audits. We conducted our audits of these statements in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards and the standards for financial and compliance
audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States which require that we plan and perform the audit to

obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and

evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits
provide a reasonable basis for the opinion expressed above.

Isl
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1801 K Street N w Telephone 202 833 7932
Washington. DC 20006

Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

November 15,1990

To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

We have audited the financial statements of the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund
(the Fund) as of and for the year ended September 30,1990, and have issued our report thereon
dated November 15,1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Fund for the year ended
September 30,1990, we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our
auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and
not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.

The management of the Fund is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control
structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required
to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and
procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with
management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and
not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject
to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
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November 15.1990
To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure
policies and procedures in the following categories:

• Investment purchases and maturities
• Operating fee collections
• Cash disbursements
• Payroll

For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation,
and we assessed control risk.

Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a reportable
condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the specific internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk mat errors or irregularities in
amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur
and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as denned above.

However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that
we have reported to management of the Fund in a separate letter dated November 15,1990.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of the National Credit Union
Administration Fund's management This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of
this report, which is a matter of public record.
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1801 K Sires;. N.W Telephone 202 833 7932
Washington. DC 20006

Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

November 15,1990

To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

We have audited the financial statements of the National Credit Union Share Insurance
Fund (the Fund) as of and for the year ended September 30, 1990, and have issued our
report thereon dated November 15,1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
the provisions of Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General
of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement.

Compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the National Credit Union Share
Insurance Fund is the responsibility of the Fund's management. As pan of obtaining
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement, we performed tests of the Fund's compliance with material terms and
conditions of Title II of the Federal Credit Union Act, as amended in August 1987.
However, our objective was not to provide an opinion on overall compliance with such
provisions.

The results of our tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested, the Fund
complied, in all material respects, with the provisions referred to in the preceding
paragraph. With respect to items not tested, nothing came to our attention that caused
us to believe that the Fund had not complied, in all material respects, with those
provisions.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of the National Credit Union
Administration and the Fund's management. This restriction is not intended to limit the
distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION SHARE INSURANCE FUND

BALANCE SHEETS

ASSETS

Cash, including cash equivalents of $83,249,644
and $514,044,000 (Notes B and E)

Investments (Notes B and E)
Capital notes advanced to insured credit unions
Note receivable - National Credit Union

Administration Operating Fund (Note H)
Other notes receivable (Note F)
Other receivables
Assets acquired in assistance to insured credit unions:

Liquidating and acquired credit union assets
—Allowance for losses on acquired assets

September 30.

1990 1989

$ 84,260,898
1,814,885,712

67,890,846

1,980,766
13,013,688
2,170,067

127,803,380
(21,200,000)

$ 524,979,628
1,323,909,955

39,359,717

2,052,766
8,732,014
8,310,797

105,545,042
(23,501,000)

Accrued interest receivable

Total assets

106,603,380 82,044,042

53,674,828 40,101,853

$2.144.480.185 $2.029.490.772

LIABILITIES AND FUND CAPITALIZATION

626,060
302,442

15,204,879
72,688,000

3,024,000

91,845,381

Due to National Credit Union Administration
Operating Fund (Note H)

Accounts payable
Amounts due to insured shareholders of

liquidated credit unions
Estimated losses from supervised credit unions (Note C)
Estimated losses from asset and merger

guarantees (Note C)

Total liabilities

Fund capitalization:
Insured credit union's accumulated

contributions (Note D)
Insurance fund balance

Total fund capitalization

Commitments (Notes C and H)

Total liabilities and fund capitalization

The accompanying notes are an integral pan
of these financial statements.

191,721

9,331,655
40,912,000

6,553,000

56,988,376

1,613,976,947 1,568,974,263
438,657,857 403,528,133

2,052,634,804 1,972,502,396
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION SHARE INSURANCE FUND

STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

Revenue:

Interest income
Other income

Total revenue

Expenses:

Administrative expenses (Note H)

Employee wages and benefits
Travel expense
Rent, communications, and utilities
Contracted services
Other administrative

Total administrative expenses

Provision for insurance losses

Total expenses

Excess of revenue

Year ended September 30.
1990 1989

$147,900,128
899,678

160,264,441 148,799,806

$159,095,503
1,168,938

22,263,674 18,973,326
3,648,449 3,977,074
2,308,433 2,197,839
1,232,397 1,552,305
5,699,764 4,116,505

35,152,717 30,817,049

89,982,000 93,608,000

125,134.717 124,425,049

The accompanying notes are an integral pan
of these financial statements.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION SHARE INSURANCE FUND
STATEMENTS OF INSURED CREDIT UNION ACCUMULATED CONTRIBUTIONS

AND INSURANCE FUND BALANCE

Insured Credit Insurance
Union Accumulated Fund

Contributions Balance

Balance at September 30,1988

Contributions from insured credit unions, net

Excess of revenue

Balance at September 30,1989

Contributions from insured credit unions, net

Excess ofrevenue

Balance at September 30,1990

$1.476,757,851

92,216,412

1,568,974,263

45,002,684

$1.613.976.947

$379,153,376

24,374,757

403,528,133

35,129,724

The accompanying notes are an integral part
of these financial statements.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION SHARE INSURANCE FUND
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Cash flows from operating activities:

Excess of revenue

Adjustments to reconcile excess of revenue to net cash
provided (used) by operating activities:

Provision for insurance losses
Payments relating to losses from supervised credit

unions and asset and merger guarantees, net

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
(Increase) in advances to credit unions
(Increase) in other notes receivable
Decrease (increase) in other receivables
(Increase) in assets acquired from credit unions, net
(Increase) in accrued interest receivable
(Increase) decrease in amounts due to National

Credit Union Administration Operating Fund
Increase (decrease) in amounts due to insured

shareholders of liquidated credit unions
Increase in accounts payable

Net cash provided (used) by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:

(Increase) decrease in investments, net

Collections on note receivable -
National Credit Union Administration Operating Fund

Net cash (used) provided by investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities:

Contributions from insured credit unions, net

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Composed of:

Cash

Cash equivalents - U.S. Government securities with
maturities less than 3 months

Total

Year ended September 30.

1990 1989

$ 35,129,724 $ 24,374,757

89,982,000 93,608,000

(61,735,000) (97,278,000)

(28,531,129) (34,243,206).
(4,281,674) (8,732,014)
6,140,730 (8,310,797)

(24,559,338) (12,169,206)
(13,572,975) (9,389,310)

(520,101)

(2,959,212)

5,182,343 (55,619,089)

434,339

5,873,224
302,442

(490,975,757) 240,937,999

72,000 72,000

(490,903,757) 241,009,999

45,002,684 92,216,412

(440,718,730) 277,607,322

524,979,628 247,372,306

$ 84.260.898 $524.979.628

$ 1,011,254 $ 10,935,628

83,249,644 514,044,000

$ 84.260.898 $524.979.628

The accompanying notes are an integral pan
of these financial statements.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION SHARE INSURANCE FUND

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

SEPTEMBER 30.1990

NOTE A • ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE

The National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (the Fund) was created by Public Law 91-468
(Title II of the Federal Credit Union Act) which was amended in 1984 by Public Law 98-369 as
discussed in Note D. The Fund was established as a revolving fund in the United States Treasury
under the management of the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) Board for the
purpose of insuring member share deposits in all federal credit unions and in qualifying state
credit unions that request insurance. The maximum amount of insurance is $100,000 per
shareholder.

NCUA exercises direct supervisory authority over federal credit unions and coordinates any
_required-supervisory-involvement-with-the state ehartering-authority-for state-chartered-credit-

unions insured by the Fund. Insured credit unions are required to report certain financial and
statistical information to NCUA on a semi-annual basis and are subject to periodic examination
by NCUA. Information derived through the supervisory and examination process provides the
Fund with the ability to identify credit unions experiencing financial difficulties that may require
assistance from the Fund.

Credit unions experiencing financial difficulties may be assisted by the Fund in continuing their
operations if the difficulties are considered by the Fund to be temporary or correctible. This
special assistance may be in the form of a waiver of statutory reserve requirements, a guarantee
account, and/or cash assistance. If continuation of the credit union's operations with Fund
assistance is determined to be infeasible, a merger partner may be sought. If the assistance or
merger alternatives are not considered practical, the credit union is liquidated.

The first form of special assistance are waivers of statutory reserve requirements, whereby the
credit union is permitted to cease making additions to its regular reserve and, in more severe
cases, to commence charging operating losses against its regular reserve. When all reserves have
been depleted by the credit union, the Fund may provide a reserve guarantee account in the
amount of the reserve deficit. In addition, the Fund may provide cash assistance in the form of
share deposits and capital notes or may purchase assets from the credit union.

Mergers of financially troubled credit unions with stronger credit unions may also require Fund
assistance. Merger assistance may be in the form of cash assistance, purchase of certain assets by
the Fund, and/or guarantees of the values of certain assets (primarily loans).

When a credit union is no longer able to continue operating and the merger and assistance
alternatives are not considered practical, the Fund will liquidate the credit union, dispose of its
assets, and pay members' shares up to the maximum insured amount. The values of certain assets
sold (primarily loans) are at times guaranteed to third-party purchasers by the Fund.
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NOTE B - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Cash Equivalents and Investments

Title II of the Federal Credit Union Act limits the Fund's investments to United States
Government securities or securities guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United
States Government. Investments are stated at cost adjusted for amortization of premium and
accretion of discount. Cash equivalents are highly liquid investments with original maturities of
three months or less.

Advances to Insured Credit Unions

The Fund provides cash assistance in the form of interest and non-interest bearing capital notes
(carried at face value), share deposits, and loans to certain credit unions to assist them in
continuing operations.

Assets Acquired from Credit Unions

The Fund acquires the assets of liquidating credit unions pending their ultimate disposition. To
assist in the merger of credit unions, the Fund may purchase, certain credit union assets. In
addition, the Fund may provide cash assistance by acquiring non-performing assets of a credit
union experiencing financial difficulty. Such assets acquired are recorded at their estimated net
realizable value.

Insurance Premium Revenue

The Fund could assess each insured credit union a regular annual premium of 1/12 of 1% of
member share deposits (insured member share deposits in the case of corporate credit unions)
outstanding as of June 30 of the preceding fiscal year. The NCUA Board waived the 1990 and
1989 share insurance premium.

Income Taxes

The Fund is exempt from Federal income taxes under §501(c)(l) of the Internal Revenue Code.

NOTE C • PROVISION FOR INSURANCE LOSSES

Management identifies credit unions experiencing financial difficulty through the supervisory and
examination process. The estimated losses from these supervised credit unions are determined by
management based on a case-by-case evaluation.

In exercising its supervisory function, the Fund at times will extend guarantees of assets
(primarily loans) to third party purchasers or to credit unions to facilitate mergers; such
guarantees totaled approximately $6,600,000 and $12,891,000 at September 30,1990 and 1989,
respectively. The estimated losses from asset and merger guarantees are determined by
management based on a case-by-case evaluation.
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The activity in the reserves for estimated losses from supervised credit unions and asset and
merger guarantees for the years ended September 30,1990 and 1989 was as follows:

Year ended September 30.

1990 1989

Beginning balance $ 47,465,000 $ 51,135,000
Provision for insurance losses 89,982,000 93,608,000
Insurance losses and transfers to the

allowance for losses on acquired assets (74,165,957) (114,750,000)
Recoveries 12,430,957 17,472,000

Ending balance $ 75.712.000 $ 47.465.000

In addition, the Fund guarantees loans made by the Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) and
Corporate Credit unions to credifunions. Total outstanding^line-ofrcreclit guarantees at
September 30,1990 and 1989 are approximately $35,943,000 and $60,977,000, respectively.

NOTE D - FUND CAPITALIZATION

Title Yin of Public Law 98-369, effective July 14,1984, provided for the capitalization of the
Fund through the contribution by each insured credit union of an amount equal to 1% of the credit
union's insured shares to be paid initially by January 21, 1985, and to be adjusted annually
thereafter. The annual adjustment of the contribution is based on member share deposits
outstanding as of June 30 of the preceding fiscal year and is billed on a calendar year basis. The
1% contribution will be returned to the insured credit union in the event that its insurance
coverage is terminated, insurance coverage is obtained from another source, or the operations of
the Fund are transferred from the NCUA Board.

The aggregate contributions of $1,613,976,947 at September 30, 1990, consists of
$1,530,103,924 of insured credit union accumulated contributions and $83,873,023 of the
previously accumulated fund balance which was designated by the NCUA Board as a component
of credit union accumulated contributions in 1984. Total insured shares at June 30, 1990 were
$176,624,550,000 for which additional net contributions of approximately $152,268,553 will be
payable to the Fund in January 1991.

The law requires that, upon receipt of the 1% contribution, the total fund balance must be
maintained at a normal operating level to be determined by the NCUA Board. The NCUA.Board
has determined this level to be a range of 1.25% to 1.3% of insured shares.

The NCUA Board did not declare any dividends during 1990 or 1989.
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NOTE E - CASH EQUIVALENTS AND INVESTMENTS

All cash received by the Fund which is not used for outlays related to assistance to insured credit
unions and liquidation activities is invested in U.S. Treasury securities.

Cash equivalents and investments consist of the following:

September 30.1990

Yield to
Maturity
at Market Book Value Market Value Face Value

Cash Equivalents
U.S. Treasury Securities -

overnight funds

U.S. Treasury Securities

Maturities up to one year
Maturities over one year

8.92% $ 49.644 $ 83349.644 $ 83

8.26 $ 699,797,037$ 702,696,000 $ 700,196,000
8.99 1,115.088,675 1,118,322,920 1,100,197,920

September 30,1989

Yield to
Maturity
at Market Book Value Market Value Face Value

Cash Equivalents
U.S. Treasury Securities -

overnight funds

U.S. Treasury Securities

Maturities up to one year
Maturities over one year

7.86 $ 524,292,182$ 523,191,188 $ 525,199,000
8.35 799,617,773 797350,000 800,600,000

Total investment purchases and sales during fiscal year 1990 are approximately $1,015,429,000
and $524,093,000, respectively. Total investment purchases and sales during fiscal year 1989 are
approximately $88,808,314,000 and $88,782,570,000, respectively. It was not practical to
separate the purchases and sales during 1989 by maturity date; therefore, these amounts include
investment transactions with maturities greater than three months and cash equivalents.
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NOTE F • OTHER NOTES RECEIVABLE

The Fund entered into both secured and unsecured term notes related to the sale of assets held by
the Asset Liquidation Management Center and recoveries on failed credit unions. The notes are
being repaid in monthly principal installments with terms ranging from one to thirty years and
interest rates ranging from 9.5% to 12%. The other notes receivable balance at September 30,
1990 and 1989 was $13,013,688 and $8,732,014, respectively.

NOTE G - AVAILABLE BORROWINGS

The Fund is authorized under the Federal Credit Union Act to borrow from the Treasury of the
United States upon authorization by the NCUA Board to a maximum of $100,000,000
outstanding at any one time. The Central Liquidity Facility of NCUA is authorized to make
advances to the Fund under such terms and conditions as may be established by the NCUA
Board. No amounts were borrowed from these sources during 1990 or 1989.

NOTE H - TRANSACTIONS WITH NCUA OPERATING FUND

Substantial administrative services are provided to the Fund by the NCUA Operating Fund.
NCUA charges the Fund for these services based on an annual allocation factor approved by the
NCUA's Board of Directors derived from a study conducted by these Funds of actual usage. The
allocation factor was 50% to the Fund and 50% to the NCUA Operating Fund in the years ended
September 30,1990 and 1989. The cost of services provided by the NCUA Operating Fund was
approximately $31,796,000 and $28,769,000 for 1990 and 1989, respectively, and includes
pension contributions of approximately $1,802,350 and $1,572,500 for 1990 and 1989,
respectively, to the Civil Service Retirement System and Federal Employees Retirement System
defined benefit retirement plans.

In fiscal year 1988, the Fund entered into a $2,160,766 thirty year unsecured term note with the
NCUA Operating Fund. The note is being repaid in monthly principal installments of $6,000
with interest at a variable rate. The average interest rate during fiscal years 1990 and 1989 was
approximately 8.22% and 8.1%, respectively. The note receivable balance at September 30,1990
was $1,980,766.

The NCUA Operating Fund leases certain office space under lease agreements which expire
through 1998. The future minimum aggregate lease payments through expiration of the leases are
approximately $9,531,000 at September 30,1990. Based on the allocation factor approved by the
NCUA Board of Directors for fiscal year 1990, the Fund will reimburse the NCUA Operating
Fund for approximately 50% of the future lease payments. The cost of services provided by the
NCUA Operating Fund includes rental charges of approximately $1,320,000 and $1,140,000 for
1990 and 1989, respectively. The amounts were derived using the current annual allocation
factor.
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National Credit Union Administration Operating Fund

.vjs.lin;:cr DC 20006

Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

November 15,1990

To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheets and the related statements of revenue,

expenses and changes in fund balance and of cash flows present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the National Credit Union Administration - Operating
Fund at September 30, 1990 and 1989 and the results of its operations and its cash
flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting

principles. These financial statements are the responsibility of the National Credit

Union Administration's management; our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits of these
statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and the standards
for financial and compliance audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States which require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and

evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits

provide a reasonable basis for the opinion expressed above.
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Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

November 15,1990

To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

We have audited the financial statements of the National Credit Union Administration
Operating Fund (the Fund) as of and for the year ended September 30,1990, and have issued
our report thereon dated November 15,1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Fund for die year ended
September 30,1990, we considered its internal control structure in order to determine our
auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and
not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.

The management of the Fund is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control
structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by management are required
to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and
procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with
management's authorization and recorded property to permit the preparation of financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and
not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject
to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
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To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration
Page 2

For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure
policies and procedures in the following categories:

Investment purchases and maturities
Capital contribution collections
Disbursements to shareholders for liquidated credit unions
Loss reserve, additions, payments and recoveries
Cash disbursements • " '
Payroll

For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation,
and we assessed control risk.

Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in
the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a reputable
condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the specific internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in
amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur
and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as denned above. - • . •

However, we noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that
we reported to management of the Fund in a separate letter dated November 15,1990.

This report is' intended for the information of the Board of the National Credit Union
Administration and the Fund's management. This restriction is hot intended to limit the
distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
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Price Wuterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

November 15, 1990

To the Board of the National Credit Union Administration

We have audited the financial statements of the National Credit Union
Administration Operating Fund (the Fund) as of and for the year ended September
30,1990, and have issued our report thereon dated November 15,1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and the provisions of Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement

Compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the National Credit Union
Administration Operating Fund is the responsibility of the Fund's management. As
part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement, we performed tests of the Fund's compliance with material
terms and conditions of Title I of the Federal Credit Union Act, as amended in
August 1987. However, our objective was not to provide an opinion on overall
compliance with such provisions.

The results of our tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested, the Fund
complied, in all material respects, with the provisions referred to in the preceding
paragraph. With respect to items not tested, nothing came to our attention that
caused us to believe that the Fund had not complied, in all material respects, with
those provisions.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of the National Credit Union
Administration and the Fund's management. This restriction is not intended to limit
the distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING FUND
BALANCE SHEETS

ASSETS

Cash, including cash equivalents of $10,916,298
and $7,053.043 (Note B)

Due from National Credit Union Share Insurance
Fund (Note C)

Employee advances
Other accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Office building and land, net of accumulated

depreciation of $105,469 and $63,281
Furniture and equipment, net of accumulated

depreciation of $4,781,457 and $3,190,760
Leasehold improvements, net of accumulated

amortization of $215,327 and $97,730

Total assets

September 30.
1990 1989

$10,916,298 $ 7,053,043

626,060
323,807
649,181
255,991

2,152,483

3,317,099

328,687

191,721
392,387
254,024
247,045

2,194,671

4,504,087

374,564

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

Accounts payable
Accrued wages and benefits
Accrued annual leave
Accrued employee travel
Note payable to National Credit Union

Share Insurance Fund (Note C)

Total liabilities

Fund balance:

Available for operations
Invested in fixed assets, net

Total fund balance

Commitments (Note D)

Total liabilities and fund balance

$ 2,047,851
2,599,835
3,026,219

763,325

$ 1,495,530
2,218,144
2,909,260

860,924

1,980,766 2,052,766

10,417,996 9,536,624

4,334,107 654,362
3,817,503 5,020456

8,151,610 5,674,918

The accompanying notes are an integral part
of these financial statements
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING FUND

STATEMENTS OF REVENUE. EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE

Revenue

Operating fee revenue
Investment income
Miscellaneous income

Total revenue

Expenses (Note C)

Employee wages and benefits
Travel expense
Rent, communications, and utilities
Contracted services
Other administrative

Total administrative expenses

Excess of revenue

Fund balance at beginning of year

Fund balance at end of year

Year ended September 30.

1990 1989

$32,294,318 $28,925,893
1,638,702 1,291,900

339,513 366,076

22,263,676
3,648,450
2,308,434

—1-232,397-
2,342,884

2,476,692

5,674,918

34,272433 30,583,869

18,973,325
3,977,074
2,197,839
1,552,305
2,068,044

31,795,841 28,768487

1,815,282

3,859,636

The accompanying notes are an integral part
of these financial statements.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING FUND
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Cash flows from operating activities:

Excess ofrevenue

Adjustments to reconcile excess of (expenses) revenue
to net cash provided by operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization
Gain on disposition of fixed assets

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
(Increase) decrease in amounts due from National
Credit Union Share Insurance Fund

Decrease in employee advances
Increase in other accounts receivable
Increase in prepaid expenses
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable
Increase in accrued wages and benefits
Increase in accrued annual leave
(Decrease) increase in accrued employee travel

Net cash provided by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchases of fixed assets
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets

Net cash used by investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities:
Repayments of note payable

Net cash (used) by financing activities

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Composed of:
Cash equivalents - U.S. Government securities with

maturities less than 3 months
Cash

Total

Year ended September 30.
1990 1989

$ 2.476,692 $1.815,282

1,716,332 1,498.041
(312) (4.361)

(434,339) 520,101
68480 228,272

(395,157) (85,686)
(8,946) (28,174)

552,321 (1,108,887)
381,691 249407
116,959 324,391
(97,599) 185,909

4,376,222 3,594,395

(452,913)
11,946

(72,000)

(72,000)

3,863,255
7,053,043

(949,778)
5,840

(440,967) (943,938)

(72,000)

(72.000)

2,578,457
4,474486

$10,916,298 $7,053,043

$10.916.298 $7.053.043

The accompanying notes are an integral part
of these financial statements.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION - OPERATING FUND

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
SEPTEMBER 30. 1990

NOTE A • ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE

The National Credit Union Administration - Operating Fund (the Fund) was created by the
Federal Credit Union Act of 1934. The Fund was established as a revolving fund in the United
States Treasury under the management of the National Credit Union Administration Board for the
purpose of providing administration and service to the Federal Credit Union System.

NOTE B • SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Cash Equivalents

The Federal Credit Union Act permits the Fund to make investments in United States
Government securities or securities guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United
States Government. All investments in fiscal years 1990 and 1989 were cash equivalents and are
stated at cost which approximates market Cash equivalents are highly liquid investments with
original maturities of three months of less.

Depreciation and Amortization

Building, furniture and equipment and leasehold improvements are recorded at cost Depreciation
and amortization are computed by the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the
building, furniture, and equipment and the shorter of the estimated useful life or lease term for
leasehold improvements. Estimated useful lives are forty years for the building and three to ten
years for the furniture and equipment and leasehold improvements.

Operating Fee Revenue

The Fund assesses each federally chartered credit union an annual fee based on the credit union's
asset base as of the preceding June 30. The fee is designed to cover the costs of providing
administration and service to the Federal Credit Union System. The Fund recognizes operating
fee revenue on a fiscal year basis. ~

Income Taxes

The Fund is exempt from Federal income taxes under §501(c)(l) of the Internal Revenue Code.
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NOTE C - TRANSACTIONS WITH THE NATIONAL CREDIT UNION SHARE
INSURANCE FUND (NCUSIF)

Certain administrative services are provided by the Fund to NCUSIF. The Fund charges NCUSIF
for these services based upon an annual allocation factor approved by the NCUA Board derived
from an estimate of actual usage. The allocation factor was 50% to NCUSIF and the Fund in the
years ended September 30,1990 and 1989. The cost of the services allocated to NCUSIF, which
totaled approximately $31,796,000 and $28,769,000 for the years ended September 30,1990 and
1989, respectively, are reflected as a reduction of the corresponding expenses in the
accompanying financial statements.

In fiscal year 1988, the Fund entered into a $2,160,766 thirty year term note with NCUSIF, for
the purchase of a building. The note is being repaid in monthly principal installments of $6,000
with interest at a variable rate. The average interest rate during fiscal years 1990 and 1989 was
approximately 8.22% and 8.1%, respectively. The outstanding principal balance at September 30,
1990 was $1,980,766. The total interest paid in fiscal years 1990 and 1989 was $166,444 and
$184,275.

NOTE D • COMMITMENTS

The Fund leases office space under lease agreements which expire through 1998. Office rental
charges for the years ended September 30,1990 and 1989 amounted to approximately $2,640,000
and $2,279,000 of which approximately $1,320,000 and $1,140,000 was reimbursed by NCUSIF.
In addition, the Fund leases office equipment under operating leases with lease terms less than
one year.

The future minimum lease payments as of September 30,1990, are as follows:

1991 $2,276.379
1992 2,304,681
1993 2,182,135
1994 1,772,758
1995 229,737
Thereafter 765,792

Based on the allocation factor approved by the NCUA Board for fiscal year 1990, NCUSIF will
reimburse the Fund for approximately 50% of the future lease payments.

NOTE E • RETIREMENT PLAN

The employees of the Fund are participants in the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund
(CSRDF) which includes the Federal Employees' Retirement System (FERS). Both plans are
defined benefit retirement plans covering all of the employees of the Fund. FERS is comprised of
a Social Security Benefits Plan, a Basic Benefits Plan and a Savings Plan. Contributions to the
plans are based on a percentage of employees' gross pay. Under the Savings Plans employees can
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also elect additional contributions between 1% and 10% of their gross pay and the Fund will
match up to 5% of the employees' gross pay. The Fund's contributions to the plans for the years
ended September 30,1990 and 1989 were approximately $3,604,700 and $3,145,000, of which
$1,802,350 and $1,572,500 was reimbursed by NCUSIF, respectively.

The Fund does not account for the assets of the above plans ind does not have actuarial data with
respect to accumulated plan benefits or the unfunded liability relative to eligible employees.
These amounts are reported by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management for the Civil Service
Retirement and Disability Fund and are not allocated to individual employers.
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National Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility

180' K Suee'.. N.W. Teieonone 202 333 7932
Washington. DC 20006

Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

Novembers, 1990

To the Board of the
National Credit Union Administration and
the National Credit Union Administration
Central Liquidity Facility

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheets and the related statements of

operations and retained earnings and of cash flows present fairly, in all material

respects, the financial position of the National Credit Union Administration Central

Liquidity Facility at September 30,1990 and 1989 and the results of its operations

and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted

accounting principles. These financial statements are the responsibility of the

National Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility management; our

responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our

audits. We conducted our audits of these statements in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, issued by the

Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

statements are free of material misstatement An audit includes examining, on a test

basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements,

assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by

management, and evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We

believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for the opinion expressed above.
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'80'. K Sires; N.W Teiepnone 202 333 7932
Wasmngton DC 20006

Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

Novembers, 1990

To the Board of the National Credit
Union Administration and the National
Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility

We have audited the financial statements of the National Credit Union
Administration Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) as of and for the year ended
September 30,1990, and have issued our report thereon dated November 5,1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the CLF for the
year ended September 30,1990, we considered its internal control structure in order
to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on
the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
structure.

The management of the CLF is responsible for establishing and maintaining an
internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments
by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal
control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's
authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless
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November 5,1990
To the Board of the National Credit
Union Administration and the National
Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility
Page 2

occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because
of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of
policies and procedures may deteriorate.

For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control
structure policies and procedures in the following categories:

• Investment placement and maturities
• Loan grants and collections
• Notes payable, borrowings and repayments
• Capital and liquidity reserve additions and withdrawals

For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an
understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they
have been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.

Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under
standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A
material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one
or more of the specific internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur and not be
detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing
their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control
structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined
above.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of the National Credit Union
Administration and the National Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity
Facility and management This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of
this report, which is a matter of public record.
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'801 K Street N .W Teieonore 202 353 793:
Wasmngion. DC 20006

Price Waterhouse

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

Novembers, 1990

To the Board of the National Credit
Union Administration and the National
Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility

We have audited the financial statements of the National Credit Union Administration
Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) as of and for the year ended September 30,1990, and
have issued our report thereon dated November 5,1990.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
the provisions of Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General
of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement

Compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the CLF is the responsibility of the
CLF's management. As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of the CLF's
compliance with material terms and conditions of Title in of the Federal Credit Union
Act, as amended to August 1987, and Part 725 of the Rules and Regulations of the
Board of the National Credit Union Administration, as amended to July 1985, which
we believe have financial significance to the CLF. However, our objective was not to
provide an opinion on overall compliance with such provisions.

The results of our tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested, the CLF
complied, in all material respects, with the provisions referred to in the preceding
paragraph. With respect to items not tested, nothing came to our attention that caused
us to believe that the CLF had not complied, in all material respects, with those
provisions.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of the National Credit Union
Administration and the National Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity
Facility and management. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of
this report, which is a matter of public record.

tsisict.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

CENTRAL LIQUIDITY FACILITY

BALANCE SHEETS

(Expressed in thousands of dollars)

ASSETS

Cash
Investments
Loans to members
Accrued interest receivable

Tool assets

1990

S 7
457.335
66490
9.073

1989

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Liabilities
Notes payable
Member deposits
Accrued interest payable
Accounts payable and other liabilities

Total liabilities

Equity
Capital stock - required
Retained earnings

Total equity
Commitments

Total UaNUtUi and equity

7W90

451.719
8,996

460,715

The accompanying notes are an integral
pan of these financial statements.

S565.637

$111,410
14.297

853
169

126,729

430498
8.310

43*908

S533.00S $565,637
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

CENTRAL LIOUIDrrY FACILITY

STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND RETAINED EARNINGS

(Expressed in thousands of dollars)

Income
Income from investments
Interest on loans
Other

Total income

Expenses '
Agent commitment fee
Personnel services
Other services
Rent, communications and utilities
Supplies and materials
Personnel benefits
Printing and reproduction
Employee travel
Shipping and delivery

Total operating expenses

Year ended September 30.

1990 1989

$36449
6,703

34

43,286

377
238

55
39
27
26
13
11
9

$36,331
9,945

34

46410

377
235

82
47
18
29
8

16

795 812

Interest
Federal Financing Bank
Member deposits

Total expenses

Net income

'Dividends to members

Addition to retained earnings

Retained earnings at beginning of period

Retained earnings at end of period

6430
564

7,889

35,397

34,711

686

8.310

9,607
561

10,980

35,330

34.651

679

7.631

$ 8.310

The accompanying notes are an integral
pan of these financial statements.
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
CENTRAL LIQUIDITY FACILITY
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Expressed in thousands of dollars)

Cash flows from operating activities:
Income from investments
Interest received on loans
Other income received
Cash paid for operating expenses
Interest paid on borrowings

Net cash provided by operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities:
Investment maturities
Loan principal repayments
Purchase of investments
Loan disbursements

Net cash provided by (used In) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities:
Proceeds from borrowings
Addition to member deposits
Issuance of required capital stock
Borrowing repayments
Withdrawal of member deposits
Redemption of required capital stock

Net cash used in financing activities

Net increase in cash
Cash at beginning of year

Cash at end of year

RECONCILIATION OF NET INCOME TO NET CASH PROVIDED
BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES:

Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

provided by operating activities:
Decrease (increase) in accrued investment income receivable
Decrease in accrued loan interest receivable
(Decrease) increase in accounts payable and other liabilities
Decrease in accrued interest payable
Interest deposited in member deposits

Total adjustments

Net cash provided by operating activities

Year ended September 30.
1990 1989

$ 34.798
10.208

34
(783)

(9,871)

36,439

240492
74,159

(254.212)
(28477)

31,962

23,171
192

22,106
(78,000)
(34,884)

(985)

(68.400)

1
6

$ 35,397

471
200

(3)
(190)
564

1.042

$ 3M39

SUPPLEMENTARY DISCLOSURE OF NON-CASH TRANSACTIONS:
Rollovers:

Loans $ 576.374
Borrowings 448,875

Dividends added to member deposits 34,711

The accompanying notes are an integral pan of these financial statements.

34486

402,964
194,012

(434,928)
(185,744)

(23.696)

62.410
457

33.311
(69,148)
(34,195)
(3425)

(10,690)

$ 35,330

(1433)
263
29

(264)
561

(944)

$ 34486

$438,092
458437

34,651
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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

CENTRAL LIQUIDITY FACILITY

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

SEPTEMBER 30.1990 AND 1989

NOTE 1 • ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE

The National Credit Union Administration Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) was created by
the National Credit Union Central Liquidity Facility Act (Act). The CLF is designated as a
mixed-ownership government corporation under the Government Corporation Control Act
The CLF exists within the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) and is managed by
the National Credit Union Administration Board. The CLF became operational on October 1,
1979.

The purpose of the CLF is to improve general financial stability by meeting the liquidity
-needs of credit unions^The CLF is a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c) of the

Internal Revenue Code.

NOTE 2 - SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Accounting

The CLF maintains its accounting records on the accrual basis of accounting.

Allowance for Loan Losses

Loans to members are made on both a short-term and long-term basis. For all loans the CLF
either obtains a security interest in the assets of the borrower or in some cases receives the
guarantee of the NCUA Share Insurance Fund.

The CLF evaluates the collectibility of its loans to members through examination of the
financial condition of the individual borrowing credit unions and the credit union industry in
general.

No allowance for loan losses was considered necessary at September 30,1990 and 1989.

Investments

The CLF invests in members' share accounts (see Notes 5 and 8). All of the CLF's other
investments are short-term with no maturities in excess of one year. These investments are
recorded at cost, which approximates market value.'
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NOTE 3 • GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS

The CLF was created by the Act and is subject to various Federal laws and regulations. The
CLF's operating budget requires Congressional approval and the CLF may not make loans to
members for the purpose of expanding credit union loan portfolios. The CLF's investments
are restricted to obligations of the United States Government and its agencies, deposits in
federally insured financial institutions and shares and deposits in credit unions. Borrowing is
Congressionally limits to twelve times equity and capital subscriptions on-call. However,
the CLF has internally imposed a $600 million limitation on its borrowings. At September
30,1990 and) 1989, the CLF was in compliance with these limitations.

NOTE 4 - LOANS TO MEMBERS

During 1990 loans were made only to member credit unions. These loans carried interest
rates which ranged from 7.79% to 8.17% at September 30, 1990 (8.25% to 9.87% at
September 30,1989). The loans outstanding at September 30,1990 are scheduled to mature
during fiscal year 1991 (the loans outstanding at September 30,1989 matured during fiscal
year 1990). Included in loans to members at September 30,1990 and 1989 are loans to U.S.
Central Credit Union in its capacity as agent of the CLF (see Note 8) in the amount of
$66,590,000 and $65,772,000, respectively.

The CLF also provides members with extended loan commitments and lines of credit There
were $49,000,000 in outstanding commitments or lines of credit at September 30,1990.

The CLF provides lines of credit for state insurance corporations. Advances against these lines
are non-revolving and fully secured by a senior perfected security interest in negotiable,
.marketable securities acceptable to the CLF. As of September 30,1990, no advances had
been made against the lines and all existing lines expired on that date. Subsequent to
September. 30,1990, lines of credit totaling $13.5 million have been authorized Each line of
credit calls for a commitment fee of 1/4 of 1 percent per annum.

NOTE 5 - INVESTMENTS

Funds not, currently required for operations are invested as follows (dollars in thousands):

September 30.

1990 1989

U.S. Central (see Note 8)
Redeposits $400,231 $377.600
Share accounts 22,104 26,115

Time deposits 35,000 40,000

S45733S S443.71S
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NOTE 6•NOTES PAYABLE

All of the CLF's borrowings have been from the Federal Financing Bank. The interest rates
on these obligations are fixed and range from 7.59% to 8.044% at September 30, 1990
(8.121% to 8.405% at September 30,1989). Interest is generally payable upon maturity. The
notes outstanding at September 30,1990 are scheduled to mature during fiscal year 1991 (the
notes outstanding at September 30,1989 matured during fiscal year 1990).

The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized by the Act to lend up to $500 million to the CLF
in the event that the Board certifies to the Secretary that the CLF does not have sufficient
funds to meet the liquidity needs of credit unions. This authority to lend is limited to such
extent and in such amounts as are provided in advance by Congressional Appropriation Acts.
On December 23,1981, President Reagan signed PL 97-101 which provided $100 million of
permanent indefinite borrowing authority which may be provided by the Secretary of the
Treasury to the CLF to meet emergency liquidity needs of credit unions.

NOTE 7 • CAPITAL STOCK AND MEMBER DEPOSITS

The required capital stock account represents subscriptions remitted to the CLF by member
credit unions. Regular members' required subscription amounts equal one-half of one
percent of their paid-in and unimpaired capital and surplus, one-half of which amount is
required to be remitted to the CLF. Agent members' required subscription amounts equal
one-half of one percent of the paid-in and unimpaired capital and surplus of all of the credit
unions served by the agent member, one-half of which amount is required to be remitted to
the CLF. In both cases the remaining one-half of the subscription is required to be held in
liquid assets by the member credit unions subject to call by the National Credit Union
Administration Board. These unremitted subscriptions are not reflected in the CLF's
financial statements. Subscriptions are adjusted annually to reflect changes in the member
credit unions' paid-in and unimpaired capital and surplus. Dividends are declared and paid
on required capital stock.

Member deposits represent amounts remitted by members over and above the amount
required for membership. Interest is paid on member deposits at a rate equivalent to the
dividend rate paid on required capital stock.

NOTE 8 • MEMBERSHIP INCREASE

During the year ended September 30,1984, the CLF accepted a membership request from
U.S. Central Credit Union (USC) on behalf of 29 of its corporate credit union members. At
September 30,1990 and 1989, $423,980,407 and $402,956,000. respectively, of the required
portion of subscribed capital stock was on deposit with the CLF by USC on behalf of its
member credit unions.
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In addition, by accepting this membership request, the CLF is initially committed to reinvest
all but $50,000,000 of its total share capital in USC at market rates of interest At September
30,1990 and 1989, $422,335,000 and $403,715,000, respectively, were invested in USC
share accounts at approximately 7.75 % and 8.11% respective yields.

NOTE 9 - SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL CREDIT UNION
ADMINISTRATION

The National Credit Union Administration provides the CLF with miscellaneous services,
data processing services, and supplies. In addition, the National Credit Union Administration
pays CLF employee salaries as well as CLF's portion of monthly lease payments. The CLF
reimburses the National Credit Union Administration on a monthly basis for these items.

Total reimbursements for the years ended September 30, 1990 and 1989 amounted to
approximately $318,000 and $277,000, respectively.

NOTE 10 • PENSION PLAN

The employees of the CLF are participants in the Civil Service Retirement and Disability
Fund (CSRDF) which includes the Federal Employees' Retirement System (FERS). Both
plans are defined benefit plans covering all of the employees of CLF. FERS is comprised of
a Social Security Benefits Plan, a Basic Plan and a Savings Plan and is mandatory for all
employees hired on or after January 1,1984. Contributions to the plans are based on a
percentage of employees' gross pay. Under the Savings Plan employees can also elect
additional contributions between one and ten percent of their gross pay and the CLF will
match up to five percent of the employee elected contributions. CLF's contributions to the
plans for the years ended September 30,1990 and 1989 were approximately $14,000 and
$16,000, respectively.

CLF does not account for the assets of the above plans nor does it have actuarial data with
respect to accumulated plan benefits or the unfunded liability relative to eligible employees.
These amounts are reported by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management for the Civil
Service Retirement and Disability Fund and are not allocated to individual employers such as
CLF.

NOTE 11. LEASE

The CLF leases office space jointly with the National Credit Union Administration under a
non-cancellable operating lease expiring in 1998. The agreement provides for annual rent
adjustments based on increases in the consumer price index. Under the terms of this lease,
the CLF and the National Credit Union Administration are jointly and severally liable for
future minimum lease payments as of September 30,1990, as follows (dollars in thousands):
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Year ended September 30.

1991
1992
1993
1994

The CLF's portion of these lease payments (rent expense) for each of the years ended
September 30,1990 and 1989 was approximately $39,000 and $34,000, respectively.
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We selected three different samples of credit unions as part of our
review: one of problem credit unions (CAMEL rated 4 and 5), one of failed
credit unions (as defined in chapter 5), and one of corporate credit
unions.

The sample of 39 problem credit unions was drawn from the 3 NCUA
regions with the largest amount of credit union shares in problem insti-
tutions as of June 30,1989: 25 from Region IV (Chicago, Illinois); 10
from Region V (Austin, Texas); and 4 from Region VI (Concord, Cali-
fornia). The judgmentally selected sample held almost half (46 percent)
of the shares in problem credit unions in those three regions. They
ranged in share size from under $1 million to over $700 million. The
sample included 16 state credit unions—41 percent of the sample which
is virtually the same proportion of state credit unions among all those
insured by NCUSIF.

Our sample of 16 failed credit unions was made up of institutions that
were liquidated, merged, resolved through purchase and assumption
transactions, or assisted. In making our judgmental selection we sought
to obtain maximum coverage of the amount of losses NCUSIF sustained
and to achieve the best balance possible among state and federal credit
unions because of their proportion of the industry and of failures. We
judgmentally selected five liquidated credit unions and three that were
resolved through purchase and assumption transactions. Together, these
eight credit unions accounted for 87 percent of NCUSIF'S losses on such
resolutions during fiscal year 1989, as of June 30. Our sample of five
assisted credit unions represented 90 percent of the amount of assis-
tance being provided as of June 30,1989, the overwhelming majority of
which was in Region V. The three merged credit unions we chose repre-
sented 48 percent of NCUSIF'S losses on mergers for the same time period.
Four of the 16 in our sample were state credit unions; 24 percent of all
failures through June 1989 were state institutions.

From the 44 corporate credit unions, we judgmentally selected 9 on the
basis of their charter, insurance status, regional location, CAMEL rating,
and asset size. We chose two each with the following charter and insur-
ance characteristics: state charter, federal insurance; state charter, pri-
vate insurance; and state charter, no insurance. We chose three
corporate credit unions with federal charters and federal insurance. The
nine corporate credit unions we chose ranged in asset size from $70 mil-
lion to above $5 billion as of June 30,1990. All six NCUA regions and
CAMEL codes 1 through 4 were represented in the sample. There were no
code 5 corporates. We also reviewed aspects of the oversight of U.S.
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Central Credit Union, such as NCUA'S examinations and monitoring of
activities.
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NCUA has extensive powers under the law to ensure that credit unions
operate safely and soundly. If they do not, NCUA has the power to
remove federal insurance and/or close the credit unions. Specifically,
NCUA can

issue cease and desist orders (including temporary orders),
assess money penalties,
remove officials,
prohibit others from participating in credit union affairs,
place a credit union in conservatorship,
arrange a merger or purchase and assumption,
liquidate insolvent federal credit unions and revoke charters of solvent
federal credit unions, and
terminate insurance.

NCUA must notify state regulators before taking actions against federally
insured, state-chartered credit unions. Although NCUA is not empowered
to close a state credit union, NCUA can terminate the credit union's insur-
ance (12 U.S.C. 1786(b)), place it into conservatorship (12 U.S.C.
1786(h)), and act as the liquidating agent if appointed by the state regu-
lator or a court. (12 U.S.C. 1787(b))

FIRREA altered some of NCUA'S enforcement powers; overall, its authority
was expanded. For example, NCUA authority now permits cease and
desist orders, civil money penalties, removals, and prohibitions that
include additional people affiliated with the credit unions, and higher
money penalties.

Cease and Desist Orders NCUA guidance to examiners says that the cease and desist order is the
most appropriate action for dealing with persistent and serious
problems. Prior to FIRREA, the law provided for a cease and desist order
against a credit union if it was engaging, had engaged in, or was about to
engage in an unsafe or unsound practice, violation of law, rule, regula-
tion, "or any condition imposed in writing by the Board in connection
with the granting of any...request...or any written agreement entered
into with the Board...." (12 U.S.C. 1786(e)(l))

In addition, NCUA could issue a temporary cease and desist order, which
would become effective immediately, if it believed the continuation of
the credit union's actions precipitating the order was likely to cause
insolvency, "substantially" dissipate assets or earnings, or "seriously"
weaken the condition of the credit union. Under FIRREA, "substantially"
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was replaced with "significant" and "seriously" was deleted. (12 U.S.C.
1786(f))

Civil Money Penalties FIRREA expanded NCUA'S authority related to civil money penalties. Pre-
viously, the law allowed NCUA to assess a maximum of only $1,000 a day
for violations of a cease and desist order. Penalties could be assessed
against any person involved in a credit union's affairs or against the
credit union itself. FIRREA provided three tiers of penalties ranging from
up to $5,000 a day in the least severe tier to $1 million a day in the most
severe tier. In the case of a penalty against a credit union, the penalty
would be 1 percent of its assets or the most severe tier, whichever is
less. (12 U.S.C. 1786(k))

Removal of Of ficials and
Prohibition of Others

NCUA can remove eredit union direetorsroffieersror^eommittee members
when their individual actions are deemed detrimental or create a poten-
tial loss to the credit union. These actions can include unsafe and
unsound practices as well as violations of law, regulations, or rules. A
prohibition action is designed to stop an individual from further partici-
pation in credit union affairs. It is generally taken against a person who
is not a director, officer, or committee member but is involved with the
credit union in another capacity, such as a lawyer or employee. A prohi-
bition action can also be taken against a business entity. NCUA must
show that the person's conduct resulted in "substantial" financial loss
or other damage to the credit union. FIRREA combined NCUA'S removal
and prohibition authority and deleted the word "substantial." (12 U.S.C.
1786(g))

Conservatorship NCUA can take possession and control of a credit union's business and
assets in the following cases:

The Board concludes the action is needed to conserve the assets of an
insured credit union or protect the NCUSIF or the interests of the mem-
bers of the insured credit union.
The credit unions' board of directors consents to the action.
There is a deliberate violation of a final cease and desist order.
The credit union has concealed or refused to submit documents for
examiners or any lawful agent of the Board to review. (12 U.S.C.
1786(h)(l))
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When federal credit unions are involved, NCUA can take immediate pos-
session. However, when state credit unions are involved, NCUA must
have prior written approval from the state regulator unless the full
NCUA Board votes to act without the state's approval after 30 days
notice has been given to the regulator. FIRREA did not change NCUA'S
powers with respect to coriservatorships.

Other Changes Under
FIRREA

FIRREA expanded NCUA'S authority in all the above areas by specifying
that cease and desist orders, removals, prohibitions, and civil money
penalties could be brought against a broader variety of persons. Those,
covered now include independent contractors who participate in any
violation of the law or regulations, any breach of fiduciary duty, or any
unsafe or unsound practice, "which caused or is likely to cause more
than a minimal financial loss to or a significant adverse effect on, the
insured credit union." (12 U.S.C. 1786(r))

Another FIRREA provision empowers NCUA to assess civil penalties
against any credit union that submits false or misleading information or
reports, or fails to submit any report. The penalty for inadvertent errors
is $2,000 per day for each day the information remains uncorrected. The
burden to establish inadvertence rests on the credit union. If the mis-
leading information was not filed inadvertently, the penalty is $20,000
per day. NCUA can assess a penalty as high as $1 million a day, or 1
percent of assets per day, whichever is less, if the credit union acted
with reckless disregard for accuracy. (12 U.S.C. 1782 (a)(3))

NCUA Powers to
Resolve Credit Unions

NCUA has four options for resolving a failed credit union: liquidation,
merger, purchase and assumption, and provision of special assistance.
Resolution of failing credit unions is discussed in chapter 5.

Liquidation FCUA empowers NCUA to revoke the charter or liquidate any federal
credit union upon finding that the credit union is insolvent or has vio-
lated any provisions of the act, the regulations, its charter, or the
bylaws. (12 U.S.C. 1766(b)(l)) Since May 26,1982, NCUA regulations
have also provided for the immediate suspension of a solvent federal
credit union's charter when the Board determines that grounds for liqui-
dation exist and immediate action is necessary to

prevent dissipation of the credit union's assets or earnings,
prevent further weakening of the credit union's condition, or
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otherwise protect the interest of credit union members or the NCUSIF.

The NCUA Board may take possession of all credit union books, records,
assets, and property. (12 C.F.R. 747.702)

Although NCUA is not empowered to liquidate a state credit union, the
act does authorize NCUA to act as the liquidating agent if appointed by
the state regulator or a court. (12 U.S.C. 1787(j))

Mergers FCUA authorizes NCUA to merge an insured credit union that is insolvent
or in danger of becoming insolvent with any other insured credit union
if (1) an emergency requires expeditious action, (2) other alternatives
are not reasonably available, and (3) the public interest would be
served. The act does not authorize NCUA to merge a credit union with a
bank or a savings and loan. (12 U.S.C. 1785(h) and (i))

Purchase and Assumption NCUA says that this resolution method combines the qualities of both a
merger and a liquidation. NCUA finds a buyer for some or all of the credit
union's assets and liabilities, and the failing credit union is closed by its
charterer. The act allows NCUA to authorize a federally insured credit
union to purchase any of the assets and assume any of the liabilities of a
credit union that is insolvent or in danger of insolvency if the NCUA
Board finds that the three conditions noted above exist. It also permits
federally insured banks and thrifts to purchase assets or assume liabili-
ties if NCUA'S attempt to effect a merger or consolidation with an insured
credit union is unsuccessful. (12 U.S.C. 1785(h) and (i))

Termination of Insurance NCUA'S strongest authority over state credit unions is its authority to
terminate insurance. Such action leaves the credit union to find insur-
ance elsewhere, operate without insurance, or close. Shareholders are
protected as provided for in the act. The act requires notice to share-
holders and provides for continuation of insurance coverage for 1 year
from the time insurance is terminated. (12 U.S.C. 1786(c) and (d))

The act authorizes NCUA to terminate the insurance of any federally
insured credit union when NCUA determines that the credit union is

• engaging in or has engaged in unsafe or unsound practices;
• continuing to operate in an unsafe or unsound condition; or
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violating or has violated any law, rule, regulation, order, written condi-
tion imposed by the Board, or written agreement entered into with the
Board. (12 U.S.C. 1786)

The law also stipulates that NCUA will notify the credit union and its
state regulator of the specific violations. If the credit union does not
take corrective action within 20 to 120 days (the time allowed depends
on the severity of the violations), the NCUA Board can terminate the
credit union's insurance in not less than 30 days. (12 U.S.C. 1786 (b)(l))
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This appendix provides a brief summary of material on the causes of
credit union failure and distress and on bank and thrift failures.

Our review of NCUA records on a sample of 16 failed credit unions and 39
problem credit unions revealed that examiners had identified the same
internal control weaknesses, which consistently related to lending prac-
tices, in almost all the institutions.1 These results were not projectable to
all failures or all problem credit unions, but these results did represent a
significant percentage in terms of shares in problem credit unions (46
percent) and in failure costs (75 percent), as of June 1989.

Examiners generally found the following practices at failed and problem
credit unions:

Loans were made to members with high debt ratios.
Debt ratios of borrowers were not computed.
Employment and other indications of borrowers' ability to repay loans
were not verified.
Delinquent loans were refinanced.
Liens on loan collateral were not perfected.
There were high concentrations of loans to individual borrowers.

While examiners did not typically limit these underwriting weaknesses
to any one type of loan, they did note instances where appraisals for
real estate loans were not current. Significant losses caused by interest
rate risks taken in investments were not noted in our sample
organizations.

In almost all cases, examiners noted weak management or limited
involvement of the board of directors. Fraud was the major cause of
failure in one instance, which was the costliest credit union failure to
date. This low-income credit union, which failed in 1988, misled NCUA by
keeping two separate sets of books. The official books showed that it
was a relatively small institution with $2 million in assets. In reality,
this credit union attracted over $40 million, primarily in nonmember
deposits, but had only $3 million in assets at the time of failure.

Accurate and complete records are critically important to credit union
management, members, and supervisors in making business decisions
and monitoring credit union activities and health. Failed credit unions in
our sample had extensive problems with record keeping. Among the

'The sample selection methodologies are discussed in appendix VI.
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problem credit unions we reviewed, examiners cited record keeping
problems at 80 percent. NCUA told us that examiners noted record
keeping problems in 20 percent of all credit unions examined in 1988
and 1989.

The results of our study of 16 failed credit unions generally parallel
those found by NCUA in its 1987 study of 1981-1985 failures.2 NCUA noted
that credit unions failed for "mundane reasons, such as faulty lending
operations or inept internal procedures," rather than problems such as
fraud or failure of the credit union's sponsor. Major problems cited also
included inadequate lending procedures and policies, weak collection
practices, and weak internal operations often characterized by high
expenses or poor record keeping. Examiners, the NCUA study reported,
found that poor record keeping had a "major impact" on 41 percent of
the failed credit unions. Apathy on the part of boards of directors also
contributed to the weak management of the failed credit unions.

Our work on the bank and thrift failures has shown that federal super-
visors identified similar lending-related problems, with fraud contrib-
uting significantly to the losses at thrifts. In our study of bank failures,
we found that federal regulators identified serious internal control
weaknesses that contributed significantly to virtually all the 184 bank
failures in 1987.3 We also found examples of insider abuse, fraud, and
environmental factors (such as adverse economic conditions) in our
study, but we found that weak internal controls greatly increased a
bank's vulnerability to these factors.4 Regulators only rarely cited fraud
or insider abuse as a significant contributing factor in the bank failures.
In our study of 26 thrifts that failed in the 1985-1987 period, however,
we found numerous and sometimes blatant violations of laws and regu-
lations and indications of fraud or insider abuse at all the institutions.5

2Causes of Credit Union Failures, 1981-1985, NCUA Office of the Chief Economist (Washington, D.C.,
Sept. 1987).

3Bank Failures: Independent Audits Needed to Strengthen Internal Controls and Bank Management
(GAO/AFMD-89-25, May 31,1989).

4Those internal control weaknesses that contributed most significantly to the 184 bank failures were
inadequate or imprudent loan policies and procedures (79 percent), inadequate supervision by the
bank's board of directors (49 percent), weak loan administration (42 percent), and poor loan docu-
mentation and inadequate credit analysis (41 percent).

5Thrift Failures: Costly Failures Resulted From Regulatory Violations and Unsafe Practices (GAO/
AFMD-89-62, June 16,1989).
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In 1985, NCUA consolidated its handling of failed credit unions from six
regional offices into two Asset Liquidation Centers located in Wash-
ington, D.C., and in Austin, Texas. These centers were responsible for
disposing of the assets from closed credit unions. A third entity, the
Asset Liquidation Management Center also in Austin, Texas, was estab-
lished in 1988 and managed real estate assets acquired from open, NCUA-
assisted credit unions.

We assessed these operations early in our review. We found that the
Asset Liquidation Management Center's mission statement did not
address the distinction between assets it was to handle and those to be
handled by the other two centers. We also found that the centers incon-
sistently and incompletely implemented NCUA policy. For example, the
Asset Liquidation Center in Austin, Texas, sold almost all of the loans it
acquired; while the center in Washington, B.C., sold only 6 percent of
the loans it acquired and arranged with a collection firm to collect on
(not sell) the remainder. Officials at the latter center told us they auto-
matically sent portfolios to the collection agency rather than seeking
buyers for them because of resource constraints. Neither center had doc-
umentation to support the decisions to sell or collect on loans.

We shared our concerns with NCUA management in the spring of 1990. In
May 1990, it was announced that these three entities were to be com-
bined into the Asset Liquidation Management Center, located in Austin,
Texas, which reports directly to the NCUA Board. NCUA'S Director of the
Office of Examination and Insurance has overall responsibility for moni-
toring the center's work, providing guidance, determining compliance,
and concurring with certain actions the center takes. NCUA officials also
told us they would take a number of corrective actions, such as devel-
oping a "loan profile" to use in both deciding whether to sell or collect
on a loan and requiring documentation of the decision. NCUA'S planned
actions in this area, if properly implemented, address our concerns.

One Collection Agency
Used for Over 3 Years
and NCUA Did Not
Review Its
Performance

When we did our initial work, NCUA had used only one collection firm
since October 1986, assigning to the firm over $31 million of loans and
paying it $2 million in fees. We noted that although NCUA monitored col-
lection activity for individual loans on a monthly basis, it had no system
for monitoring or assessing the collection agency's overall effectiveness.
NCUA officials told us they would retain other collection agencies on a
more regional basis and began to do so in May 1990. In addition, NCUA
plans to make unannounced visits to the collections agencies to examine
their work and to periodically require an outside audit.
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Problems in
Establishing Market
Value of Assets and
Other Internal Control
Weaknesses

We reviewed in detail the Asset Liquidation Management Center's man-
agement of 14 of the 56 real estate assets under its management as of
December 31,1989, and its sale of 20 assets. We found that for 14 of the
20 assets sold in the July 1988 through December 1989 period, business
plans had not been prepared despite written policy to that effect. We
also noted that the center's policy did not clearly specify the delegation
of authority for approving asset disposal decisions. In addition, we
raised questions with NCUA about a variety of internal controls. NCUA
officials told us they chose not to delay marketing properties in the
absence of a business plan, but they assured us that the sales were
approved by the Office of Examination and Insurance Director, although
there was no record of this approval.

Under NCUA asset management and disposition policies, as revised in
October 1990, a business plan is required for all commercial assets and
may be required for significant noncommercial assets.

The revised policies also specify policies and delegations of authority
with respect to decisions related to the disposal of assets, such as
financing the sale of assets and approving business plans. We noted that
NCUA provided the financing for 3 out of the 20 assets sold in the 18-
month period studied and that there was no guidance or policy on such
financing, such as the conditions under which it could be provided. NCUA
policies in effect prior to June 1990 did not specify when an appraisal
had to be obtained. NCUA officials agreed they needed to have better
methods for estimating the net realizable value of an asset. As required
by FIRREA, NCUA issued a regulation on appraisals in August 1990. The
regulation generally requires appraisals for all real estate related trans-
actions valued at over $50,000.
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Credit unions, unlike other federally insured depository institutions, are
exempt from federal income taxation. The tax-exempt status of state
credit unions was originally recognized because of their similarity to
other mutual financial institutions that at the time were tax exempt.
When the other mutual financial institutions lost their exemption in
1951, state credit unions explicitly retained exempt status. Federal
credit unions were granted exempt status in 1937.

While both federal and state credit unions are exempt from federal
income tax, there are differences in the way tax law treats the two types
of credit unions. State credit unions are required to pay federal tax on
unrelated business income and can be taxed by their home state. Since
federal credit unions are recognized as tax-exempt instrumentalities of
the federal government, they are specifically exempt from federal tax
on unrelated business income and are exempt from many state taxes.

IRS oversight of both federal and state chartered credit unions has been
rather limited. State credit unions may apply for tax-exempt status and
file annual returns either individually or as a group through state regu-
latory agencies. After unsuccessfully challenging the tax-exempt status
of a credit union in court, IRS concluded that the provision of banking
services by a state credit union could not serve as a basis for challenge
of tax-exempt status. Federal credit unions do not file annual returns
with IRS.

As tax-exempt financial institutions that are organized as cooperative or
mutual associations, credit unions can be compared to other financial
institutions, other tax-exempt organizations, and other cooperatives. In
contrast to credit unions, commercial banks and thrift institutions are
subject to the corporate tax. This gives credit unions an advantage in
that to the extent that they compete with these institutions, they can
finance the expansion of similar services at a lower cost through
untaxed rather than taxed retained earnings. Credit unions share sev-
eral characteristics with other tax-exempt organizations, but tax code
requirements and IRS regulations restrict these organizations and impose
tax on certain types of income. Credit unions are not subject to many of
these requirements. While some types of cooperatives are specifically
exempt from tax, cooperatives generally are taxed in order to ensure
that all income is taxed at either the individual member or cooperative
level.

The taxation of credit unions was proposed by the executive branch in
1978 and 1985. Both proposals argued that tax-exempt status gives
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credit unions an unwarranted competitive advantage over banks and
thrift institutions. In testimony defending the current tax-exempt
status, credit union officials and others argued that the unique service
mix offered by credit unions, the benefits of mutual, nonprofit organiza-
tion, and the potential harm that taxation would have on undercapital-
ized credit unions justifies continuing exempt status.

If credit unions were made subject to taxation, they could reduce their
taxable income by reducing loan rates and/or by increasing deposit
rates. This would reduce taxes paid by credit unions, but could increase
taxes paid by the members. If credit unions wished to maintain retained
earnings at the same level as before the imposition of the tax, they
would have to increase loan rates or decrease deposit rates.

The Historical Basis for
Credit Union Tax
Exemption

State Chartered Credit Unions

Internal Revenue Code section 501(c) describes 25 categories of organi-
zations that are exempt from federal income tax. State credit unions are
exempt in a category by themselves under section 501(c)(14)(A). Fed-
eral credit unions are exempt under section 501(c)(l). Section 501(c)(l)
exempts certain corporations that have been organized under an act of
Congress, designated as instrumentalities of the United States, and that
are exempt from tax by the Internal Revenue Code or by certain con-
gressional acts.

Mutual financial institutions predate the corporate and personal income
tax system. Domestic building and loan associations (now called savings
and loans) and mutual savings banks not having a capital stock repre-
sented by shares were exempted from tax by the Revenue Act of 1913
(P.L. 63-16). Cooperative banks without capital stock organized and
operated for mutual purposes and without profit were exempted by the
Revenue Act of 1916 (P.L. 64-271). Credit unions were not exempted in
either of these acts. Their tax-exempt status was addressed directly for
the first time in 1917, when the Attorney General stated that credit
unions organized under the laws of Massachusetts were entitled to
exempt status because they were very similar to cooperative banks.

The Revenue Act of 1951 (P.L. 80-183) amended section 101(4) of the
1939 Internal Revenue Code to repeal the tax-exempt status for cooper-
ative banks, savings and loan societies, and mutual savings banks, but it
specifically provided for the tax exemption of state chartered credit
unions. While the act's legislative history contains extensive discussion
of the reasons why the tax-exempt status of the other mutual institu-
tions was revoked, it does not discuss why credit unions retained their
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exemption. The provisions in the bill removing exempt status were
included in Senate amendments to the House bill. In conference, the
House of Representatives agreed to these provisions with some
amendments.

The Senate report (S.R. 781, 82d Congress, 1st Session) stated that the
exemption of mutual savings banks was repealed in order to establish
parity between competing financial institutions. According to the Senate
report, tax-exempt status gave mutual savings banks the advantage of
being able to finance growth out of untaxed retained earnings, while
competing corporations (commercial banks) paid tax on income retained
by the corporation. The report stated that the exempt status of savings
and loans was repealed on the same grounds. Moreover, it stated that
savings and loan associations were no longer self-contained mutual or-
ganizations, for which membership implied significant investments over
time, risk of loss, heavy penalties forcancellation of membership or
early withdrawal of shares, and in which members invested in anticipa-
tion of becoming borrowers at some time. Instead, investing members
were simply becoming depositors who received relatively fixed rates of
return on deposits that were protected by large surplus accounts, and
borrowing members found dealing with a savings and loan similar to
dealing with other mortgage lending institutions.

The Senate report also specifically rejected two arguments that savings
and loan associations did not have income that could be taxed. The
Senate report described the first argument as being based on "the theory
that both the borrowers and the investors are members of the associa-
tion and that the interest paid by the borrowers on their loans is really
only paid to themselves as members of the association." In rejecting this
argument, the report states:

"The mutuality argument assumes that in the long run, the investments of each
member are equal to the debts he has owed the organization. It also assumes that the
membership in each organization is fixed and that eventually each member will
receive a proportionate share of the accumulated earnings of the organization.
These assumptions might have been valid for the original savings and loan associa-
tions which terminated after they had fulfilled their purposes for the original mem-
bership groups. They are not generally valid, however, for the present-day
associations, where investing members may never contemplate becoming borrowers
and where the organizations are permanent and a member has no right to a share in
the undistributed earnings upon withdrawal."

Second, the report states:
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"Another basis on which it is argued that the savings and loan associations do not
have income is that all their receipts are either paid out as expenses or as dividends
to members or accumulated for the mutual benefit of the members. However, an
individual member or depositor has no claim to a share of the accumulated earnings
unless he remains in the organization until its dissolution.

"The income which is added to reserves and undivided profits by the savings and
loan associations cannot be treated as income to a member or depositor for income
tax purposes under the doctrine of constructive receipt because the member cannot
obtain it unless he remains a member of the association until it is dissolved. It is the
income of the associations. The fact that it is retained for the benefit of the mem-
bers makes it analogous to the income retained by an ordinary taxable corporation
for the benefit of its stockholders."

The Revenue Act of 1951 provided for taxation of these financial insti-
tutions as regular corporations, with two exceptions: dividends on with-
drawable accounts paid to depositors would be deductible, and the act
added generous rules regarding deductions for additions to a bad debt
reserve. The method for determining the bad debt deduction allowed
deduction of up to 100 percent of income if the total bad debt reserve
balance, taxable surplus, and profits did not exceed 12 percent of total
deposits or withdrawable accounts. This provision effectively allowed
these institutions to avoid any payment of tax. However, over time,
Congress reduced the amount they can deduct for additions to a bad
debt reserve, increasing their effective tax burden.

Under current law, state credit unions are exempt from tax under
Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(14)(A). This section states that
credit unions that are (1) operating on a nonprofit basis, (2) organized
without capital stock, and (3) operating for mutual purposes can qualify
for exemption. While state credit union laws generally require that
credit union members share a common bond, it is not specifically
required in the Internal Revenue Code.

In 1966, IRS revoked the tax-exempt status of St. Mary's Bank, a state
chartered financial institution. St. Mary's had been incorporated in 1909
by an act of the New Hampshire Legislature and so predated the state
credit union law. St. Mary's appealed the revocation in district court.
The government argued that St. Mary's tax-exempt status should be
revoked because it was not formed under the state's credit union law,
because the nature of its services indicated that it was operating as a
commercial savings and loan association, and because its charter did not
specify a common bond.
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In 1976, the U.S. District Court in New Hampshire upheld St. Mary's
tax-exempt status. The court found that the state's recognition of an
institution as a credit union must be accepted as long as the recognition
was not a "gross misuse" of the term credit union. The court found that
the state of New Hampshire's recognition of St. Mary's as a credit union
was not a "gross misuse" of the name since St. Mary's was a cooperative
institution controlled by its members and the membership shared a "de
facto" common bond. The court also found that since St. Mary's oper-
ated for mutual purposes and operated without profit, it met the qualifi-
cations expressly required of a credit union under Internal Revenue
Code section 501(c)(14). Further, while noting that tax exemption may
give St. Mary's a competitive advantage, the court chose not to overturn
the tax laws to define new tests for determining whether an institution
is a credit union when neither Congress, through legislation, nor IRS,
through regulation, had done so.

On appeal in 1977, the government argued that St. Mary's was operating
like a commercial bank or mutual saving bank and should be taxed as
such. The First Circuit Court of Appeals reaffirmed that the state had
not grossly misused the term credit union and stated that:

"A credit union is a democratically controlled, cooperative, nonprofit society, organ-
ized for the purpose of encouraging thrift and self-reliance among its members by
creating a source of credit at a fair and reasonable rate of interest in order to
improve the economic and social conditions of its members. A credit union is funda-
mentally distinguishable from other financial institutions in that the customers may
exercise effective control."

The court further stated that offering demand deposit accounts and real
estate loans did not prevent St. Mary's from meeting Internal Revenue
Code requirements for operation of a credit union and that a de facto
common bond was sufficient for the purposes of tax law.

After the St. Mary's case, IRS concluded that the provision of banking
services by a state credit union could not serve as a basis for challenging
tax-exempt status. Additionally, while IRS has acknowledged that while
a de facto common bond was sufficient, it believes that under the test
applied by the court in the St. Mary's case, it would be a "gross misuse
of the name" for a state to charter a credit union without a common
bond.1 However, IRS has not subsequently challenged the tax-exempt
status of a state chartered credit union.

'General Counsel Memorandum 37467,38345.
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Federal Credit Unions

In 1950, Congress made certain tax-exempt organizations subject to
income tax on unrelated business income, which is income derived from
business that is substantially unrelated to the organization's purpose for
exemption. The intent of taxing unrelated business income is to prevent
tax-exempt organizations from unfairly competing with taxable organi-
zations in areas of business unrelated to the purpose of the exempt
organization. In the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Congress extended the tax
on unrelated business income to most tax-exempt organizations,
including state credit unions.

Examinations of state credit unions have disclosed that IRS has imposed
the unrelated business income tax on income earned from insurance
sales. Preliminary IRS estimates indicate that 79 unrelated business
income returns were filed by section 501(c)(14) entities in 1987, and the
total tax paid was $76,000.

The Federal Credit Union Act of 1934 authorized the chartering of fed-
eral credit unions. The stated purpose of the act was to "establish a fur-
ther market for securities of the United States and to make more
available to people of small means credit for provident purposes
through a national system of cooperative credit, thereby helping to sta-
bilize the credit structure of the United States." Federal credit unions
were originally subject to the federal income tax and could be taxed by
states in the same manner as they taxed state chartered banks.

In 1937, the act was amended to, among other things, exempt federal
credit unions from federal tax and limit state taxation to taxes on real
and tangible personal property. The committee reports (H.R. 1579, and
S.R. 1009, 75th Congress, 1st session) on the amendment indicate that
taxing federal credit unions like commercial banks placed a dispropor-
tionate and excessive burden on federal credit unions, particularly
because states taxed credit unions on the basis of share capital. The
House report states that:

"In view of the fact that Federal credit unions may not accept deposits, their share
capital represents a much greater proportion of their total resources than is the case
in other financial institutions. As Federal credit unions are mutual or cooperative
organizations operated entirely by and for their members, it appears appropriate
that local taxation should be levied on the members rather than on the organization
itself."

As a consequence of the 1937 amendment, federal credit unions are
exempt from tax under Internal Revenue Code section 501(c)(l). Certain
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corporations that are organized under an act of Congress, designated as
instrumentalities of the United States, and that have been specifically
exempted from tax under either the Internal Revenue Code or certain
congressional acts, qualify for tax-exempt status under section
501(c)(l). Federally chartered credit unions meet these three require-
ments and thus are exempt from federal tax under this section. As fed-
eral instrumentalities, federal credit unions are also exempt from state
income tax and, unlike state credit unions, are exempt from tax on unre-
lated business income. Other 501(c)(l) entities include the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Government National Mortgage
Association and Farm Credit Banks. In contrast, federally chartered
banks are also instrumentalities of the United States but have not been
exempted from federal corporate income tax.

While some states have challenged the instrumentality status of feder-
jillydiartered credit unions, courts have found that federal credit
unions are federal instrumentalities and immune from state taxation. In
a 1988 Court of Appeals case, United States v. State of Michigan, 851
F.2d 803 (6th Cir. 1988), the Sixth Circuit upheld the instrumentality
status of federal credit unions, finding they were immune from state
taxation. The state of Michigan had imposed a sales tax on credit unions;
the United States challenged the tax on behalf of federally chartered
credit unions located in Michigan. The court, quoting from a Supreme
Court case, stated "there is no simple test for ascertaining whether an
institution is so closely related to governmental activity as to become a
tax-immune instrumentality." The court noted that "the leading cases
suggest that we examine the purpose for which federal credit unions
were created, that we determine whether they continue to perform that
function, and that we assess the federal government's control over and
involvement with these organizations."

In examining the function of credit unions, the court found that:

"through federal credit unions, therefore, the federal government makes credit
available on liberal terms and at low rates of interest to middle-class Americans
who, because they frequently lack adequate security, might otherwise have to turn
to small loan financiers who can extort excessive interest rates in times of unex-
pected need."

The court rejected Michigan's contention that federal credit unions do
not deserve tax-immune instrumentality status because they now offer
essentially the same financial services as those offered by private
banks. The court found that "merely because federal credit unions have
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added other financial services to attract members and remain competi-
tive with other types of financial institutions does not undermine the
central fact: federal credit unions were designed and continue to per-
form important governmental functions." The court also found the fol-
lowing factors persuasive: that federal credit unions are authorized to
act as fiscal agents of the United States, that they are subject to federal
regulation, and that they are statutorily tax exempt.

Other courts that have examined the tax status of federal credit unions
have also found them to be exempt as federal instrumentalities. See
United States v. State of Maine, 524 F. Supp. 1056 (D.C. ME. 1981), and
Tabco Federal Credit Unions v. Goldstein, No. 2836 1 Md. Tax Cases
(CCH) Para. 200-411.

IRS Oversight of the Credit
Union Industry Is Limited

IRS is responsible for overseeing more than one million tax-exempt orga-
nizations. In most cases, IRS reviews applications submitted by organiza-
tions seeking recognition of tax-exempt status to ensure that the
organizations are organized and operated for the purposes allowed
under the 501(c) section for which exemption is sought. After approving
tax-exempt status, IRS can review the reported operations of organiza-
tions to ensure that they continue to qualify for tax-exempt status and
comply with any applicable laws or regulations, such as reporting and
paying tax on unrelated business income.

IRS neither receives applications for exemption from federal credit
unions nor examines their activities. NCUA is exempt from tax under sec-
tion 501(c)(l) and has received a group exemption letter from IRS that
exempts the federal credit unions that it regulates. This procedure is
designed to relieve subordinate organizations from having to apply sep-
arately for recognition of tax-exempt status. NCUA approves the char-
tering, merging, and termination of federal credit unions. Periodically,
NCUA reports to IRS on federal credit unions that have been chartered,
merged, or terminated. However, IRS does not maintain a complete and
current listing of federal credit unions; it obtains only the annual
changes from NCUA.

The extent to which IRS approves applications for state chartered credit
unions depends upon the state in which the credit union is chartered. If
a state has a regulatory authority that oversees credit unions, this
authority can use the group ruling process for those credit unions it
charters if it becomes recognized as tax-exempt itself and establishes
that subordinate organizations are subject to its supervision and control.
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As in the case of federal credit unions, state chartered credit unions are
considered to be subordinate to their regulating authority. If there is no
overall authority, each credit union applies to IRS for approval of its
exempt status. In 12 states, credit unions apply individually to IRS for
recognition by submitting a statement showing the date and state of
incorporation and that the state credit union law with respect to loans,
investments, and dividends, if any, is being complied with. In 35 states,
credit unions obtain their tax-exempt status through the group ruling
process. For these states, IRS receives only the names and addresses of
individual credit unions. As of calendar year 1991, three states and the
District of Columbia did not charter credit unions.

IRS

Most Credit Unions Do Not ^ost tax-exempt organizations other than private foundations with
File Annual Returns With 8ross receipts of $25,000 or more are required to file an annual return

with IRS that provides information on the organizationsMncomerexpend-
itures, and activities. IRS uses these annually filed forms (Form 990) to
select organizations for examination. In 1988 and 1989, credit unions
filed 1,351 and 1,447 Form 990s, respectively. Most credit unions, how-
ever, do not file these returns because of exclusions and group filing
requirements. Revenue Ruling 60-364 permits the state chartering
agency to file a consolidated return for all the credit unions under its
jurisdiction. At the time of this report, the state chartering agencies in
31 states were doing so. Individual credit unions are responsible for
filing a Form 990 in 16 states.

IRS conducts examinations of tax-exempt organizations to ensure their
continued compliance with the basis for their exemption and with tax
and reporting requirements. As shown in table X.I, iRSconducted 266
examinations of state credit unions during the 4-year period from fiscal
year 1986 through fiscal year 1989. As a result of these examinations,
IRS recommended additional tax and penalties of $6,738. IRS' examina-
tion rate for state credit unions, in terms of number of returns examined
per number of active entities, has been lower than the overall average
for section 501(c) organizations.
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Table X.1: Results of IRS State Credit
Union Examinations

Year
Active credit

unions
Form 990s

filed Examinations

1986 6,068 1,402 134
1987 6,417 1,599 62
1988 6,518 1,351 34
1989 6,184 1,447 36

No change
(percent)8

13
06
29
28

aNo change represents examination cases that resulted in no additional tax due or in which no adminis-
trative deficiencies were found. A change case could be a case for which a tax deficiency was found or
an administrative deficiency without tax consequence was present, such as an incomplete return or
computational error.
Source: IRS Annual Reports, IRS exempt organization master file data.

Effect of Tax-Exempt
Status

While credit unions as organizations are exempt from tax, income that
members receive from credit unions is taxed. Members who receive divi-
dends on share accounts are taxed on that income, just as depositors at
commercial banks are taxed on interest income from savings or checking
accounts. However, unlike income retained by other financial institu-
tions, income retained by credit unions is not taxed until it is distributed
to members.

Tax exemption gives credit unions a competitive advantage over banks
and taxable mutual financial institutions in that they can finance expan-
sion of services through untaxed retained earnings. On the other hand,
if credit unions distribute all income to shareholders and do not retain
earnings at the entity level, all income will be taxed at the individual
level. In this case, credit unions have little tax advantage relative to tax-
able mutual financial institutions, whose income is taxed once at either
the individual or entity level.

NCUA data show that on average during 1989, federally insured credit
unions paid out 87 percent of income before cost of funds as dividends
on shares, interest on borrowed money, and interest on deposits. Thir-
teen percent of income was retained at the credit union level.

We also used 1989 NCUA data to calculate statistics on retained earnings
and reserves for those solvent credit unions that did not have to add to
regular reserves for regulatory purposes; 5,981 credit unions met this
criterion. Half of these credit unions retained more than 15 percent of
income, and half retained less than 15 percent. One quarter retained
more than 22 percent of income, and one quarter retained less than 9
percent. Of the 5,948 credit unions that met the previously mentioned
criterion and had some regular reserves, half had total reserves that are
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more than 2.5 times their regular reserves, and half had less. One
quarter had reserves greater than 3.5 times their regular reserves, and
one quarter had total reserves less than 2 times their regular reserves.
Of these credit unions, 5 percent had total reserves greater than 6.5
times regular reserves.

Taxation of Credit
Unions Relative to
That of Other
Organizations

As institutions that link savers and borrowers, credit unions have opera-
tional characteristics that make them comparable to other financial
institutions. However, they have traditionally operated as mutual, coop-
erative organizations. In this respect, credit unions can be compared to
other membership-type tax-exempt organizations or to other coopera-
tive businesses.

"Taxationof^Other
Financial Institutions

Financial institutions link savers with borrowers and, by doing so, serve
to make saving and investing economically efficient. Several types of
institutions perform this function: commercial banks; mutual savings
banks; savings and loan associations; credit unions; and investment
institutions, which include mutual funds, real estate investment trusts,
and investment clubs.

Any competitive advantage credit unions may have as a result of their
tax-exempt status depends upon the tax burden faced by other financial
institutions. Financial institutions differ in how they are treated for tax
purposes. The tax burden depends on the tax rate and the rules deter-
mining the taxable income of these institutions.

Commercial banks generally are corporations owned by shareholders
and are thus subject to the corporate tax. As such, commercial banks are
treated as taxable entities apart from their owners, and net income is
taxed at the corporate level according to the corporate tax rate
schedule. Net income is defined as the excess of revenue from loans,
securities, and fees over the interest paid to depositors and other
expenses. Corporate income is taxed whether distributed to share-
holders as dividends or retained in the corporation. After-tax income
distributed as dividends is also taxed at the shareholder level. The eco-
nomics literature has not reached a consensus on the extent to which the
corporate tax results in higher prices to consumers for the goods and
services produced by corporations, in lower wages to workers in the cor-
porate sector, or in lower rates of return to corporate shareholders. In
the case of banks, the price of the services provided is the spread

Commercial Banks
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between interest rates paid to depositors and rates charged to bor-
rowers. To the extent that the corporate tax increases this price, rates
on deposits would be lower and rates on loans would be higher relative
to what they would be if banks were not subject to the corporate tax.

Commercial bank taxation came under congressional scrutiny in the
1980s after studies found that commercial banks appeared to have low
average effective tax rates. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 included sev-
eral provisions that changed how banks in particular are taxed. First,
the ability of banks to deduct interest on borrowing used to buy or hold
tax-exempt securities, which other taxpayers are not allowed to do, was
seen as a method by which banks could avoid tax. After the Tax Reform
Act, a bank's interest expense that is allocated to tax-exempt securities,
as measured by the ratio of tax-exempt assets to total assets, cannot be
deducted. Second, like other taxpayers, banks were allowed deductions
for bad debts; however, one of the methods banks could use to calculate
this deduction—the reserve method—was considered overly generous
and contributed to banks' low effective tax rates. The Tax Reform Act
prohibited large commercial banks from using the reserve method for
calculating allowable deductions for bad debts. In addition, existing bal-
ances in bad debt reserves were generally recaptured (included in
income) over a 4-year period, beginning in the first taxable year after
December 31,1986. Third, special rules for net operating losses of finan-
cial institutions were repealed so that, after a transition period ending in
1994, financial institutions would have the same rules as other
corporations.

It was predicted that these changes, along with changes in the corporate
alternative minimum tax and the computation of foreign tax credits and
the elimination of the investment tax credit, would more than offset the
Tax Reform Act's reduction in the maximum corporate tax rate, and
increase the explicit tax payments of banks and raise effective tax
rates.2 The fact that these changes were made so recently makes it diffi-
cult to evaluate their effects and makes it misleading to compare the
historical effective tax rates of commercial banks with the tax-exempt
status of credit unions. However, the general trend in the taxation of
commercial banks has been to eliminate special rules and to tax these
institutions more like other corporations.

2See O'Brien, James M., and Matthew D. Gelfand, Effects of The Tax Reform Act of 1986 on Commer-
cial Banks, Tax Notes, February 9,1987, pages 597-604; and Neubig, Thomas S., and Martin A. Sul-
livan, The Effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 on Commercial Banks, in Compendium of Tax
Research 1987, Office of Tax Analysis, Department of the Treasury, pages 279-305.
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Thrift Institutions As discussed earlier, savings and loan associations, mutual savings
banks, and cooperative banks (thrifts) were originally tax exempt but
lost this status in the Revenue Act of 1951. Originally, thrifts generally
were mutual organizations in the sense that they were owned by their
depositors and did not raise funds through the sale of stock. While many
thrifts are still mutual organizations, as of June 30,1990, 43 percent of
privately held thrifts were stock organizations. Special rules apply to
financial institutions that qualify as domestic building and loan associa-
tions, but these rules, as discussed next, do not depend on mutual
organization.

Internal Revenue Code section 591 allows thrifts to deduct dividends or
interest on deposits if the amounts paid are subject to withdrawal. This
provision recognizes the similarity of interest paid by a commercial bank
and dividends paid by thrifts if the amounts paid are subject to with-
drawal and the tax codeallows both to be deducted^For mutual thrifts—
that distribute earnings through deductible dividends, the corporate
income tax is levied on retained earnings, and income is taxed at either
the depositor level or the entity level.

Under current tax law, a thrift can qualify for special rules regarding
deductions for bad debts if it meets three tests. First, the supervisory
test requires that the institution be either FDIC insured or subject to state
or federal supervision and examination. Second, the business operations
test requires that the institution's principal business must be acquiring
the savings of the public and investing in loans. Third, the assets test
requires that at least 60 percent of the institution's total assets consist
of qualifying assets, which include cash, obligations of the United
States, and loans secured by real property. If a financial institution does
not meet these tests, it is treated like a commercial bank for tax pur-
poses. If the tests are met, the institution qualifies for some special tax
rules that are more generous than those afforded to banks.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 also revised the rules regarding how thrifts
can calculate deductions for bad debts. Before the act, thrifts that quali-
fied to calculate the deduction using the reserve method could deduct up
to 40 percent of their income as an addition to the reserve for bad debts.
The act reduced the percentage of income that could be deducted using
this method from 40 percent to 8 percent. While this change should
increase the effective tax burden on thrifts, thrifts still have more gen-
erous bad debt deduction rules than large commercial banks.
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Mutual Funds, Real Estate
Investment Trusts, and
Investment Clubs

Regulated investment companies (mutual funds), real estate investment
trusts, and investment clubs are entities that enable individuals to pool
their funds to invest in various types of financial assets. They receive
similar tax treatment in that all income earned by individuals through
these investments is taxed once—at either the entity level or the indi-
vidual level.

In order to qualify for the tax treatment afforded a mutual fund, a com-
pany must, among other things, earn at least 90 percent of its income
from dividends, interest, security loan payments, and capital gains from
the sale of stock or securities. The company must also annually dis-
tribute 90 percent of its income as dividends to shareholders and can
deduct these dividends when calculating taxable income. Mutual fund
dividends received by shareholders are taxable income for the share-
holder, unless the mutual fund is passing through income from invest-
ments in tax-exempt securities. This treatment, combined with a 4-
percent excise tax on undistributed earnings on the difference between
98 percent of income and the amount actually distributed, seeks to
ensure that income is taxed at either the company or the shareholder
level.

A real estate investment trust is an entity that receives most of its
income from passive real estate related investments. Like mutual funds,
a real estate investment trust is treated as a conduit for its shareholders;
it can deduct income distributed to shareholders and is subject to the
corporate tax only on the income it retains.

Individuals can also pool their savings to invest in financial assets
through investment clubs. Depending on organizational and operational
characteristics, investment clubs are taxed either as corporations or as
partnerships. Partnerships are not taxable entities themselves but must
allocate all net income earned to the individual partners. This income is
then taxed at the individual level.

Taxation of Cooperatives While certain types of cooperative organizations have had long-standing
tax-exempt status, cooperatives in general have always been subject to
the corporate income tax unless specifically exempted. Certain farmers'
cooperatives were exempt from tax until the Revenue Act of 1951. The
Senate Report to the Revenue Act (S.R. 781) cited advantages exempt
cooperatives had relative to other taxable cooperatives and it also said
that as a result of the bill, all earnings of a cooperative will be taxable to
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either the cooperative, its patrons, or its stockholders, with the excep-
tion of amounts paid to patrons on the basis of purchases of personal
items. In 1962, after certain court decisions found that noncash alloca-
tions by cooperatives could be both deducted by cooperatives and not
included in taxable income of members, new tax rules concerning coop-
eratives were enacted as Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code.
The purpose of these rules was to impose tax on income either at the
cooperative level or at the individual member level.

To be taxed as a cooperative under subchapter T, a corporation must
operate on a cooperative basis (i.e., the corporation must provide ser-
vices to members at cost and make distributions to members (patrons) in
proportion to the amount of business transacted with them). In general,
cooperatives are taxed much like other corporations, except that they
can deduct dividends paid to members if the dividends meet certain
requirements^To be deduetible^patronage dividendsmustrbe paidtoa—
patron (1) on the basis of the quantity or value of business done with or
for the patron, (2) pursuant to a preexisting obligation of the coopera-
tive, (3) determined by reference to the net earnings of the cooperative
from business done with or for its patrons, (4) in money or as a written
notice of allocation that can be redeemed for money and that informs
the patron to include the noncash allocation as income, and (5) within
8-1/2 months of the close of the cooperative's fiscal year. Dividends that
do not meet these requirements are not deductible.

Dividends are generally required to be included in taxable income by the
member, except if they are attributable to purchases of personal, living,
or family items, or to capital items. This exception treats these divi-
dends as refunds, or downward price adjustments on these items, rather
than additional taxable income to the member. If all earnings from busi-
ness with members are distributed as patronage dividends, the coopera-
tive can act as a conduit for its members and not incur any corporate
tax liability. However, earnings not allocated to members and retained
at the cooperative level are taxed at corporate tax rates.

Credit Unions and Other
Tax-Exempt Organizations

A wide variety of organizations can qualify for tax-exempt status. In
general, to be recognized as tax-exempt by IRS, an organization must be
organized and operated for one of the tax-exempt purposes in the
Internal Revenue Code. Of the 1,038,070 organizations on the IRS tax-
exempt organization master file at the end of fiscal year 1989, 45 per-
cent qualified under section 501(c)(3), which exempts religious, educa-
tional, charitable, and scientific organizations. Some of the other types
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of organizations that qualify for tax-exempt status are general member-
ship or fraternal organizations, employee benefit organizations, and spe-
cific types of mutual or cooperative companies. All or some types of
credit unions share some characteristics with these organizations. How-
ever, specific code requirements and IRS regulations restrict these orga-
nizations and impose tax on certain types of income. Credit unions are
not subject to many of these requirements.

General Membership and A variety of voluntary associations that perform various services for
Fraternal Organizations members are exempt from tax. This group includes labor, agricultural,

and horticultural organizations that seek to improve working conditions,
product quality, and productive efficiency; business leagues; clubs
organized for pleasure and recreation; fraternal beneficiary societies,
orders, and associations that operate under the lodge system and pro-
vide for the payment of life, sickness, accident, or other benefits to
members; domestic fraternal societies, orders, and associations that
operate under the lodge system and whose net earnings are devoted to
religious, charitable, or educational purposes; and homeowners'
associations.3

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided for the taxation of investment
income for social clubs, unless the investment income was used for relig-
ious, charitable, educational, or related purposes. The Senate Report
(No. 91-552) stated that

"Since the tax exemption for social clubs and other groups is designed to allow indi-
viduals to join together to provide recreational or social facilities or other benefits
on a mutual basis, without tax consequences, the tax exemption operates properly
only when the sources of income of the organization are limited to receipts from the
membership. Under such circumstances, the individual is in substantially the same
position as if he had spent his income on pleasure or recreation (or other benefits)
without the intervening separate organization. However, where the organization
receives income from sources outside the membership, such as income from invest-
ments (or in the case of employee benefit associations, from the employer) upon
which no tax is paid, the membership receives a benefit not contemplated by the
exemption in that untaxed dollars can be used by the organization to provide plea-
sure and recreation (or other benefits) to its membership."

3The tax treatment of certain homeowners' associations (Internal Revenue Code Section 528) is sim-
ilar to that of social clubs. Membership dues, fees, and assessments are exempt from tax, but other
income is taxed.
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Consistent with this rationale, social clubs do not pay tax on dues, fees,
and other charges from members used to pay expenses and provide rec-
reational facilities, but like individuals acting alone, these clubs cannot
earn untaxed investment income.

The rationale of allowing individuals to act together through an organi-
zation without tax consequences, if their individual actions would not
generate taxes, does not justify the tax-exempt status of credit unions. If
an individual loans funds to another individual, all interest income
received by the lender is subject to tax. Similarly, if an individual
invested in financial assets directly rather than through a credit union,
all interest or dividends received by the individual would be taxed.

Like credit unions, these organizations generally are nonprofit member-
ship organizations. However, not all nonprofit membership organiza-
^tions qualify for tax-exempt status-Nonprofit organizational form is
required for some types of exempt organizations, but nonprofit organi-
zation alone does not lead to tax-exempt status. For example, nonprofit
automobile associations have been denied tax-exempt status as social
clubs because of a lack of commingling of members and because ren-
dering commercial services to members at a lower cost than they other-
wise would have to pay is not an exempt purpose.

Employee Benefit Organizations In addition to employment-based credit unions, many types of voluntary
employee associations organized for specific purposes are exempt.

Voluntary employee beneficiary associations that provide for payments
of life, sickness, accident or other benefits to members can be exempt
from tax. The benefits that these organizations are permitted to provide
are primarily of an insurance nature, designed to improve employee
health and protect earning power from unexpected interruption. Other
tax-exempt employment-based organizations include local associations
of employees, the net earnings of which are devoted exclusively to char-
itable, educational, or recreational purposes; teachers' retirement funds
of a purely local character; trusts established to pay supplemental
unemployment benefits; and certain pension trusts funded through
employee contributions.

The membership characteristics of these organizations are similar to
credit unions whose membership is limited to employees of specific
firms. The members are allowed to pool resources to provide specific
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Specific Types of Mutual or
Cooperative Companies

types of benefits for each other, much as credit union members pool sav-
ings to loan to each other. However, the benefits that voluntary employ-
ment beneficiary associations can provide do not include loans to
members (except in distress) or the provision of saving facilities for
members. Like social clubs, investment income earned by voluntary
employees' beneficiary associations is subject to tax as unrelated busi-
ness income, unless it is set aside for the exempt insurance function of
the organization.

Several types of mutual and cooperative organizations are specifically
exempt from tax. Benevolent life insurance associations of a purely local
character, mutual ditch or irrigation companies, mutual or cooperative
telephone companies, or like organizations are exempt if 85 percent or
more of income consists of amounts collected from members for the pur-
pose of meeting losses and expenses. "Like" organizations include coop-
erative electric and water companies. Before the Tax Reform Act of
1986, mutual insurance companies (other than life) were exempt if they
provided insurance substantially at cost and if certain income, including
annual net written premiums, did not exceed $150,000. The Tax Reform
Act of 1986 broadened this exemption to include stock insurance compa-
nies as well as mutual insurance companies and raised the limit on pre-
miums to $350,000.

While these cooperatives are tax exempt, the Internal Revenue Code
restricts the size of some of them. The size of electric and telephone
cooperatives is not restricted by tax law. Unlike the tax rules for credit
unions, the tax rules regarding benevolent life insurance associations
and mutual insurance companies include a size restriction. For benevo-
lent life insurance companies, the "purely local" restriction is an indirect
limit on size and is more stringent than the restrictions placed on credit
unions with community-based common bonds. Under Treasury regula-
tions, an organization whose operations are limited only by the bounda-
ries of a state is not considered to be purely local in character. (Reg.
section 1.501(c)(12)-l(b)) The direct size restriction for mutual and
stock property and casualty insurance companies is not imposed on
credit unions.

Arguments for and
Against the Taxation of
Credit Unions

Proposals have been made at various times by the executive branch to
tax credit unions. Taxation was advocated by the President's 1978 Tax
Program; Treasury's 1984 Tax Reform for Fairness, Simplicity, and Eco-
nomic Growth; and by the President's 1985 Tax Proposals to Congress
for Fairness, Growth, and Simplicity. These proposals generally
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Arguments for Taxation

endorsed the creation of a "level playing field" among financial institu-
tions, in which organizations engaged in similar activities are taxed simi-
larly. In response, opponents of the taxation of credit unions have
argued that since credit unions are organizationally and operationally
different from other financial institutions, their membership receives
services that would not be provided to them by other institutions. Oppo-
nents also have argued that taxation would hinder credit unions' ability
to raise capital, jeopardizing their safety and soundness.

In 1978, the Carter Administration proposed that the tax-exempt status
of credit unions be repealed in order to establish parity between credit
unions and thrift institutions. The administration argued that the relax-
ation of rules regarding common bond, the expansion of credit union
powers, and the rising median income of credit union members indicated
that credit unions were no longer true mutual institutions serving low-

income workers who had been excluded from banking services else=
where. The administration proposed that the taxation of credit unions
be phased in over a 5-year period, after which credit unions would be
taxed on the same basis as thrift institutions.

In 1984, the Department of the Treasury report to the President
included a proposal to repeal the tax exemption of credit unions and to
tax credit unions on the same basis as other thrift institutions. The
report argued that tax exemption gave credit unions a competitive
advantage over other financial institutions and that the taxation of
credit unions would "eliminate the incentive for credit unions to retain,
rather than distribute, current earnings." In 1985, the Reagan adminis-
tration proposed the taxation of credit unions with over $5 million in
gross assets.4 Under this proposal, credit unions with less than $5 mil-
lion of gross assets would remain tax exempt because it was felt that
taxing small credit unions would significantly increase administrative
burden for a relatively small revenue increase.

In 1985 hearings before the House Committee on Ways and Means on the
administration's proposal to tax credit unions, representatives of the
Credit Union National Association, the National Association of Federal
Credit Unions, the Consumer Federation, and private individuals
presented arguments supporting the tax-exempt status of credit unions.
In summary, they testified that tax-exempt status is justified because
credit unions provide unique services, such as small loans, financial

4See the President's Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth, and Simplicity, May 1985,
pp. 247-248.

Arguments Against Taxation
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counseling, and low-cost checking accounts, that for-profit financial
institutions are unable or unwilling to provide. They stated that taxing
credit unions would lead credit unions away from their mutual, non-
profit orientation and structure, leading to reductions in these types of
services. They testified that taxation would hinder credit unions in
building reserves, and since credit unions do not have the ability to raise
capital through the sale of stock, their safety and soundness would be
jeopardized. It was also argued that credit unions are similar to other
tax-exempt organizations that are nonprofit, membership-based organi-
zations related to employment or other group characteristics.

Effects of Taxing Credit
Unions Like Other Mutual
Financial Institutions

If credit unions were taxed like other mutual financial institutions, their
net income would be taxed according to the corporate income tax rate
schedule. Under current law, the first $50,000 of income is taxed at 15
percent, income over $50,000 but less than $75,000 is taxed at 25 per-
cent, and income over $75,000 is taxed at 34 percent. If taxable income
is greater than $100,000, an additional 5-percent tax is imposed in order
to phase out the benefits of the lower rates applied to the first $75,000
of income. Corporations with taxable income of $335,000 or more in
effect pay tax at a flat rate of 34 percent.

Since dividends on accounts subject to withdrawal would be a deductible
expense for credit unions, they would be taxed only on income retained
and not distributed to members. Credit unions retain earnings to finance
expansion of services and to fund increases in desired and required
reserves. If a credit union decided to grow through the use of retained
earnings, it could only do so with after-tax earnings. To retain the same
amount of earnings as it did before becoming taxable, a credit union
would have to increase loan rates and/or decrease rates on share
deposits. If a credit union had no need to expand services or reserves, it
could minimize its corporate tax liability by distributing more earnings
to members through higher rates on share deposits for savers, by
reducing earnings through lower loan rates to members who borrow, or
both. Increased rates on deposits would reduce the tax liability of the
credit union but increase the tax liability of the depositor. Alternatively,
reduced borrowing rates on loans for which interest is deductible (mort-
gage and home equity loans) would increase tax liability for those bor-
rowers. If a credit union reduced borrowing rates on loans for which
interest is not deductible, such as personal loans and car loans, the tax
liability of the credit union would decrease with no corresponding
increase in members' tax liability. Therefore, the gain in revenue for the
federal government from taxing credit unions would be realized through
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explicit payments of tax by credit unions and through increased income
tax payments by members.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated in February 1990 that
taxing credit unions like other thrift institutions would yield $3.7 billion
in additional revenue for the period 1991 through 1995. CBO estimated
that retaining the exemption for credit unions with less than $10 million
in assets would not appreciably lower this amount.5

5Reducing the Deficit: Spending and Revenue Options, Congressional Budget Office (Washington, D.C.,
Feb. 1990), pp. 405-406.
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Chapter 2

Recommendation to
Congress

Hold annual oversight hearings at which the NCUA Board testifies on the
condition of credit unions and NCUSIF and assesses risk areas and reports
on NCUA'S responses.

Recommendations to
NCUA

Require credit unions with assets greater than $50 million to file finan-
cial and statistical reports quarterly.
Expand the information required from credit unions with assets greater
than $50 million on the financial and statistical reports in the areas of
asset quality, interest rate sensitivity, management, and common bond.

As their experience develops, smaller credit unions should also be
required to file more detailed, quarterly reports.

Chapter 3

Recommendations to
Congress

Congress should amend the FCUA according to the following:
NCUA should be required to establish minimum capital levels for credit
unions no less stringent than those applicable to other insured deposi-
tory institutions, providing for an appropriate phase-in period.
The amount that can be loaned or invested in a single obligor, other than
investments in direct or guaranteed obligations of the U.S. government
or in the credit union's corporate, should be limited to not more than 1
percent of the credit union's total assets. Presently permitted limits with
respect to credit union service organizations should continue, and expo-
sures of not more than 2 percent of assets should be provided for in
repurchase agreement transactions. NCUA should be authorized to set a
higher limit for secured consumer loans made by small credit unions and
for overnight funds deposited with correspondent institutions.
NCUA should be required to tighten the commercial lending regulation
and include an overall limit.
The borrowing authority should be modified to specify that credit
unions may not borrow for the purpose of growth, unless prior approval
of NCUA is obtained.
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Credit unions should be required to adequately disclose that dividends
on shares and other accounts cannot be guaranteed in advance but are
dependent on earnings.
All insured credit unions should be required to obtain NCUA permission
before opening a new branch.
Credit unions above a minimum size should be required to obtain annual
independent certified public accountant audits and to make annual man-
agement reports on internal controls and compliance with laws and
regulations.
NCUA should be authorized and required to compel a state credit union to
follow the federal regulations in any area in which the powers go
beyond those permitted federal credit unions and are considered to con-
stitute a safety and soundness risk.

Recommendations to
NCUA

NCUA should assess its real estate regulation and strengthen it to help
ensure the sound underwriting of loans and their suitability for sale in
the secondary market.
NCUA should restrict the exclusions from its commercial lending limit set
forth in 1987 to help ensure that credit unions are not used as vehicles
underwriting large commercial ventures.

Chapter 4

Recommendations to
NCUA

NCUA should clarify the purposes, unique values, and requirements for
use of each of its off-site monitoring tools. It should determine the
appropriate recipients of the tools and distribute them accordingly,
within each region.
NCUA should require documentation at the regional office level of exam-
iners' reviews of all credit union call reports.
NCUA should invoke its statutory authority to refuse to accept state
supervisors' examinations when a state regulatory authority lacks ade-
quate independence from the credit union industry. NCUA should
examine all NCUSiF-insured credit unions in such states.
NCUA should establish a policy goal for examination frequency of state
credit unions.
NCUA should require all credit unions to submit copies of their supervi-
sory committee audit reports to NCUA upon completion.
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Chapter 5

The NCUA Inspector General should conduct a review focusing on NCUA'S
handling of problem credit unions since mid-1990, specifically its use of
enforcement powers, and submit a report to the NCUA Board.

Recommendations to
Congress

Amend FCUA to authorize NCUA to provide assistance in resolving a
failing credit union only when it is less costly than liquidation or essen-
tial to provide adequate depository services in the community, and
Require NCUA to maintain documentation supporting its resolution deci-
sions, including the statistical and economic assumptions made.

Recommendations to
NCUA

NCUA should
require that waivers and special charges be authorized by the Director,
Office of Examination and Insurance; the General Counsel; and the
regional director;
develop policy guidance concerning the use of these provisions and mon-
itor their use; and
adhere to the criteria for assisting credit unions.

Chapter 6

Recommendations to
Congress

FCUA should be amended to confine insured credit union investments in
corporates and U.S. Central to those that have obtained deposit insur-
ance from NCUSIF.

The implementation of this recommendation is critical for accomplishing
the needed changes contained in the following recommendations.

Congress should require NCUA to establish a program to promptly
increase the capital of corporates and establish minimum capital
standards.
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Recommendations to
NCUA

Minimum capital requirements should be established for corporates and
U.S. Central, taking all risks into account. In the interim, establish a min-
imum level based on assets, and set a time frame for achieving this level.
This could be achieved by increasing reserving requirements and using
subordinated debt arrangements, such as the membership capital share
deposits.
The investment powers of state-chartered corporates should be
restricted to the limits imposed on federal corporates.
Corporate credit union and U.S. Central investments in a single obligor
should be limited to 1 percent of the investor's total assets. Exceptions
should include obligations of the U.S. Government, repurchase agree-
ments that equal up to 2 percent of assets, and all investments by
corporates in U.S. Central.
Corporate credit union and U.S. Central loans to one borrower should be
limited to 1 percent of the lender's assets. NCUA should be authorized to
make exceptions on a loanJbyJoan basis.
More complete and timely information about corporate financial opera-
tions should be obtained.
A unit should be established at NCUA headquarters that would be
responsible for corporate oversight, examination, and enforcement
actions.
The CAMEL rating system for corporate credit unions should be reviewed
to reduce the inconsistencies and focus more clearly on the component
being rated.

Chapter 7

Recommendations to
Congress

Congress should require credit unions to expense the 1-percent deposit
over a reasonable period of time—to be determined by NCUA. At the
same time, Congress should emphasize that the assets represented by a
failed credit union's insurance deposit should be available first to NCUSIF.
This action should be coordinated with and consistent with any legisla-
tion to recapitalize the Bank Insurance Fund in order to avoid placing
credit unions at a competitive disadvantage.

If Congress does not require that the 1-percent deposit be expensed,
NCUA should require credit unions to exclude the amount from both sides
of their balance sheet when assessing capital adequacy. Then, that
amount would not be counted as credit union capital.
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In addition, Congress should amend FCUA to

establish an available assets ratio for NCUSIF;
authorize NCUA to raise the basic NCUSIF equity ratio, available assets
ratio, and premiums, and delete NCUSIF ability to set a normal operating
level below the statutory minimum;
provide for additional NCUA borrowing from Treasury on behalf of
NCUSIF; and
Place NCUSIF in a position second to general creditors but rank this posi-
tion ahead of uninsured shares.

Recommendations to
NCUA

Reduce the time lag in adjusting the Fund's financing and
Place NCUSIF on a calendar fiscal year.

Chapter 8

Recommendations to
Congress

Congress should amend FCUA to

require NCUA, in consultation with Congress arid the credit union
industry, to identify specific unsafe and unsound practices and condi-
tions that merit enforcement action, identify the appropriate corrective
action, and promulgate these requirements by regulation;
require NCUA to take appropriate enforcement action when unsafe and
unsound conditions or practices, as specified in law or NCUA regulations,
are identified; and
provide for a five-member NCUA Board, with two members ex officio, the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary of the
Treasury. Authorize the two ex officio members to delegate their
authority to another member of the Federal Reserve Board or to another
official of the Department of the Treasury who is appointed by the Pres-
ident with the advice and consent of the Senate.

If there is a broad reform of the depository institution regulatory struc-
ture, and Congress legislates an approach that places all examination
and supervision functions under a single federal regulator, credit unions
should be considered for inclusion once such an entity is operating effec-
tively. The insurance function could then be placed under FDIC or under
a separate entity.
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CLF, as established by Title III of the FCUA should be dissolved.

If CLF continues to operate, we recommend statutory changes limiting
the risk in its operations. These should include

sharply reducing CLF borrowing authority from the current level of 12
times subscribed capital and surplus;
requiring the terms and conditions of CLF loans to be no more liberal
than those made by the Federal Reserve; and
prohibiting CLF loans or guarantees of any kind to NCUSIF, and, in the
event the NCUA Board certifies that CLF does not have sufficient funds to
meet liquidity needs of credit unions, authorize the Department of the
Treasury to lend to NCUSIF, rather than to CLF, in order to meet such
needs.

power of federal credit unions to borrow from the Farm Credit
Banks, as provided for in FCUA should be removed.

Congress should amend the Community Development Credit Union
Revolving Fund Transfer Act to designate an entity other than NCUA as
administrator of the revolving Fund.

Recommendation to
NCUA

Immediately establish separate supervision and insurance offices that
report directly to the Board.

Chapter 9

Matter for
Congressional
Consideration

If credit unions are to remain distinct from other depository institutions
because, in part, of their common bond membership requirement, and if
this requirement is intended to further the safe and sound operation of
credit unions:

Congress should consider stating this general intent in legislation and
establish guidelines on the limits of occupational, associational, and
community common bonds as well as the purpose and limits of multiple
group charters. These guidelines should apply to all federally insured
credit unions.
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Note: GAO comments
supplementing those in the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix.

See comment 1.

See comment 2.

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20456

May 24, 1991
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Assistant Comptroller General
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your report on
credit unions and the National Credit Union Administration.
I appreciate your staff's professionalism and the many months
of hard work that have gone into this report. I would also
like to compliment GAO's work on two other recent reports,
"Deposit Insurance, A Strategy for Reform," and "Bank
Supervision, Prompt and Forceful Actions Needed." While not
pertaining directly to credit unions, we at NCUA found both
reports to be insightful and helpful to overall financial
reform.

Regarding the report on credit unions, we either agree with
or do not object to most of your recommendations. When we
disagree we offer a constructive alternative. Our response
to each recommendation is attached. We note that bringing
all of these recommendations to bear without proper time,
thought, and flexibility will overwhelm both credit unions
and NCUA.

Two comments appear in the executive summary that we disagree
with and that bear special mention here. Neither comment
appears to be supported by the facts in the report, nor are
the comments essential to the points GAO is trying to make.
The first is the sentence "GAO notes, however, that neither
the industry nor the fund have been under pressure in recent
years," offered as qualification after saying that NCUA does
not resemble the now-defunct Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

In fact, in recent years the credit union system and NCUA
have had a record of success despite troubling times. Over
the last five years, the credit union system has lost through
merger or liquidation almost 2,800 or 20 percent of all
federally insured credit unions. During this same period,
share deposits doubled, the sophistication and complexity of
the investment markets increased greatly, one large private
insurance fund for credit unions failed, and the NCUSIF
suffered the three largest losses in its history. In
addition, credit unions and the NCUSIF have incurred
substantial losses in the Southwest and New England, largely
as a result of commercial lending by a small number of credit
unions.
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See comment 3.

Mr. Richard L.
May 24, 1991
Page Two

Fogel

Notwithstanding these stresses, credit union capital stands
at 7.6 percent, loan delinquency is at an all-time low, and
the NCUSIF has been profitable every year since its
recapitalization. In short, the credit union system has
remained sound because of the conservative nature of credit
unions themselves, and because NCUA, through its structure
and policies, is in a position to respond appropriately.

Our second concern with the executive summary is the
suggestion that if legislation is passed creating a super
agency, Congress may want to include NCUA in the
reorganization and move NCUSIF to FDIC. This idea does not
appear to be supported or addressed anywhere in the report.
In fact, in your March 1991 report on deposit insurance, you
specifically noted that GAO had no recommendations for
regulatory consolidation or reconfiguration. We feel
strongly that credit unions and NCUA-should not be singled
out by such a statement now. Indeed, we are puzzled by the
origin and intent of such a statement. The success of the
NCUSIF's capitalization in 1984 has not been disputed by
anyone, nor has anyone ever concluded after legitimate study
that NCUA is an ineffective regulator. Alone among the
federal deposit funds, the NCUSIF is working well, posing no
danger to the taxpayers. Alone among the financial
regulators, NCUA has been able to move forward with a level
of recruiting, training, and technology that the others wish
they had. To suggest the forced disappearance of a strong
insurance fund and a competent regulator into a super
bureaucracy does not serve the public well, and we
respectfully request that the paragraph at issue be dropped
from the executive summary.

Again, notwithstanding the above concerns and a limited
number of other disagreements reflected in the attachment, I
want to reiterate my appreciation for this report. Your
staff's review and evaluation of NCUA over the past 20 months
has been a very constructive process, and I commend your
staff's thoroughness and professionalism. Most of GAO's
recommendations, several of which we are acting on already,
will strengthen the credit union system and enhance NCUA's
effectiveness as a federal financial regulator.

With kindest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,
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Comments of the Chairman, National Credit Union Administration Board

on the

General Accounting Office's Report to Congress

on the

Reforms for Assuring Future Soundness in Credit Unions

Chapter 2, NCUA Recommendation - Require that credit unions with

assets greater than $50 million file financial and statistical

reports quarterly.

Response: Quarterly reporting for federally insured credit

unions with assets in excess of $100 million is scheduled to

begin with the March 31, 1992, period. Current plans call for

expansion after 1 year to credit unions with assets in excess of

$50 million. Long-range plans call for quarterly reporting for

all federally insured credit unions.
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Chapter 2, NCUA Recommendation - Expand the information required

from credit unions with assets greater than $50 million on the

financial and statistical reports in the areas of asset quality,

interest rate sensitivity, management, and common bond.

Response: Expanded reporting was initiated with the December 1990

Call Report, by gathering more data on real estate loans;

specifically, 1st Mortgage Loans Sold, Real Estate Loan

Liquidity, Delinquent Real Estate Loans.

Further expansion is under study and GAO's comments will—be

helpful in our review process.

Chapter 2, Congressional Recommendation - Hold annual oversight

hearings at which the NCUA Board testifies.

Response: Congress and the Banking Committees frequently hold

hearings on matters of interest to NCUA and the credit union

system, and NCUA welcomes the opportunity to testify on the

condition of credit unions and the NCUSIF. We have no objection

to any external reviews, such as annual oversight hearings.
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See comment 4. Chapter 3, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should assess its real

estate regulation and strengthen it to help insure the sound

underwriting of loans and their suitability for sale in the

secondary market.

Response: NCUA has conducted a number of studies to determine

the potential effects of increased real estate lending by insured

credit unions. Research Studies No. 10, 12 and 14, by the NCUA

Office of the Chief Economist, address various issues related to

real estate lending. In October 1989, NCUA Letter No. 112 was

issued to all insured credit unions. A follow-up letter is

expected to be released by June 1, 1991. This letter will

outline the minimum requirements for safe and sound real estate

lending. Examiners will use the letter as a guide to determine

the condition of credit union loan portfolios. In addition, the

Examiner's Guide is being revised in the same areas. A draft of

the revisions is expected to be released within the next 45 days

with a final change to be adopted on or about November 1, 1991.

We will continue to evaluate the need for additional regulatory

limitations. Preliminary reviews show that the 1989 letter

resulted in a number of changes, including the dramatic slowing

in real estate lending growth. Historically low delinquency, 1.2

percent, and low loss experience underscore the conservative

underwriting standards of credit unions. We believe that the

guideline approach, followed with educational efforts by NCUA,
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See comment 5.

has been successful in promoting change. We will not hesitate,

however, to adopt additional regulatory limitations if credit

unions take risks that are inconsistent with the guidelines.

Chapter 3, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should restrict the

exclusions from its commercial lending limit set forth in 1987 to

help insure that credit unions are not used as vehicles for

underwriting large commercial ventures.

Response: The NCUA Board proposed a number of significant

changes to the member business loan regulation, Section

701.21(h), in January 1991. A revised proposal was issued for

comment on April 4, 1991. This proposal includes numerous

provisions to control the risk of business loans. Specifically,

the proposal eliminates the exclusion, from the definition of

member business loan, of loans secured by a member's interest in

a 1 to 4 family dwelling other than the primary residence. The

loans-to-one-borrower limit would be lowered from 20 percent of

reserves to 10 percent. The definition of reserves would exclude

allowance accounts. Proposed restrictions on speculative,

development and construction lending would severely curb any such

lending by credit unions.
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See comment 6.

See comment 7.

Chapter 3, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should issue a regulation

applicable to all insured credit unions requiring them to

adequately disclose that dividends on shares and other accounts

cannot be guaranteed in advance but are dependent on earnings.

Response: Existing NCUA regulations require that "A federal

credit union shall accurately represent the terms and conditions

of its share, share draft, and share certificate accounts in all

advertising, disclosures, or agreements, whether written or

oral." Advertising that specifies or implies a guarantee is not

permissible under the existing regulation and should be dealt

with during examination contacts or otherwise. Any additional

requirements should be initially addressed by Congress, in the

context of Truth-In-Savings legislation.

Chapter 3, Congressional Recommendation - Require NCUA to

establish minimum capital levels for credit unions no less

stringent than those applicable to other insured depository

institutions.

Response: NCUA's CAMEL rating system establishes minimum capital

standards for credit unions. In general, a credit union with

less than 3 percent net (after losses) capital is rated a code 4.
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By policy, a code 4 must improve or resolve problems within 24

months or be merged or liquidated. NCUA's insistence on strong

capital and its incorporation into the rating system is one

reason credit unions have the highest percentage of reserves to

assets among all financial institutions.

In recent years, there has been a significant decline in the

number of low net worth credit unions and of their market share

as indicated in the GAO report. We agree that undercapitalized

credit unions should have approved capital plans and be put under

operating limits and special oversight, both to control the risk

_to__the_N_CHSIF^and^to prgyent_excessive growth in weaker credit

unions. We would also support a minimum capital benchmark, where

NCUA could liquidate a credit union under Title II of the Federal

Credit Union Act before actually becoming insolvent. This would

be useful when NCUA determines that a credit union is not viable,

continues to deteriorate, or has not been responsive to meeting

minimum capital objectives.

We agree with GAO's observations that while existing reserving

requirements and absence of minimum capital levels have not

resulted in an undercapitalized industry, minimum capital

standards would help bring up the bottom of the industry.

Considering that credit unions can build capital only by setting

aside net earnings, NCUA would need flexibility to allow

reasonable timeframes for both new and troubled credit unions to

meet the standards.
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See comment 8. Chapter 3, Congressional Recommendation - Limit the amount that

can be loaned or invested in a single obligor, other than

investments in direct or guaranteed obligations of the U.S.

Government or in the credit union's corporate, to not more than l

percent of the credit union's total assets. Presently permitted

limits with respect to credit union service organizations should

continue and exposure of not more than 2 percent of assets should

be provided for in repurchase agreement transactions.

Response: We agree that the current limit in the Federal Credit

Union Act, which allows loans to members up to 10 percent of the

credit union's unimpaired shares and surplus is too high. As a

practical matter, concentrations approaching that limit are very

uncommon in credit unions. Examiners would take exception to

concentrations approaching anywhere near this size. GAO's draft

report states that for credit unions which are engaged

exclusively in making traditional consumer loans, the effect of a

loan-to-one-borrower limit on l percent of assets would probably

be minimal. For the 43 percent of credit unions that have less

than $2 million in assets, however, such a limit could have a

significant effect on their ability to make secured consumer

loans, such as auto loans. Therefore, while we support a greater

asset diversification, some additional consideration needs to be

given to small credit unions, where the risk to the NCUSIF is

minimal. We would recommend that secured consumer credit be

exempt or a higher limit imposed for secured consumer credit.
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Also, for many credit unions, a 1-percent investment limit may

not allow for adequate overnight funds to be on deposit at a

correspondent bank to meet cash needs, clearing account needs,

share draft reserve requirements, etc. A 1-percent investment

limit may also result in a degree of diversification, for larger

credit unions, that results in unacceptable levels of credit

risk.

To avoid more exposure to credit risk and management risk in

larger credit unions, and to lessen the burden in smaller credit

unions, we suggest that an investment limit of 5 percent of

assets would be more reasonable^with the NCUA Board reserving

the authority to establish lower limits for types or classes of

investments. The Federal Credit Union Act, the NCUA Rules and

Regulations, and the pending proposed changes to the NCUA

investment regulation are much more restrictive than the

investment authority provided to banks and thrifts, which makes

different concentration limits for credit unions appropriate.

Finally, we assume from the report that this recommendation would

apply to all federally insured credit unions. We agree that it

should, and recommend clarification in the final report.
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See comment 9. Chapter 3, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should amend

the Federal Credit Union Act to tighten the regulation concerning

commercial lending and include an overall limit.

Response: Commercial lending at credit unions constitutes less

than 1 percent of total assets. The NCUA Board has, however,

recognized the higher risk in this area and issued regulatory

limitations beginning in 1987. At that time, the NCUA Board

stated that the regulation would be reevaluated after 3 years.

Revisions were proposed in January 1991. Final action is

expected to be taken within the next 90 days, addressing the

issues raised in the GAO report. Thus, congressional action does

not appear to be needed. Nonetheless, we have no objection to

congressional review and guidance, but would caution against

overly restrictive legislation. Flexibility must be provided,

for example, for agricultural-based credit unions, and for small

business-purpose loans to credit union members.
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See comment 10. Chapter 3, congressional Recommendation - Modify the borrowing

authority to specify that credit unions may not borrow for the

purpose of growth, unless prior approval of NCUA is obtained.

Response: Credit unions rarely borrow funds, particularly to

fund growth. As of December 31, 1990, total borrowing in

federally insured credit unions totaled $1.2 billion (.5 percent

of total assets). Of this total, $.9 billion were reverse

repurchase agreements. We feel that effective supervision will

continue to ensure that credit unions do not abuse their

borrowing authority. Wê wouTd~have~no obj ection̂ however̂ to

legislation strengthening NCUA's ability to regulate borrowing,

including a requirement that borrowing for purposes of growth be

subject to NCUA's advance approval. Also, the authority of FCUs

to borrow "from any source" (12 U.S.C. 1757(a)) has, in the past,

prevented NCUA from regulating the issuance of uninsured

investment notes to nonmembers. We recommend that the "from any

source" language be removed from the statute.
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See comment 11. Chapter 3, congressional Recommendation - Congress should amend

the Federal Credit Union Act to require all insured credit unions

obtain NCUA permission before opening a new branch.

Response: Restrictions on credit union membership and NCUA's 5

percent regulatory limit on fixed assets have generally served as

effective checks on excessive or unsound branching. Properly

defined, however, we would have no objection to a simple approval

process for brick and mortar "branches". Such a process could

serve as an additional check against excessive growth and

expenses by problem credit unions.

As an alternative, Congress may wish to require that credit

unions notify NCUA before opening new branches.

Chapter 3, Congressional Recommendation - Require insured credit

unions above a minimum size to obtain annual independent

certified public accountant audits and to make annual management

reports on internal controls and compliance with laws and

regulations.
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Response: We agree with this recommendation and encourage CPA

audits. In the recent past, we have made it a requirement that

corporate credit unions have opinion audits. Additionally, as a

result of legislation supported by NCUA, an opinion audit is now

required for any federally insured credit union that has

experienced serious and persistent recordkeeping deficiencies.

Chapter 3, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should amend

the Federal Credit Union Act to provide NCUA with the authority

and require that it^s6mpTBla~state~credit union to follow the

federal regulations in any area in which the powers go beyond

-u those permitted federal credit unions and are considered a safety

and soundness risk.

Response: We concur with this recommendation. While we believe

that we currently have general rulemaking authority over all

federally insured credit unions pursuant to Title II of the

Federal Credit Union Act, we would welcome any congressional

clarification.
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See comment 12.

Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - Clarify the purposes, unique

values, and requirements for use of each of its off-site

monitoring tools. It should determine the appropriate recipients

of the tools and distribute them accordingly, within each region.

Response: We agree with this recommendation. We currently have

a project underway that will identify, state the purpose, and

recipient(s) for all NCUA reports.

Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - Require documentation at the

regional office level of examiners' reviews of all credit union

call reports.

Response: Examiners are required to document that the Call

Report has been reviewed on the Examination Scope (NCUA 2055)

workpaper which is reviewed by the examiner's supervisor. Having

the separate block on this workpaper shows the importance of

reviewing call reports. However, we will review the benefits of

some extra form of certification.
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See comment 13. Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should invoke its statutory

authority to refuse to accept state supervisors' examinations

when a state regulatory authority lacks adequate independence

from the credit union industry.

Response: We agree and believe that we already exercise this

authority. The issue is whether a lack of independence clouds

the state regulator's view with the result that problems are

deferred or not identified. Each state examination report is

reviewed by NCUA staff and its GAEL rating is determined

independent of any rating assigned by the state regulator When—

the NCUA review detects areas of concern that are not identified

by the state regulator, NCUA makes efforts to reconcile this

difference. In cases where these concerns are not satisfactorily

resolved, NCUA reserves the absolute right to make an independent

on-site examination. This system has worked well. To the extent

that this issue needs to be clarified to staff or state

regulators, it will be done.
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See comment 14. Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should examine all

NCUSIF-insured credit unions in such states [when a state

regulatory authority lacks adequate independence from the credit

union industry].

Response: The GAO report notes that two states have supervisory

boards on which a majority of the members are credit union

officials. We agree that there is a built-in conflict of

interest, and that NCUA should apply additional scrutiny in these

arrangements (particularly for the credit unions of supervisory

board members) and others that may limit supervisory

independence. It may not be feasible or necessary, however, for

NCUA to examine every federally insured state-chartered credit

union in these states. Depending on the effectiveness of the

individual state supervisor, we prefer to continue to rely

primarily on financial data, including such factors as size and

trends, to determine which credit unions to examine. We do

reserve the right to examine any insured credit union as

determined by the NCUA, and this may include all credit unions in

a particular state, if evidence indicates that the objectivity of

the state regulator has been compromised and state examination

reports lack credibility.
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See comment 15.

See comment 16.

Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should establish a policy

goal for examination frequency of state credit unions.

Response: At present, agency policy on the frequency of

examinations of state credit unions is implied through a number

of different sources. In order to clarify NCUA's goals and

ensure a clear understanding by staff and state regulators, we

will develop a policy statement establishing examination

frequency goals for state credit unions. At the same time, it

should be noted that state examination programs are an important

resource and offer additional supervisory views which supplement,

but do not replace, analysis by NCUA.

Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - Require all credit unions to

submit copies of their supervisory committee audit reports to

NCUA upon completion.

Response: We believe our present system of reviewing the audit

at each annual examination is a more efficient and effective

method. The cost, labor, and paperwork of requiring all credit

unions to forward their audit reports to NCUA is excessive when

compared to the benefits. Larger credit unions and credit unions

with problems are required to forward copies of their audits to

the examiner upon completion.
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See comment 17.

Chapter 4, NCUA Recommendation - Ask the Inspector General to

conduct a review focusing on NCUA's handling of problem credit

unions since mid-1990, specifically its use of enforcement

powers, and submit a report to the NCUA Board.

Response: We have no objection to the recommendation.

Chapter 5, Congressional Recommendation - Amend the Federal

Credit Union Act to authorize NCUA to provide assistance in

resolving a failing credit union only when it is less costly than

liquidation or essential to provide adequate depository services

in the community.

Response: The recommendation coincides with our current policy

and practice. Our 1986 policy statement on special assistance

and the special assistance section of the Examiner's Guide

establish these criteria. NCUA made significant quality control

improvements in 1989 which further strengthened the tripwires for

special assistance.
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See comment 18. Chapter 5, Congressional Recommendation - Require NCUA to

maintain documentation supporting its resolution decisions,

including the statistical and economic assumptions made.

Response: We agree with this recommendation and believe we have

policies and requirements in place to achieve this end. We have

made several improvements, including processing checklists,

quality control features, data-base tracking, and a more

aggressive central office review which have addressed the

deficiencies noted by GAO.

See comment 19. Chapter 5, NCUA Recommendation - Require that waivers and special

charges be authorized by the Director, ESI, and the GC, as well

as the RD, and that policy guidance concerning the use of these

provisions be developed, and that their use be monitored.

Response: All waivers and charges are currently formalized in

Letters of Understanding and Agreements (LUAs) with the

respective credit unions. The LUAs always require approval by

the regional directors, and frequently require concurrence by the

Director, Office of Examination and Insurance, General Counsel

and the NCUA Board. Most waivers and charges allowed are in

conjunction with 208 assistance, so many of these actions have
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See comment 20.

the approval and concurrence of the Washington Office. These

actions are closely tracked and monitored. Those few waivers or

charges that occur outside of special assistance are small and

nonrepetitive. The regions are required to report monthly on the

status of these credit unions. The Department of Risk Management

compiles a database summary which monitors the condition of these

credit unions and produces periodic summary reports. Instruction

7300.1, last revised in August of 1989, outlines requirements for

reserve charges and waivers.

Chapter 5, NCUA Recommendation - Adhere to criteria for assisting

credit unions.

Response: Checklists are being used at both the Regional and

Washington levels to assure all criteria are addressed. Staffing

and Washington presence has been increased on 208 cases to

improve documentation, quality, and consistency. Quality control

reviews are being conducted and Washington files have all been

reviewed and documentation requested where deficiencies have been

noted. The Regional and Washington Offices have processing

manuals which they follow as they process assistance cases.
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See comment 21. Chapter 6, Congressional Recommendation - Amend the Federal

Credit Union Act to confine insured credit union investments in

corporates and U.S. Central, to those that have obtained deposit

insurance from the NCUSIF.

Response: We concur with this recommendation. NCUA has recently

proposed a change to the NCUA Rules and Regulations which would

effectively limit investment in corporate credit unions to those

that follow NCUA's regulatory standards. Federal insurance of

all corporates is still needed, however, to provide NCUA with

See comment 22.

regulatory and enforcement jurisdiction. NCUA has submitted

proposed legislation to the House and Senate Banking Committees

to accomplish this objective.

Chapter 6, Congressional Recommendation - Require NCUA to

establish a program to promptly increase the capital of

corporates and to establish minimum capital standards.

Response: We agree, in principle, to both of these concepts. We

caution, however, that minimum capital standards for corporates

will be difficult to establish and maintain due to natural

fluctuations in the asset sizes of corporates resulting from

their role as an investment and liquidity medium for their member

credit unions.
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Because they are closely supervised and invest only in highly

rated instruments, the risk presented by corporate credit unions

is, in our view, very low. Comparison of capital at corporates

to capital at commercial banks is inappropriate and could mislead

uninformed readers to the conclusion that corporates are severely

undercapitalized. This is not the case. NCUA requires high

standards for corporates in the area of asset quality, matching

of rates and maturities, and diversification. We believe that

these issues are of equal importance to strong capital. In

summary, the issue of adequate capital is a complex matter which

cannot be simply resolved by establishing a minimum capital

level, but which must also address risk, which is the next

recommendation.

Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Establish minimum capital

requirements for corporates and U.S. Central, taking all risks

into account. In the interim, establish a minimum level based on

assets, and a timeframe for achieving this level. This could be

done through increased reserving requirements and use of

subordinated debt arrangements such as the membership capital

share deposits.

Response: We are currently working toward that goal and expect

to accomplish such a system by the end of 1991.
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Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Restrict the investment powers

of state-chartered corporates to the limits imposed on federal

corporates.

Response: We concur with this recommendation. Our proposed new

corporate regulation should accomplish this goal. In some cases,

state regulators may elect to adopt more stringent provisions.

See comment 23. Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Limit corporate credit union and

U.S. Central investments in a single obliger to one percent of

the investor's total assets. Exceptions should include

obligations of the U.S. Government, repurchase agreements up to

two percent of assets, and all investments by corporates in U.S.

Central.

Response: We agree with the concept of diversification of risk

and have insisted on such policies during examinations of

corporates. We do not believe that diversification down to 1

percent of assets is advisable for corporate credit unions. The

proposed regulation establishes a 5 percent diversification limit

which we consider more appropriate. In evaluating risk, it is

important to place all risks in perspective. Concentrating on

eliminating one risk has implications for other risks. For
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See comment 24.

example, diversification to 1 percent would have the effect of

expanding the number of investment vehicles used. Expanding the

universe of available investment vehicles will entail acceptance

of additional credit risk. Existing policies, and the proposed

regulations, require diversification, as well as limitations on

the credit risk and liquidity risk. Accordingly, we believe

5 percent to be a more acceptable level of diversification.

Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Limit corporate credit union and

U.S. Central loans to one borrower to one percent of the lender's

assets. NCUA should be authorized to make exceptions, on a

loan-by-loan basis.

Response: We do not concur with this recommendation. Corporates

exist in order to provide for liquidity to their credit union

members. Limiting the lending authority to 1 percent of assets

will severely cripple this ability with only a marginal decrease

in risk exposure. U.S. Central would be limited to lending an

aggregate of 43 percent (1 percent for each corporate) of assets

in view of their limited membership. NCUA insists on high credit

standards and regular monitoring of lines of credit. We believe

that this adequately addresses lending risks to the corporate

system.
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See comment 25.

In addition, the proposed regulation provides a mechanism to

limit lending based on reserves. This is considered necessary in

order to enable corporates to function during times of low

liquidity. In such circumstances, shares would flow out of the

corporates, assets would shrink significantly and the resulting

lending ability would be severely impacted. By relating the

lending authority to reserves, this problem is averted.

Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Obtain more complete and timely

information about corporate financial operations.

Response: Significant improvements have been made in both the

timeliness and level of reporting by corporates during the period

under review. In addition, the primary line of defense rests

with the individual corporate examiners. These examiners will

continue to receive monthly financial reports from each of the

corporates under their supervision. We will continue to work

with corporate credit unions to improve both the quality and

timeliness of corporate reports.
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See comment 26. Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Establish a unit at NCUA

headquarters with responsibility for corporate oversight,

examination, and enforcement actions.

Response: We agree that a level of oversight and centralized

responsibility for the corporate program is necessary at the

central office level. At the present time, one full-time staff

position is responsible for providing oversight and monitoring of

the corporate examination program. Existing oversight includes a

review of all corporate examinations, scheduling of examinations,

corporate examiner training, establishment of policy and analysis

of monthly 5310 reports. We recognize the importance of the

corporate examiner's role. We also recognize the importance of

increased Washington Office participation in scheduling and

coordinating exams and follow-up, especially with respect to U.S.

Central. We continue to believe, however, that regional

responsibility over corporates and corporate examiners is

necessary.
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See comment 27. . Chapter 6, NCUA Recommendation - Review the CAMEL Rating System

for corporate credit unions to reduce the inconsistencies and

focus more clearly on the component being rated.

Response: We agree that the CAMEL Rating Ssystem for corporate

credit unions should be reviewed to reduce inconsistencies and to

focus more clearly on the component being rated. Annual review

of the CAMEL system and corporate examination procedures has been

an integral part of the corporate examination program since 1986.

We plan to continue this effort in order to maintain the highest

standards for~corporateŝ . In generatr̂ NCUA believes that

corporates need to be held to a higher standard than natural

person credit unions. This means that all exceptions are treated

seriously and pursued to expedite resolution in the case of

corporates.
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See comment 28. Chapter 7, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should require

that credit unions expense the 1% deposit over a reasonable

period of time, to be determined by NCUA. Congress should at the

same time specify that the assets represented by a failed credit

union's insurance deposit should be first available to the

NCUSIF. This should be coordinated with and consistent with any

legislation to recapitalize the Bank Insurance Fund, so as to

avoid placing credit unions at a competitive disadvantage.

Response: Based upon the recent action of the House Financial

Institutions Subcommittee, it appears unlikely that Congress will

require credit unions to expense the 1% insurance deposit.

Therefore, it may be advisable to focus on GAO's alternative

recommendation that the 1% deposit be excluded from both sides of

the balance sheet when calculating capital adequacy. It is

probably a good idea to segregate and specifically earmark those

reserves. This would appear to remove the major concern that the

existing structure results in an overstatement of the financial

position of credit unions and the NCUSIF. Even excluding the 1%

deposit, the capital ratio in credit unions is the highest among

financial institutions.
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See comment 29.

We have no objection to the recommendation to make the 1% deposit

of a failed credit union available to the NCUSIF first.

We agree that any action taken by Congress concerning the 1%

deposit be consistent with any legislation enacted to

recapitalize the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF) or Savings Association

Insurance Fund (SAIF).

Chapter 7, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should

establish an available assets ratio for the NCUSIF.

Response: We agree with this recommendation. We would recommend

that the NCUSIF have a minimum statutory available assets to

insured shares ratio of approximately .75 percent - .80 percent.

This ratio would override the normal equity ratio, now at 1.3

percent, when determining the amount of excess funds above the

statutory operating level which should be returned to credit

unions. It would also trigger the collection of funds to the

NCUSIF for operating purposes. If Congress does establish an

available assets ratio for the NCUSIF, a ratio of equal value

should also be included in any legislation to recapitalize the

Bank Insurance Fund and Savings Association Insurance Fund.
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See comment 30. Chapter 7, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should

authorize NCUA to raise the basic NCUSIF equity ratio, available

assets ratio, and premiums and delete its ability to set a normal

operating level below the statutory minimum.

Response: We agree with this recommendation. NCUA should have

the ability to establish higher NCUSIF operating levels to ensure

the health and stability of the Fund, and maintain the confidence

of its insured credit unions. Also, we recommend that NCUA be

given the authority to assess risk-based premiums based upon the

level of capital for each credit union.

Chapter 7, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should provide

for additional NCUA borrowing from Treasury on behalf of the

NCUSIF.

Response: We agree with this recommendation. The present

borrowing authority of the NCUSIF from the U.S. Treasury is $100

million. An additional $500 million can be obtained through the

CLF after appropriations. The NCUSIF has never borrowed from the

CLF, the U.S. Treasury, or required taxpayer funds to operate.

However, should the CLF be abolished, a greater borrowing limit

from the U.S. Treasury should be available to meet liquidity

needs in an emergency situation.
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Chapter 7, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should amend

the Federal Credit Union Act to place the NCUSIF in a second

position to general creditors, but provide that this position

would rank ahead of uninsured shares.

Response: We agree with this recommendation. Although NCUSIF

losses from uninsured shares -have been minimal, this change in

payout priority would be particularly helpful in clarifying that

the U.S. Government does not stand behind credit unions' deposits

in excess of $100., 000 in their corporates.

Chapter 7, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should reduce the lag time

in adjusting the Fund's financing.

Response: We do not object to this' recommendation. The lag time

can be easily shortened from 7 to 3 months, using the present

computerized invoicing program.
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See comment 31.

Chapter 7, NCUA Recommendation - NCUA should place the NCUSIF on

a calendar year basis.

Response: We generally agree with this recommendation. This

would facilitate the NCUSIF comparison with the BIF and SAIF, and

better match the results of the Fund to year-end credit union

performance. Also, it would be beneficial for NCUA to change the

insurance year from June 30 to December 31. Funds due to the

NCUSIF would be based upon year-end data as opposed to June 30

credit union data.

Chapter 8, NCUA Recommendation - Immediately establish separate

supervision and insurance offices that report directly to the

NCUA Board.

Response: We disagree. As you have stated in your report:

"Separation of NCUSIF from NCUA's chartering,

regulation, and supervision responsibilities

would not, based on these analyses, by itself

guarantee either strong supervision or insurance

fund health. And such a move could result in

additional and duplicative oversight costs. In
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addition, it can be argued that a

regulator/supervisor without insurance

responsibility has less incentive to concern

itself with insurance costs, should an

institution fail."

We believe that today's deregulated financial marketplace

requires that the regulatory and insurance functions be closely

coordinated. It is our view that quick, decisive action is the

key to successful oversight and that the artificial separation of

insurance and supervision that was possible under heavy

regulation is undesirable for the future.

At NCUA, the examination and insurance functions coexist in a

single office that is divided into four departments. The

Department of Insurance is responsible for all financial

accounting, follows GAAP accounting, and continues to receive

unqualified opinions from both our outside CPA firm and GAO. The

Department of Supervision oversees the examination and

supervision of credit unions and the training of examiners. The

Department of Risk Management assesses risk in all insured

institutions, evaluates workout cases, analyzes requests for

assistance, and ensures that the expenses of case resolutions are

appropriate. The Department of Operations enforces accounting

rules, EDP requirements, consumer laws, and investment limits in

credit unions.
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The six regions examine, supervise, and make the initial

assessment of the degree and severity of problems and the scope,

if any, of assistance. Each region provides monthly reports to

the Washington Office which detail all material problem cases and

the potential loss.

The Office of Examination and Insurance provides a monthly report

of all insurance activities to the NCUA Board. Material items

involving assistance, workout cases, or deviations from the

examination and supervision program must be approved by the NCUA

Board.

NCUA's organizational structure recognizes the inseparability of

supervision and insurance functions — both of which have as

their ultimate goal, maintaining a safe and sound credit union

system. At the same time, our structure avoids the pitfalls of

the FHLBB/FSLIC/FHLMC systems, wherein the regulator was

responsible for promoting growth in mortgage credit and the Home

Loan Banks were directed by savings and loan officials. As GAO's

draft report indicates, such a built-in organizational conflict

does not exist at NCUA. Quick action, use of formal and informal

"tripwires," and the strict adherence to GAAP accounting by

credit unions and the NCUSIF have served the credit union system

well and would go a long way towards strengthening the entire

financial system. Reform should focus on these measures rather

than on artificial separation of supervisory and insurance

functions.
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See comment 32. Chapter 8, Congressional Recommendation - Require NCUA, in

consultation with Congress and the cu industry, to identify

specific unsafe and unsound practices and conditions that merit

enforcement action, as well as the appropriate action, and

promulgate these requirements by regulation.

Response: The recommended concept of "tripwires" that would

automatically actuate enforcement or other action by the Agency

is similar to our existing system which we will continue to

refine. However, in practice, tripwires have some shortcomings.

Safety and soundness is frequently not black or white and

requires great care and judgment to assure fairness to those

concerned. We will make further effort to define all of our

specific actions more clearly . However, trying to specify all

unsound practices and specific required enforcement actions could

create inflexibility and invite attempts to circumvent our

efforts.
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See comment 33.

See comment 34.

Chapter 8, Congressional Recommendation - Require NCUA to take

enforcement action when unsafe and unsound conditions or

practices, as specified in the recommended regulation, are

identified.

Response: NCUA uses a system of thresholds and timeframes

similar to the recommended tripwires to trigger enforcement

actions. NCUA Instructions establish the maximum time period

credit unions will be allowed to remain in business if they are

coded a CAMEL 4 or 5, or if other serious deficiencies are

identified. The Department of Risk Management, and other

offices, continually prepare reports to identify those credit

unions requiring action and ensure steps are taken to resolve the

problems. As stated above, inflexible tripwire may work against

accomplishing these goals.

Chapter 8, Congressional Recommendation - Provide for a five

member NCUA Board, with two members, ex officio, the Chairman of

the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary of the Treasury.

Response: We recognize the desirability of a broad perspective

on the NCUA Board concerning the role and oversight of financial
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institutions. We also recognize the Treasury's interest, as the

ultimate guarantor of NCUSIF insured savings, in ensuring that

NCUA perform its mission effectively. We believe there are

mechanisms in place to achieve these ends. Most importantly, the

three NCUA Board members are Presidential appointees, confirmed

with the advice and consent of the Senate. Further, the Federal

Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) and its

various working groups ensure constant communication among the

regulatory agencies on issues of examination and supervision.

We have been and continue to be willing to consider proposals to

enhance these oversight goals without unduly compromising NCUA's

independence. We strongly believe, however, that GAO's specific

proposal is unworkable. Given the frequency with which it is

necessary to hold NCUA Board meetings (for example, 30 Board

meetings were held in 1990), and considering the responsibilities

and schedules of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman

of the Federal Reserve Board, it is unrealistic to expect that

they would be able to attend many of the NCUA Board meetings. In

their absence, a majority approval by the existing Board would

require a unanimous vote of the remaining three Board members.

Further, NCUA's experience over the last several years with three

appointed Board seats would suggest further periods of at least

one vacancy, greatly compounding these problems. Accordingly, we

strongly recommend against the GAO proposal. If Congress deems

existing oversight mechanism to be insufficient, we would

recommend that other alternatives be carefully considered.
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See comment 35. Chapter 8, Congressional Recommendation - The CLF, as established

by Title III of the Federal Credit Union Act, should be

dissolved.

Response: The NCUSIF and credit unions must be assured of backup

sources of liquidity prior to any dismantling. This area is

crucial and must receive careful analysis and review prior to any

final legislation.

Chapter 8, Congressional Recommendation - Congress should remove

the power of federal credit unions to borrow from Farm Credit

Banks as provided for in the Federal Credit Act.

Response: We do not object to this recommendation. Credit

unions have traditionally had sufficient liquidity with little

need to borrow money. For those that do, industry sources of

liquidity are available through the corporate network and the

CLF. The NCUSIF, Federal Reserve System, and Federal Home Loan

Bank System are also authorized credit union lenders.
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Chapter 8, congressional Recommendation - Recommend that Congress

amend the community Development Credit Union Revolving Fund

Transfer Act to designate an entity other than NCUA as

administrator of the fund.

Response: We have no objection to the recommendation. We do

recommend that whoever administers the fund take strong efforts

to fairly distribute in a manner that does not jeopardize the

safety and soundness of the credit union.

See comment 36. Chapter 9, Congressional Recommendation - If credit unions are to

remain distinct from other depository institutions because, in

part, of their common bond membership ... Congress should

consider stating this general intent in legislation and setting

forth guidelines on the limits of occupational, associational,

and community common bonds, as well as the purpose and limits of

multiple group charters.

Response: We have no objection to this recommendation. The NCUA

Chartering and Field of Membership Manual, updated in December

1989, sets forth our existing guidelines for chartering and field

of membership expansion of federally chartered credit unions.

These guidelines do not apply to state-chartered federally
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insured credit unions. As GAO's draft report indicates, this

Manual sets forth in one place NCUA's chartering and membership

policies and procedures, thus adding much more consistency to

chartering issues among the regions.

It must be noted, however, that the states follow a wide range of

policies regarding chartering, fields of membership, and common

bond for state-chartered credit unions. In fact, some states

permit very liberal, open field of membership for credit unions.

Any recommendation, or congressional action, in this area, should

consider the dual chartering system and the states' crucial role

on the issue.

NCUA modified the definition of "common bond" for federal credit

unions in the past decade for several reasons including: to

provide credit availability to millions who historically did not

have credit available; to allow for some diversification as a

means of reducing risk to the NCUSIF; and to afford more

opportunities to merge troubled credit unions as opposed to

liquidating them at considerably more cost to the NCUSIF.

In view of the large number of plant closings and the substantial

increase in mergers and acquisitions of American companies over

the past decade, without this change in policy, credit unions and

the NCUSIF might not have survived the 1980s. Select group

additions are permitted as a means to diversify some of the risk

associated with one group. Each group must have its own common

bond and must be within the operational area of the home or a
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branch office. In the case of mergers, two credit unions with

unlike field of memberships may combine only when they are

located in the same operational area.

In summary, economic realities necessitated some changes in the

common bond guidelines to protect the credit union system from

failure; however, a common bond, even when it is a multiple

common bond, has very distinct characteristics compared to

serving the general public over a wide geographic area as in the

case of banks and thrifts. The common bond, combined with the

cooperative structure of credit unions, ensures that they remain

true to their consumer orientation and avoid the sorts of risk

that are resulting in taxpayer liability for the many billions of

dollars in losses in other depository institutions.
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The following are GAO'S comments on the National Credit Union Admin-
istration's (NCUA) May 24,1991, letter.

GAO Comments 1. The extensive improvements recommended in this report could not be
made simultaneously and immediately so as to "overwhelm" NCUA and
the industry. Many require legislative and regulatory changes that must
be debated by Congress and are subject to public comment. And, since
we have been discussing our concerns and thoughts on ways to address
them with NCUA officials for many months, NCUA has already begun to
make some improvements. The annual congressional oversight hearings
we recommend would be an appropriate forum for monitoring the status
of the reforms we believe warranted.

2. We do not intend to imply that the industry and NCUSIF have been
without challenges in recent years. Chapter 2 discusses the growth of
the industry within the past decade, the risks facing it, the difficulties in
the early 1980s that necessitated the 1985 recapitalization of NCUSIF,
and the relative present soundness of the industry and the Fund.
Chapter 5 discusses recent failures: table 5.1 shows that 711 credit
unions failed in the 1985-1990 period. Our point is simply that in recent
years the industry and NCUSIF have not faced the magnitude of failing
institutions and declining insurance fund balances that thrifts and the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board did.

3. Our March 1991 report on deposit insurance did not develop specific
recommendations as to whether federal banking regulatory agencies
should be restructured or consolidated (see Deposit Insurance: A
Strategy for Reform, (GAO/GGD-91-26, Mar. 4,1991, pp. 77-78). We believe,
however, that if Congress does establish a single regulator for deposi-
tory institutions, credit unions should not be automatically excluded. As
they grow both in size and powers, credit unions increasingly resemble
other insured depository institutions and their risk exposure increases.
Nevertheless, because the present problems in the thrift and banking
industries would be sufficient challenges in establishing such an entity,
we have recommended that Congress not include credit unions until that
regulator is operating effectively. These issues are discussed in chapter
8. (See pp. 187 to 197.)

4. NCUA'S concern about real estate-based lending is appropriate because
a substantial portion of credit union assets have been loaned in that
area. The relatively low level, to date, of delinquencies and losses on
these loans is a positive factor. However, credit unions' significant
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involvement in such lending has been relatively recent and their portfo-
lios have not been fully tested by a period of high inflation or a pro-
tracted economic downturn. Thus, it is too soon to tell whether lending
practices have been sound. NCUA comments that it is issuing further
guidance to both credit unions and its own examiners. While such guid-
ance is appropriate, we believe that regulations should be strengthened
now, as well.

5. NCUA'S current proposed regulatory change would permit only those
loans secured by the borrower's principal residence to be excluded from
its definition of member business loans. This tightening of the exemp-
tions, if promulgated, will satisfy our recommendation.

6. The regulation that NCUA cites in its comments applies only to federal
credit unions and does not require them to inform their members that
dividends on share^or other aGGOuntsare^based on available earnings
and cannot be guaranteed in advance. NCUA issued a proposed regulation
in May 1990 that would have required such disclosure. Many negative
comments were received—some of which indicated the respondents
thought certain dividends could be guaranteed. As of March 1991, the
NCUA Board had not announced its acceptance, modification, or with-
drawal of the proposed regulation. In its comments, NCUA indicates it
will not take action itself but will defer to Congress. Accordingly, we
have redirected our recommendation to Congress.

7. NCUA agreed that minimum capital requirements would help bring up
the bottom of the industry but said that flexibility would be needed for
new and troubled credit unions. We recognize that credit unions cannot
build capital as stock institutions can and our recommendation provides
for an appropriate phase-in period. (See p. 86.) However, we believe that
troubled credit unions, credit unions that achieve the established capital
level and then fall below it, should be handled according to the
"tripwire" regulations we are recommending (see p. 68 and pp. 194-196
and p. 197).

8. While NCUA agrees that a lower limit is desirable, it brings up two
considerations that we believe have merit:

The 1-percent limit may be too low for small credit unions. We have
modified our recommendation to note that NCUA should be authorized to
set by regulation a higher limit for secured credit issued by small credit
unions.
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The 1-percent limit may be too low to allow for adequate overnight
funds on deposit with correspondent institutions to meet cash needs,
clearing account needs, share draft requirements, etc. We have modified
our recommendation to note that NCUA should be authorized to set
exceptions for such purposes by regulation.
NCUA also noted that the loan and investment limits we recommend
should be more clearly stated to apply to state as well as federal credit
unions. We have changed the text to prevent any misunderstanding.

We do not agree with NCUA that a limit of 5 percent of assets per obligor
would provide a sound level of diversification. These issues are dis-
cussed in comments 22 and 23 regarding corporate credit unions.

9. We believe a limit on commercial lending is consistent with the domi-
nant mission of credit unions today as federally insured providers of
consumer credit and should therefore be statutorily set to preclude any
future relaxation by regulation.

NCUA'S most recent proposed regulation would place a cap of 100 percent
of reserves on a federal credit union's total member business loans. The
cap would include a limit of 15 percent of reserves on total loans to
finance real estate construction, development, and speculation. We agree
these would be sound restrictions. The proposed regulation also pro-
vides for an exemption from the cap for credit unions that meet speci-
fied conditions and obtain approval from their NCUA regional office. We
are aware that certain credit unions continue to have narrow fields of
membership that tend to have inherent demands for a much higher pro-
portion of business loans. If Congress believes NCUA should have the
authority to provide exceptions from the general cap, however, we
believe another higher cap should be put in place for the exempted
credit unions.

10. NCUA asks that the Federal Credit Union Act be amended to remove
the authority of federal credit unions to borrow "from any source." Our
work did not reveal significant problems in this area, but we would raise
no objections to this change.

11. While NCUA does not object to this recommendation, it suggests that
Congress may wish to require, instead, that credit unions simply inform
NCUA in advance of opening a branch. We see no reason why credit union
oversight in this area should be less stringent than that given banks and
thrifts.
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12. NCUA examiners note the review of call reports on their examination
checklist, which remains in the field copy of the examination (see pp. 94
and 95). We believe that raising the amount of documentation and the
organizational level to which it is provided is important because of
NCUA'S dependence on data from call reports for off-site monitoring.
NCUA should also develop a system to document its review of state credit
union call reports because these associations are not examined annually
by NCUA.

13. We address NCUA'S comments in chapter 4. (See p. 115.)

14. This is not a separate recommendation but is part of the prior one.
See comment 13.

15. We agree with NCUA that state examinations are an important
resource in the oveFsight of state credit unions^We found that the coop^
erative efforts of NCUA and state supervisors have resulted in an
improved examination process. (See pp. 98 and 99.)

16. We believe that the annual supervisory committee audit reports
would be useful for off-site monitoring, especially when submitted to
NCUA upon completion. There should be little additional cost involved in
copying and forwarding the report to NCUA.

We asked NCUA to clarify its comment that larger and problem credit
unions were required to submit their audit reports to examiners because
we were unaware of such a requirement. Officials told us there is no
such written requirement but many examiners ask that audits be sent to
them in such circumstances.

17. We discuss NCUA'S current policy on assistance to open credit unions
and guidance to examiners on selecting resolution methods in chapter 5.
As noted there, however, NCUA'S lack of documentation prevented us
from determining if actual practice conformed to the policy. Our recom-
mendation is intended to establish a statutory failure resolution policy
for credit unions, one that is consistent with the guidance in Section
13(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.

18. While NCUA comments that it is instituting changes in this area, we
believe a statutory requirement would better assure documentation.

19. We recognize that in most cases waivers and charges are provided
together with other forms of special assistance that require Washington-
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level approval. Our recommendation for approval from that level for all
waivers and charges is intended to ensure consistency among the
regions and serve to highlight the importance of forbearance from regu-
lations. With respect to NCUA'S comments related to monthly reporting
and monitoring, we found that data were not readily available in
Washington.

20. We have discussed our concerns with NCUA officials in this area for
some time and commend them for taking the actions cited. We have not
reviewed these new efforts but, if implemented as described, they
should result in compliance with our recommendation.

21. The draft legislation proposed by NCUA applies only to federal credit
unions. An NCUA official explained NCUA'S position that its general rule
making authority could be used to extend this restriction to apply to
state-chartered federally insured credit unions as well. However, con-
gressional clarification of NCUA'S authority over these state-chartered
institutions would be provided by implementation of our recommenda-
tion that NCUA be given authority and required to compel a state credit
union to follow the federal regulations in any area in which the powers
go beyond those permitted federal credit unions and are considered to
constitute a safety and soundness risk.

22. NCUA agrees in principle that corporate credit unions should be
required to promptly increase their capital and that minimum capital
standards should be established. It also notes that it is working to imple-
ment by the end of 1991 a risk-based minimum capital system. However,
we believe NCUA'S discussion about the current condition of corporate
credit unions tends to minimize the present level of risk, and we are
therefore concerned that NCUA'S requirements for corporates' capital
will not be high enough to ensure financial soundness. For many years,
the relative level of corporate capital, which was acknowledged by NCUA
as too low to begin with, has not been improving as corporates grew.
This has prevented corporates from achieving the capital strength that
NCUA regulation has long implied was necessary. We also believe it
essential that any risk-based capital system developed include a core
capital requirement related to total assets, regardless of risk.

While we agree that the investment assets of corporates are generally of
high quality, it does not necessarily follow that the corporates them-
selves are not risky. We believe they are unnecessarily risky because
their investment assets are not diversified and do not agree that NCUA
now has sufficiently high standards of diversification. (See pp. 149 and
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150 and p. 153.) We are recommending changes in this area also. The
most recent NCUA proposal regarding diversification, discussed in com-
ment 23, is not adequate.

23. We disagree. It could even be argued that our recommended 1 per-
cent of assets limit on investments in a single obligor is not strong
enough because it would not achieve as much investment diversification
as is desirable. A 1-percent limit would still permit a corporate to risk an
amount that is substantially more than its own net worth in one uncol-
lateralized investment in one debtor. In contrast, NCUA'S counter pro-
posal—a 5-percent limit—would not materially change the excessive
investment concentrations that in some cases already exist. Moreover,
we do not agree that a lower investment limit would necessarily create
additional investment risk. Instead, funds that became available because
of a reduced investment limit could be put into less risky types of
investments^

24. The proposed regulation NCUA is referring to would establish a max-
imum credit exposure of a corporate credit union to each member credit
union borrower, excluding CLF loan and repurchase transactions. The
maximum would be the higher of 100 percent of the corporate's capital
or 10 percent of its paid-in and unimpaired shares and deposits plus
capital. Our recommendation calls for NCUA to be authorized to make
exceptions from the 1-percent limit on a loan-by-loan basis. We recognize
NCUA'S concern that the 1-percent limit would overly restrict U.S. Cen-
tral Credit Union's operations but believe, given the importance of the
institution to the industry, that requiring NCUA'S prior approval to
exceed the limit is prudent. We would not, however, object to NCUA'S
proposal of an alternative limit based on the corporate's capital, pro-
vided it is defined as GAAP capital. We also believe the percentages pro-
posed by NCUA are too high.

25. Our report recognizes that there have been improvements in corpo-
rate reporting but also demonstrates that additional changes are needed,
as NCUA agrees,.

26. The full-time staff position at NCUA headquarters does not include
supervisory authority over corporates: that authority is delegated to
regional directors. The number of corporates is very small and their
basic functions, while complex, are similar, while the geographic terri-
tory covered by individual corporates is large and not coterminous with
the NCUA regional offices. Under these conditions, we do not believe
NCUA has justified its position, which is clearly stated in its Examiner's
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Guide, that the primary responsibility for corporates should be at the
regional level. (See p. 159.) Our report makes clear, however, that we
believe regional office participation in the oversight process is desirable.
(See 156 to 157.)

27. We asked NCUA officials to clarify whether they had recently
reviewed the CAMEL rating system and, if so, what changes were made.
The officials said they were reviewing the system and would set specific
quantitative parameters that reflect the component being rated. Man-
agement capability will no longer be considered in rating nonmanage-
ment components. Examiners will, however, have some limited
flexibility in revising the rating, just as they do with CAMEL ratings for
natural person credit unions. If fully implemented as described, these
changes will address our concerns.

28. After we issued our draft report to NCUA for comment, the Chairman
of the NCUA Board testified on May 7,1991, before the Senate Banking
Committee that he supported requiring a write-down of the 1-percent
deposit. Not withstanding the subcommittee's action, we continue to
believe that a write-down of the 1-percent deposit is the best course of
action to eliminate the double counting that currently exists. The alter-
native that NCUA suggests is not unacceptable to us, however, it is only a
second best solution to the double counting problem.

29. This report does not address needed changes in the financing of the
bank and thrift insurance funds, though in principle we see no reason
why a similar provision should not apply. We believe Congress should
establish such a ratio for NCUSIF now to help ensure its continuing
soundness.

30. This report does not recommend the establishment of risk-based pre-
miums for credit unions because we do not believe it is essential at this
time for NCUSIF'S future soundness, provided our other recommendations
are implemented. However, should the banking and thrift industries and
their insurers develop and implement such premiums, it would be appro-
priate to adapt them to credit unions.

31. This recommendation is not calling for the separation of insurance
and supervision activities in different organizations, as the NCUA com-
ments appear to suggest. We are recommending that within NCUA,
responsibility for each function be clearly placed in different offices,
offices whose directors report individually to the NCUA Board. The
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Board, which is accountable to Congress, is the level at which any con-
flicts between these two functions should be resolved. As presently
organized, the potential exists that such conflicts could be resolved at a
lower level of NCUA in a manner that could be unacceptable to the Board.

32. NCUA'S reference to the similarity of its current system to our recom-
mended tripwires apparently refers to its policy regarding closure or
improvement of CAMEL 4- and 5-rated credit unions (see NCUA'S next com-
ment and p. 119). This policy, while a start, is not as fully responsive to
the recommendation as NCUA indicates in that it applies only to credit
unions already in seriously weakened condition. Our proposed approach
involves interventions to deal with unsafe practices that precede and
indeed frequently result in an unsafe or weakened condition.

We are not recommending that NCUA attempt to develop an exhaustive
list of all unsafe and unsound practices. Rather, fundamental indicators
of unsafe and unsound operations or conditions should be focused on.
We also note that a tripwire system would not preclude regulators from
using available informal and formal actions. (See pp. 194 to 196.) The
tripwire system would supplement, not replace, the existing body of law
and regulation and the other reforms we are recommending elsewhere in
this report.

33. As noted in comment 31, we recognize the value of NCUA'S policy
regarding credit unions rated CAMEL 4 and 5. The tripwire system we are
recommending, however, is intended to take effect long before credit
unions reach such weakened condition. Unlike stockholder-owned insti-
tutions, credit unions can only raise capital through earnings. The ear-
lier tripwires, based on thresholds of unsafe practice that have not yet
been reflected in serious asset or earnings deterioration, are, therefore,
even more important.

In our review we found that NCUA was ineffective in compelling 15 of
the 39 credit unions we studied to resolve their problems within the
period of our review. It used only informal actions against these credit
unions and also acquiesced to some state supervisors rather than take
stronger action on a timely basis. (See pp. 104 to 112.) Tripwires are
intended to reduce but not remove NCUA'S "flexibility" and give NCUA a
clear mandate to predictably address serious practices and conditions, a
mandate that the owners and managers of credit unions would also
know in advance.
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34. We address NCUA'S comments on this recommendation in chapter 8.
(See pp. 212 and 213.)

35. We address NCUA'S comments on this recommendation in chapter 8.
(See p. 213.)

36. We address NCUA'S comment on this recommendation in chapter 9.
(See pp. 231 and 232.)
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report text appear at the
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See p. 185.

See pp. 212 and 213.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON

ASSISTANT SECRETARY May 29, 1991

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Assistant Comptroller General
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

I am writing in response to your request for Treasury
comments on the May 1991 draft of a GAO report entitled, "Credit
Unions: Reforms for Assuring Future Soundness." Your report
provides useful insights into the structure, activities and
financial condition of the credit union industry and helps to
identify many importarTtn.ssues for consideration by Congress and
the Administration.

I would like to take this opportunity to comment on two
recommendations in your report which are similar to
recommendations in the Treasury Department's recent report
entitled, "Modernizing the Financial System: Recommendations for
Safer, More Competitive Banks." The first recommendation calls
on Congress to require credit unions to expense their one percent
deposit with the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund
(NCUSIF) "over a reasonable period of time."

As your report points out, because credit unions treat this
deposit as an asset rather than an expense, it is double-counted
as capital by the credit unions and the NCUSIF. This double
counting overstates the amount of protection between potential
losses and the taxpayer. It is for exactly this reason that the
Administration's legislative proposal, "the Financial
Institutions Safety and Consumer Choice Act of 1991," would
require credit unions to expense their one percent deposit over a
twelve-year transition period.

Your report also recommends changing the composition of the
board of the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) to
include the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and the
Secretary of the Treasury as ex officio members. While we agree
that the regulation and supervision of all federally insured
financial institutions should be more consistent, our own
recommendation for accomplishing this objective is somewhat
different. Our legislative proposal would require that one of
the two NCUA board positions not occupied by the Chairman be
filled with the Treasury Department's top banking regulator.
Under our proposal, this regulator would be the director of the
new Office of Depository Institutions Supervision. We believe
this reorganization would provide an important nexus between the
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Administration and the regulation of all federally insured
institutions, thus helping to ensure more consistent regulatory
policies.

Your report contains a number of other recommendations for
consideration by Congress to ensure the continued safety and
soundness of the credit union industry. We look forward to
working with you on these issues.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this
report.

Sincerely,

brome H. Powell
Assistant Secretary
(Domestic Finance)
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

May 22, 1991

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
'Assistant Comptroller General
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

ALAN GREENSPAN

CHAIRMAN

See pp. 212 and 213.
This is in response to your letter of May 2, 1991,

requesting my comments on the General Accounting Office ("GAO")
draft report entitled Credit Unions: Reforms for Assuring Future
Soundness. In particular, you requested comment on the GAO's
recommendation that the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board be
made, ex officio, a member of an expanded board of the National
Credit Union Administration ("NCUA").

The draft report notes that credit unions are
increasingly involved in activities that banking institutions
have performed historically and that credit unions are heavily
involved, directly or indirectly, in investment in major
international commercial banks. The report also.states that the
GAO believes that it would enhance the NCUA Board's effectiveness
to have, as members, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
and the Secretary of the Treasury.

With respect to the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board, the report states that "The presence on the NCUA Board of
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board would provide an
independent view and a broader perspective on the role and
oversight of financial institutions." The report further
indicates that this presence would give added assurance that
objective insurance decisions would be made and that the approach
to federal regulation and supervision would be consistent, where
applicable, across industry guidelines.

As you know, the Federal Reserve's principal
responsibilities are the maintenance of macro economic, price and
financial system stability through the conduct of monetary policy
and the discharge of important supervisory duties involving the
commercial banking system. The management of monetary policy has
become an increasingly complex task in today's more global
financial markets. At the same time, as you are aware, the
challenges facing bank regulators—in particular, the need to
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modernize and strengthen the competitiveness of our banking
system and to continue to resolve problem and failing banking
situations—have increased significantly. In recent years, the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board has also been given other
new and major responsibilities, such as serving as a member of
the Resolution Trust Corporation Oversight Board. Placing the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board on the Board of the NCUA
would require a significant commitment in terms of time and
attention and could distract from the Federal Reserve's ability
to focus on its principal monetary policy and bank supervisory
responsibilities.

In view of these considerations, I believe that it
would be inappropriate to add the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board to the Board of the NCUA.
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